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Abstract

This paper describes and quantifies effects of conversion of conventional tillage system (CT) to no-till
system (NT) on various fluxes of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) in agro-ecosystem. The process-based
model DNDC was used in this study to quantify these effects. The study was carried out at a selected
experimental station of the Research Institute of Plant Production (RIPP) in the maize growing region
in the Slovak Republic during the period of 1999-2004. Modeling results showed that the conversion
of CT to NT system (1) increased soil organic carbon (SOC) content on average by 14%, and switched
the SOC balance from a net loss to a net sink; (2) decreased soil CO2 emission on average by 12%;
(3) had little impact on N2O emissions; (4) decreased NO emission on average by 9%; (5) increased
N2 production by 11%; (6) decreased NO3

- leaching by 9%; (7) and had impact on the quality of soil
organic matter.

Key words: DNDC model, conventional tillage, no-till, carbon, nitrogen, agro-ecosystem

1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional tillage (CT) system as a traditional farming management has its advantages and
disadvantages. For example advantages of this system is, that soil nutrients are more intensively used
by crops, which compensate the costs of expensive mineral fertilizers. CT system completely inverts
the soil and has the positive effect on weediness. However there is a growing trend for a conversion of
CT system to conservation tillage systems including reduced till (RT) and no-till (NT) systems. It is
mainly influenced by higher production cost under CT system and also by soil-ecological conditions.
CT system on agricultural land has influence on soil quality and soil moisture. Continuous use of CT
system can increase the depletion of soil organic matter and cause soil erosion (Hussain et al., 1999).
Intensive soil tillage increase decomposition of soil organic matter and release nutrients from soil. If
the soil organic matter inputs into the soil are not adequate to mineralization, the amount of humus
continuously decreases (Kovac et al., 2007). The main reason for implementation of conservation
tillage systems, including NT system is because they have shown potential for soil conservation and
potential for saving their properties. They are more water efficient (Lindwall and Anderson 1981),
reduce soil erosion (Hussain et al., 1999) and reduce production costs due to lower fuel and labor
inputs.

Conversion  from  CT  system  to  NT  system  also  changes  carbon  (C)  and  nitrogen  (N)  fluxes  which
move through agro-ecosystem in couple biogeochemical cycles. C and N have been adopted by most
life forms on Earth as the basic material for construction and metabolism. As green plants grow by
assimilating CO2, they require N to form amino acids and other essential compounds (Lacher, 1995;
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cit. in Li et al., 2005). As plant tissue are incorporated into the soil after the plants die, decomposers
decouple C and N as they derive energy from the breakdown of the organic compounds, ultimately re-
mineralizing most C and N to CO2 and inorganic N (e.g., NH4

+ or NO3
-). The energy required by the

soil microbes is usually generated by oxidation-reduction reactions, transferring electrons from the C
atoms existing in the organic compound to oxygen. If oxygen is unavailable, some microbes (e.g.,
denitrificants) can use other oxidants as electron acceptors. After oxygen, the most ready-reduced
oxidant is nitrate (NO3

-), and this denitrification process generates nitric oxide (NO), nitrous oxide
(N2O) and dinitrogen (N2)  (Conrad,  1996;  cit.  in  Li  et  al.,  2005).  N2O is also produced during
nitrification, the microbially-mediated oxidation of ammonium to nitrate.

Soils under NT system have lover mineralization of soil organic matter. Conservational systems have
been widely discussed for their potential to reduce nitrate (NO3

-) leaching through improving soil
water and SOC content storage (Dinnes, 2004). Modeling results showed that under no-till conditions,
reduction in the N mineralization rate directly resulted in increased SOC accumulation and less
inorganic N available for crop uptake and leaching (Farahbakhshazad et al., 2007). Several studies
showed that this conversion could have a favorable impact on atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gas namely carbon dioxide (CO2) by increasing sequestration of soil carbon (C) (Kern and
Johnson, 1993; Lal et al., 1998; West and Post, 2002,). However several field and modeling studies
showed different statements on nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions under NT system. For example some
studies reported that N2O fluxes can be greater under NT system as compared to CT system (Baggs et
al., 2003; MacKenzie et al., 1997; Linn and Doran, 1984; Palma et al., 1997; Mummey et al., 1998;
Goodroad et al., 1984; Aulakh et al., 1984). Other studies show similar values of N2O fluxes under
both CT and NT systems (Kessavalou et al., 1998; Robertson et al., 2000; Parkin and Kaspar, 2006).
On the other hand Jacinthe and Dick, 1997 reported higher N2O  emissions  under  CT  system  as
compared  to  NT  system.  Modeling  assessment  of  N2O fluxes from 44 CT systems vs. NT systems
comparison found, that for their humid climate classification (dominated by sites in the U.S. Corn
Belt), the changes in N2O flux as a result of converting tilled systems to no-till changed over time (Six
et al., 2004 cit. in Parking and Kaspar, 2006). They estimated that 5 years after the establishment of
NT system, N2O were higher than CT. After 10 years under NT system, N2O emissions were reduced
relative to CT. However, by year 20, N2O from NT system were lower than in a CT system. There is
also effect of conversion CT to NT system on emissions of nitric oxide (NO) gas. Soil NO emissions
can significantly affect tropospheric ozone (O3) production. Ozone is an important greenhouse gas.
There are very few studies regarding tillage effects simultaneously with the effect of fertilizer
management,  which  can  influence  NO and  also  N2O emissions  (Mosier  et  al.,  1998;  Veldkamp and
Keller, 1997). There is also study considering further reduction of N2O to dinitrogen (N2) because of
higher WFPS under NT system in the overlying 0 to 10cm zone, thereby promoting the reduction of
N2O to  N2 during transport toward the soil surface (Linn and Doran, 1984b). Sahrawat and Keeney
(1986) also noted that continuously wet soils made denitrification proceeds rapidly to N2.

Implementation of conservation systems including reduced tillage and no-till systems is also an
indirect measure resulting from ecological standards of the European Union for securing good
agricultural and environmental conditions (GAEC) (ecological conditionality for direct payment
obtaining also in condition of Slovak Republic). Measures of Slovak Republic for implementation of
minimalization techniques came in force on 1. January 2009 (Cross-compliance, 2007). Spreading of
these techniques in condition of Slovak Republic is limited by large acreage of not suitable compacted
soils or partly compacted soils. But there is also an absence of detailed regionalization of suitable soils
for this conservation systems as well as absence of long term field research in different ecological
conditions (Kovac et al., 2003). Implementation of conservation systems on agricultural land involves
quantification of these effects on biogeochemical cycles of nitrogen (N) and carbon (C) in different
soil-climatic conditions and farming managements which defers in time and space. Field experiments
are the most important key for providing the information on these cycles. However, field experiments
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can’t cover all conditions influencing nitrogen and carbon cycles in different agro-ecosystems mostly
due to financial resources. Process-based models might be one of the approach or substitution of field
experiments over different soil-climatic conditions as well as farming management change in space
and time. Model DNDC as a process oriented on computer simulation of soil carbon and nitrogen was
used in this study. During the past decade, DNDC has been tested by many researchers worldwide
with promising results (Brown, 1995; Smith et al., 1997; Li et al., 2003; Li et al., 2004; Pathak et al.,
2005; Jagadeesh Babu et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006).

The main objective of this study was to quantify the effects of conversion from CT system to NT
system on SOC content, CO2,  N2O and NO emissions, on N2, NO3

- loss  by leaching,  C/N ratio and
mineralization rate at selected experimental station of the Research Institute of Plant Production
(RIPP) in the maize growing region in Slovak Republic (near town Piestany) during the period of
1999-2004.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Model DNDC description

DNDC model is process oriented on computer simulation of soil carbon and nitrogen. The model
consists of two components. The first component, consisting of the soil climate, crop growth and
decomposition sub-models, predicts soil temperature, moisture, pH, redox potential (Eh) and substrate
concentration profiles driven by ecological driver (e.g., climate, soil, vegetation and anthropogenic
activity). The soil climate submodel calculates vertical profiles of soil temperature, moisture and soil
redox potential driven by meteorological data and soil properties. The crop growth submodel
calculates crop growth and its influence on soil environmental factors such as soil moisture, dissolved
organic carbon (DOC), and available nitrogen concentrations. The decomposition submodel then
generates vertical concentration profiles of substrates (e.g., DOC, NH4

+, NO3
-). The second

component, consisting of the nitrification, denitrification and fermentation sub-models, predicts NO,
N2O, N2, CH4 and NH3 fluxes based on the modeled soil environmental factors.

2.2 Experimental site

The site of the study undertaken during years 1999-2004 (Fig. 1) is located in the maize growing
region in Slovak Republic (near town Piestany) at experimental station of Research Institute of Plant
Production (RIPP) Piestany (latitude 48° 34 ,́ longitude 17° 45´). The soil is Luvi-Haplic Chernozem
with a medium humus content of 1.8-2%. The particle-size distribution of the surface horizon (0-0.2m)
contains 56% sand, 25% silt and 14% clay (sampling in the year 1995). The depth of the humus
horizon is 0.4 till 0.5 m and it is slightly differentiated to the alluvial and illuvial horizon. The soil has
a high retention of water, wilting point results in the high usability of soil moisture. The soils at the
beginning of experiment were characterized with average SOC content (loam; bulk density 1.5 g cm-3;
pH 6.53; initial SOC at surface 0-5 cm 0.0121 kg C kg-1). Annual 30-yr mean temperature is 9.2°C
(Tab. 1) with 15.5°C during growing season, and annual precipitation is 577 mm with 338 mm during
growing season. Plots with crop rotation typical for farming without the animal production (Fig. 2)
were maintained under two tillage systems: [1] CT system employing mouldboard ploughing to the
depth 0.18-0.22, fertilization with compost and removal (export) of crop resides from the field (1999-
2002) or incorporation of crop residues (2003-2004). Application of pesticides and reduced doses of
nitrogen nutrients from mineral fertilizers were applied. [2] NT system was established in 1995 in the
first phase of the experiment (1995-1999) employing no fall tillage or spring tillage cultivation.
Crushed  straw  and  applied  compost  remain  on  the  soil  surface  after  being  scattered.  So  at  the
beginning of our study had been under NT system for already 5 years.
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Fig. 1. Location of Experimental site and plots measurements under CT and NT system.

Table 1. Average annual air temperature and precipitation totals during years 1999-2004 as compared
to 30-year norm (1961-1991).

Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 1961-1991

Air temperature [°C] 10.1 11.1 9.7 10.6 10.3 9.8 9.2

Precipitation [mm] 615 529 566 663 378 516 577

Fig. 2. Scheme of crop rotation and farming management under CT and NT system at experimental
site.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conventional tillage enables mixing up of soil surface and gains back the lost nutrients uptaken by
crops. However tillage may influence amount and cycle of soil organic matter. Many authors consider
the loss of soil organic matter as a result of soil tillage, where organic matter inputs are lower and the
rate  of  decomposition  is  higher  due  to  soil  aeration  by  tillage.  Tillage  seems  to  be  the  main  factor
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influencing disintegration of aggregates and loss of internal physical protection of SOC against
oxidation (Tobiasova and Simansky, 2009).

The modeled results showed that SOC content under conventional tillage was lower as compared to
SOC content under no-till system during all simulated years 1999-2004 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Modeled results of SOC content at depth 0-30cm under CT and NT systems during years 1999-
2004 at experimental station.

Soil organic carbon content almost systematically decreased under CT system on average by 599 kg C
ha-1 yr-1 from 56 951 kg C ha-1 in 1999 to 53 556 kg C ha-1 in 2004. Conversion CT to NT system
caused according DNDC model increase of SOC content on average by 1576 kg C ha-1 yr-1 from
59 209 kg C ha-1 in 1999 to 67 169 kg C ha-1 in 2004. This conversion switched the SOC balance from
a net loss to a net sink. SOC content under NT system was higher by 4% in 1999 and by 25% in 2004
and was higher on average by 14% for all simulated years as compared to CT system. These rates are
lover compared to the average annual increase of SOC content of 2293 kg C ha-1 yr-1 from 55 883 kg C
ha-1 in 1992 to 69 642 kg C ha-1 in 1997 under NT system reported by Kovac et al., (2007). These field
measurements were carried out during years 1992-1997 at the same experimental station which we
used for modeling in our study. His study also reported that there was average annual increase of SOC
content by 960 kg C ha-1.yr-1 after application of conservation techniques including reduced tillage,
minimum tillage and no-till together as compared to conventional tillage. Fig. 4 shows average annual
change of SOC content under conventional tillage and no-till system during simulated years 1999-
2004 at experimental site.
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Fig. 4. Annual change of SOC content at soil depth 0-30cm during years 1999-2004 under
conventional tillage and no-till system (initial SOC content at the beginning of year 1999 were 57 147

kg C ha-1 and 57 712 kg C ha-1 for CT and NT system, respectively).

CO2 emissions  from  agriculture  are  generated  from  the  SOC  that  is  oxidized  following  soil
disturbance. The amount of soil that is disturbed, in turn causing decomposition and oxidation of SOC,
is largely dependent on the tillage practices used. The modeled results showed that conversion from
CT system to NT system decreased soil CO2 emissions during all simulated years on average by 145
kg C ha-1 yr-1 (8%)  except  year  2003  where  there  was  increase  of  CO2 by  90  kg  C  ha-1 yr-1 (8  %)
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Modeled results of soil CO2 emissions under CT and NT systems during years 1999-2004 at
experimental station.

Average soil CO2 emissions for all simulated years were 1710 kg C ha-1 yr-1 and 1565 kg C ha-1 yr-1 for
CT and NT system, respectively.
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Due to the tightly coupled cycles of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N), anthropogenic changes in rates of the
carbon sequestration in agro-ecosystems has an impact on nitrogen turnover processes in soils and also
soil-atmosphere exchange of gaseous N compounds. There is additional greenhouse gas emissions
associated with nitrogen in agro-ecosystem, in particular production of N2O in soils. N2O emission for
CT and NT systems are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Modeled results of soil N2O emissions under CT and NT systems during years 1999-2004 at
experimental station.

N2O emission varied widely inter-annually with the largest emissions occurring in 2000 planted with
corn with 4.22 kg N2O-N ha-1 yr-1 and 4.20 kg N2O-N ha-1 yr-1 for CT and NT system, respectively.
Lowest N2O emissions occurred in 2002 planted with legume hay and winter wheat with 1.10 kg N2O-
N ha-1 yr-1 and 0.81 kg N2O-N ha-1 yr-1 for CT and NT system, respectively. Conversion from CT to
NT system according  to  DNDC results  had  little  impact  on  N2O emissions. N2O emission from CT
system was general similar to or slightly higher than those under NT system with average value for all
simulated years 2.50 kg N2O-N ha-1 yr-1 and 2.45 kg N2O-N ha-1 yr-1 for CT and NT system,
respectively. N2O emission under NT system was higher only in 2001 and 2004. This finding differs
from that which reported larger N2O emission in NT system as compared to CT system (Baggs et al.,
2003; MacKenzie et al., 1997; Linn and Doran, 1984; Palma et al., 1997; Mummey et al., 1998;
Goodroad et al., 1984; Aulakh et al., 1984). In contrast, other studies have reported that N2O emissions
from NT system are not different from CT system (Kessavalou et al., 1998; Robertson et al., 2000;
Parkin  and  Kaspar,  2006).  Results  of  our  study  fall  in  this  latter  category.  Our  modeling  results  are
consistent with a study by Six et al. (2004) who concluded that the changes in N2O flux as a result of
converting tilled systems to no-till changed over time. They estimated that 5 years after the
establishment of NT system, N2O  were  higher  than  CT.  After  10  years  under  NT  system,  N2O
emissions were reduced relative to CT. However, by year 20, N2O from NT system were lower than in
a CT system. Our no-till  system at  experimental  site  (Fig.  1)  was established in 1995 and so,  at  the
beginning of our study had been under NT system for already 5 years.

Inter-annual trend of nitric oxide (NO) emission was similar to N2O emission trend under both CT and
NT systems (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Modeled results of nitric oxide (NO) emissions under CT and NT systems during years 1999-
2004 at experimental station.

Conversion  from  CT  to  NT  system  resulted  according  to  DNDC  to  slightly  lower  NO  emission  on
average by 0.12 kg N ha-1 yr-1 (9%) for all simulated years. Average annual NO emissions for all
simulated years were 1.48 kg N ha-1 yr-1 and 1.35 kg N ha-1 yr-1 for CT and NT system, respectively
(Fig. 7).

Modeled results showed that dinitrogen (N2) as an indicator of denitrification process was higher
under NT system as compared to CT system (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Modeled results of dinitrogen (N2) under CT and NT systems during years 1999-2004 at
experimental station.

Conversion  from  CT  to  NT  system  according  to  DNDC  results  caused  increase  of  N2 production.
Average N2 production for all simulated years was higher by 1.53 kg N ha-1 yr-1 (11%) under NT
system as compared to CT system. Average annual N2 production for all simulated years were 15.86
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kg N ha-1 yr-1 and 17.39 kg N ha-1 yr-1 for CT and NT system, respectively. There was found higher
inter-annual variability of N2 production under NT system. According to these results we hypothesized
that tillage had little impact on N2O production but had impact on N2 production due to not well-
aerated wetter soils under NT system where N2O was further reduced to N2 by denitrifying organisms.
Sahrawat and Keeney (1986) also noted that continuously wet soils made denitrification proceeds
rapidly to N2.

There was also found effect of tillage on NO3
- leaching with NO3

- loss by leaching to be lower under
NT system on average by 5.61 kg N ha-1 yr-1 (9%) as compared to CT system (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Modeled results of NO3
- leaching under CT and NT systems during years 1999-2004 at

experimental station.

Average annual loss of NO3
- by leaching were 62.67 kg N ha-1 yr-1 and 57.06 kg N ha-1 yr-1 for CT and

NT system, respectively (Fig. 9). Randall and Iragavara (1995) found higher subsurface drain flow
under NT system compared to CT system, but total NO3

- - N losses were higher under Conventional
system. According to these results Abdirashid et al. (2003) suggested that greater infiltration and
preferential flow under NT system may result in greater drain discharge, while enhanced
denitrification under NT system may decrease the amount of leachable NO3

- - N in the soil solution.

Tillage also changes the quality of soil organic matter. C/N ratio shows whether are dominating
processes of decomposition or synthesis of soil organic matter. Modeled results indicated that there
was closer C/N ratio under CT system which caused increase of mineralization rate (Fig. 10 and Fig.
11). It is because under CT system were incorporated crop residues into the soils, soils structure was
disturbed and soil organic matter was available for action of decompositors, so its decomposition
increased. On the other hand under NT system were crop residues left on the soil surface which caused
decrease of soil temperature and increase of soil water content and following soil carbon accumulation
(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 10. Modeled results of C/N ratio under CT and NT systems during years 1999-2004 at
experimental station.

Fig. 11. Modeled results of mineralization rate under CT and NT systems during years 1999-2004 at
experimental station.

Average annual C/N ratios were 9.7 and 10.7 for CT and NT system, respectively (Fig. 10). Average
annual mineralization rate were 111.4 and 100.8 kg N ha-1 yr-1 for  CT and  NT system,  respectively
(Fig. 11).

4. CONCLUSION

The significant interaction between conventional tillage and no-till systems observed in this study
revealed according to results of DNDC model effects of this change on various fluxes of (C) and
nitrogen (N) which move through agro-ecosystem and also quantified these effects. In summary, under
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condition of selected experimental site in Slovakia, the DNDC results corroborate observations of
some past studies. Modeling results showed that conversion of conventional tillage to no-till system
(1) increased SOC content on average by 14%, and switched the SOC balance from a net loss to a net
sink, (2) decreased soil CO2 emission on average by 12%, (3) had little impact on N2O emissions with
N2O emission general similar to or slightly higher than those under NT system, (4) decreased NO
emission on average by 9% and had similar inter-annual trend compared to N2O emission trend under
both CT and NT systems,  (5)  increased N2 production by 11% with hypothesis that tillage had little
impact on N2O production but had impact on N2 production due to not well-aerated wetter soils under
NT  system  where  N2O was further reduced to N2 by denitrifying organisms, (6) decreased NO3

-

leaching by 9% due to higher NO3
- - N losses under CT system and enhanced denitrification under NT

system which might decrease the amount of leachable  NO3
- - N in the soil solution, (7) had impact on

the quality of soil organic matter, with wider C/N ratio under NT system which caused decrease of
mineralization rate by 10%.

This study showed that according to DNDC model no-till system has more advantages as compared to
conventional tillage system especially with quantification of favorable impacts on atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases namely CO2 by increasing storage of SOC and no impact on other
greenhouse gas namely N2O also with favorable impact on NO3

- leaching.

Spreading of no-till system in condition of Slovak Republic is limited by large acreage of not suitable
compacted soils or partly compacted soils. But there is also an absence of detailed regionalization of
suitable soils for this conservation system as well as absence of long term field research in different
ecological conditions. And also field experiments can’t cover all conditions influencing nitrogen and
carbon cycles in different agro-ecosystems mostly due to financial resources. Process-based DNDC
model which was used in this study might be one of the approach or substitution of field experiments
over different soil-climatic conditions as well as farming management change in space and time.
However, before that, DNDC model needs to be validated in condition of Slovak Republic.
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Abstract

The present paper aims at introducing one more new scientific discipline, standing apart from most
important ones which investigate problems of global security and protection of the Earth and Man, but
still also deserving attention. This discipline studies ecology of Man’s soul, ecology of the Inner Man
depending on his psychological state of mind, his ethic principles, ecology of propitious conditions of
his social and  family life. We call it Ethic Linguistic Ecology and outline its fundamentals:
objectives, give a preliminary sketch of its ethic ecosystem, present methodology of analysis.

Key words: Ethic Linguistic Ecology, Ethic Ecosystem, ethic concepts, methods and technologies of
study, enlightenment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of Ecology striving for global security of nature and mankind cannot be
overestimated. Environmental policy, as a whole, protects health and well-being of all population of
the world. Still among so many urgent aspects and problems dealing with ecology of air, soil, water,
legislation on ecological monitoring there is one more problem connected with protection of mental
and spiritual well-being and health of the “Inner Man”, with the ecology of his Soul.

Indeed, lexicographical sources define a man, wonderful creation of nature, as 1) unity of biological
organism and a living being possessing intellect, speech, ability to create, and also 2) a person,
embodiment of high moral and intellectual qualities. Hence, there are two possible approaches and
directions of studying the comfortable and suitable conditions of Man’s existence: on the one hand,
treating him as a biological species, with his natural physical needs and conditions of life and, on the
second hand, taking into account his need in favourable conditions of his spiritual and ethic well
being.  At  this  stage  it  seems  reasonable  to  refer  to  the  general  ideas  of  acad.  Vernadsky  about  the
coexistence and correlation of Biosphere and Noosphere. We think it proper to adduce the picture of
Vitruvian Man with image presentations of ancient people where soul was not excluded from
associations [1, see Fig.1, below].

A sketch of general conceptual world structure (corresponding to the ideas of Hellig and Vartburg) has
been given by N.S. Bolotnova in one of her books.

In this scheme she includes as most important basic concepts the following: man as a living being,
soul and intellect, man as a social individual, social organization. Even these examples (more could be
given) naturally explain and serve as arguments for the necessity to investigate and to include ecology
of Inner Man, the problem of his protection into the general list of ecological disciplines [2, see in Fig.
2, below].
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2. FUNDAMENTALS OF ETHIC LINGUISTIC ECOLOGY

Vital importance of raising the question of launching Ethic Linguistic Ecology is predetermined by the
loss of ideals, crisis of social-cultural atmosphere of modern society, neglect of ethic and linguistic
standards. Urgent need is felt therefore for reincarnation of morals and linguistic culture and norms
which have been lost.

The new discipline appears under the general umbrella of general ecology and correlated scientific
disciplines: philosophy, sociology, ethics, linguoculturology, linguistics and pedagogics, borrowing
from each of  them specific  basic  notions and aims.  This  may be best  illustrated with the help of  the
following diagram.

Fig. 1. First composed by O. Klevtsova (using da Vinchy’s model)
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Fig. 2. Conceptual world structure

Fig. 3. Ethic Linguistic Ecology under the umbrella of correlated disciplines.
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Ethic Linguistic Ecology, incorporating basic ideas, notions and, partly, aims of correlated
disciplines, makes an attempt to outline possible solutions from critical social-cultural situation
concentrating its final attention on protection of “Inner Home” (Inner World) of Man via Man’s
further enlightening on the basis of his new assimilation of ethic heritage of masterpieces of culture,
literature which may finally lead to reincarnation of lost moral ideals, respect to culture and language
itself. Positive ideals may lead to harmonization of soul ecology.

The main objectives of our research are the following: working out theoretical basis, methodology of
analysis, conducting individual explorations of separate units, summarizing the data and possibilities
of practical application of results. At the core of our investigation lie the ideas of cognitology, also
special methods of etymological, componential analyses, conceptual analysis, discourse and textual
analyses. The basic notions are concept, ethic conceptual sphere, ecosystem.

Research materials were provided by the data of philological, etymological, lexicographical,
phraseological dictionaries, also texts from best examples of classical literature containing basic
axiological values of “Inner” Man.

A working definition of the discipline under discussion may look like this. Ethic Linguistic Ecology
is a branch of science which aims at building the simulation of Ethic Ecosystem based on the principle
of linguocultural field, having the core and gradually declining layers of ethic concepts according to
their pragmatic values and speech frequency. Ethic Ecosystem finally results in constructing the
collective Model of Ideal “Inner Man”. Practically, further on, these results may be used in the task of
education and pedagogical enlightening.

Further on, we present Figure 4 of Ethic Conceptual Sphere.

Fig. 4. Ethic Conceptual Sphere as the Main Source of Analysis of Ethic Linguistic Ecology.
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At the core of the scheme we placed the concept “Soul” as the main one incorporating other kernel
ethic concepts of “Man Virtuous”. Other concepts (their ultimate number is about 50) are placed at
some distance from the kernel ones. So thus, the concept “Soul” is a sort of container and ethic
dominance for other Ethic concepts.

The ultimate aim of the discipline lies in (re)construction and its further protection of Individual’s
ethic conceptual sphere transmitting this global function to education.

3. METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS

In our practical investigation the following ethic concepts were analysed: faith, love, kindness, justice,
happiness, soul and others. Results of lexicographical analysis were summarized in tables. By
concept, according to Ye.S. Kubryakova, we understand a unit “of mental or psychological resources
of our mind and that informational structure, which reflects man’s knowledge and experience…;
operational informative unit of memory, mental lexicon, conceptual system of language and brain’s
language, a kind of picture of the world, reflected in man’s mind” [3:90.  , . .].
Constructing concepts, actually is the result of universal process of categorization. Conceptual analysis
today is still a problem under discussion. Data of lexicography are supported and broadened by the
following methods’ and techniques’ analysis of lexico-semantic fields and, further on, by the data of
textual semantic ideographic fields. We also pay special attention to individual author’s understanding
and verbalization of ethic concepts in ideostyles of best masters of prose fiction.

Frame analysis, conceptual metaphor’s analysis, phraseological data, as well, as many-layered analysis
(etymological, semantic, emotional, modal-evaluative) also add much to the understanding of this
extremely complicated phenomenon – concept.

4. SELECTED SAMPLES OF ANALYSIS

4.1. Kernel Macroconcept “Soul”.

The next part of our article presents selected samples of analysis of ethic concepts using separate
methods mentioned above: first comes the basic macroconcept of Ethic ecosystem: “soul”, the ethic
dominant of lexical-semantic field. The concept “soul” reveals today sort of  sacral knowledge partly
forgotten by ordinary people. We must admit that even recognition of its existence is denied by many
scholars: psychologists, natural scientists, as its nature is still wrapped in mystery. Yet in ecclesiastical
doctrine as well as in ordinary people’s beliefs the existence of soul is doubtless. Moreover, soul is a
constant theme of inspiration for classical prose literature, poetry and folklore. Soul is the fundamental
basis of all world’s religions.

History of investigating the phenomenon of soul dates from manuscripts of ancient philosophers: up
till now Aristotle’s ideas concerning entelecheia (from Greek, special active movement, energy) of
soul are accepted my many. Aristotle’s theory has been supported by the Russian biologist Uhtomsky
who also developed hypothesis about energeia (Gr.) of soul. This approach also comes close to certain
ideas of synergetics.

Linguists devote their special investigations to the analysis of lexeme and concept “soul” (see above in
this article). There are even tentative attempts to define this notion scientifically. Thus, according to
Buyanova, soul is associative – image-like poly-condenser, combining many different macro, - mega,
- micro, - sub-concepts, semantically isomorphic, realized by interdependent and interconnected
processes of association, metaphorization, integration, differentiation, semantic and meaningful
diffusion etc.
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Earlier, some linguists also very cautiously began to speak about entelecheia (soul) of the text. We
argue that text as the embodiment of spiritual emanation still is only secondary, reflecting the author’s
picture of real (or fictictuous) world: According to Goethe “Light and Ghost, the first dominant in
physical world, the  second – in ethic one are the most majestic, mental energies” [4]. And only at the
moments of creative activity this mysterious energy (entelecheia) is transformed into text (i.e.
verbalized). We share the opinion that soul may be understood as a kind of a vessel, kind of container
of all spiritual, of ethic values in particular. Some of the basic semantic properties of the concept
“soul” can be summarized in the following working definition: “Soul” is the centre of a certain
partially self organized and open ethic ecosystem, the source of entelecheia, vibrating, emanating
ethic-emotional energy, at the same time absorbing energies, characterized by dynamism and stability,
with certain fuzziness; formally it functions as kind of a container for other basic ethic concepts
organized around it at some distance depending on their significance and frequency of pragmatic
usage.

Special significance of the lexeme soul (which serves as a name of the concept) is proved by its
lexico-semantic paradigm including almost 140 derivatives. Its importance in national culture and
language cannot be overestimated.

Russian lexicographical dictionaries give from 4 to 10 definitions of lexeme “soul”. Its main integral
semantic components are 1) inner psychological world, 2) complex of individual’s personality, 3)
spirituality. In English the lexeme is less frequent, its main denotational lexical component is spirit.

Specific  character  of  the  concept  “soul” in Russian and English is most vividly represented in
cognitive metaphors and idiomaticity characterized by particular features.

The Theory of cognitive metaphor (called later “the Bible of cognitive approach”) worked out by G.
Lakoff and M. Johnson, contributed greatly to understanding the process of mental organizing
structures of knowledge. It may be successfully used in the analysis of concepts. Thus, orientational
(space) metaphors were applied to ethic concepts (which are in the centre of our attention). Examples
given by Lakoff and their textual illustrations are the following:

Virtue is up

He is high-minded

She has high standards.

Good is up

He does high-quality work.

Depravity is Down

That was a low-down thing to do

I wouldn’t stoop to that.

Bad is down

Things are at an all-time low [5:40]

Similar relations and cases can be observed in Russian.

Concepts: virtue, the good are integral parts of macroconcept “Soul”.
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Phraseology, proverbs, sayings rendering information about soul can be either identical or culturally
specific.

Compare the cases of identical, similar and different verbalization of idiomatic collocations with the
lexeme soul/  in Russian and English in the following table.

Table 1.

Identical Idioms Culturally specific Idioms

English Russian English Russian

a living soul  She is the soul of
kindness

-

a twin soul  to have a soul above
buttons

-

with all one’s soul   to call one’s soul one’s
own

-

to sell one’s soul to the
devil

   a penny soul never came
to twopence

-

to put one’s whole soul
into work

   -  

to pour out one’s soul  -  -

Different verbalization

to give body and soul
together

but:   

to the bottom of one’s
heart

but:  

to wear one’s heart on
one’s sleeve

but:

to the bottom of one’s
heart

but:   

to kick the bucket but:   

-   

-    

-   

-   

-

4.2. Ethic linguistic concept “Faith”.

Cases of verbalizing concepts in texts of best writers of prose are even more striking. We can observe
very specific ways of expression in different idiolects as will be shown in the next example. World
knows not so many even well-respected individuals who combine devotion to humanistic ideals in
their  personal  lives  and  creative  activity.  But  there  is  one  among  them  who  turns  out  to  be  a  real
example of the best ethic qualities of a man, poet and artist. His name is Maximilian Voloshin (1877-
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1932: an artist, a painter, a poet and a man of highest moral standards. Harmony of his inner life, the
best ethic qualities: love, faith, hope, wisdom, generosity were revealed in his life, his practical actions
to help people, as well, as in his poetry.

Ethic linguistic concept “faith” finds Voloshin’s individual verbalization in several themes, chosen
by him: 1) Faith in God, in eternal life of Soul, 2) faith in mystics, 3) faith in nature as the basis of life,
4) faith in high destiny of man, in the energy of the word, 5) faith in Russia’s happy future.

In classical fiction we come across original individual author’s presentation of concepts. Very othen
the name of the concept itself is not even used. The concept is scattered over the pages, and still it may
be deciphered and is evident to the reader since it is based on associations, images, cognitive
metaphors etc. Such examples are especially precious as they are based not only on systemic
verbalization formal markers but, display individual artistic presentation which may be admired and
comes to the bottom of readers’ hearts.

One example from N. Dzida’s thesis illustrates individual verbalization of concept “faith” in
Bulgakov’s “Master and Margarita” [6:15].

Table 2.

   « »    «   »

,      . . 

 – 

 – 

 – 

 – 

 –  

 – ,   

 – 

 –  

 –  

 –    

 – 

 - 

In M. Voloshin’s poetry “faith” gets other, no less special and convincing, associations:

faith is mystic connections;

faith is nature’s signs;

faith is man’s high mission;

faith is resurrection;

faith is Russian’s noble fate

The lexemes “faith”, “belief” are not used even once but the reader is always aware what the poet is
speaking about .

Let me adduce one small extract from M. Voloshin’s poetry:

«  Sclavus – ,    :

    !

    ;

  –   ,
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    !»

Thus, the analysis of ethic concepts in idiolects of masters of poetry and fiction adds much to their
preliminary studies in the dictionaries, in the system of the language and culture, enriching our
penetration into the heart of the matter.

5. CONCLUSION

All above-said helps us to conclude the following. Unfavourable present social-cultural situation puts
forward urgent need to remind our compatriots about the best ethic-linguistic ideals, which have been
lost. It leads, in its turn, to the task to look for reincarnation of lost virtues, to try to restore the moral
heritage of past generations which looks today almost like sacral knowledge. We must analyse and
sum  up  all  the  best  in  culture,  art,  system  of  the  language,  best  literary  sources  with  the  aim  of
restoring the ethic lost ideals. The off-shooting of a new scientific discipline: Ethic Linguistic
Ecology, integrating the results of Ethics, Linguistics and Ecology (with a special task for the latter –
to restore and protect ethic-lingustic ecosystem) answers these urgent demands. Restoration of lost
ideals of “Man Virtuous” should be supported by the joined efforts of education, general
enlightenment of people’s souls.
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Abstract

Trichoderma fungi are highly effective biocontrol means producing different plant growth and immune
stimulators and enzymes. In this context the development and improvement of production technologies of
products on their basis is urgently required.

Upon developing of a production technology of Trichoderma biomass biopreparations a main objective
is to have the maximum amount of storage-stable biologically active biomass without large expenses
both of primary and energetic resources.

In submerged cultivation of mycelium fungi it is possible to obtain a standardized end product due to
controllable fermentation parameters. Besides, using sealed bioreactors considers the fermentation
process as a mostly ecologically beneficial one excluding a potential release of the producer or its
metabolites into the environment.

Objectives of the research are to design a culture medium that would promote the formation of different
Trichoderma micromorphological forms (mycelium, chlamydospores, and phyaloconidies); to optimize
the medium against nitrogen and carbon sources as well as against C:N ratios, etc; to determine culture
time assuring the maximum biomass yield; to study factors that may influence chlamydospore and
phyaloconidia formation in T. asperellum submerged cultivation.

Key words: Trichoderma fungi, biocontrol agents, submerged cultivation.

1.INTRODUCTION

In spite of the fact that various microorganism strains are intensively studied as perspective producers
of biological products, only a few strains-antagonists of the genera Bacillus, Penicillium,
Pseudomonas, Streptomyces, Chaetomium and Trichoderma (Fravel & Larkin, 1996; Estrella & Chet,
1998 Hebar, 1999) have commercial application.

One of the reasons of small number of registered commercial biological products is insufficient
research on optimization of strain-producer cultivation processes. In the accessible literature the
information on concrete cheap and optimum methods of submerged cultivation of biological product
strains-producers is extremely poor. At the same time, it is shown that cultivation conditions in a
liquid medium influence not only amount of the biomass, but also on biological activity of final
product (Schisler et al, 1991; Jackson & Schisler, 1995).

At the first stage of the present research the choice of cultivation medium providing complete
ontogenesis of T. asperellum has been carried out. The following reasons have been considered:

need of the cultivated strain in basic nutrients (carbon, nitrogen);

analysis medium formulation used for submerged cultivation of Trichoderma fungi on the
basis of literature data and production regulations;

selection of the most accessible and cheap medium components.
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Proceeding from the needs of the culture - producer in basic nutrients, it is possible to make the
medium consisting completely of synthetic components (Tronsmo & Harman, 1992, Jackson, 1992).
However cost of such media is high enough. For cultivation of biological product producers the media
containing such cheap carbohydrate raw material as a corn flour or a corn extract, beer yeast, green
treacle (beet molasses), etc. (Lewis, 1998) are usually used. PVC, malt extract, soy flour, wheaten
bran, peptonne, or technical chemicals, such, as urea, nitrate or sodium citrate are applicable as
nitrogen sources.

Research of T. asperellum strain productivity (regarding biomass production) on media containing
various nutrients has allowed for selecting the medium composition satisfying the above-stated
requirements. The medium contained sulfuric acid hydrolysate or fodder yeast protein-vitamin
concentrate (HPVC); glycerin; ammonium sulphate (NH4)2SO4;  K2HPO4 3 2 ; MgSO4 7H2O;
potable water up to 1.0 l;  6.5 ± 0.1 (Table 1). Characteristic of the medium with regard to nitrogen
content is as follows: (g/l): Ntotal =1.7-1.8; Namine =0.6; Nammonium =0.6.

The maximal T. asperellum biomass production (20 g/l) is observed in 18-24 hours of cultivation on
this medium; the biomass represents mycelium and chlamidospores. Conidia are completely absent
(Kolombet et al, 2002)

Similar results were received by Grinko N.N. (2004). She has shown that on a nutrient medium
standard for industrial fermentation of fungi T. harzianum strain  BKM  F-2477D  fails  to  perform  a
complete ontogenetic cycle. Optimum accumulation of the biomass occurred in 120 h, the biomass
represents floccular mycelium and chlamidospores.

Rather high price (at the expense of glycerin cost), limited manufacture of fodder yeast, absence
conidia in the biomass are the disadvantages of the medium.

In this connection research on the development of a medium on the basis of cheap and accessible
components has been performed. The medium should also meet the requirements at which T.
asperellum forms propagulars of three types: mycelium, chlamidospores and conidia.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF A MEDIUM ON THE BASIS OF CHEAP AND ACCESSIBLE
COMPONENTS

High enzymatic activity of Trichoderma concerning the diversified substrates enables the use of by-
products of food, sugar, wood processing and other industries. Of them the greatest interest for
microbiological manufacture represents molasses, being a by-product in sugar industry. Molasses
contains 61-86 % of dry substances, 40-55% of saccharose, up to 10 % of the inverted sugar and about
25 % of rafinose. The content of fermented sugars in molasses ranges from 43 to 57 %.

Besides sugars, molasses contains from 0.5 up to 3% of nitrogen whose part is represented by amino
acids, including such valuable as asparginic and glutamic, by leucine, izoleucine, tirosine. Molasses
also contains vitamins of group B (biotin, thymine, riboflavin, inosite and nicotinic acid), etc. In
molasses ash, potassium, magnesium, calcium, iron and other microelements are contained. However,
molasses contains a comparatively small amount of phosphorus.

In experiments, urea (carbamide) and ammonium sulphate were studied as additional nitrogen sources,
in order to increase the ratio C:N (Table 1).

T. asperellum was grown in flasks of a volume of 750 ml (75 ml of the medium) at 200-240 rpm and
at a rate of oxygen mass exchange ( La) equal  to 1,0 mMole 2/l*min (Table 1).
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Table 1. Medium compositions for T.asperellum cultivation.

Medium components Medium prototype,
ml/l, g/l

Semi-synthetic nutrient medium (SNM),
ml/l, g/l

HPVC 70.0

Molasses 0 40.0

Glycerol 30.0

Carbamide (urea) 0 0.8-2.0

Ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2 SO4) 3.0 0

Potassium  phosphate (K2HPO4) 0.5 g/l 0

Potassium phosphate  (KH2 PO4) 0 2.0-4.0

Magnesium sulphate (MgSO4  7H2O) Up to 1.0 0.3-0.5

6.5 ± 0.1 6.0 ± 0.2

During cultivation of T.asperellum on two media (SNM and medium - prototype) for 48 h, ,
dynamics of biomass production (Table 2) were controlled, and morphology of the culture was
watched under microscope (Fig. 1).

Table 2. Growth dynamics of T. asperellum cultivated on different nutrient media.

*, h
Biomass output, g/l Culture morphology

Prototype
medium ** SNM*** Prototype

medium SNM Prototype medium SNM

0 6.5 ± 0 5.99±0.04

24 6.14 ± 0.24 6.96±0.09 22.5±8.8 28.0±1.7

Immature
mycelium, small

number of
chlamidospores

Immature
mycelium, small

number of
chlamidospores

36 2.62 ± 0.12 7.24±0.10 20.4±0.3 21.3±0.5
Septal mycelium,
small number of
chlamidospores

Septal mycelium,
small number of
chlamidospores

42 2.08 ± 0.10 7.28±0.07 15.9±0.1 13.6±1.2
Mature mycelium,

chlamidospores
Septal mycelium,
chlamidospores,
single conidia

48 2.10 ± 0.10 7.25±0.06 14.6±0.4 12.4±0.7
Mature mycelium,

chlamidospores
Lysed mycelium,
chlamidospores,

conidia

Note:  * - time of cultivation, h, ** - prototype medium, *** - SNM
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It was found that in the biomass cultivated on the prototype medium two types of propagules were
formed, namely mycelium and chlamidospores (Fig. 1A); on SNM three types of propagules had
grown including chlamidospores and conidia (Fig 1B).

B

Fig. 1. T. asperellum biomass morphology after 48 h cultivation on prototype medium (A) and semisinthetic
nutrition medium (B). Enlargement: x 400. Designations: 1 – mycelium hyphae; 2 – terminal

chlamidospores; 4 – lysed mycelium hyphae; 5 – phyaloconidia.

The growth productivity on SNM in 24-h cultivation was 20% higher than that on the prototype
medium. Sharp decrease of pH of the prototype medium was caused by the medium imbalance in C:N
ratio. Slight increase of pH on SNM from 6.0 to 7.25 was related to the fact that the culture consumed
nitrogen from the available carbamide due to urea’s activity of T. asperellum.

Thus, for T. asperellum cultivation, the nutrient medium, on which the fungus performs a full cycle of
ontogenesis forming chlamidospores and conidia, has been designed. Balanced composition of the
medium provides stability of  during fermentation and increase in mycelium accumulation.

3. OPTIMIZING THE MEDIUM COMPOSITION FOR CULTIVATION OF
T. ASPERELLUM MYCELIUM BIOMASS

Studies on optimizing the medium composition for cultivation of T. asperellum mycelium biomass
have been performed by the methods of mathematical planning of experiments with use of orthogonal
plans of the second order (OP II) allowing for the determination of not only linear model coefficients,
but also the coefficients of quadratic members of the model (Lysenkov et al, 1979). It is known that
nonlinear changing of a function can be investigated in polyfactorial experiments (PFE) 3n, where n is
the quantity of factors, and in OP II experiments. In these experiments the quantity of variants N = 3n.
Hence, for 3-factorial experiments N=27. Besides PFE, the quadratic model can be obtained from OP
II. In this case the quantity of the studied variants N = 2n +2n +1 and for the 3-factorial experiment
makes  15.  Thus,  in  the  study  of  3  factors  under  the  plans  of  PFE 3n  and  OP II,  the  quantity  of  the
variants under study makes 27 and 15, respectively, i.e. orthogonal plans are more economic. This, in
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turn, enables for increasing the quantity of each variant repeats with the purpose of increasing
statistical reliability of the obtained results.

Carbamide,  which  is  used  as  an  additional  source  of  nitrogen  (N),  potassium  phosphate  (P)  and
molasses (M) have been studied as variable factors. The concentration of magnesium sulphate was
constant in all variants of the media and made 0.3 g/l. The cultivation was performed in shaking flasks
at an oxygen mass exchange rate ( La) of 1.0 mMole O2/l·min. Two OP II experiments differing by the
range of variations of the studied factors have been conducted. The results obtained were coincident.
Variations of the studied factors in one of the experiments, in which the concentration range of these
factors was maximal, are given in Table 3. The cultivation was performed for 24 hours.

Table 3. Experimental conditions (A) and variations of SNM component concentrations (B).

 - Experimental conditions

Flask
volume,

ml

Working volume
of the flasks, ml

La,
mM 2/l·min

V, r/min. Experiment
duration, h

Mg SO4, g/l

750 75 1.0 240 24 0.3

B – Medium factors

Coded variable values,

xi

N, g/l

x1,

P, g/l

2

M, ml/l

3,

- 1.682 0.79 0.38 19.77

- 1.0 1.2 1.2 30

0 1.8 2.4 45

+ 1.0 2.4 3.6 60

+ 1.682 2.81 4.42 70.23

In Table 4, the results of 15 experiments, in which medium composition was varied according to Table
3 are presented.

In these experiments, regression coefficients were determined and their importance was appreciated.
The transition from coded to physical units has allowed for obtaining equation 1 describing the
influence of the studied factors on the biomass output.

Biomass = 14.97+0.42 +0.27  – 10.95N+1.89NP+1.78N2 – 0.57 2, g/l, (1),

where , M and N are the concentrations of KH2 4, molasses and carbamide.

From equation 1 it is possible to obtain absolute values Nmax and max: Nmax = 1.53, max = 2.91, having
equated private derivatives on N and  to zero.

Natural expression of this ratio is as follows: urea – 1.53 g/l, KH2 4 – 2.91 g/l.
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In Table 5. the values of T. asperellum biomass growth on the media with individual points of
optimum of nitrogen (urea) and phosphorus (KH2 4) concentrations resulted at four various molasses
concentrations.

Table 5. T. asperellum mycelium biomass output on the media with individual points of the optimum
of nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations at four various concentrations of molasses ( ).

Nitrogen,

g/l

Phosphorus,

g/l

Biomass output, g/l

 – 30 ml/l  – 45 ml/l  – 60 ml/l  – 75 ml/l

0 5.8 6.3 10.4 14.5 18.5

0.5 4.9 11.0 15.1 19.2 23.2

1.0 3.9 14.2 18.3 22.3 26.4

1.5 3.0 15.3 19.3 23.4 27.4

2.0 2.0 14.4 18.5 22.5 26.6

2.5 1.1 11.8 15.8 19.9 23.9

3.0 0.15 7.1 11.2 15.2 19.3

It appeared that the increase of molasses content in the medium promotes the increase in the output of
T. asperellum biomass in 24 h of cultivation. In this experiment optimization of biomass production
was carried out with regard to two parameters: nitrogen and phosphorus contents at 4 molasses
concentrations. It is not excluded that increase in the molasses content in the medium, provided that
N:P remains the same, will increase the medium productivity.

In Table 6 the summary information on the productivity of media containing optimum concentrations
of nitrogen (urea) and phosphorus (KH2 4) at five various concentrations of molasses is presented. In
this case, molasses consumption for the synthesis of 1 g of the biomass was calculated.

Table 6. Output of T. asperellum biomass on the media with optimum points of nitrogen (urea) and
phosphorus (KH2 4) concentrations at five various molasses concentrations.

Parameter
Parameter values on the medium with molasses, ml/l

20 30 45 60 75

Biomass output (max) 12.59 15.29 19.34 23.39 27.44

Molasses consumption for the
synthesis of 1 g of dry biomass,

ml/g
1.589 1.962 2.327 2.656 2.733
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The carried out research has shown that at optimum urea and potassium phosphate ratio.
T. asperellum biomass production depends on molasses concentration in the cultivation medium. The
optimum zone for nitrogen and phosphorus sources makes (1.5 0.5) g/l and (3.0 1.0) g/l, respectively.
Biomass production on the medium containing 60 ml/l of molasses reaches 23-24 g/l and can be
increased up to 27-28 g/l with the increase in molasses concentration up to 75 ml/l.

However, molasses consumption for the synthesis of 1 unit of the biomass thus increases. This is
reasonable to have in mind while selecting the medium of cultivation optimum for the most efficient
use of fermentation substrates.

CONCLUSIONS
Thus, a semi-synthetic nutrient medium (SNM). on which T. asperellum biomass is produced in a
quantity of 23-24 g/l in 24 h of cultivation. has been developed. Optimum ratio of basic component
concentrations (nitrogen and phosphorus) at molasses content ranging from 20 up to 75 ml/l, results in
the biomass production in a quantity of 24-28 g/l in 24 h of cultivation.
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Abstract

The repeating sudden deaths of wild ungulates and birds on different continents make people all over
the world anxious because of the absence of visible reasons of these phenomena. The author studies
the circumstances of mass deaths of 12 thousand saigas. The saiga antelopes are suggested to have
died of suffocation from acute tympania that was caused by overeating of wet (after rain and dew)
young propagules of naturally growing at the place of lambing steppe alfalfa. The absence of
protection from tympania points out to the necessity of revision of principal causes of natural decrease
of saigas and ways of their preservation.

Key words: saiga, tympania

1. INTRODUCTION

Saigas (Saiga tatarica L.) are large (up to 50 kg) relic antelopes that live in Eurasian steppes (Figure
1).  Nowadays  they  are  facing  the  problem  of  survival.  For  example,  according  to  the  data  of  the
Institute of Zoology of Kazakhstan, the population of saigas living between the Volga and the Ural
River declined from 250000 in the early 1990s to 6500 in the 2000s.

Fig. 1. Grazing saigas in the steppe
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This decline has been followed by a steady growth of their number (up to 27 000), but in the spring of
2010 it was interrupted by sudden mass deaths. It happened during lambing (May 15-18, 2010). Over
12000 saigas died within several days - mostly females, a small number of young animals and also 6
calves were found dead. Dead animals had stomach swelling, foam from the mouth and diarrhea
(http://saigak.biodiversity.ru/eng/).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study was performed on the territory between Volga and Ural River, in Northern Pricaspian
Lowland, were about 12 thousands of saigas were found dead in 2010. The research included the
investigation of diversity and productivity of herbaceous vegetation, the analysis of meteorological
data (every 3 hours), including the dewfall. We requested K.O. Larionov to perform the analysis of
composition of plants from the stomach of a dead saiga using the method of microhistologic cuticula-
scatology analysis of undigested plant parts (Pekka, 1980).

3. RESULTS
Specialized Kazakh services performed the analysis of vegetation, soil as well as the organs of the
dead saigas.  According to the official  veterinary reports,  the cause of  death was pasterellosis.  It  was
also suggested that saigas were poisoned by aerosol substances coming from military factories which
are located hundreds of kilometers away. Such an ambiguity is caused by a weak level of knowledge
about the life of saigas owing to their mysterious existence on vast and deserted steppes. By the way,
the fearfulness and high speed of movement of saigas (up to 80 km/hour) also saves these animals
both from enemies (wolves) and attention of scientists (http://saigak.biodiversity.ru/eng/).

We doubt that the saigas died either of pasterellosis or poison gases, as in that case the mechanism of
survival of the newborn animals which had contact with ones who died is not clear. The long-term
experience of growing and studying saigas at the Dzhanybek Research Station of the Institute of
Forest of the Russian Academy of Science located in the same region (Figure 2), the analysis of
natural trends during this period allows us to consider that saigas died of suffocation from tympania
ruminus acuta.

This disease causes acute swelling of ruminant animal stomach owing to fermentation of the
vegetative rests because of overeating of wet juicy forage grasses, including legume grasses
(Leguminosae Juss.).

First, we should have a look at some interesting events preceding the mass deaths. The saigas have
stayed near the Naryn Sands during wintering for more than 50 years of observation. In spring they
start moving northwards. Typically, females never migrate further than 250 km for lambing (in the
early spring), but they did it in 2010 (Figure 2). They were likely to be weakened as well, as the
migration  was  preceded  by  severe  winter  with  unusually  deep  snow  and  frozen  soils.  It  was  these
nature conditions that caused the melt-water run-off into rivers and lakes after a 14-year break
(Sapanov, 2010).

Before lambing, females usually assemble into huge groups consisting of thousands of animals. They
choose the best fodder places because they have to eat much after lambing, both to refuel themselves
and to feed their young. That is why the saigas' lambing always coincides with intensive growth of
grassy vegetation which can be named «juicy grassy forage». Overeating of such forage causes
stomach swelling and diarrhea. We have observed this during our long-term study of the saiga biology
at the Dzhanybek Research Station. However, we have never seen such an acute form of tympania
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Fig. 2.  Places of living of Volga-Ural Saiga population

 It is well-known that cattle die because of overeating of juicy forage that includes easy-fermenting
legume grasses. The overeating of such forage is especially dangerous when it is wet after the dew or
rain. There was 68,2 mm of precipitation in May 2010, whereas the monthly average norm is 27 mm.
It can also be noticed that at night of May, 14 the precipitation was 42.6 mm for the first time since
many years. The heavy rain began at midnight and went on until morning. Such rains with more than
40  mm of  precipitation  are  extremely  rare  in  this  territory,  for  example,  only  6  cases  of  same  rains
have been marked since 1951.

During such downpours water flows down and fills all depressions of the relief, so the grass becomes
wet. Moreover, at night on the next day there was a dew which stayed till eight o'clock in the morning.
The next day there was a 3-mm rain again. The sudden deaths of saigas were marked exactly at this
particular period of time. The next night downpour with 2.2 mm of precipitation occurred only on
May, 21. It is obvious that during the saigas' deaths the weather was very wet.

The places of lambing in 2010 can be described as a plain with depressions of relief, where forb
grasses with a bush Spiraea hypericifolia L grow (Figure 3). Medicago romanica Prod.  can be also
found here. Higher locations are occupied by black wormwood and summer cypress communities.
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Fig. 3.  Structure of food of a saiga female at the moment of her death in the spring of 2010, %
(Analysis performed by K.O.Larionov)

It  is  remarkable  that  saigas  feed  themselves  actively  during  pre-dawn  time.  In  the  days  of  the  mass
deaths, young leaves and grass, especially alfalfa which grows in local depressions of relief were very
wet  because  of  rain  and  dew.  The  analysis,  performed  by  K.O.  Larionov,  showed  that  the  main
component of saigas' food before death was dicotyledons plants (93 %).

Alfalfa  accounted for  more than a  quarter  of  the forages (Figure 3).  This  allows us to  conclude that
saigas don't have natural immunity to overeating, as they do not control the moment of saturation,
similar to livestock, for example, cows or sheep. So, it is quite probable that those 6 calves left in the
steppe  for  the  night  and  also  overate  the  wet  alfalfa.  In  2011,  at  the  end  of  May  in  the  same  place,
during the lambing, again died more than 400 saiga after the 8-mm rain.

4. CONCLUSION
The absence of the dead males of saigas can be explained by the fact that they keep separately and
graze in totally different places. By the way, young saigas, apparently those who could not feed
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themselves with juicy forage in those days grazed within small groups without adult saigas near these
places till autumn.

The hypotheses of mass deaths of saigas in May, 2010 of pasterellosis or poisoning by chemical
substances are less convincing in comparison with a simple but shocking assumption of their lethal
outcome due to acute tympania caused by a rare combination of negative factors of that time. Females,
weakened by severe winter, lambing and long spring migrations, could not keep themselves from
overeating of grasses (including alfalfa), wetted by rain and dew. A similar scenario of mass deaths of
saigas was noted in 1988. It may sound paradoxical, but this means that quite healthy individuals may
die not from harmful bacteria and/or viruses but from overeating their favorite forages. Obviously, it
happens against the background of constant lack of fodder and dehydration. The presented material
about absence of natural immunity to acute tympania radically changes the opinion about some
mechanisms of regulation of number of populations of wild hoofed animals and specifies the necessity
of change of the strategy of nature protection plans (Milner-Gulland, 1997, Milner-Gulland et al,
2001.).
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Abstract

This study is aimed at assessing atmospheric deposition of chemical elements using the moss genera
Pylaisiella polyantha collected in the zone of influence of Novosibirsk CHP-5 plant. The
concentrations of 24 elements were determined in moss using NAA. Simulation of pollutants transfer
was carried out to determinate affected area of pollution source.

Key words: air pollution simulation, heavy metals, moss bioindicator, pollution, NAA

1. INTRODUCTION

Environment is living base of a human, while minerals, natural resources and energy obtained from
them are base of http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4720883_2_1modern civilization. Clearly, there is no
future for mankind without power. On the other hand, the energy industry has a strong negative impact
on environment impairing living conditions of people.

TPPs  (thermal  power  plants)  operate  with  fossil  fuel,  for  example  comparatively  cheap  coal  and
residual fuel oil are often used in TPPs. Fuel combustion at TPPs is connected with production of
http://89.108.112.68/c/m.exe?t=2917828_2_1combustion residue containing ash dust, particles of
unburned powdered fuel, http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=4312391_2_1&sc=144sulphur dioxide
and sulphur trioxide, http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=3879328_2_1&sc=756nitrogen oxide and
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=1244844_2_1&sc=24gaseous products of incomplete
combustion. Residual fuel oil combustion is connected with production of vanadium compounds,
sodium salt, coke and http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=930750_2_1&sc=37sootflake. An ashes of
some fuels consist of arsenic, free http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=522137_2_1&sc=28silicon
dioxide, free calcium oxide and et al. For these reasons, regular monitoring of the atmospheric
deposition in the operating zone of the TPP is necessary. The atmospheric deposition of heavy metals
and other toxic elements is of special interest because even low concentrations of toxic elements in the
air can do great damage to human health.

Traditional methods to control atmospheric deposition of chemical elements based on analysis
precipitations require a number of collectors for samplings and longtime programs for samplings and
analysis.

For the last thirty years bioindicator mosses technique has been widely used to study the atmospheric
pollution over vast territories as well as to investigate the transportation of chemical elements. Every
five years the European atlas of atmospheric heavy metal deposition is published under the aegis of the
United Nations Commission studying the atmospheric deposits transfer in Europe (UNECE ICP
Vegetation) (Harmens et al., 2008, Zechmeister et al., 2004). Moss studies have been carried out in
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northwestern Russia: the Leningrad region, the Kola Peninsula, Karelia. The moss monitoring
technique is successfully used to study atmospheric deposition in
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=101320_2_1&sc=0industrial areas of the Urals: the Chelyabinsk
region, http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=3674385_2_1&sc=716the Sverdlovsk region.
Ihttp://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4801213_2_1t should be noted that terrestrial mosses used for this
investigation vegetate in large-scaled forest areas.

The present research is focused on the implementation of epiphytic mosses for assessing atmospheric
deposition of heavy metals and other elements in the urban area. This species grows on bark of old
trees such as aspens, poplars, birches, which are widespread not only in forests, but also in urban areas
(Tyler, 1990). Therefore epiphytic mosses can be used for studying atmospheric pollution in industrial
centers and other inhabited areas. Epiphytic moss has a long life cycle, high accumulation capacities
(Rogova et al., 2011), has no contact with soil and consequently heterogeneous chemical composition
of soil has virtually no effect on them. It is especially evident in urbanized and some other
synanthropic areas; substrate effect of bark of trees is completely eliminated because of its uniformity.

Fig.1. Sketch-map showing the sampling sites (distance from source-CHP5).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Studies sites

The study was carried out in the city of Novosibirsk, the largest city of Siberia, with a population of
about 1.5 million citizens. The city occupies the banks of the Ob River in the West Siberian Plain.
There are 5 big TPPs with a  total  capacity 2370 MV. The largest  thermal  power plant  is  Combined
Heat and Power Station-5 (CHP-5) with power of 1200 MW. Fuel used for domestics is mainly fossil
coal.  The  CHP-5  is  situated  at  the  eastern  end  of  the  city,  which  makes  it  possible  to  estimate  the
influence of this facility.

The mosses were sampled in the autumn of 2010 mainly in north-eastern direction for several km
(fig.1). The direction of sampling was chosen in accordance with primary wind rose for this territory.

2.2 Moss sampling
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The moss samples were collected in dry weather from the bark of old aspens and poplars at the height
of 1.5-2 m above the soil level which corresponds to the air layer which adult person uses to breathe.
Also such approach reduces the ability of small soil particles to penetrate into mosses. The background
samples were collected also in dry weather at a
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=3286093_2_1&sc=0considerable distance from inhabited
localities and factories (northwest Siberia).  The collected moss samples were packed in paper
envelopes with the information about the identification number and the geographical position. Just
after the selecting procedure the moss samples were pre-cleaned from different admixtures (insect
remains, plant seeds, soil particles) under laboratory conditions. Then the samples were washed with
filtered water, dried at the room temperature and placed in the paper envelopes which were kept just
up to the very beginning of the analysis. The green younger parts of the moss were selected to do the
analysis. To perform the neutron activation analysis the moss was washed using distilled water, dried
to fixed weight in a special chamber at the temperature of 85° C during 24 hours. Moss samples were
crumbled and then the probes were pressed and packed into aluminum foil with the mass of 0.3 g and
1  cm  in  diameter  for  their  long-term  irradiation.  Five  parallel  samples  were  produced  for  each
specimen.

2.3 Analysis

Neutron activation analyses were performed at the Laboratory of Radiation Control, Institute of
Physics and Technology, National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia. The
content of chemical elements in the moss samples has been determined by NAA using thermal neutron
irradiation (thermal neutron flux density of 5.5*1013 n cm-2 s-1) at the TPU IRT-T research reactor.

The IAEA/V-10 HAY (International Atomic Energy Agency) standard and cereal herb mixture of
SBMT-02 type were used as reference materials to be compared. It took 5 hours to irradiate the probe
with thermal neutrons in the vertical experimental channel of the reactor to determine long-lived
elements. Further, the irradiated probes were “cooled” over seven days to determine long-lived
elements. This “cooling process” was required to reduce the activity of Na24 which causes strong
compton background. The measurement of the chemical elements specific activities in the probes was
made with the help of a semiconductor gamma spectrometer. The gamma spectra of induced activity
were analyzed by means of “Genia-2000” software program developed by the “CANBERRA”. The
concentrations of 24 elements – As, Ba, Br, Ca, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Eu, Fe, Hf, Lu, Mo, Nd, Rb, Sb, Sc,
Sm, Sr, Tb, Th, U, Yb, Zn were determined.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The element mean concentrations in moss sampled in the area affected by CHP-5 exceed
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2899489_2_1several times element median concentrations in moss
sampled background territory (table 1).

Table 1. Mean, maximum, minimum, background values of concentrations elements, mkg g-1.

mean max min
background
level mean max min

background
level

As 1,54 3,75 0,60 0,16 Mo 0,52 1,06 0,08 0,40
Ba 179,3 325,3 84,8 210,0 Nd 2,96 8,57 0,46 0,95
Br 9,12 17,01 5,08 9,09 Rb 12,8 19,1 5,7 4,8
Ca 112386 237698 8286 19996 Sb 1,27 2,31 0,77 0,10
Ce 5,22 7,03 3,26 0,99 Sc 1,36 2,23 0,66 0,20
Co 2,23 4,05 1,04 1,40 Sm 0,70 1,59 0,27 0,22
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Cr 10,0 13,9 7,0 3,5 Sr 181 421 73 66
Cs 1,4 4,0 0,5 0,5 Tb 0,14 0,35 0,03 0,06
Eu 1,69 2,56 0,33 0,01 Th 1,00 1,63 0,53 0,13
Fe 3335 5215 1650 602 U 0,66 1,24 0,38 0,03
Hf 0,28 0,40 0,15 0,05 Yb 0,18 0,34 0,12 0,05
Lu 0,03 0,06 0,01 0,01 Zn 152 278 86 150

Mathematic simulation of concentration distributions q(x) of chemical elements in moss samples
depending on distance x from CHP-5 was carried out. Solution of pollutant diffusivity in atmosphere
equation was used for simulation (Berlyand, 1975):

.z
q q qu w k
x z z z

                                                        (1)

Equation (1) includes gradient of turbulent diffusion characterized by diffusion transfer coefficient kz,
average wind speed u (in the x "downwind" direction), gravitational settling speed w.

Technically atmospheric emissions occur from spatial sources. However sizes of these sources are
small in comparison with distances at which concentration field created by them is investigated.
Thttp://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=14375_2_1&sc=0herefore to set boundary conditions only
point source is considered.

The boundary conditions are y=0, z=H for point source x=0

uq M y z H  for x=0,

M is emission from source per unit time,  is delta function, H is height of the source.

The concentration approaches zero at an infinite distance from the source

0q  for ,z

0q  for .y

Common weather conditions are important to estimate average concentration in atmospheric boundary
layer. http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3482376_2_1Among them there are normal weather conditions
which make possible to use power approximation of wind speed and vertical turbulent exchange
coefficient:

l

z
zuu
1

1 ;
m

z z
zkk
1

1 ,                                                         (2)

where l, m are dimensionless parameters picked out for interpolation of the vertical profiles of wind
speed and exchange coefficient respectively. Here u1 and k1 are values of u and kz for z=z1. For heavy
impurity distribution yielding at a constant speed w is:

l

z
zuu
1

1 ;
1

1

z
zkkz .                                                                  (3)

Analytic solution of equation (1) for atmospheric boundary layer with power approximation of wind
speed and vertical turbulent exchange coefficient has the form
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2 3
1 expq x

x
,                                                                      (4)

where 1 is the parameter depending on source intensity M, the time-averaged windspeed u in  the
horizontal (x) direction, diffusion transfer coefficient kz, air condition (temperature gradient) and
velocity variations from height; 2 is the parameter depending on air condition, wind speed, dispersion
of contaminants; 3 is the height of the source, air condition, diffusion transfer coefficient, dispersion
of impurity particles (Gusev et al. 1991).

It is impossible to strictly estimate parameters 1, 2, 3 in view of difficult atmospheric effects
determining  transport  of  pollutants  in  the  atmosphere.  However,  if  those  parameters  could  be
considered as http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3106863_2_1phenomenological descriptions than they can
be determined by approximation of measured  concentrations using approx function (4) and least
square method (LS method). The http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2870489_2_1approximation accuracy
increases if variation ranges of parameters obtained in term of appropriate
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=2873753_2_1&sc=517assessments were assigned. Variation
range of 3 is more easily evaluated as it is determined mainly by height of the emission source point.
Assessment was made using the following expression (Berlyand, 1975):

11

3
1

,
1z

H
k

where kz is diffusion transfer coefficient at 1 m, , 1 – are parameters depending on vertical
temperature gradient in the atmosphere were determined  from table 2; H equals 0.25 km. The
parameter  characterized by air condition, 0.2 ,T where T is  temperature  difference.  The
parameter 1 characterized by depending on velocity variations from height z: 1 1( / )

0 .z zu u

Table 2. The dependence of atmospheric stability on
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=595964_2_1&sc=28temperature gradient and diffusion transfer

parameters.

parameter convection neutral http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=143110_2_1&sc=0inversion

 -0,2 -0,15 -0,1 -0,5 0 0,05 0,1 0,15 0,2

1 0,130,1350,140,1450,15 0,16 0,17 0,18 0,19

kz 0,09 0,08 0,07 0,06 0,050,026 0,015 0,009 0,005

Assessment 3 was calculated for convection and neutral air conditions specific for summer periods of
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=4326687_2_1&sc=72Western Siberian Lowland where CHP-5 is
located.

Figure 2 shows the results of approximations of measured concentrations U, As, Fe, Th by LS method.
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Fig.2. Plot and regression curve for the distance between CHP-5 and concentrations at sampling sites.

Concentration of toxic elements increases (see Fig.2) with the increase of the distance from source up
to 2-3 km, http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4284380_2_1reaches a maximum then has a smooth decrease.
The concentration of toxic elements decreases to background level at 9-14 km.

Correlation analysis was used to assess a group of elements (table 3) released into the atmosphere
from one source (CHP-5). Group of elements with high correlation was revealed in obtained data
(Pearson’s coefficient R>0.73) between each other: Th Cr, Co, Sc, Yb, Fe, Ce, U, As, Sb, Nd, Lu, Cs.
Besides, distribution of correlated elements corresponds to
http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=4978602_2_1&sc=28regressional dependence (4).

Table 3. The correlation coefficients between concentrations at sampling
sites.http://multitran.ru/c/m.exe?a=110&t=595964_2_1&sc=28
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The following conclusions can be drawn from this work:

The concentrations of toxic elements obtained in this study exceed background levels in 2-3
times and more.

The correlation analysis and mathematic simulation of pollutant diffusion in the atmosphere
confirm identity of pollution source for some elements.

Maximum concentrations of toxic elements are observed in moss selected 2-3 km from CHP-5
in the direction of predominant wind.

Concentrations of toxic elements decrease to background level 9-14 km away from CHP-5.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to identify from experimental researches  the results regarding the
smoke emissions of a four stroke, four cylinder, direct injection medium power diesel engine at partial
loads operating on diesel fuel (DF), rapeseed methyl ester (RME), degummed and filtered (5 m) pure
rapeseed oil (RO100) and its blends with diesel fuel: 20 % pure rapeseed oil-80 % diesel fuel (RO20),
50 % pure rapeseed oil-50 % diesel fuel (RO50), 75 % pure rapeseed oil-25 % diesel fuel (RO75)
compared to diesel fuel.

The tractor diesel engine subjected to experiment has four cylinders, 51.5 kW and 4760 cc. The engine
was loaded at wide open accelerator position, and run at different speeds between 1200 and 1950 rpm
and different engine loads: 90%, 85%, 80%, 75%, 70% and 65%. The speed and engine load were
recorded from digital indicator of the test ring. The load on the dynamometer was measured by using
a strain gauge load sensor. The rotation sensor was used to measure the speed of the engine.

The high values of smoke emissions for tested fuels can be found for diesel fuel on the engine load of
75% at 1400 rpm (2.61 m-1). The most important increase of smoke emissions for pure rapeseed oil is
on the engine load 70% at 1300 rpm (1.86 m-1).

Key words: rapeseed oil, diesel engine, fuel blends, cetane number, viscosity, smokes emissions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Biodiesels are fuels that are made from renewable oils that can be usually used in diesel engines
without major modification. These fuels have properties similar to fossil diesel oils and have reduced
emissions from a cleaner burn due to their higher oxygen content.

In order to insure the protection against future petroleum shocks, the countries that are members of the
European Union, and also the Energy Department of the United States of America have elaborated a
series of strategies based on the orientation of the petroleum’s imports towards “the regions of the
calmer world” and also on the development of alternative energies. Within the programs launched in
numerous countries, the substitution fuels are based on oxygenated organic compounds, such as:
alcohols, ethers, organic esters and their derivates.

The growing concerns on the long-term availability of diesel and its environmental disadvantage have
necessitated the search for a renewable alternative to diesel fuel. Biofuel can provide a feasible
solution to these problems; known liquid biofuels are fuels derived from alcohol and vegetable oils
[1].

The strong development of the SVO (straight vegetable oils) sector worldwide calls for these new
dynamics to be channeled from the outset, by drawing up precise and compulsory specifications
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adapted to the supply chain from plantation to end user, with transparency and traceability: a quality
norm or standard [2]. A standard from Europe of German origin, exists today for SVO fuel use: DIN
51605. These recommendations mostly apply to rapeseed oil [3]).

Some of the physical-chemical properties of the fuels, influence the processes that take place in diesel
engines, such as the density, viscosity, superficial tension, the temperature of self combustion, while
others influence the engine’s wear (alkalinity, mineral and organic acidity, the content of sulphur,
water, color,etc.).

The use of rapeseed oil as fuel for diesel engines needs a few adaptations brought to the diesel engine
and also the modification of the physical characteristics in order to be compatible to the  physical
properties of the diesel fuel.

The most unfavorable physical to the good function of a Diesel engine with fuels based on vegetal oils
are viscosity and density. In order to adapt these values to the requirements of a diesel engine there is a
need for interventions on the fuel as well as on the engine.

Viscosity influences the engine’s feeding and the fuel’s spraying in the combustion chamber. The
increase of viscosity disfavors the spraying and combustion of the fuel in the engine. A too viscous
fuel will worsen the formation of the fuel mixture, because the drops, being big and penetrating, will
reach the opposite wall of the injector. The contact surface is colder, which will determine a break in
the chain of the combustion reactions. Because of this, white smoke will appear, having a sharp smell
(due to the products of an incomplete combustion: aldehydes and acids). On the other hand, for the
fuels with small viscosity, that favors a fine spraying, the mass of drops being smaller, the jet’s
penetration in the dense air is not sufficient. Black smoke is formed, typical for the lack of oxygen (the
combustion is realized with excess of fuel) [4].

Transesterification of the vegetable oils is used to decrease the viscosity of the vegetable oil; however,
other properties of the oil remain same and this new fuel was called as biodiesel [5]. This biodiesel
contains no petroleum, even though it can be used in pure form in the compression ignition engine
with little or no engine modification, or it can be used in blend with petroleum diesel at any level [6].

The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of biofuels based on rapeseed oil on the diesel
engine smoke emissions compared with diesel fuel.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

In this study, the D-2402 type compression ignition engine type was fuelled with 6 different fuels
blends: 100 % diesel fuel (DF); 100% rapeseed metyl ester  (RME); 80% diesel fuel - 20% crude
rapeseed oil (RO20); 50% diesel fuel - 50% crude rapeseed oil (RO50); 25% diesel fuel 75% crude
rapeseed oil (RO75); 100% crude rapeseed oil (RO100).

The main properties of the blends have been determined and are presented in Table 1.

The experimental stand equipped with a diesel engine D-2402 type, hydraulic brake and data
acquisition system, allows measurement of engine speed, braking force, fuel consumption, testing
duration coolant engine temperature, oil temperature and ambient parameters.
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Table 1.The main properties of the tested fuels

The main features of the engine subjected to experiment are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The main technical characteristics of the engine used in experimental tests

Engine type D-2402
Number of cylinders 4
Bore, mm 110
Stroke, mm 130
Engine capacity, cm3 4760
Compression ratio 17:1
Injection pressure, daN/cm2 175±5
Injection timing advance, ca 24°
Effective power, kW 51.5
Nominal speed, rpm 1800
BSFC – Brake Specific Fuels Consumption, g/kWh 244

The experimental stand (Fig.1) equipped with a tractor diesel engine D-2402 type, hydraulic brake,
exhaust analyzer, sensors that measure the instantaneous values of the some parameters and data
acquisition system, allows measurement of engine speed, braking force, fuel consumption, testing
duration coolant engine temperature, oil temperature and ambient parameters.

For measurements the smoke emissions in case of diesel engine supply with blends have been used an
exhaust analyzer BEA 350 DTM type made by Bosch with RTM 430 type smoke-opacity tester
module. BEA 350 is a modular system for measurement the pollutants emitted by diesel and Otto
engines. It is used for certification of emission engines.

The experiments have started firstly with diesel fuel and when the engine reached the operating
temperature, it was loaded with a hydraulic dynamometer.

Property parameters DF RME RO20 RO50 RO75 RO100 Test methods

Density, g/cm3 0.834 0.883 0.855 0.880 0.897 0.915 SR EN ISO 3675

Kinematic viscosity (40 oC), mm2/s  2.346 4.466 4.424 9.654 17.859 34.358 ASTM D445

Oxidation stability, h >58 6.84 >58 9.5 7.79 5.92 ISO 6886

Acid value, mg KOH/g 0.04 0.292 0.625 1.358 1.904 2.008 DIN 51558

Peroxide number, mmol•O2/kg 0 3.13 2.13 5.20 6.33 13.59 ISO 3960

Coke content, max wt% 0.009 0.022 0.078 0.183 0.259 0.4 ASTM D524-76

Water content, mg/kg 37 77 138 297 405 535 ISO 12937

Cetane number 57.6 50.3 56 53.8 49.3 48.1 ASTM D613
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Fig 1. Experimental stand and sensor positioning scheme

1 - exhaust gas temperature sensor; 2-  exhaust gas dynamic pressure sensor 3- exhaust static pressure
sensor ; 4 – exhaust pipe; 5- engine radiator; 6- switch distributor; 7- in-line pump injection; 8- biofuel

heating element; 9- pump supply; 10- oil pressure sensor; 11- oil temperature sensor; 12- hydraulic
brake shaft; 13 – engine torque sensor; 14 - shock absorbers 15- rotation sensor; 16 -  electronic
computing unit; 17- electronic block (multiplexer module); 18- water temperature sensor; 19-

injectors; 20- ambient temperature sensor;

The engine was loaded at wide open accelerator throttle, and run at different speeds between 1200 and
1950 rpm and different engine loads: 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85% and 90%.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Smoke formation occurs primarily in the fuel-rich zone of the cylinder, at high temperature and
pressure. If the applied fuel is partially oxygenated, locally over-rich regions can be reduced and
primary smoke formation can be limited [7].

Genesis of smoke emission is correlated in some areas with incomplete burning in combustion
chamber due to the very short fuel-air mixture formation.

Figure 2 represents the variation of smoke emissions of fuel based on rapeseed oil compared to diesel
at different partial loads 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90% and engine speeds between 1200 rpm and
1950 rpm.
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Fig.2. Smoke emissions as a function of load at various engine speed

Figure 2 shows that at constant engine loads, as speeds increase, the smoke emissions for all fuels has
a  tendency  to  decrease,  due  to  the  thermal  engine  regime  when  fuel  combustion  of  fuels  tend  to  be
more complete .

The reduction in smoke level at higher load may be due to better combustion at higher load and more
biodiesel is required.

Higher smoke emissions for all experienced fuels is observed in the case of the load between 65% and
90% at speeds n = 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600 and 1700 rpm. This is explained because of the low
thermal engine regime

Maximum value of smoke emissions is for diesel fuel (DF) when smoke level is 2,51 m-1 at  75%
engine load and the speed of 1400 rpm .
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RO20 has value of smoke emission very close to those of diesel fuel due to high percentage of diesel
fuel in blend.

Table 3 summarizes the evolution of smoke emissions of fuels based on rapeseed oil compared to
diesel fuel depending on the engine load.

Table 3. The evolution of smoke emissions of biofuels based on fuels rapeseed oil compared

with diesel fuel

Load, (%) Fuels Smoke
emissions
evolution

90 RO100 - 12,46 %
RME - 1,13 %
RO75 - 6,23 %
RO50 - 39,94 %
RO20 - 5,38 %

85 RO100 - 26,74 %
RME - 23,10 %
RO75 - 18,54 %
RO50 - 24,92 %
RO20 - 21,88 %

80 RO100 + 10,74 %
RME - 37,78 %
RO75 - 10,09 %
RO50 - 7,81 %
RO20 - 13,68 %

75 RO100 - 44,66 %
RME - 67,55 %
RO75 - 28 %
RO50 - 56,88 %
RO20 - 35,11 %

70 RO100 + 91 %
RME + 36,98 %
RO75 + 89 %
RO50 + 72 %
RO20 + 23,28 %

65 RO100 + 99,76%
RME + 98,78 %
RO75 + 97,97 %
RO50 + 99,87 %
RO20 + 23,95 %

At the engine loads of 90%, 85%, 80% and 75%, the value of smoke emissions of fuels based on
rapeseed oil are lower in most case than smoke level of diesel fuels.

For RO100, smoke emissions level has lower values with 12.46%, 26.74% and 44.66% for 90%, 85%
respectively 75% engine loads. A slight increase (10.74%) is observed at engine load of 80%.

In the case of RME decreasing of smoke emissions compared to smoke level of diesel fuel is between
1.13%, 23.10%, 37.78% and 44.66% at 90%, 85%, 80% respectively 75 % engine loads.

For blends RO20, RO50 and RO75, smoke emission values recorded maximum reduction of 56.88%
for RO50 at 75% engine load and minimum 5.38% for RO20 at 90% engine load.

The fuels based on rapeseed oil has greater smoke emissions level than value of smoke in case of
diesel fuel for 60% and 65% engine loads. This may be due to heavier molecular structure, double
bonds in vegetable oil chemical structure and higher viscosity of rapeseed oil and their blends. These
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factors are responsible for higher smoke emissions resulting in incomplete and sluggish combustion at
this engine loads.

4.CONCLUSION

Based on the results of this study, the following specific conclusions were draw:

- the physiochemical properties of fuels based on rapeseed oil are comparable to those of
diesel fuel;

- it was found that smoke emissions are much better values for blend RO50 than for diesel
fuel emission values, reaching up to 56.88 % more lower at 75%  engine load;

- at the same regime load, RME emits smoke emissions up to 67.55 % lower than diesel;

- smoke level using biofuels at a lower engine load, has a increase tendency than at higher
engine load due to the lower thermal engine regime and higher viscosity of rapeseed oil
and their blends.

The experimental test showed that biofuel based on rapeseed oil is viable in terms of environmental
pollution for its use as fuel.
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Abstract
The present work describes the results of a study designed to examine how the process of
accumulation of knowledge within a secondary school in Plovdiv, Bulgaria affects students' notion of
benefits and risks of modern industrial and agricultural production. For the purpose a survey was
conducted during the 2009/10 to trace the development of high school students’ notion about this
environmental factor. The survey covered three groups of students simultaneously: the entrance of
secondary education – 7th grade, in the middle – the 9th grade and at the end – 12th grade and two
groups already finished their secondary education – freshmen medicine students and citizens with
secondary education. The survey results revealed that the secondary school is the main source
forming the public opinion of the problem and that public fear of negative consequences of the
polluting industry and agriculture prevails over the sense for benefit of it.

Key words: environmental awareness, secondary school, survey, air, water and soil polluting
production

1.INTRODUCTION

Delivering the lifestyle of modern man, the industrial and agricultural production modifies human
environment as well as the biosphere as a whole and in this sense it is an important environmental
factor accompanying civilization.

Unfortunately, the production of goods is accompanied with negative changes in the environment –
air, water and soil pollution, which adversely affect human health and life. In this respect, Bulgaria is
one of the most affected countries – ranks second in the European Union after Poland on air pollution
by sulfur dioxide (Statistical Yearbook 2010). In a report by the UNDP (United Nations Development
Programme) on November 2, 2011 Bulgaria is listed as second in the world after Armenia from 193
UN member countries in regards to the human mortality from air pollution (Human Development
Report 2011).

Where goes the invisible line of compromise between the benefits and drawbacks of modern industry
and agriculture to humans? Whether and how modern man would be deprived of its inherent lifestyle
to reduce the environmental risks? The lifestyle which is provided by the polluting industrial and
agricultural production – electricity, transport, communications, diverse and sufficient food and
clothing? These are issues that teenagers face and find their answers mainly from his studies in
biology, chemistry and physics in high school. The modern high school is called to build a proper
balance in knowledge about the benefits and risks of modern industry and agriculture which provides
goods, but also pollutes the environment. Then one can expect this knowledge to grow up and to
become a balanced opinion of the society as a whole.
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The present work describes the results of a study designed to examine how the process of
accumulation of knowledge within secondary school affects students' notion of benefits and risks of
modern industry and agriculture.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A survey was conducted during the 2009/10 to trace the development of high school students’ notion
of the benefits and risks of the industrial and agricultural production, polluting air, water and soil.

The survey covered three groups of students simultaneously: the entrance of secondary education – 7th

grade, in the middle – the 9th grade and at the end – 12th grade (high school graduating seniors). In
addition to trace effects of education in secondary schools on public opinion on the issue, two more
groups finished their secondary education were interviewed – freshmen medicine students and
individuals with secondary education.

All high school students’ groups were from a school "St. Patriarch Evtimiy", Plovdiv, the medical
students group was from the Medical University of Plovdiv. Respondents – school and medical
students’ groups were interviewed during the sessions. Respondents-citizens were randomly selected
of places in the city where citizens have enough free time – gardens, train station, bus station, etc.
All groups were with 48 respondents each. The group of 12th grade students was interviewed twice – at
the beginning and end of the school year, i.e. 6 surveys were conducted – 4 in the secondary school
and two after the secondary school completion.

The structure of the questionnaire is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Questionnaire of the survey to assess the respondents’ perception of benefits and risks of
polluting industry and agriculture in five levels (separately for risk and for benefits).

Please, estimate the risk of the polluting air,
water and soil industry and agriculture

Very
high

High Moderate Small Negligible

Please, estimate the benefit of the polluting
air, water and soil industry and agriculture

Very
much

Much Moderate Small Negligible

Two indexes were calculated for each group based on the group members responses – benefit index
and risk index respectively. The number of responses for each one of five levels were multiplied by
appropriate weighting – 1 (for level “negligible”), 2, 3, 4 and 5, and the produts were summed.

Relative risk-benefit balance was calculated for the groups of respondents – the ratio between the
average risk index and the average benefit index, applicable for a given ecological factor in particular,
for the polluting industry and agriculture. If the relative balance is less than one, i.e. prevailing group
opinion of benefits, the average respondent (the voice of public opinion) is willing to take the risk
without  hesitation.  The  smaller  is  the  relative  balance,  the  greater  is  decisiveness.  Values  of  the
relative balance close to unit showed approximately balanced respondents’ opinion about potential
harm and benefit. The average respondent would have hesitated to undergo under the influence of the
factor. For values of the relative balance over the unit average respondent is reluctant to approve the
application of that factor.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Table 2 the responses of the 6 groups for the degree of risk, are given. Graphically they are shown
in Fig.1.

Table 2. Responses distribution of the 6 groups of respondents for the risk of polluting industry and
agriculture.
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Students 7th  grade 23 23 2 0 0 213

Students 9th grade 22 19 7 0 0 207

12th grade students at the
beginning of the year

16 24 6 1 1 197

12th grade students at the end of
the year

23 17 4 4 0 203

Medical students 30 10 6 2 0 212

Citizens 32 11 4 1 0 218

Table 2 and Fig. 1 shows that the most timid students in regards to the polluting industry and
agriculture had been the most uninformed – 7th grade students whose answers of "very high risk" and
"high risk" were the most – 46. They were the most certain – no one of them choose risk levels "small"
and "negligible". This suggests an overestimation of risk due to misunderstanding. With the
advancement of the educational process the maximum number of responses shifts from level "very
high risk" to level "high risk" for the beginning of 12th grade, but at the end of the year the maximum
again shifts back to the level "very high risk". The maximum of responses number at level "very high
risk" reaches its largest value for the group of citizens – 32. Responses to level "moderate risk" and
"low risk" increase in the learning process, i.e. decreases unfounded fear of the phenomenon due to
misinterpretation.

With the advancement of the educational process decreases the definiteness of the group opinion about
the risk – increases distribution of the answers in a group regarding the risk levels. That means more
detail and clarification in the group opinion about this ecological problem.

The majority of medical students had graduated from high school a year preceding the survey and one
should expect their responses regarding the risk of polluting industry and agriculture to be more or less
similar to those of high school graduating seniors. Surprisingly, their answers were similar to those of
the citizens rated the risk as "very high" in 43 answers – the second categorical response after this one
of the 7-graders.

The answers of the 6 groups regarding the benefit from contemporary (polluting) industry and
agriculture are given in Table 3. Graphically they are shown in Fig. 2.
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Again, the group of 7-graders was most confident in his denial of the benefits of modern industry and
agriculture – the maximum of their responses is at level "negligible" benefit. With the advancement of
the educational process a division of the students’ opinion is observed – in addition to the dominant
opinion "negligible benefit" appears and increases a local maximum in the responses number at level
"moderate benefit". On completion of 12th grade the local maximum at level "moderate benefit"
reached that at level "negligible benefit". The response distribution of these post graduate students
showed detailed, mature social position, backed by knowledge.

The view of the medical students is again close to that of citizens – its opinion gravitate to the level of
"small favor" of the polluting industry and agriculture.

Figure 1. Responses distribution of the 6 groups of respondents regarding the risk of polluting industry
and agriculture.
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Table 3. Responses distribution of the 6 groups questioned for the benefits of modern industry and
agriculture.
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Students 7th  grade 0 1 8 19 20 86

Students 9th grade 0 3 10 5 30 82

12th grade students at the
beginning of the year

1 3 12 9 23 94

12th grade students at the end
of the year

1 6 17 6 18 110

Medical students 3 8 5 22 10 116

Citizens 2 5 7 21 13 106

Figure 2. Response distribution of the 6 groups questioned for the benefits of modern industry and
agriculture.
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Indices of the risk and benefit (the right column of Table 2 and Table 3 for all groups) are shown
graphically in Fig.3 and Fig.4. They change with the advancement of the educational process and with
the harshness of the expressed views.

During the educational course the risk index gradually decreases from 213 for 7th graders at the
beginning of secondary school up to 197 for seniors at the beginning of the year and then increases
slightly at the end of the year. The risk index is the highest – 218 for the citizens group. I.e. if one
assumes that the group of citizens is adequate representative of public opinion for this problem, the
public knowledge is close to this at the entrance of the secondary school, i.e. it is insufficient for
adequate risk evaluation and consequently the public risk opinion is too timid.

The index of the benefit from the contemporary industry and agriculture increases from 86 at the
beginning of the educational process to 110 at its end. The medical students and citizens gave similar
evaluation for the benefit. It can be concluded that the public opinion for the benefit is adequate –
close enough to the knowledge based opinion of secondary school graduates.

Figure 3. Indices of the benefit and risk for all groups.
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Figure 4. Detailed picture of benefits/risks indices for all groups.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The survey results  revealed that  the secondary school  is  the main source forming the public  opinion
about the polluting industrial and agricultural production.public fear of negative consequences of the
polluting industry and agriculture prevails over the sense for benefit of it.

For all interviewed groups public fear of negative consequences of the polluting industry and
agriculture prevails over the sense for benefit of it.

For citizens, representatives of public opinion about the problem, the relative risk-benefit balance is
2.06, indicating prevailing public fear of negative consequences of the contemporary polluting
industry and agriculture.

I.e. the average respondent (and he/she is representative of the average politician or businessman) is
reluctant to approve activities, with a potential risk of environmental contamination.
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Abstract

Radiation safety in the present period acquires complex character and closely corresponds with other
elements of social and political process, with various spheres of public life. After earthquake in Japan
in March 11, 2011 and emergency on the nuclear power plant Fukushima-1 the theme of radiating
safety of megapolises has today become urgent, as never. Provision of radiation safety of the Moscow
region, taking into account a number of factors, is an important problem in a context of modernization
state.

Today in sphere of radio ecological safety there are certain achievements: new monitoring systems
are developed, technological processes are improved, new information-communicative channels of
interaction with mass media and public are formed.

Information policy of enterprises the functioning of which is connected with provision of safe
ecological conditions and its monitoring is focused on constant and duly informing of public through
mass-media.

Experience and technologies of interaction with mass-media and public of Moscow State Unitary
Enterprise - united ecological, scientific and research centre of decontamination of radioactive waste
and environmental protection (State Unitarian Enterprise, Scientific and Industrial Association
Radon, SUE SIA RADON) is submitted in the article.

Key words: radiation safety, mass media relations, interaction with public, effectiveness of
communication.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radio ecological policy and radiation safety in the present period acquires complex character and
closely corresponds with other elements of social and political process, with different fields of public
life, especially in light of tragical events in Japan.

Radiation safety is a component of ecological safety, one of integrated criteria of life quality and
determining factors of successful development of state and society. Satisfaction of social requests is
one of basic characteristics of the formula of country modernization.

As a rule they perceive radiation safety as a complex of measures, directed on limitation of radiation
effect on the population by means acceptable for society. Radiation safety is provided, including with
a system of legislative means directed on limitation of possible irradiation of population as a result of
usage of ionizing radiation sources.

In the Message to Federal Assembly of Russian Federation 2010 the President of Russian Federation
D. . Medvedev has declared: «Environmental Quality should become the most important of figures of
life quality and one of the basic indices of social and economic development of territories.
Accordingly, it should become criterion of estimation of efficiency of government bodies on places. I
charge the chiefs of subjects of Federation annually to grant ecology reports in their region. The
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population of territories should have about it full and absolutely reliable information» (Medvedev,
2010).

So, for example, E.V. Komleva marks (Komleva, 2000), that the competent and democratic solution of
discussed problem should be promoted by the international project «Information Activity in sphere of
radio ecology», which one includes following kinds of activity:

1) making out of databank on participants of information work;

2) questioning of the participants, including with application of technical communication systems;

3) questioning of the population or selective groups, fixation of information stream and review of
regional mass media publications;

5) definition of features of management in sphere of radio ecology, forms and kinds of activity,
international cooperation, financial costs;

6) making out of bibliographic catalogue of documents with reference to information work: ) only for
professionals; b) for professionals and remaining population; c) predominantly for a broad public;

7) analysis of received information and definition of tendencies;

8) development of recommendations on improvement of information service quality of regional and
central authorities, enlightenment and education of population, including for democratic solution of
problems, submitted to public discussion of questions on radio ecology.

Referring to «Main policies of the Russian Federation in the area of development of nuclear and
radiation safety for the period up to 2010 and the future perspective», approved by the President of
Russian Federation in December 8, 2003, one the most important directions of the state policy is
radiation safety of the population. It’s one of the life quality criteria and also one of the successful
state and society development factors.

Mission of the enterprise founded in 1960 is provision of radiation safety of Moscow and Moscow
region population and radioactive waste (RW) disposal from territory of Central region of Russia as
well. About 40 millions person lives at a zone covered by the enterprise service and there are more
than 2000 organizations using in their production activity radionuclides.

Moscow  State  Unitary  Enterprise  –  United  Ecological  and  Technological  Research  Centre  for  RW
management and environment protection (SUE SIA Radon) deals with radio ecological monitoring
and decontamination of the Moscow territory, radiation survey of building areas and radiation control
of building materials, radiation survey of places for mass events, complex engineering-radiation
examination of territories and facilities, as well as places used to be landfills connected with dangerous
manufactures. SUE SIA Radon carries out rehabilitation of polluted urban territories, buildings and
constructions; disposal of radioactive materials and also fulfils the whole range of activities on
management of low- and intermediate-level radioactive waste (centralized collection, transporting,
treatment, storage and long-term storage of radwaste).

Nowadays SUE SIA Radon is the unique scientific-technological complex satisfying international
standards and ensuring radiation safety of Moscow, as well as safe storage and Service of radiation-
emergency works. SUE SIA Radon realizes operating trips for liquidation radiation emergencies
bound with detection of radioactive contaminated materials and taking away radioactive contaminated
food as well. The working of the enterprise is ensured and regulated by federal and regional law.

SUE SIA Radon possesses special transport and equipment for RW management, indispensable
objects of real estate, and also maintains posts of monitoring of radiation conditions and Research-
and-production complex. Radon develops and realizes techniques and technologies of RW
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management of different kinds, serves long-time RW repositories. All together it constitutes united
technological chain.

Employees of SUE SIA Radon systematically inspect schools and preschool establishments in
different districts of Moscow on content of gas radon and measure background radiation in premises.

A monitoring system of radiation conditions created at the organization allows to examine a situation
in  the  whole  in  Moscow and  in  separate  districts,  forest  park  zones  and  vacation  spots.  In  Moscow
there are about 100 points of regular observation and more than 50 stationary posts of radiation
monitoring of automated system of radiation conditions monitoring (ASRCM) as well.

Employees of the organization permanently conduct auto and pedestrian gamma - spectrometric
monitoring of territory of the city, including check of aqueous arterias of the capital. The data of
monitoring are generalized for drawing up radiation - hygienic passport of the capital.

Specialists of the organization are engaged not only in monitoring, but also in renewal of environment,
conduct radiation - emergency operations, rehabilitate radiation - contaminated territories.

The decision of Governments of Moscow and Moscow region about expansion of boundaries of the
city raises responsibility of SUE SIA Radon to Muscovites for radiation safety. Building sites, roads,
new social and apartment houses will appear in the nearest future. Radiation monitoring of sites,
building material, complex engineer-radiation inspection of objects and territories, former dumps - all
this also makes a line of business of the organization.

In SUE SIA Radon observation audit of System of quality management on ISO 9001 and certification
audit of System of ecological management was conducted. The audit was conducted by group of
auditors of organs on certification TUV CERT together with TUV THURINGEN (GERMANY). By
results of audit the Certificate of conformity to the System of ecological management to requests of
international standard ISO 14001 was given, which one confirms the earlier given certificate of the
system of international quality. The quality of technological developments was confirmed by
numerous patents of Russian Federation and other countries.

Thus SUE SIA Radon has an indispensable technological potential for fulfillment of activities on
provision of radiation safety of population, territories and objects of environment and activities on
radioactive waste management.

Our enterprise  is  rather  conservative that  is  stipulated by the field of  our  activity.  Radiation is  piece
rather thin, the slightest imprudence can involve in disastrous consequences. Therefore we are
accustomed to approach to any novelties and changes suspendedly, with large self-control. We are
ready to change, but without redundant haste. Unconditionally, the existing situation requires to
optimize activity of the enterprise. Probably there will be structural and other changes, but it is early to
speak about it. One of the most important directions of RADON's development we consider
transparency, that is openness. Muscovites should know about us, our activity and they should not
have reason for trouble, after all professionals work here. We would like, that the title «Radon» in
consciousness of Muscovites became a synonym of protectability, and everybody knew: «Radon» is
«shield from radiation » (My Moscow, 2011).

2. POINT OF VIEW ON THE PROBLEM

Moscow region is an agglomeration including Moscow and its suburbs. It’s also the first-rate
macroeconomic region of Russia and one of the largest urban agglomerations in the world. Nowadays
the Moscow agglomeration, unlike all the other regions of the Russian Federation, entered the final
post-industrial phase of its development. This phase has connection not with predominance of
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industrial potential and creation of industrial enterprises, but with using of service activities and
further formation of Moscow as the centre of science, culture, education and financial activities.

The Moscow region has a number of distinctive features. Plenty of organizations are situated here. As
a result of their activity different radioactive waste are producing from used industrial technologies
and, accordingly, requiring separate approaches to management with them. There is also «heritage» of
1940-1960-th and occasionally even 1970-th years - unauthorized dumpings of RW often which has
been fixed in no document, with unknown history. Meanwhile very high density of population and
objects of infrastructure is in the Moscow region that essentially aggravates consequences of possible
radiation emergencies. Establishment of Moscow Radon was the answer of Moscow authorities to this
specifity of the region, to hazards bound with it.

Taking into consideration the fact that the city has been full of potentially hazardous nuclear and
radiation objects for a long time and has the highest population density in Russia, and thus concerning
potential danger of the radiation accidents for the people, the capital requires additional attention to
this problem. The situation becomes even more complicated due to the fact that every year millions of
tons of different goods, often polluted with radioactive materials, are brought into the capital.

There are more than 1000 potentially dangerous radiation objects (PDRO) on the Moscow territory.
Control areas of PDRO in Moscow are restricted by the object territories themselves; therefore living
and public buildings may be situated in close proximity to them. PDRO operation is regulated by
standard documents and carried out in terms of radiation control, thus contribution of such objects to
changing of radiation background and radionuclide composition of the environment is quite
insignificant. Though, PDRO neighborhood arouses negative reactions in public conscience. First of
all, it’s connected with radiophobia, which intensified greatly after Chernobyl accident, publication of
facts about radiation situation in the PA Mayak area and so on (Kirillov V. and others., 2010).

Taking into account a number of factors, radiation safety of the Moscow region is an important
problem in the scope of social-and-political development of the country. Complex execution of the
process includes technological upgrading of industries connected with radioactive materials
application (implementation of innovation technologies in radioecological monitoring, RW treatment
and so on); as well as normative and legal foundation improvement and state control and regulation,
intensification of information-and-communication flows as a remedy against radiophobia, increasing
of the population’s ecological education level, improvement of life quality for people in the scope of
toughening of sanitary regulations, approaching to international ecological standards, etc.

Radio phobia is a neurotic disease, thus it requires treatment. Distinctive feature of such anxiety is the
fact that a person can’t ever feel radiation exposure itself. But people inclined to be mistrustful are
scared by this invisible and imperceptible danger most of all (MK, 2011). As a rule, it is decreased by
technologically correct using of PR-tools. Specific character of PR-technologies is their coordinating
nature that makes it possible to establish effective interaction between different subjects in all sectors
of society by means of data exchange.

Actual ecological situation in the region falls under influence of a great number of social subjects:
certain social communities, authorities, industrial collectives, education system, mass media, political
parties  and public  unions,  etc.  Each of  the listed subjects  has its  own social  aims and interests  to  be
upheld and fulfilled in real-life conditions. Interests and aims stipulate tending of the subjects to
control socio-natural environment, i.e. to use various factors that can really change some essential
elements of social-ecological situation (Kuravin A., 2007).

Nowadays there are certain achievements in radiological safety sphere: elaboration of new control
systems, upgrading of engineering processes, developing of new communication channels for
interaction with mass media community.
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In the time of current progressive evolution of information-oriented society in Russia, information
policy of the enterprises, whose operation is connected with ensuring of safe ecological situation and
its monitoring, is directed towards timely and regular community informing by means of mass media.

Peculiarity of mass media functioning in ensuring of the region’s radio ecological safety is stipulated
by a number of factors: location, population density, prompt mass media reaction on the community’s
urgent enquiries, structure and contents of the information presented, current normative and legal
foundation, social maturity as well as information-and-communication culture of the audience and
mass media, socio-ethic aspects of ecological organization activity, professional vocabulary
understanding and interpretation, news people training and mass media broadcasting potential, etc.

Sometimes due to free interpretation of facts and numbers, quality of information presented by
electronic mass media, particularly on radiation safety of population and territories, may cause panic
feelings, e.g. by making accents on recreational areas. From time to time mass media can’t give clear
explanations because of using evasive and indefinite formulations as well as everyday vocabulary.

3. INSTRUMENTS OF INTERACTION WITH MASS MEDIA AND PUBLIC
In  SUE  SIA  Radon  for  realization  of  technologies  of  interaction  with  public  is  set  up  Centre  on
International Cooperation and Public Relations, which one effectively realizes its activity, despite of
some difficulties and problems of development public relations (PR). Technologies of PR received
rapid development in Russia at the end of  - beginning I centuries, have opened new
possibilities for interaction with public in various fields of vital activity of our society. In modern
society PR play a role of an agent between state, political, cultural, economic structures and public,
promoting construction of civil society on principles of tolerance, integrativity and communication.
Distinctive feature of PR is their coordinating character, which one allows by mean of information
exchange to establish effective interaction between different subjects in all spheres of society.

In 1975 the American Foundation for Public Relations Research and Education has involved in
research of this theme more than 60 scientists which have given more than five hundred definitions of
PR. As a result of the analysis of the received data they synthesized the following definition of PR:
public relations is a special function of management, which promotes establishment and maintenance
of dialogue, mutual understanding and cooperation between organization and public, decision of
various problems and tasks; helps management of organization to be informed about public opinion
and in time to react to it; defines and makes special emphasis on the main problem of management - to
serve  to  interests  of  public;  helps  management  to  be  ready  for  any  changes  and  to  use  them  most
effectively; executes a role of «system of early notification» about danger and helps to cope) with
undesirable tendencies; uses researches and open, dialogue, based on ethical standards, as permanent
means of activity (Public Relation of state authority and management, 1997). From our point of view
the given definition is the most detailed and comprehensive.

The PR-practice means activity of social subjects directed on establishment between them effective
and mutually advantageous communications and based on complete and trustworthy information. The
most perspective directions of PR development of the Centre on International Cooperation and Public
Relations of the enterprise is international, regional, business PR and corporate communications. Let's
consider concrete technologies of interaction with public SUE SIA Radon.

Experts of the enterprise constantly participate in work of prestigious international symposiums,
seminars, conferences and exhibitions devoted to various aspects of RW management and
environmental protection, such, as ICEM, PIME, DisTec etc. The scientists and experts of Radon are
included into structures of organizing committees of major international forums on work with RW.
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Foreign partners are also often visitors in Radon. During existence of the enterprise representatives of
different countries involved in problems of RW processing and storage have visited Radon.

Close co-operation with foreign colleagues grants an opportunity to gain and exchange valuable
experience on decision of world-wide problem - provision of radiating safety of  person and
environment.

Thus, technologies of interaction with public at an international level, realized at the enterprise, are
rather effective as successful activity of the enterprise is known in several countries of the world.

In collaboration with the press service of the Moscow government and the press-service of the
Department of Housing and Communal Services and Municipal Improvements of Moscow, specialists
of the Centre on International Cooperation and Public Relations of SUE SIA Radon annually prepare
more than 50 illustrated publications for such regional and federal editions as: «The Mainichi
Shimbun», «Izvestia», «Environmental safety», «Atomic strategy», «Safety barrier», «My Moscow»,
«Ecology  and  life»  and  so  on,  as  well  as  news  for  website  of  the  Department  of  Housing  and
Communal Services and Municipal Improvements of Moscow (www.dgkh.ru), for Nuclear portal
(www.atomic-energy.ru), for the SUE SIA Radon website (www.radon.ru), etc. Annually SUE SIA
Radon’s team participates in a number of national and international exhibitions. Thus, cooperation
with public and mass media in radiation safety sphere has become more improved by passing from
traditional typographic form into virtual information dimension.

Over  first  six  months  of  the  year  2011  SUE  SIA  Radon’s  site  was  visited  by  more  than  15  TV-
companies, including foreign ones. Also, more than 20 TV-items and TV-films relating the
enterprise’s work have appeared.

The Centre on International Cooperation and Public Relations annually issues booklets and videofilms
telling about the enterprise activity in social sphere and its technological potential.

The following activities are regularly carried out in the region of Radon’s location: lectures on its
radiation safety activities, practical training for senior pupils on radiation measurement within the
school building and on the schoolyard territory. Excursions along the territory of scientific-and-
production complex Radon are often held for pupils, students and teachers of different institutes and
universities of Russia.

4. SOME ENTERPRISE ACHIEVEMENTS IN INFORMATIONAL-COMMUNICATION
SPHERE

On the exhibition «Municipal Economy I century» in 2008 SUE SIA Radon was awarded with
«the Diploma of the participant III Russian exhibition».

In 2009 the enterprise is marked by the Diploma of 1st degree for assistance to development of
creative opportunities of talented young people and making conditions for realization of its intellectual
potential.

In March, 2010 in Republic Belarus in Minsk there was held the specialized international exhibition
and conference « tomexpo elarus», in which the experts of SUE SIA Radon took part. They have
presented to attention of the experts from different countries of the world methods of RW
immobilization of low and medium level of activity used at our enterprise. The Radon's activity on
RW management was highly appreciated by the experts of the international conference and exhibition.
The Minister of power of Republic Belarus A.V. Ozerets - the chairman of organizing committee
« tomexpo elarus», has handed over the Radon's experts the diploma of the participant of the
exhibition.
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On the VI industry exhibition «High Technologies and equipment in housing-municipal services of
Moscow Region 2011» for introduction and use of effective technologies of RW management the
enterprise was marked by the diploma.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The activity of Centre on International Cooperation and Public Relations of SUE SIA Radon allows to
a considerable extent to optimize the financial costs of realization of advertising campaigns through
mass media and to generate desired image of the enterprise. Prospects of development in structure of
the enterprise (entry in a more mature stage of professionalism; creation of press service of the
enterprise for strengthening interprofessional and corporative communications; organization of
information basis of vocational orientation of experts, PR internationalization determined by the
Centre. The centre together with communicative function realizes organizing-coordinating function on
public relations which in many respects corresponds and partly coincides with it. It is enriched by out-
of-administrative influence, as includes maintenance of contacts with mass media, development of
corporate communications, interaction with state structures, crisis management etc.

Efficiency of interaction of the enterprise, dealing with radioecological safety, with the community
and mass media is determined by some conditions: democratic political regime; legal protection of
main civil rights and liberties; development of communication channels system able to ensure citizens’
free access to alternative information sources; sufficient level of people’s general education, etc.

Thus, heads of enterprises dealing with radiation safety as well as PR-specialists with the help of
interaction with mass media and direct contacts with population and government structures do their
best to explain importance of their work on regional radiation safety.
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Abstract

The present immission concentration, even from the noted group as the immissions of general type,
ordinally decreased in comparation to the 80`s of 20th century, can evoke that the immission problem
is solved. This paper demonstrates that even the actual emission concentration there occurs the
quantitative effect to the agricultural – plant production and we can assume the effects to animal
production and qualitative effects to both parts of agricultural production.

After the analyse of the situation of selected area of interest there was made an conclusion, that the
permanent concentration decrement is still causing the losses of yields of researched particular
agricular crops. The average value of synergic (cumulative) concentration in the area of interest is
19,20 g . m-3,which is almost the half of the lowest immission concentration mentioned in the ÚVTIZ
(12/1992) methodology in the first category. With the immission concentration decrement, the losses
of the agricultural yields of researched particular crops have equally dropped.

Real decrement of agricultural yields in the area of interest is for wheat f. winter (Triticum aestivum)
2,93 %, spring barley (Hordeum sativum) 3,88 %, corn (Zea mays) 6,43 %  and sugar beet (Beta
vulgaris) 5,03 %.

Key words: actual concentrations, parametrized yields, yields decrement

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary reason of the greenery protection against immissions was the damage caused by gaseous
or solid substances to the above-ground parts of the plants – Guderian (1977), Materna (1978), Prinz
(1982), Jonáš (1985).

Atmosphere is one of the basic parts of the environment, and like water and soil, it is an important
factor of the development of the region. This is valid especially for the activities that are realized in
the landsape as an agriculture, recreation, etc (Grešová, Stre anský, 2011).

Technical aspects of immission damage quantification were formed for the first time in the Public
notice nr. 40/1963 „Compensation of the immission damage from the socialistic agriculture and
forestry organizations“. Technical and methodical material was the 52. Directive MPLVH (nr.
74.894/63 from 22. may of 1963) for execution of the mentioned public notice. The directive with the
application of the comparative method in the universal position scheduled the responsibility for all of
the damages, but practically it was applied to the damages to the production quantity. Damage to the
quality, even punishable by law in the way of the public notice, absented explicitly in definition of
law.

The raised objections to the comparation method established the taxative method. Percentual yield
decremenet of the limited count of the crops depending on concentrations of basic pollutants SO2 –
sulphur dioxide , NOx – nitrogen oxides and TZL – particulate matter were contained in MZVž SR
from 30.6.1982.(nr. 40-682/82-415). Identical methodic procedure was published in Slovakia as
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MPVž nr.5518/84-PF from 13.6.1984. Both of these materials accepted the ensemblement of the yield
categories stated in the letter MZVž SR nr. 781/1988-412 from 29.1.1988. Expert and methodical
conclusion of this process was in the elaboration of the methodology ÚVTIZ nr. 12/1992 N mec, J. et
al.: „Restitution appraisement of the damage to the agricultural production caused by immissions.“.
The stated methodology persists partially in the form of the special law nr. 83/200, which modified
and complemented the law nr. 307/1992 of Agricultural land stock protection (with the forcibleness
from 1.4.2000) till its cancellation without adequate restitution that means expert regulation for the
assessment of the damage caused by immission.

The reaction to this status was submitting of the innovated methodology (Buday, Kalúz, 2003), which
respects the changed immission situation and simultaneously, it was in the intention of the Code of
Law and the Law nr. 220/2004 of the use of the agricultural land protection and. Since then, the
situation has changed and there is an emergent question, if the immission-caused damage even
originates and what amount i tis.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials for achieving of the appointed goals – verifying of the hypothesis of the harmfulness of the
under-limit SO2 (NOx) concentrations, are the direct and relevant characteristics of the area of interest
(immission area) of greatest Slovak source of the immissions of the general type, the electric power
producer  Slovenské  elektrárne,  a.  s.  (SE,  a.  s.)  –  power  plant  Elektrárne  Nováky  Kosto any  (ENO)
during the selected time period.

The most essential material are the characteristics of the pollution source, which are affecting the
chemist and the mechanism of the immission, size of the emission, presentive meteorologic situation
and its components in the particular years, which are coherent with the dispersion and transformation
of the emissions, the soil conditions on the area, which define the production potential of the soils and
the achieved yields of crops in the physic, financial and energetic units dependent to the production
potential, level of land managing, meteorological effects, etc. Only the characteristics, which are
necessary for the demonstration of the methodology, are mentioned.

Material consists of the selected cadastrial areas of the Prievidza district: Bojnice, Brezany,
Bystri any,  ere any, Dubnica, Horná Ves, Kanianka, Kocurany, Koš, Lazany, Nedožery, Nováky,
Oslany, Opatovce nad Nitrou, Pravenec, Radobica, Zemianske Kosto any. In the Partizánske district
there  are  the  selected  the  cadastrial  areas  of  Kola no,  Malé  Kršte any,  Malé  Uherce,  Paži ,  Ve ké
Kršte any, Ve ké Uherce (Fig.1) divided to the 5 zones with the characteristics of the production
potential of the soils. Parameters of the pollution source and the meteorological indicators are also
enclosed.

The basic principle of the solution is the comparation of crop yields (in accordance to the balanced
production potential in the relation to the concentrations of SO2 cumulated with NOx).The records of
the  real  yields  of  summer  wheat  f.  winter  (Triticum  aestivum)  in  the  particular  zones  for  the  years
2000-2009 are in the Table 1. The data of barley (Hordeum sativum), maize (Zea mays) and sugar-
beet (Beta vulgaris) was processed the same way.
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Table 1. The actual yields of summer wheat f. winter (Triticum aestivum) in t. ha-1 in the area of
interest.

           Area of interest                                                                     Crop yields (t . ha-1)

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

1 3,5 5,3 4,1 2,8 2,4 3,78 2,5 3,2 4,1 2,6

2 2,95 4,07 3,82 2,8 2,4 4,06 2,5 3,2 4,8 2,6

3 3,7 4,6 5,8 4,4 5,9 5,4 5,5 4,6 6,4 5,7

4 2,7 3,3 3,3 2,7 3,3 3,4 2,4 2,3 4,2 4,6

5 2,9 5,2 4,4 2,5 5,9 5,9 6,0 4,6 7,1 5,7

Created by: Pokrývková, 2011

Immission situation, in accordance to the pollution source parameters, meteorological and
orographical conditions, was specified with the mathematic dispersion model of pollutants Win
Modim ver. 4.11 from the company ENVItech Tren ín, s.r.o. based on the methodology ISC2 EPA
USA (Kalúz, 2005) with the calibration of the measuring’s in accordance to automatic monitoring
station (AMS) in Oslany for the years 2007 – 2009 (Tab.2).

Table 2. Measured values of the pullutants AMS(1) Oslany in years 2007 – 2009.

Pollutant Weight concentration of pollutant in g . m-3

Year 2007 2008 2009

SO2 8,7 8,5 7,6

NOx 17,0 19,4 16,8

Source: SE,a.s.

3. RESULTS AND DISKUSSION

First output was the processing of the immission situation in area of interest with the appointing of the
year concentrations of the SO2 and NOx (the example for the year 2007 is in the Fig. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 1. Map of the current landscape structure.
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Fig. 2. Map of ambient concentrations of SO2 v g . m-3 in the year 2007.
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Fig. 3. Map of ambient concentrations of NOx v g . m-3 in the year 2007.
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The real detected yields were compared with the parametrized yields for the years 2000 – 2009.
Results are displayed for the barley (Hordeum sativum) ot the Fig. 4 – 8.

Fig. 4. Graphic representation of parameterized and real yields of spring barley (Hordeum sativum) in
t. ha-1 for the years 2000 - 2009, Zone 1.

Fig. 5. Graphic representation of parameterized and real yields of spring barley (Hordeum sativum) in
t. ha-1 for the years 2000 - 2009, Zone 2.
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Fig. 6. Graphic representation of parameterized and real yields of spring barley (Hordeum sativum) in
t. ha-1 for the years 2000 - 2009, Zone 3.

Fig. 7. Graphic representation of parameterized and real yields of spring barley (Hordeum sativum) in
t. ha-1 for the years 2000 - 2009, Zone 4.
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Fig. 8. Graphic representation of parameterized and real yields of spring barley (Hordeum sativum) in
t. ha-1 for the years 2000 - 2009, Zone 5.

The decrement of the real yields in comparation to the balanced parametrized yields in actual
immission situation is displayed in Tab. 3.

Table 3. Decrement of the  yields in the actual immission conditions.

Concentrations*
Summer wheat f.
winter (Triticum

aestivum) (2)

Spring barley
(Hordeum

sativum) (3)

Maize (Zea mays)
(4)

Sugar beet (Beta
vulgaris) (5)

Real solution of the yields in
accordance to the actual

concentration in %
2,93 3,88 6,43 5,03

*united on the level of synergistic concentration SO2 + NOx 19,20 g . m-3

The detected status copy quite well the data of nowadays linear modified methodology ÚVTIZ 12/92.
If  we  realize the conditions of  it  creation,  the assumed production of  NOx in the level of 1/3 of the
SO2 concentrations in the burning process and the effectivity 0,8 x NOx = SO2, from the mentioned
results only the decrement of the yields of the spring barley (Hordeum sativum)has a slightly
difference.

4. CONCLUSIONS

After the evaluation of the selected area of interest, there was an conclusion made, that the permanent
decrement of the concentration is stil causing the loss of the yields of the particular researched
agricultural crops. The average of the synergic (cumulative) concentration at the area of interest is
19,20 g . m-3, when it is an almost an half of the smallest immission concentration mentioned in the
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methodology ÚVTIZ (12/1992) in the first degree. Similarly to the decrement of the immission
concentration, the losses to the agricultural yields of particular crops have dropped.

In the near future there will be done a new methodology, which will be founded on the actual
immission concentrations ant the actual results of the farming on the most charged parts of our
territory.
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Abstract

Rape oil is wide spread bio diesel raw material. Extrusion extraction is promising vegetable oil
production technology remaining inefficiently studied. In current study the process was investigated
theoretically using mathematical simulations. Theoretical model built allowed describe relationship
between treatment regime and material obtained quantity. During simulation oil-carrying composition
assumed to be porous inelastic deforming medium. Oil outflow and related properties variations were
taken into account. Analytical relationships obtained during investigation and constitutive equations
derivations are given in present paper.

Key words: vegetable oil, extrusion, filtration, mathematical modelling, multiphase medium, porous
medium, nonlinear viscosity

1. INTRODUCTION

Rape oil remains promising base material in biodiesel production. Rape cultivation is available almost
all over the world. Vegetable oil production technologies imply seed mechanical treatment. Most
common are extrusion pressing and plunger pressing. In latter method large pressures over 100 atm are
applied to the seed lobe causing its fraction and oil extraction. Mechanical treatment is cheapest and
cleanest among other extraction methods. Plunger pressing requires instrument periodic unloading that
breaks production process continuity. Extrusion pressing technology solves this problem using
cylindrical extraction box and rotating screw instead of pushing plunger. In spite extrusion pressures
span 60 – 120 atm range expression ratio value remain acceptable. Smaller pressures are balanced by
large shear rates developing. Diverse physical phenomena accompanying extrusion pressing
complicates process description problem. During extraction seed lobe structure disintegration invokes
liquid’s exfiltration to the matrix. Extruder die induced pressure gradient causes diffusive processes.
Extracting box diffusion process result in components ratio changes that influences material’s
rheological and filtration properties affecting material’s flow kinematics and pressure distribution.
Existing models are empiric and imply simplified single-dimension statement. In current paper
improved theoretically mathematical two dimensional model presented.

2. CONCEPTUAL STATEMENT

During extrusion screw rotation inside extraction box arouses material flow through the channel.
Extruder die induce pressure variation over channel length. Extraction box walls are oil permeable and
cake impermeable causing radial oil pressure gradient and outflow.
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Fig. 1. Extrusion pressing process sketch. Oil exfiltration in extraction box. Red arrows presents oil
filtration direction, blue arrows presents composition flow

Problem was solved in reversed motion approximation according [1] and [2] assuming that chamber
rotates while screw remains still. Screw channel middle section was unrolled on plane. Cake oil mix
and its components assumed to be incompressible liquids. Two-dimensional model was applied.
During simulation bottom wall remained still while top wall was moving at constant rate angularly to
longitudal axis. Flow longitudal component is a result of screw wall pulling motion and opposite
pressure gradient of extruder die. Process assumed to be isothermal with nonreactive components. Due
to top wall oil permeability and cake impermeability components pressure fields differs. Two
approaches were applied to the problem. The former consist of two steps: the first is composition flow
problem solution acquiring its pressure field; the second is oil filtration problem solution using
obtained mix pressure field as initial condition. Composition was considered as fluid with non-
Newtonian components ratio dependent viscosity. Effective viscosity depends on multiple parameters
including pressure, shear rate, temperature, material structure and time. Parameters interference and
complex rheology complicates constitutive equations identification problem. The latter is multiphase
approach implying process consideration in whole as flow of multiphase medium with varying
properties. In the latter approach oil and cake was investigated as two liquid phases in heterogeneous
composition. Filtration was described by interfacial friction introduction according [3] way of Darcy’s
law derivation.

3. MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT

3.1. Composition flow and oil filtration problem successive solution

In current problem statement Cartesian base was considered with x and z axis directed along flattened
channel height and length respectively. According large channel length relatively to its height
assumption was made that the only non-zero velocity component is function of x and composition
pressure varies only along the channel length. In this case Navier-Stockes equation describes
composition flow and analytical solution could be received. In isothermal case pressure distributed
linearly along the channel:

0P zP
L

(3.1.1)
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During extrusion extraction oil filtrates through the matrix in radial direction according pressure
gradient direction which means that pressure field is unequal to composition pressure field. For oil it is
both height and length distributed. Regular Darcy’s equation (3.1.2) applied in this case.

2 2

2 2

, ,w w
f

P x z P x z
K F z

z x
 (3.1.2)

Single argument function F z  represents uniformly lengthwise distributed oil mass sources that
describe seed lobe destruction oil exfiltration. Oil pressure field could be found using hydrodynamic
problem solution in following multiplicative form

0
w

P z G x
P

L
(3.1.3)

Unknown single argument function G x could be determined after substitution (3.1.3) in Darcy’s
equation (3.1.2):

2

1 2
0

1
2 f

F z L x
G x C x C

z K P
(3.1.4)

Integration constants could be determined form filtration problem border conditions: zero filtration at
the bottom border and oil’s free boundary condition at the top wall. Within the scope of accepted
assumptions oil pressure distribution along the channel is

2 2
0

2

( )
w

P z x HP
L H

 (3.1.5)

Pressure field determines filtration velocity according Darcy’s law as following:

.f wW K P
r

 (3.1.6)

Oil filtration velocity through the top permeable wall was also derived from Darcy’s equation using
pressure field obtained:

0f
x x H

K P z
W

H L
 (3.1.7)

Velocity expression obtained demonstrates linear distribution along the channel. This simple solution
could be useful as first approximation of oil obtained amount in engineering not involved with
optimization problems. Calculated values summarized along the channel deviates from experimental
date sufficiently but accuracy can be improved using adjustable parameters introduction. Adjustable
parameters introduction is quite common empiric models approach but in current study it is more
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purposeful because of process understanding implication opposite to purely empiric approximations.
To take into consideration oil outflow influence on composition flow similar problem was solved
assuming viscosity to be pressure dependent. Each expression experiment shows that large pressure
applied to material (rape seeds in this case) arouse structural changes and fracture processes. Pressure
gradient allow us to separate oil from cake using occurring filtration flow. This flow decrease oil
content increasing viscosity. In other words one can assume that composition viscosity depend on
pressure via oil exfiltration process. This assumption allows us to describe oil content associated
viscosity increase effect observed by linking composition viscosity with pressure. Using thermoplastic
mechanics approach viscosity could be determined as following:

0 1 21 ( )k z
aA A e P  (3.1.8)

Composition lengthwise pressure distribution taking into account boundary conditions can be
expressed as following

1( ) k zP z e  (3.1.9)

Oil pressure field was derived using multiplicative form based on composition pressure obtained
similarly to Newtonian case:

1 2 1, ( ) ( )
k z

w
eP x z P x P z P x  (3.1.10)

Due to problem nonlinearity oil mass sources distributed both length and heightwise. Following
multiplicative form was used to obtain analytical solution:

1( , ) ( ) k zF x z AP x e  (3.1.11)

Substitutions of (3.1.10) in (3.1.2) applying same Newtonian case border conditions allow us to obtain
oil pressure field and, as a result, top wall filtration velocity:

2
f

k z

x x H

K e
W

H
 (3.1.12)

Velocity in this case distributed exponentially along the channel length increasing towards to the end.
Current effect was observed in diverse extrusion extraction experiments and shows up as larger
amounts of oil gathered next to the extruder die. Current pressure field is more realistic but calculated
and experimental data diverge. Adjustable parameters can improve accuracy in this case as well.
Summarized filtration velocity curves presented at the Fig. 2 below.
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Fig. 2. Calculated curves of oil filtration velocity through the extraction box wall. Curves 1, 2, 3, 4
present non–linear filtration velocity distributions for pressure dependent viscosity case; curves 5, 6, 7,

8 present same for Newtonian viscosity case, die pressures are 60 atm, 80 atm, 100 atm, 120 atm
respectively.

3.2. Composition flow and oil filtration multiphase problem

The former approach described complex processes that occur during extrusion extraction simply.
Calculations allowed us to evaluate approximately result product amount relatively to technological
parameters  such  as  screw  rotation  speed  and  die  pressure.  However  analytical  solutions  can  be
obtained only for several multiplicative pressure field forms used above during expressions derivation.
Material rheology is more complex and elapsing processes interference is strong and highly entangled.
Thus, new approach including constitutive equations of different kind must be applied for more
precise and adequate problem solution. Successive partial problems solution used was replaced by
process’s complex theoretical treatment. Processed material within current approach represents two-
phase heterogeneous composition with non-reactive viscous liquid components. Description involved
multiphase dynamics approach [4] application implying facial parameters introduction. Equations
system was built for each composition component; filtration was described by interfacial friction force
introduction according [3] Darcy’s Law derivation way. Following system consist of two momentum
balance equations, two continuity equations and two energy conservation equations for both
composition phases.
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Partial differential equation system obtained should be supported with boundary conditions for each
variable according to its differentiation order. Above mentioned boundary conditions remain
applicable in this case but number of additional ones must be provided for each filtration velocity
component, oil pressure, and relative densities. It should be noted that in current approach components
ratio influence on viscosity can be described directly via relative density introduced:

0
1 1 1 .  (3.2.2)

“Alpha” is phase content that may vary during extrusion and behaves according continuity equation
that replaced incompressibility equation from the former approach. Continuity equation application
does not mean components compressibility. Heterogeneous media components in this case have
different absolute density. Remaining incompressible separately, which means constant component’s
density, mix’s density varies in concordance with phase ratio. Major assumptions concern with cake
flow velocity and pressures distributions. Cake velocity still has only one nonzero component along
the channel but now it may vary over the length and height. No multiplicative pressure forms were
used during mathematical statement. Final partial differential equations system in component form
presented below:

x 2 2x 2 x 2 x z 2 2z 1z 2 z 2z z 1z

2 z 1z z 2 1z
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Where “w” represents oil relative velocity - the former approach filtration velocity. Known boundary
conditions forms following system:

2x 2xx 0 z 0

2z 2zx 0 z 0

1
1 atm 1 atmx 0 z 0

2 atm 2 atmz 0 x h

1z 1z 0x 0 x h

2 2inz 0

w 0; w 0;

w 0; w 0;

dPP P z; P P ;
dz

P P ; P P ;

v 0; v v ;

;

 (3.2.4)

As you may see there are fewer boundary conditions than equations. Lacking conditions will be added
later at the numerical solution stage, additional verification should be conducted. Interfacial
parameters identification is difficult experimental problem requiring beforehand inverse problem
solution. Identification experiments set should be conducted using simpler conditions of plunger
pressing which imply symmetric boundary problem that could be reduced to single dimension
statement. Despite all disadvantages current and complications approach remain promising. Numerical
solution is appropriate for current system due to its complexity.

3. CONCLUSION

Extrusion expression process was described within two approaches: flow/filtration problem separation
and multiphase approach. The former allowed simply take into account oil outflow influence and
filtration itself as a result. Lengthwise filtration through the expression box wall velocity distributions
for Newtonian and pressure dependent viscosity were obtained. Easy to show that expressed oil total
volume flow rate higher in Newtonian case than in pressure dependent viscosity case. Within
multiphase approach vegetable oil extrusion expression problem mathematical statement was carried
out. It allows consider directly oil filtration and composition flow interaction as well as processed
material filtration properties variation.
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Abstract

Nowadays one of the most actual problems is the problem of information-program support of
atmospheric air monitoring in big industrial cities. The basic pollutants are the enterprises non-
ferrous and ferrous metallurgy, motor transport, the heat power enterprises. It is necessary for the
decision of this problem to develop information system allowing spend the analysis of the received
data operatively, forecasting of adverse ecological situations, and also to visualize received and
forecast data.

It is used production model of knowledge as an element of information system of atmospheric air
monitoring software for classification of nature-technogenic system’s conditions and extreme situation
revealing.

Some examples of environmental problems which are recently developed as mathematical-computer
model for extreme situations revealing are given in the present paper.

Key words: air pollution monitoring, extreme situation revealing, computer modelling

1. INTRODUCTION
The carried out analysis of the basic functions and tasks in the field of ecological monitoring, existing
information systems in the sphere of the control over the air environment conditions has shown the
following: monitoring systems on the territory of Kazakhstan fix the current condition of atmospheric
air in a comparative estimation from maximum concentration limit of the limited amount of
components without the detailed analysis of a condition nature-technogenic systems (NTS) and
estimations of its approximation to critical.

System analysis methodology is applied to formalization of the information processes of a subject
domain in the work. The geo-information technologies (GIS-technology) allowing in common to
process and analyze a cartographical material as electronic maps of territories and the information,
describing characteristics of natural environments and objects of economic activity are the most
modern way of association of the polytypic data and representations of a complete view for the
received results, i.e. forming of uniform information space of atmospheric air monitoring. In this case
it is actual the problem of formalization of the polytypic cartographical and attributive information,
their processing and the subsequent analysis and visualization with the help of GIS-technologies.

2. MODERN CONDITIONS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES USE FOR THE
DECISION OF PROBLEMS OF ECOLOGICAL MONITORING IN KAZAKHSTAN
The carried out analysis of references, the basic functions and problems in the ecological monitoring,
working information-program complexes in sphere of the control over the air environment condition,
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has shown the following: on the territory of Kazakhstan the system of monitoring fix the current
condition of atmospheric air in a comparative estimation from maximum concentration limit of the
limited circle of components without the detailed analysis of a condition nature-technogenic systems
(NTS) and estimations of its approach to critical.

Actually systems of ecological monitoring are nature-technogenic that explains their obvious
complexity, an insufficient theoretical level of scrutiny and specifies necessity of carrying out of
complex researches of natural objects with anthropogenic, in common forming uniform nature-
technogenic system. Management of such class of the complex distributed systems demands great
volumes of the diverse information and corresponding program-technical maintenance, i.e. presence of
information systems (IS) and processes of support of the decision-making, uniting in uniform system
of NTS estimation model as a result of acts of nature and anthropogenic failures, a technique of
revealing of extreme situation condition, visual processing and data presentation, and also delivery of
recommendations for concrete NTS condition.

3. INFORMATION-MODELING REPRESENTATION NATURE-TECHNOGENIC
SYSTEMS OF INDUSTRIAL CITY ATMOSPHERE

It is accepted for formalization condition of industrial city atmosphere for realization of effective
monitoring, for a basis the eco-system concept which allows to consider a condition of atmospheric air
from positions of the complex systems description from three components: morphological, functional
and information.

The morphological description of industrial city atmosphere gives full representation about structure
of system which is described by the four of final sets: { i } – sets of elements and their properties,
{Vi} – connections between them, – structures and K - compositions.

Nature-technogenic systems for its each element and all system as a whole functionality is set at a
stage of the information-functional description by a set of parameters of the morphological description
X, numerical functional nz., estimating quality of system, and some mathematical operator of the
determined or stochastic transformation  consisting  of  a  set of entrance, managing, revolting
parameters, added with set of the moments of time T and components of change in space S and
determining dependence between a condition of an input X and a condition of an output nz..

nz = (X, U, V) + (1)
It is possible to attribute climatic and environment conditions to input parameters – V = (v1,v2,…,vk).

It concerns to managing parameters of eco-system – U = (u1,u2,…,ur) the choice of an operating mode
of the enterprises bringing the contribution to forming of atmospheric air structure. Emissions of
harmful substances in the atmosphere within day can be considered as set of stationary casual
processes, each of which has the function of distribution f(t). It has been used regression analysis for
definition of function f(t) emissions of the certain substance from each enterprise.

As revolting influence – = ( 1, 2,…, n), on a condition of atmospheric air influence of motor
transport has been considered.

The received functions of emissions of harmful substance from several sources and the revolting
parameter form resulting function Frez:

n n
iirez tPtftF

1
1

)()()(
(4)
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It is necessary to take into account probability P(t) values of size of emission for the certain moment of
time for a finding of the predicted size of emission then the size of emission of the certain substance
from a concrete source will be determined under the formula:

t

dttPtftQ
0

)()()( (5)

Parameters of NTS condition – X = (x1,x2,…,xn) – are estimated by change of a harmful impurity in
atmospheric air concentration in time which can be generally written down as auto regression models:

tusljtit EMBConcAconstY ˆˆ
 (7)

Where Ai, i = 0, 1…p, k × k – a matrix of factors depending on an impurity, Bj – k × l –  a matrix of
environment climatic factors, Et – the revolting parameter, const – a vector of constants.

As environment climatic factors are considered: v – speed of a wind, vlag – relative humidity.

Concentration of substance for the certain moment of time in view of background concentration will
be calculated as follows:

n

iost ttFtconc
1

)()()( (9)

Where
n

i tCc
1

)(  – the algebraic sum of concentration from set of sources; n – quantity of sources.

The quantity of substance, gone with a wind, depends on concentration of substance at the previous
stage, the area of a zone of probable infection S  and speed of carry of forward front of infected air
according to speed of a wind, i.e.:

 (12)

Having substituted received value Fv(t) in the formula of calculation Fost(t) we have:

(13)

We shall divided all interval (24 hours) into three periods for finding E(t) the revolting parameter –
transport with value R2 not less than 95 %.

Any extreme event is preceded with those or other deviations from a normal course of any process.
Character of event development and its consequence are determined by destabilizing factors of a
various type. It can be the natural, anthropogenic, social or other influence breaking functioning of
system.

Differently it is required to estimate changes of conditions zk  Z, k=1,nz, during forecasting  by
means of modeling.

It is used production model of knowledge as an element of information system of atmospheric air
monitoring software for classification of NTS conditions and extreme situation revealing. The
classifying tree of decisions for definition of extreme situation class has been constructed in system of
an inductive conclusion on training sample from 100 really appreciated extreme situations in Ust-
Kamenogorsk.

)1()1()( Bperenost SvtconctF

Bperenv StconcvtF )1()(
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Fig. 1. Initial phases of extreme situation development

Receptions and methods of fuzzy sets theory have been applied for use production models of
knowledge. The linguistic variable "NTS condition" can accept four values according to phases of
extreme situation development: «there is no extreme situation», «an accumulation of deviations»,
«extreme situation initiation», «extreme situation».

Diagram of functions of belonging to the sets connected to a linguistic variable "NTS condition" are
given on the figure 3 submitted below.

Fig. 2. Diagram of functions of belonging

On the basis of the stated theory the decisions tree is constructed. It was constructed the rule for each
separate branch of the tree in which all attributes of classification were consistently processed by the
help of functions of conjunction and and disjunctions or, for example has been constructed: IF: limit>
=2 and Class_danger. = 3 or limit =1 and Class_danger = 2 S_infection <S_city THEN: Class_ExS
= 2.

It is possible to notice, after isolines drawing concentration of an impurity, there are zones on a map
where excess of impurity concentration according to the criteria of extreme situation revealing
described in section 2, is critical, despite of common "well-being" of NTS condition. There is a choice
of zones to a critical condition of atmospheric air on the basis of the received results on borders of
critical impurity concentration according to figure 7.
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Fig. 3. Revealing of extreme situation zones

Attributes have been incorporated into nine tables at a stage of info logical modeling of database of
monitoring structure and the circuit, with the indexes for connection. Type of connection - one to
many. The decision tree contains four possible final decisions on number of determined classes of
NTS condition, including the decision that extreme situation has no a place under the given conditions.

Information-modeling representation of nature-technogenic system of an industrial city atmosphere,
including modeling of a condition of an industrial city atmosphere, a technique of extreme situation
condition revealing, use production models of knowledge for classification of NTS conditions, can be
introduced into city and regional managements on extreme situations for duly revealing and the
prevention probable extreme situations and liquidations of their consequences. The developed
information system of atmospheric air monitoring allows to predict and analyze the data of monitoring
for operative reaction to change of atmospheric air condition.
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Abstract
This paper begins with a general introduction to the social, economic, and environmental situation in
Kazakhstan. Presented are also selected efforts undertaken towards the identification of priorities for
socio-economic development and governmental directives of improvement of management and control
systems for environmental protection. The main part of the paper concentrates on the analysis of the
literature, data and materials of the authors’ research and assessment of the influence of
anthropogenic factors upon hydrochemistry of continental internal-drainage reservoirs of Kazakhstan.
Particular attention is paid to the research on the anthropogenic transformation of the hydro chemical
regime and quality of reservoirs of arid zones in Kazakhstan provided by the Department of Non-
Organic Chemistry, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University.

Key words: anthropogenic transformation, hydro chemical regime and quality, reservoirs of arid
zones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Hydro chemical regime and quality of natural waters – fundamental and important problem of
hydrochemistry.

Ecological safety of Kazakhstan and improvement of life conditions there are strongly connected with
deep social and economic changes taking place in this country and also with the quantitative and
qualitative impact of main economic sectors on the environment.

The preparation and acceptance of strategic documents on socio-economic development, the active
role of Kazakhstan in international co-operation and the necessity to be closer to international standard
are dependent on deep analysis of present system of environmental protection, conceptual
concentration on environmental policy and proper management towards safety of the environment.
The most important environmental problems in Kazakhstan are: climate changes, ozone layer
depletion, desertification, water resource quality and scarcity, biodiversity, waste management, as well
as water and air pollution.

Among the priorities of socio-economic development there are governmental directives of
improvement of management and control systems for better protection of the environment. These
aspects  were  stated  and  presented  as  most  important  in  the  Concept  of  Ecological  Safety  of  the
Republic of Kazakhstan for 2004-2015 years. Particularly important elements of the assessment of
economic activity impact on the environment are ecological indicators used in this country to protect
natural resources and, generally, the environment.

The Ministry of the Environment of Kazakhstan undertook complex efforts towards identification and
development of instruments which play a fundamental role, integrating basic components of the
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environment into macroeconomic programs, strategies and legal acts (Environmental Protection,
2008).

Although there is a progress in all of the above-mentioned areas, there are still many problems needed
to be solved. Results of the research undertook by the Department of  Non-Organic Chemistry, Al-
Farabi Kazakh National University, Almaty,  Kazakhstan  concentrated on the anthropogenic
transformation of hydro chemical regime and quality of reservoirs of arid zones seems to be very
important and quite of successful.

2. NATURAL WATERS OF ARID AND HUMID REGIONS – THEORETICAL APPROACH

The studying of processes of formation and accumulation of salts, conditions and processes of
formation, transformation of water content under the influence of different factors is very involved
with theoretical principles of hydrochemistry. At research of these questions we followed by the
doctrine of school of academician N.S. Kurnakov connected with the physical and chemical analysis
with reference to natural waters, brines and salts, in future developed by his pupils and followers both
in Russia (Kurnakov N.S., 1940; brevskaya S.I., 1969; Denisova .I., 1979; Nikanorov . .,
Posohov .W., 1989; arasov .N., 1961; Valyashko .G. et all.,1965), Kazakhstan ( mirgaliev
N. ., 1998;  Beremzhanov B. ., 1968;  Romanova S. ., 2003, 2004, 2008; ursunov . ., 1996,
2002), Kyrgyzstan (Kadyrov W.K., 1986), Uzbekistan (Nasrulin .B., 1994) , and in the far abroad
countries (Grey R.D., Schramm L.L., Chamaki D.S., 1985; Hodgayev .H., 1996;  Levkowski  P.,
Sas J., 2010; Markowski S., 1960; Revellek A., 1976; Rovinsky F.A., Wiersma G.B., 1987).

As natural waters in essence are solutions of natural substances of mineral and organic origin, they are
considered by us as the natural equilibrium physical and chemical systems consisting of water and
compounds dissolved in it. To them laws and theories of solutions and individual substances (first of
all laws of masses, thermodynamics, heterogeneous equilibriums, equivalents, the theory of strong and
weak electrolytes, electrolytic dissociation, and also theories of a structure of substances, chemical
bond) are applicable.

The content of natural waters of arid and humid areas reflects physical and chemical conditions of
their origin and existence in environment. So, for conditions of Kazakhstan on example of Balkhash
lake and near Balkhash lakes, the genesis of natural salts was studied in details by B.A. Beremzhanov
(1968), some questions of formation and accumulation of salts in continental hollows are presented,
and also rational ways of usage of salts of sulfate lakes are proved. Thus only main ions of content of
waters were studied by the author.

According to the doctrine about the directed change of a chemical composition of waters and brines
under the influence of metamorphization processes, B.A. Beremzhanov showed the reasons and the
mechanism of metamorphization processes, occurring in Balkash, Alakol and Sassykol lakes which
finally led to sulphatization of waters of these reservoirs. For an explanation of the given phenomenon
it was necessary to give the characteristic to waters, leaching, transporting and accumulating salts of
the region near Balkash lake. According to professor B.A. Beremzhanov opinion in continental
Balkash lake at mixture of waters of different types and concentration among themselves and with
lake water processes of metamorphization, leading to formation of composition of water of lake
should proceed. Using ideas of cation exchange, S.A.Tchukarev and . . Tolmacheva (1960), created
the colloidal-chemical theory of hydrochloric lakes which using it was possible to explain the reasons
of decrease of the maintenance of calcium ions in water of Balkash and Sassykol lakes. Under B.A.
Beremzhanov's assumption, in lake water not only reactions of double exchange, but also reactions of
cation exchange of lake water with sediment, coastal breeds and colloidal-clay material (containing
considerable quantity of the absorbed calcium), brought in lake proceed. All these processes promote
formation and sedimentation of calcium carbonate and increase of the maintenance of sodium sulfate.
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On the basis of N.S. Kurnakova's chemical diagramme, the physical and chemical analysis of
processes of evaporation and cooling of brines of lakes, and also distinctive features of structure of
Balkhash waters have been stated prospective content of brines and solid sediments of hydrochloric
lakes of the area near Balkhash lake.

Considering the natural and public phenomena from the hydro ecology point of view as the difficult
systems consisting of interconnected objects, professor A.A. Tursunov (1996) marks the special role
of water in processes of mutual mass-, energy- an information exchange between objects and the
phenomena of this system. Philosophically reinterpreting available material on hydro ecology of arid
reservoirs  of  the  Central  Asia  (Aral  sea,  Balkash,  Alakol,  Ebinoor  lakes  (the  Chinese  People's
Republic) and other lakes), the author marks variety of their distinctive features (emerdgmentery,
morphometry, wind currents, hydrochemistry and hydrobiology). Thanking to these properties for
processes of arid reservoirs it is inapplicable majority of the laws revealed earlier for large lakes of
hymid zones (Baikal, Ladoga, Onega, Sevan lakes, etc.). Thus, individual conclusions on
hydroecology of arid reservoirs of A.A. Tursunov (2002) supply and develop the basic theoretical
regulations of continental formation of salts of B.A. Beremzhanov. So, for example, A.A. Tursunov
asserts, that alongsnore moving of deposits and interaction of water of a shallow reservoir with flat
coast, and also wind currents should influence upon course of processes of metamorphization of
chemical composition of water of lakes and water basins.

Scientists of the CIS countries develop and approve in practice a number of methodological
approaches for knowledge of hydrochemistry of artificial reservoirs: water basins and ponds (A.I.
Denisova, M.N. Tarasov, N.A. Amirgaliev, S.I. Abremskaya, A.M. Nikanorov, etc.).

3. DISADVANTAGES AND PRACTICAL ACHIEVEMENTS

However along with successes there are also the disadvantages having principle importance. The
following concerns them: the insufficient account of genesis, specificity and features of formation of
water basins in the conditions of intensive anthropogenesis influence, and water basin - coolers on the
basis of hydrochloric lakes practically are not studied. It is possible conditionally to divide the factors,
defining hydro chemical regime of water basins, including water basins – coolers, on external and
internal. The first group concern: climate, superficial drain (inflows), soils, soil and underground food,
the anthropogenesis factor (fence of water and drains). And, considerable influence from
anthropogenesis factors renders regime of feed and a condition of operation of water basins - coolers
and hydro technical constructions, emissions of gases and ashes from a state district power station in
atmosphere, dump of warm circulating waters in reservoirs. As a result of action of external factors, as
a rule, in water of water basins - coolers the maintenance of substances of a mineral and organic origin
raises, presence of horizontal differentiation and absence of vertical stratification of a mineralization
and ionic structure, displacement of phase equilibrium in ecosystems are marked. The afore-mentioned
factors distinguish water basins - coolers from natural lakes and water basins.

The important stage of studying of water basins in general, and water basins - coolers in particular, is
the period of their formation. Active processes in systems "water-soil", «water - sediments», leading at
the expense of diffusion to receipt of the dissolved compounds from the filled bed in water proceed
here. Speed of distribution of substances arriving from soils depends on wind hashing of water
weights, currents, water exchange, and shallow reservoir. During the same period there is a receipt of
mineral and organic substances at the expense of processes of microbiological destruction of
sediments and the flooded plants. And it, in turn, influences on formation of a hydro biological regime.

Capacity, composition and structure of sediments, first of all, cause of passing of such inter-reservoirs
processes, as proceeding diffusion of salts, sedimentation, sorption - desorption, production -
destruction, oxidation - reduction, cation exchange, exchange reactions, formation of complexes. The
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parity of speeds of this group of processes finally defines processes of self-cleaning and self-clearing
ability of water masses of reservoirs and possibility of secondary pollution of waters. The afore-
mentioned processes can promote also to display and the undesirable phenomena, for example,
biological biofouling and scaling in condenser tubes of turbo generators of a state district power
station. Passing of various hydro chemical, hydro biological processes should amplify at the expense
of the special thermal regime of reservoirs-coolers created by regular dump heated of circulating
waters from a state district power station in a reservoir. The author this paper S.M. Romanova (2008)
develops the scheme of the main, the most studied factors and the processes defining an orientation of
interreservoirs  processes in water basins-coolers (on an example of water basins - coolers of
Ekibastuz state district power stations). Prevalence of this or that process is defined by morphometry
of reservoir, character of its food, water exchange, physical and chemical structure of soils and
sediments of the filled bed and the water modular area, additional heating of water, biological
efficiency. Besides, the regime of various chemical compounds depends on different factors:
superficial drain and production-destruction processes - for biological and organic substances; soils
and sediments - for metals, etc. the anthropogenesis factor influences upon passing practically all
processes in reservoirs.

4. SOLUTIONS AND EFFECTS UNDERTAKEN IN KAZAKHSTAN

Usually at research of natural reservoirs authors give qualitative transformation of their chemical
compound, hydro chemical characteristic of a chemical compound of waters, but there is not
adequately studied regime and quality of waters and their changes under the influence of
anthropogenesis factors. Now enough great volume of rather diverse materials characterizing
conditions and factors of formation of a chemical compound of lake waters of humid areas is saved up.
At the same time research of hydrochemistry of lakes and water basins of arid zones have hardly
reached stages of formation of the basic empirical laws, and water basins-coolers of Kazakhstan
practically are not studied. It is caused by absence of the uniform methodological approach to the
decision of the given problem, particular, or narrow-practical character of solved problems in each
separate case, and also insufficiently accurate representations about mechanisms and the processes
leading to metamorphization of chemical compound of waters, formation and accumulation of salts (in
particular, formation and accumulation of carbonates), sorption-desorption of metals and nonmetals,
self-cleaning and pollution of natural waters and other processes.

There are a lot of undecided questions in passing of the processes regulating streams of substances in
systems “water-sediment”, “water-clay”, “water-salt”. Still there are not clear the questions,
concerning dynamics of a chemical compound of water of continental lakes at contact to the sediments
containing in the structure salts, oxides and hydroxides. Such research represents the big difficulty as
it is reduced to studying of heterogeneous systems as in natural, and modeling conditions in which
physical, chemical and biological processes with different speed and an orientation proceed.

Debatable till now are questions of an estimation of impurity by toxic substances of natural waters in
general and objects of catchment basins, in particular (atmospheric precipitation, sediments, soils,
inflows, underground and subsoil waters).

At a stage of investigations researches on revealing and elimination of the undesirable processes
leading to scale formation and biofouling in systems of cooling of units of a state district power
station, using water of arid reservoirs are conducted.

Absence of researches in which the processes causing formation of a hydro chemical regime and
quality of water of continental and artificial reservoirs of arid zones under the influence of
anthropogenesis factors, were considered as unit, in their interrelation, revealing of features and
dependence on environment parameters, interferes with reception of complete representation about
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hydrochemistry of reservoirs. It causes requirement for ordering of actual material and defines
character of modern hydro chemical research.

For the decision of the above-stated problems by us as objects have been chosen: Balkhash lake,
which is the typical continental internal-drainage reservoir, artificial created operating water basins-
coolers of Ekibastuzsky state district power stations - 1, 2 with the feed channel (Ertys-Karaganda
channel) and a water basin-cooler projected by Yuzhno-Kazakhstanskaya state district power station
on the western coast of Balkhash lake. Altogether during research 133 complex expeditions are spent,
about 4000 samples of waters, soils, sediments, atmospheric precipitation, subsoil waters, ice cover
and plants were selected and analysed. During laboratory researches the analysis about 1000 samples
of liquid and solid phases were made.

Simultaneously with the main salt-forming ions in water of the mentioned reservoirs dynamics and
regime of biogenic elements (N, P, Fe, Si) and organic substances was studied. The majority of them
are elements of food consumption of water and land vegetation, zoo benthos; some (Fe) actively
participate in oxidation-reduction, etc. processes. Silicon improves assimilation by plants and zoo
benthos remote phosphorus in silts, sediments and soils. Biogenic elements are interconnected among
themselves, and their maintenance is substantially defined by ability to live of water organisms,
phytoplankton and plants for which development in arid reservoirs favorable conditions during
individual seasons of year are created.

Among numerous microelements spatio-temporal distribution of boron, fluorine, bromine, iodine,
copper, zinc, manganese and other heavy metals in water of reservoirs was studied. Their choice is
caused not only that they in certain concentration render the important ecological and physiological
influence on the human, animals and plants, participate in many hydro chemical and biological
processes, but their maintenance is necessary for considering at an estimation of quality of waters for
various needs of national economy.

The special attention has been turned on processes of formation of cabronates, proceeding in natural
conditions and at isothermal evaporation and cooling of waters. Ability of waters to dissolve or
allocate in deposit calcium carbonate depends on degree of it saturation of water. If water is not
saturated by a calcium carbonate it can dissolve carbonate-content substances. If water is
supersaturated by this salt, under certain conditions it can be allocated in deposit.

At studying of a hydro chemical regime of water basins- coolers organization and necessity of
researches of  such processes are  obvious.  First  of  all,  data  of  calculation of  a  saturation of  water  by
calcium carbonate are necessary at composition of salt balance of water basins as its possible chemical
precipitation is one of components of account part of the equation of balance.

The condition of carbonate-calcium balance defines also features of influence of water on building
constructions from concrete, that is gives the chance to estimate aggressive properties of water.
However paramount interest submits data of carbonate system at the decision of the questions
connected with  scale-forming property of water of water basins - coolers. To answer question of
saturation of water by calcium carbonate probably only on the basis of studying carbonate-calcium
balance of water.

The balance condition in water of Balkhash lake in modern conditions was studied also and compared
with data of previous years. Balance in water of water basins-coolers, its change on depth and seasons
of year was investigated. For this purpose on water basins-coolers of Ekibastuz state district power
stations two verticals were chosen, one of which was in the central part of a water basin, and another
at a water fence. The condition of carbonate-calcium  balance and aggressive properties of water of the
channel of feed was in parallel investigated.
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As processes of self-cleaning of natural waters of Kazakhstan are studied insufficiently, and data about
role of sorbtion-desorbtion in Balkhash lake and water basins-coolers in self-clearing ability in general
are not present some metals and nonmetals, we carry out special researches of this important problem.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The above-mentioned approach of the theoretical and practical plan to complex research of
hydrochemistry and hydro ecology of internal-drainage reservoirs of natural and artificial origin has
allowed not only to establish the basic laws of anthropogenesis transformation of regime and quality
of waters, but also for the first time to approach to quantitative estimation of some laws.
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Abstract

Microorganisms with a high phosphate solubilizing activity and antagonistic properties against agents
of Fusarium head blight have been isolated. On the basis of selected strains, the biophosphate
fertilizer with fungicidal properties was developed.  Enrichment of the soil with the fungicidal
biophosphate fertilizer resulted in 33% increase of the yield of spring wheat in the field trial.

Key words: phosphate solubilizing microorganisms, microbes-antagonists, Fusaium head blight, field
trial

1. INTRODUCTION
Constantly growing spread and injuriousness of the Fusarium head blight in all grain producing
countries  require  the development  of  more efficient  and safe ways of  its  control.  Besides the loss  of
yield, which may reach up to 50%, the danger is evident in pollution of grain and its products by
fusariotoxins dangerous for human and animals (Sokolov and Kolombet, 2007). High stability of
fusariotoxins makes detoxication of polluted grain practically impossible (Wakulinski, 1989). So,
unlike the other diseases, efforts to protect crops from Fusarium head blight should be aimed not only
to eradication of the consequences, but to elimination of conditions favorable to rising and spreading
of the disease.

Modern chemical fungicides don’t ensure complete inhibition of head blight, because responsive to
fungicides saprotroph micromycetes, competitors of phytopathogens, also eliminate from the
biocenosis under their action. Besides, the content of mycotoxins in grain may increase after treatment
by chemical fungicides (Monastyrsky, 1995). Thereby microbiological preparations based on natural
microbes-antagonists, harmless for plants, animals and human, allow to avoid many undesirable
changes in biocenosis, to remove environmental pollution and to reduce the content of fusariotoxins in
grain more than 10 times (Kolombet et al., 2005).

At the same time the problem of phosphate plant nutrition, remaining one of the main questions in
agriculture because of the limited supply of phosphate ores (Murrell and Fixen, 2006) and rapid
fixation of this element in soil (Sample, 1980), still solves generally by applying of chemical
fertilizers, producing of which requires large energy supply and extremely pollutes the environment.
Use of microorganisms to increase phosphate availability is not widely used so far because of
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methodological difficulties in isolation and evaluation of phosphate release efficacy by
microorganisms, deficiency in manufacturing technologies of formulations of biophosphate fertilizers
and their applying technologies (Goldstein et al. 1993). Thereby currently the intensive research on
changing industrial chemical production of phosphate fertilizers to microbiological one is being
developed (Rodríguez and Fraga, 1999, Goldstein, 2007). Use microorganisms with simultaneous P-
solubilizing and biocontrol activity will allow to decrease ecological problems and to increase quantity
and quality of food.

Now in several countries microorganisms with simultaneous P-solubilizing and biocontrol activity
were determined (Vassilev et al., 2006, Zhigletsova et al., 2010). However, their activity is not high
enough.

Due to the previous research we have collected phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms (PSM)
(Dunaitsev et al., 2006, Dunaitsev et al., 2010). PSM were isolated from various econiches of different
climatic zones. The collection includes more than 600 microorganisms. A number of strains has the
same phosphate-solubilizing activity as B cepacia E37, which is the most active phosphate-mobilizing
strain up to date (Goldstein et al., 1993, Goldstein et al., 2007, Dunaitsev et al., 2008). However, B.
cepacia E37 is not an antagonist to phytopathogens.

So, search of microorganisms with high P-solubilizing and biocontrol activity against head blight
agents and their plant testing was the purpose of our research.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Microorganisms

Phytopathogenic fungi strains were received from collections of State Research Center for Applied
Microbiology and Biotechnology (SRCAMB, Obolensk, RF) and of All Russian Institute of Plant
protection (S.-Petersburg, RF). Phytopathological fungi strains used as test-objects for determination
of antagonistic activity of selected microorganisms are shown in the Table below.

Table. Phytopathological fungi strains causing the diseases of crops, used for antagonistic
microorganisms screening

Strains Diseaeses

Fusarium graminearum Schwabe 1838 (K-33) Head blight, ear blight

F. sporotrichioides, Bilai Head blight, ear blight

F. culmorum (W.G.Smith 1884) Saccardo 1895 Foot rot of cereals

Phytopathological fungi strains shown in the Table are the agents of dangerous diseases of cereals and
the producers of fusariotoxins (Sokolov and Kolombet, 2007, Kononenko et al., 2005).

Bacillus subtilis IPM 215 (  215) strain, which is the base of Bactofit preparation effective against
many plant diseases including Fusarium head blight (Galkina et al., 1993, Sokolov and Kolombet,
2007), was obtained from the SRCAMB collections.

Strains isolated earlier from the environment including plant rhizosphere of several climatic regions
were used as phosphate-dissolving microorganisms (Dunaitsev et al., 2006, Dunaitsev et al., 2010).
Some of isolates were identified with the well-known microbiological methods (BMSB, 1984,
Smirnov and Kiprianova, 1990, Pozdeyev and Fedorov, 2007, PHM, 2009) and biochemical tests such
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as  Enterotest,  Nefermtest  (Pliva-Lachema,  Czech  Republic),  API  50  CH  (BioMerieux,  France)  and
catalogues/programs attached to it.

2.2. Determination of antagonistic activity of microorganisms towards head blight pathogens

Methods of streaks and wells were used for evaluation of antagonistic activity of microorganisms
(Egorov, 1995). Suspension of bacterial strains with 109 CFU  ml  density  was  prepared  by  cell
washing-out from bacterial lawn on fishmeal hydrolyzate (FMH) with the sterile solution of 0,9%
sodium chloride. Suspensions of phytopathogenic fungi (105CFU/mL) were prepared by washing-out
of mycelium and spores from fungi lawn on potato glucose agar (PGA).

Using wells method 0,1 mL of phytopathological fungi suspensions were inoculated onto the surface
of PGA medium in Petri dishes and spread using spatula. The diameter of wells made in PGA with
inoculated pathogens was in the range of 4-5 mm. 0,1 ml of bacterial suspensions were inoculated in
the wells.

Petri dishes were incubated at 28-30°C and the presence of suppression area was visually estimated in
5-7 days. Experiments had three repeats.

Also  the  antagonistic  activity  of  strains  was  determined  by  treatment  the  wheat  seeds.  Seeds  were
treated for artificial infection with suspension of Fusarium graminearum with the titer 3×105 CFU/mL
cultivated on PGA. Seeds were dried on filter paper in laminar flow cabinet. Next day seeds were
treated with cell suspensions of potential antagonists with the same concentration and with the
chemical protectant Vial TT (“August”, Russian Federation) 0,04 mL per 100 g of seeds and were put
onto the PGA surface in Petri dishes. A half-dish contained seeds treated by Fusarium graminearum
only. And another half contained seeds treated by Fusarium graminearum and a potential antagonist.
Petri dishes were incubated in thermostat at 28°C. Antagonistic properties of PSM were determined by
absence of phytopathogen growth on the agar.

2.3. Cultivation of the strain Pseudomonas species 181a

The cultivation was carried out by generally used methods of submerged cultivation in the 10L
laboratory New Brunswick Microferm fermentor.

The  medium  with  FMH  was  used  (g/L):  FMH  –  20,0;   KH2PO4 –   2,0;  Na2HPO4, – 4,0;
MgSO4×7H2O – 0,6; glucose – 10,0; microelements (mL/L) – 20,0 (including, %:
FeSO4×7H2O – 0,01; CuSO4×5H2O – 0,1; MnSO4 2H2O –0,01).
Temperature range was 28±1°C. The duration was 18 hours.

2.4. The methodology of field trial

Test plant culture was “Lada” variety of spring wheat.

The experiment was carried out on dark-grey heavy loam forest soil, having following agrochemical
indexes: pH – 5,3, organic matter content – 4,6% by Turin’s method, movable phosphorus content –
0,25 g kg-1, movable potassium content – 0,13 g kg-1(Kidin et al., 2008). Fertilizers were not applied.

Experimental scheme included three variants: 1) control; 2) applying of single superphosphate (SPh)
fertilizer in amount of 10 kg/ha nutrient; 3) applying of strain Pseudomonas species 181a (Krl 181)
biomass.

The seeding was performed in optimal time using technology, recommended for spring wheat
cultivation, and considering weather conditions. Weather conditions of 2011 vegetative period were
not favourable for spring wheat development. The amount of precipitations was equal to 110,3mm, or
45,9% per many years.
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Seeds were treated before sowing by Pseudomonas species 181a strain inoculation. 3% cell
suspension was prepared in sterile distillated water (1,5-3,0×108 cells/mL)  from culture  broth.  Then
800 g of wheat seeds were soaked in this suspension for 30 minutes with stirring. Seeds were soaked
in distillated water in a control variant. Seeds were dried and then sowed with a SSFK-7M seeding
machine. There were 4 plots per variant and 200g of seeds per plot. The area of one plot was 10m2.
The harvesting was taken by SAMPO-130 combine. Infective background was natural.

Selected infection of heads with Fusarium graminearum K33 suspension was performed in the period
of wheat inflorescence. The titer of macroconidia was 106 cell/mL. The amount of suspension applied
to 10 heads was 30mL. Treated heads were put in individual isolators. Heads were treated again in 3
days. Individual isolators were removed in 12 days. Heads were cut before harvesting and thrashed
after structural analysis.

Data of field experiments were statistically analyzed using recommendations of Dospekhov (1985).
Signicance of differences between the pooled means was determined using Fisher’s protected LSD.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Search for microorganisms with antagonistic activity against phytopathogens among the strains
with high phosphate-solubilizing activity

116 most active PSM were analyzed to find antagonists for three Fusarium phytopathogens.
B. subtilis IPM 215 strain was used as a positive control, because the application of
“Bactofit”, producing on the basis of this strain, authentically reduced Fusarium head blight
and content of fusariotoxins in grain (Vyalykh, et al. 1992, Monastyrsky and Yaroshenko,
2002). 33 microorganisms with more or less expressed antagonistic activity towards analyzed
phytopathogens were identified. Typical results are shown in Fig. 1.

a b
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c d

Fig. 1. Antagonistic activity of PSM towards phytopathogens of Fusarium genus: (a-c)
Fusarium graminearum K33; (d) F. culmorum.

High percentage of bacteria-antagonists (28,4%) among the tested PSM can be related to
competition between microorganisms in rhizosphere where most PSM have been isolated
from.
Fig.  2  shows  some  results  of  PSM  antagonistic  activity  towards F. graminearum after
treatment of wheat seeds.

1                                              2                                              3

Fig. 2. Antagonistic activity of several PSM towards F. graminearum by treatment of wheat
seeds: 1-2 seedes treated by PSM; 3 – seeds treated by cemical dresser Vial TT.

As it’s shown at Fig. 2, while the most active microbes-antagonists are less active than
chemical disinfectant (Vial TT), they don’t depress germination, but stimulate it.
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On the basis of conducted research, Pseudomonas species 181a strain, having the highest
phosphate-solubilizing activity, was chosen for field trials (Dunaitev, 2010). This strain has
shown high antagonistic activity towards used phytopathogens: F. graminearum inhibition
area – 1,0 mm; F. culmorum – 1,5 mm; F. sporotrichioides – 2,5 mm. Control B. subtilis IPM
215 strain has shown under the same conditions the following inhibition areas: 1,5; 2.0 and 2,5
mm. However, B. subtilis IPM 215 strain has three times lower phosphate-solubilizing activity
(Dunaitsev et al., 2008).
Submerged cultivation has been used to grow the biomass of Pseudomonas species 181a.
Culture broth was obtained with CFU 8,0 l09 cells/ml. It was used for field trials.
3.2. Results of field trials of Pseudomonas species 181a on spring wheat.

Weather conditions of 2011 vegetative period were not favourable for spring wheat development. The
amount of precipitation was equal to 110,3 mm, or 45,9% per many years. But temperature was
favourable for germination and young growth appearing. Field germination rate was about 430 plants
per m2 for all variants.

Drought affected maturing of plants. Average height of “Lada” variety is about 110 cm. In control
variant of 2011 year it was just 73,8 cm. Use of Pseudomonas species 181a strain increased plant
height, grain weight per ear, grain number per ear and yield (Fig. 3). Yield of spring wheat increased
by 33%.

Quantitative characteristics (plant height, ear length, cones number) have been developed when we
infected ears with Fusarium graminearum K33, therefore there weren’t significant differences
between infected and not infected variants. Infected ears had reduced grain weight per ear and the
weight of 1000 grains (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Pseudomonas species 181a strain influence on morphometric characteristics of spring wheat:
a) plant height; b) grain number per ear; c) grain weight per ear; d) yield.

a b

Fig. 4. Pseudomonas species 181a influence on grain number per ear (a) and weight of 1000 grains
(b) for plants infected by F. graminearum.

The most decrease in grain number and grain weight per ear at infected plants was noticed in the first
and second variants. In variant 1 (control) grain number per infected ear decreased by 47%, grain
weight per ear – by 68%, weight of 1000 grains – by 39,2%. There was the same tendency concerning
variant 2.

The minimal losses due to F. graminearum infection were noticed in the variant 3 when using
Pseudomonas species 181a strain. Grain number per ear decreased by 16,3%, grain weight per ear –
by 24%.

So,  variant  3 was the best  in  our  research.  Use of Pseudomonas species 181a  allowed to get larger
yield of spring wheat and to avoid considerable losses causing by F. graminearum.
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Our research has shown that the use of strain with high phosphate-dissolving activity and fungicidal
properties allows to address problems of ecological and food safety by reducing of environment
contamination, caused by manufacturing and applying of phosphate chemical fertilizers and chemical
fungicides. And also it allows to increase quality and quantity of food.
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WHAT ABOUT THE EXPERIENCES OF THE PRESENCE IN THE NATURE?

THE NATURE-CONNECTED HOLISTIC ATTITUDE AS A KEY ATTITUDE –

TOWARDS THE FUTURE
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Abstract
Many global challenges are nowadays challenging the future of the human kind in the area of
economy, ecology and technology - and there are needed new ecological approaches, attitudes and
innovations. The present work contemplates that one of the “key attitude”, the certain holistic way of
thinking,  towards the new solutions could be the attitude of being present here and now with the help
of the nature (around us).  The paper demonstrates  the experiences of the presence in the nature (the
narratives) and compares them with the new approaches of the holistic, innovative thinkers such as
Otto Scharmer (Theory U  – Leading from Future as It Emerges, 2009) and Karl-Erik Sveiby & Tex
Skuthorpe (Treading lightly – the hidden wisdom of the world’s oldest people, 2006).  The collected
material of this paper contains different nature-connected experiences of presence from Finnish
people from different sexes, ages, surroundings and professions. Could these experiences have
something to give for our time of crisis - and especially for ecological challenges?

Key words: presence, holistic attitude, innovativeness, nature-connected

1. INTRODUCTION

- the moment of the presence when the life takes place

“In nature I’m always present because in the nature I can’t or want to think anything else but the beauty
of the nature.”(A woman 35, worker and student of economy)

There has not been much research in the science world which is discussing about the mental or even
spiritual aspects of creativity and innovation capability, but among the last years it has been slowly
increasing.  There are some approaches for example in the area of biomimicry where basic idea is
derived from awe and respect for the natural world.  Nature is “not an enemy to be vanquished, but our
design partner; not the problem, but the solution” (Louv 2011, 190).  According to many international
studies the power of nature and reconnection to the natural world are fundamental for human health,
intelligence, well-being, spirit and survival (Louv 2011, 3; Frumkin 2001).  Nowadays there is
increasing amount of international research for example about how observations of nature can evoke a
sense of spirituality (Louv 2009, 87) and a sense of protecting the environment (Chawla 2007).  This
paper contains collected material about the nature-connected experiences of Finnish people; what kind
of situation do they feel to be present in the nature and how do they contact the nature as a creative and
even a spiritual partner?  What are their experiences of the nature-connected presence like and how do
those moments effect?  The collected narratives show that the deeper place of presence is a very
concrete one: being in the nature.  The nature was present almost at every writings and interviews who
were answering the questions about the experiences of the presence.  There were only few stories where
the nature didn’t mentioned.
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1.1. The collected data and the background methodology

The case data – the 30 narratives - which is used for this paper is among the writings the author has
got for her doctoral studies about the experience of presence and its affectedness towards creativity.
The narrative material was free-written answers for the questions about the experiences of the
presence between the February and the May of  2011.  The questions were:

1.When/In what kind of situation have you experienced to be present at NOW-moment?  Express
it/express them freely (for example by a poem or the text from your diary, if you want).  Use the
details: How old were you?  Where that happened, with whom were you, what were you doing,
why etc.

2. How do you think your experiences of the presence have affected to you?

3. Is this topic important to you? If it’s, why?  If it’s not, why not?

The methodological approach to the resarch is phenomenological and the method to analyze the
narrative cases is phenomenography (Hasselgren, 191-202).  The lived experience is the starting point
and the end point of phenomenological research.  The phenomenologist asks for the heart of the
experience; the world of the experiences (of the different presence moments) is first – this kind of
attitude is typical for the phenomenological research (Varto & Veenkivi, 32).  The approaches call for
immersion in actual experience, defined not as “reality as such”, but as how the person experiences
reality and the certain experience in it – what he/she thinks, feels, senses, and imagines in the moment
(Halprin, 47).  The purpose of phenomenological research is not to write new theories but descriptions
of phenomena what comes to consciousness.  The phenomenological research asks: what is the nature of
the phenomenon as meaningfully experienced? The essence of this kind of research is the opening up
and keeping open of possibilities (Foster 2005, 14).  The phenomenological method elucidates the
object by pointing to the necessary and invariant features, to the ‘essence’ of the object (Walsh, 517) –
and that  is  what  is  purpose to be done in this  paper.   The main goal  is  to  examine the essence of  the
experience of the presence in nature.  This research is a qualitative case study with phenomenological
approach and phenomenogarphy which is discovering people’s different ways of being present.

1.2. Definitions of the used words

The Illustrated Oxford Dictionary (1998) describes the word “presence”: 1. the state of condition of
being present, 2. a place where a person is, 3.a) a person’s appearance or bearing, b) a person’s force of
personality, 4.a person or thing that is present and 5. representation for reasons of political influence.  In
this paper the using of the word presence is in the same purpose as the point 1. in the Oxford
Dictionary: the state of condition of being present.

Professor Scharmer points out that the root of the word presencing is es, which means “to be”, “I am”.
The words essence, yes, presence and present (gift) all share the same Indo-European root: “An Old
Indian derivative of this same root from India is sat, which means both “truth” and “goodness”.  This
term became a major force in the twentieth century, when Mahatma Gandhi used it to convey his key
notion of satyagraha (his strategy of truth and nonviolence).  An Old German derivative from the same
root, sun, means “those who are surrounding us” or “the beings who surround us.” (Scharmer, 166.)

In this paper the term “presence” means the “holistic way of being present”: like being here and now
with all your senses having connection to your mind, body, spirit and environment.  Otto Scharmer, who
has innovated a new social technology called “Theory U” aims that presencing is the blending of
sensing which means also to connect with the Source of the highest future possibility and to bring it into
the now moment (Scharmer, 163).
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There appear to be certain connections between collected narratives (people’s experiences of presence),
Otto  Scharmer´s  holistic  concept  of  presence  (an  important  part  of  his  “Theory  U”)  and  Karl-Erik
Sveiby´s & Tex Skuthorpe´s research about one of the world’s oldest living culture in Australia called
Nhunggabarra.  Otto Scharmer and Sveiby & Skuthorpe are focusing on the certain holistic, “new” way
of understanding.  The “holistic” in this context means that we can’t solve our problems inside of
humanity if we do not want to think from the larger point of view. It means checking again the common
values and connections towards the elements which uphold all living in our planet. All living creatures
and elements are connected – that is “holistic”.  Modern quantum physics teaches that all are connected,
and after the communication revolution no one can deny that people on the planet influence each other –
be it for better or for worse, because we are better informed today about the state of the world than ever
before (Sveiby & Skuthorpe, 186).

“The holistic way of thinking” or “the holistic attitude” in this paper is connected to the way how for
example the aboriginals of Australia (Sweiby & Skuthorpe 2006) and the Indians of Northern America
(Tedlock & Tedlock 1992) and other aboriginal tribes of different cultures (for example African, North-
American and Maoris of New Zealand; Varto & Veenkivi 1997) used to live before colonialism.  It is
that ideas, thoughts, emotions, senses and actions are not arguing, on the contrary they all are connected
to each others and to the surrounding nature because of the holistic way of thinking and because of the
holistic way of life.   That kind of nature-connected -attitude helps you to forget yourself, when you
look at things which become part of you.  The self-conscious “I” simply disappears (Louv 2009, 73) and
the experience may turns you in the direction of inspiration and commitment to protect the environment
(Chawla, 145).  The one purpose of this paper is to contemplate about how we could get this attitude to
our modern life.   It  does not  mean that  we could go back to the times of  the “stone-age” but  how we
could build up a real world of sustainable development.

1.3. Towards to the “re-new” holistic attitude with Sveiby & Skuthorpe and Scharmer

”Being present at the moment of now is the only way to silence too much inner talk, which, with the
conscious thinking,  maintains the restless of the mind.” (woman 42, MA)

Scharmer talks about power-places, which are very familiar to the aboriginals, but for example Finnish
people, too.  Couple of years ago he made a journey to Finland where he could see “people who have
deep, heartfelt relationship to nature, which Finnish children are encouraged to develop.”  He tells
about the Finnish customs to go to “simple cabins in the woods.”  Scharmer aims that Finnish parents
teach their children “how to listen to the forest – because the forest is a living being.”  He thinks that
this kind of relationship with the presence of places in nature is special, even sacred and it may play
important role in the high rates of educational excellence and successful social and technological
innovations in Finland – and other Nordic countries. (Scharmer, 350.)  Creative nature may be the
source of the life-longing studies all the way from our childhood only for the reason that nothing ever
happens in exactly the same way twice in the natural world (Chawla, 156).

Respecting nature and gratitude towards everything which is living is also common for example for the
aboriginals of ancient Australia (Sveiby & Skuthorpe 2006) and many of the narrative cases of Finnish
people of this research.  Some people wrote that in their experiences of being present in nature they
have come “back to home”, back to something they have always known but forgotten it in the battles of
life.  This “homecoming” has a lot to do with the feeling that the one is connected to the Oneness - the
oneness of the whole universe.   This is something which may be called a “spiritual” thinking, a theme
which has popped up for example to a leadership research in the previous years. “Education of the
spirit, that is, exploration of the spiritual side of self, is a part of the daily experiences of mankind
(Feirholm & Feirholm, 128)”.  What Sveiby and Skuthorpe find innovative in the culture of the
Australian Aboriginals we should learn about, were the attitudes to live in the holistic connection to
nature, sharing the all (including spiritual) knowledge with each others, being conscious about the
responsibility included the knowledge, splitting the roles and sharing the leaderships.
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If we do not handle the spirituality as a part of the religiousness the one way to look at the concept of
spirituality is that “spirituality is another word for personal awareness” (Fairholm & Fairholm 125).
Scharmer thinks that spirituality is an important part of the creativity and he admits that
meditation/silencing the mind could be a fundamental part of the leadership education, too (Scharmer,
90 – 91).  In the tradition of many North American aboriginal tribes the contemplating, synonymous
way to meditative attitude, is the important way to spirituality (Varto & Veenkivi, 73).  If person gets on
touch with his inner spiritual being it lets him inventory and use his best qualities like confidence,
quickness, alertness, dedication, courage, perseverance, charm, thriftiness, trust, commitment, faith,
hope, and love (Feirholm & Feirholm, 128).  This spirituality is the natural part of the old aboriginal
culture, too (Sveiby & Skuthorpe 2006).  Feirholms says that when leaders recognize their workers’
spirituality it helps the leader motivate and inspire them. “Spirit-centered interaction helps leaders and
led work more fully together.” That kind of leaders are stewards of virtues who create oneness in the
group. (Feirholm & Feirholm 121-122.)

”I understand that the experiences of the presence have brought me peace and acceptance.  They have
brought me space.  Space to my mind, there is now more space for listening.  Listening to myself and the
others.  Maybe they have brought me more creativity and brave to paint, too.” (woman 37, painter)

Finnish professor of the forestry and a famous ecological thinker Erkki Lähde is worried about the
ethics of the world-wide research and science.  There have been made recommendation in Unesco that
scientists  have  to  do  their  research  with  a  sensitive  alertness,  so  that  it  is  possible  to  foreshadow the
consequences of the research for the society and the ecology.  It is necessary to change the whole way
of technological and organizational thinking because of the world-wide threats (climate change, hunger,
pollution etc.) towards the Earth and humanity.  (Lähde, 24 – 26; Scharmer, 95; Sveiby & Skuthorpe,
207-208.)

Robert Louv, the author of the Nature Principle, writes that in an age of rapid environmental, economic,
and social transformation, the future will belong to the nature-smart – those individuals, for example
businesses and political leaders who develop a deeper understanding of nature (Louv 2011, 4).  Louv
aims that the outdoor experiences in the natural environment is a vital step towards awakening a sense
of ‘ecological self’ (Louv 2011, 183).  Deeper understanding of nature may also means all life forms
that emerge and manifest in the natural world and in human consciousness and action; the creativity of
the life forces lies in the flux between creation and death – and harmony and conflict (Halprin, 84).
Connecting to our creativity and energy in and around us we can reconnect with the innate human
impulse for creation and evolution, the flow that makes change possible (Halprin, 85).

In this paper are shown some of the most common similarities between the new holistic theoretical
approaches of the organizational thinkers Scharmer and Sveiby & Skuthorpe and the collected
narratives of experiences of the presence in the nature.

2.  SVEIBY AND THE NARRATIVES – THE HOLISTIC LIFESTYLE OF THE
ABORIGINALS AS A LEARNING FACTOR

2.1. What might our civilization learn about the old aboriginal one?

A knowledge management professor Karl-Erik Sveiby has written a book with his Australian colleague
Tex Skuthorpe called Treading lightly – The hidden wisdom of the world´s oldest people (2006) where
they ask an important question: What can we learn from the traditional Aboriginal lifestyle to create a
sustainable  society?   What  is  their  recipe  for  success  and  could  we  reconstruct  it?   What  could  a
sustainable modern society look like?  They admit that the old aboriginal culture shows how to co-
operate with the nature without excluding it. If our modern society wants to learn something about the
holistic approaches of aboriginals of Australia it has to change for example the individual buying
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patterns for material goods more ecological and put pressure on corporations and governments to make
the core industrial methods more ecological, as well.  The modern society needs social consciousness
and ecological responsibility towards the planet and focus innovation accordingly. (Sveiby &
Skuthorpe, 207 – 208.)

The main difference – and the most important one - between our society of western world and the
society of Nhunggabarra (the Australian Aboriginal tribe which Sveiby & Skuthorpe were searching) is
the way how we understand our connection to the nature.  Western people have used nature as a source
of products they own and sell forward, but Australian aboriginals have lived in the strong connection to
it.  They have not been separated from the nature; they were the nature as well as plants and animals.
All living creatures were highly respected with the same “value”.  Aboriginals did certain rituals and
ceremonies to sustaining the earth, sustaining the life of the plants and the animals, sustaining the holy
connection. In the mythology of the aboriginals there are no differences between the past, this moment
and  the  future.   All  time  is  same,  all  time  is  timeless.   There  is  no  word  t́ime´  in  the  language  of
Nhunggabarra.  (Sveiby & Skuthorpe, 2 – 8.)

“The Nhunggabarra and other Aboriginal people, on the other hand, conceived time not as a movement
from past to future, but as a continuous channeling of consciousness from an intangible to a tangible
and explicit expression…---…All were both in the sky world and here on earth simultaneously and they
had always existed.  In this sense the Burruguu (Time of Creation) was not in the past; it was always
present, always ´here´.” (S&S, 6 – 7.)

In the old Nhunggabarra stories and drawings there is an ancient sustainable society with a holistic
model, “where the elements both reinforce and balance each other”  and  where  it  has  been  able  to
develop for example a farming technology that does not harm ecosystems (S&S, 205).  All the members
of the culture respected each others and the environment.  This kind of way of thinking required people
to be responsible for how their actions affected people in both their own community and other
communities (S&S, 193).  This so called “recipe” for sustainable progress was “to be selective and to
consider consequences before introducing a new technology into society”(S&S, 193).

It was surprising to regocnize how many similarities there are between this ancient Australian way of
life and the Finnish experiences of the presence in the nature.

2.2. Some common similarities between Australian aboriginal attitude and the collected narratives

In the next table there are some examples of the experiences of the nature-connected presence that
people wrote during the spring 2011.

table 1.
Five important aboriginal attitudes

towards the nature (by Sveiby & Skuthorpe):

Written experiences, the collected narratives:

1.There is no time, timeless:

 - past, present and future are the same

“It feels ´real´, whatever that means.  You see yourself as
a very little creature against the huge sky, the sky above
is  limitless darkness of the space and it’s smiling.  You

see yourself as a part of the Composition: I – the great

Nature – the huge sky – the possibility of one in a million
that you were born here.  And the feeling: at all there is

same time the feelings of youth and antiquity.  When you
mix those things, it maybe becomes “timeless”.  It maybe

means “now””.(man 37, project manager)

2. Living Nature: “I breathed deeply and suddenly I just noticed that I have
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- the important symbols and messages

of the nature: for example how to find your

way (home or somewhere else), and how

to make decision

become one with the nature.  The feeling was marvelous!
The consciousness of time disappeared but everything
around me has a strong healing effective.  I couldn’t
separate the limits of my body any more, I was ultimately
one with the nature. ..---…when I was resting there I had
got a vision that I have to repair my heritage cabin…---
….I understood that woods and nature are very
important elements for me..---….the nature has
important, invigorating part and a message, too – always
when I am ready to hear that message.” (woman 40,
interpreter)

3. The connectedness to the animals:

- animals for example as teachers and

way-showers

“Nothing else bothered me but that I was missing the
right place for filming (for a certain part of her first short
film)…---…After the day’s filming I decided to find that
place.   I  went  alone.   At  the  time I  left  I  felt  that  I  was
really present at that moment and connected to the
nature…---…I was walking around the woods about an
hour, I was very sure that I would find the place I was
looking for.  I was changing my direction randomly just
because I felt so.  Then I started to hear the steps behind
me, I didn’t turn but continued, the steps were following
me but not very near, I understood that it was an animal.
I was concentrating on hearing the steps and stopped
when they stopped.  I turned to look behind me and I saw
an elk that was turning and walking away from me and
when I turned around I saw my filming place there.  It
was perfect.” (woman 41, director)

4. Meaningfulness of the environment:

- how  to “read” the Nature from the holistic
point of view

“I was about 14 years old.  It was a beautiful summer
day; there was freshness after rain in the air.  I stopped
to admire a water drop which glimmered on the leave

of the birch.  I stared at the drop and suddenly it just
opened that I saw the structure of the whole universe in

that drop.  I saw how the same model repeated and
expanded everywhere and after all that all was inside of
that little water drop.  After that experience I understood
everything much better.  I understood why the dream and
the physical reality so often get mixed in my head, why I
experienced the time as conflated one on the other and

wavering limited fragments.  I understood that everything
was only one and the same, the reflection of the universe,
the shadow.”(woman 27, the student of the health care)

5. All is connected:

- spirituality

- The Core Belief

-  The  Earth  is  Reflecting  the  Sky   and  the
human being is a part of that reflection

“When I am in the nature, when I live in those moments
the world is not somewhere “far away” but it comes to
me.  I can’t say that I would be the part of the nature or

the part of the universe or anything else in those
moments, but I feel like being at home.” (37 years old

man, project manager.)

”----…in the nature, last time at yesterday on the ice of
the lake when the sun was shining and you felt the
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enormous good energy of the nature and saw the beauty
of it and felt that you are part of the moving, beautiful

universe.”(woman 37, master of social science)

“It was the laundry (performance of five women middle
of the woods).  Bright, glowing, the cleaning process full
of meanings.  Lot to do, only few words…---…We are so

connected, one.  Now I understand how much I have
missed this community, this connection…---…And how
the Mother Nature joined to our party! She showed us

that she is one of us, and that we were reflecting just the
right things human being should think about…---…”

(woman 56, artist)

The Core Belief where All are Connected means that ancestors, animals, people, plants, sky and earth
live in the strong connection to each others.  In the aboriginals life the time arrow is an illusion
(timeless) and spiritual world is mirrored in landscape on earth. (S&S, 170.)  In Australian
Nhunggabarra stories the nature has deep, symbolic meaning.  It was easy for the Aboriginals to find the
path or way wherever; because the land was a net of learning tracks memorized in body and mind from
early childhood.  The nature and the landscape were full of stories how to find a way back
home…(S&S, 20).

Many writers of the narratives felt that the Nature is a Living Creature who helps them for example to
get the right answers and find the right paths to go. The 35-years old project manager described
enthusiastic that once he could feel the ‘speak’ of the Nature. The feeling was full of acceptance and the
meaning of it was: “I know you.  I know you now”.  He describes that the moment was one of the most
important moment in his life - awaking spiritual experience.  According to these experiences is there
still living “a little aboriginal” inside of the Western individual?  What do we have to do to remind it
coming alive again?

3.  SCHARMER AND THE NARRATIVES

3.1. Scharmer and the new kind of social technology

Otto Scharmer is suggesting in his “Theory U” that leadership needs a new type of social technology
that is based on three instruments that everybody already has – an open mind, an open heart, and an
open will – and to cultivate these capacities from one’s individual level towards a collective level leads
to that new way of technology (Scharmer, 40).

In the experience of the presence there is a connected field of three instruments, three capacities.  The
first instrument is the open mind which is based on the ability to access the intelligence to see with fresh
eyes, to deal with the objective figures and facts around us.  The mind works when it is open.  The
second instrument, the open heart, relates to the ability to access emotional intelligence, capacity to
emphasize each others, to put you into someone else’s shoes.  The third instrument is the open will
which relates to the ability to access one’s authentic purpose and self.  This type of intelligence is also
referred to spiritual intelligence.  It is an experience of ‘letting go’ and ‘letting come’, a moment when
something new can be manifested. (Scharmer, 41.)  All these attitudes were seen in the written
narratives; people even use the same words when they describe their experiences: “open mind”, “open
heart”, “authentic self” and “letting go” were common words in their descriptions.  “Letting go” –
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attitude was very common for example in those narratives were people described the changes in their
thinking – or sudden insights towards something “new” in their lives.

How does something new manifest?  How do the new come into being?  Scharmer answers that
changing the quality of our attention by letting go of old identities and intentions and allowing
something new to come in some emerging future identity and purpose. It means letting go with a light
touch, which is: to accept our experience. (Scharmer, 36.)  “Accepting” was very popular word too, in
the descriptions of being present.

Where we may accept our experience?  How to make it possible?  Scharmer reminds everybody has a
“deeper place of stillness where it is easy to let go of the old and connect with higher-order intentions”
(Scharmer, 37).

In the written narratives the writers were talking for example about “inner silence” and “meditative
state”.

3.2. The similarities between Scharmer’s new type of social technology and the collected narratives

In the next box is seen the certain similarities between Scharmer’s thinking of the three most important
instruments for the new type of social technology (open mind, open heart and open will) and the
collected narratives.

Table 2.
Scharmer´s three instruments
(Scharmer, 41):

The narrative; collected written experiences

Open mind:
- seeing with fresh eyes

- to deal with the objective figures and facts
around us

“---… being alone (in nature) by myself I don’t control
myself, my thoughts or my talking by myself.  It is
easier to drift to a place and situation where
something is engrossing me, emptying my mind for all
thoughts and stops to see the world around me as it is
at that moment.” (man 45, theatre worker)

Open heart:
- sensing from the field
- to tune in to different contexts
- empathizing

”Being connected to the earth the woman could find
her inner knowledge again.  The woman and the earth
are the same, coordinate.  Maybe that’s why we are
hurt so much when the land is raped.  I have heard

people talking about the connection between woman
and earth but already after this experience I JUST

KNOW it.” (woman 29, the student of the health care
and the therapeutic of the traditional Chinese

Medicine)

Open will:

- letting go > letting come
- difficult to describe by words
- authentic purpose and self

“As a matter of fact the real words are escaping that
expression; I do not believe that there is any current
description for that moment…---… my experience is

that the Nature around me is waking up the authentic
mind of myself, the authentic mind of the homo

sapiens, the mind who has born millions years ago in
the path of evolution as the reflection of the

surrounding environment.  I believe that the moment
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”I can´t express what I experience in words.  My
whole being has slowed down.  I feel more quiet

and present and more my real self. I am
connected to something larger than myself.”

(Scharmer, 12)

of presence is the waking up moment of that authentic
mind. (man 35, the project manager)

”…---…I was staring a little hay which was swinging
in the wind and suddenly it stroke: a bright

consciousness about this moment.  I could feel it all
around my body as if I have felt all my cells and

atoms…---…In a way I disappeared and in a way I
was here more than ever before.  It was a wonderful,
long moment of silence, comfort and lap, as if I had

been in someone’s arms cradled and rocked.  I was 16
years old then.” (woman 24, the student of acting)

”For me the experiences of the presence are the
moments of the spiritual insight” (woman 29, the

student of the health care and the therapeutic of the
traditional Chinese Medicine)

Metaphorically speaking, being present is the capacity that allows us to operate from extend notion of
the source.  It enhances sensing which extends seeing by moving our locus of attention “inside” a
phenomenon.  Scharmer describes that being present enlarges the activity of sensing by using our Self.
(Scharmer, 166.)  That was one of the most written points in the collected narratives, too – to finding
back to you Self; your mind, body and spirit. Halprin describes that kind of experience as “the creative
flow” where we experience a freedom of our energy and expression and a heightened sense of
awareness.  Such experiences may connect us to the larger Self, or “what we might call the divine, and
the direct experience of unity”. (Halprin, 85.)

Scharmer tells about his adventures to build the “Theory U” and how he found inside of that trip one of
the eminent cognitive psychologists of our time, Eleanor Rosch.  Rosch argues that mind and world are
not separate: “Since the subjective and objective aspects of experience arise together as different poles
of the same act of cognition (are part of the same informational field) they are already joined at their
inception.”  She claims that we need a “fundamental reorientation of what science is” and it need to be
performed with the mind of wisdom. (Scharmer, 168.)

Tedlock & Tedlock who have researched North American Indian religion and philosophy argue that
many anthropologists (for example Paul Radin and Mircea Eliade) have noticed certain similar,
universal ideas and concepts which are open to all men in all places at all times, but they are also hard to
talk about in ordinary language: “Carlos Castaneda has called it “nonordinary”, or “separate” reality
as opposed to “ordinary” reality.  The Hopis refer to it as a’ne himu, “Mighty Something”.  It is open
to what Martin Heidegger calls contemplative as opposed to calculative thought, or thinking that is
oriented toward meaning as opposed to thinking that is oriented toward results.” (Tedlock & Tedlock
xiii, 1992.)

Robert Louv writes about a famous woman scientist how “For her, a strong feeling for the oneness of
nature, unity of experience, and mystery underlying the laws of nature” were the strong base of her
research among the organisms (Louv 2009, 85).  This period of being present, was a key attitude in the
way she worked as a scientist (Louv 2009, 86). The effects of the nature are incontrovertible – there
have been made research how the nature-connected presence has been affected for the students: the
abilities of interaction, communication, co-operation, decision making and creativity/imagination has
increased.  Also the feeling of connection to nature, understanding the nature and conservation of nature
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has increased. (Louv 2009, 87.)   Wilderness experiences – entering the landscape rather than viewing it
– may also be therapeutic and includes self-awareness; for example feelings of wonder and humility;
increased appreciation of other and a feeling of renewal and vigor (Frumkin, 237).  All these
experiences are seen in the written narratives of this paper. This makes think about how to become more
conscious about the experience of the presence in nature?  How to increase it more in our society?

4.CONCLUSIONS: A RE-NEW HOLISTIC ATTITUDE?
”…---…if we could only be connected to the earth and the sky by living HERE and NOW (and not inside
the illusions of the ego) the condition of the nature would be just different.  We would live in the
symbiosis, with respect…---…I feel that becoming aware of the presence is one part of the bigger
worldwide process of the growing consciousness of the humanity, very important one.” (woman 29, the
student of the health care and the therapeutic of the traditional Chinese Medicine)

People who have written the narratives describe the effectiveness of their experiences in many
dimensions: the experiences educate, help, give the insights, change the way, help to see through the
carbine, take back to their roots, take back to their selves, give them responsibility about their own
actions and inspire them in the creative processes and help them move towards the ‘right decisions’, to
the future.  The experiences give them meaning of life and sense of spirituality, too.  Many writers
mentioned how the nature-connected experiences help them survive in the hectic work life and get good
ideas for the future.  The  nature-connected experience narratives of writers show how people become
conscious of themselves and are able to change, this is the way what the process of therapy includes
seen from the widest view, too (Halprin, 83).

Spirituality is the essence of who we are – and that sense of spirituality is the anchor for most people’s
work ethic and social morality. For example the spirituality in the workplace is moving workers and
leaders away from ideas of us-against-them and changing the character of internal communications
systems.   It  is  breaking the walls  around the bottlenecks.   “It is the source of our most powerful and
personal values; it increases effective team membership; it creates a dynamic, appealing, and creative
culture”. (Fairholm & Fairholm 122 - 125.)

Sveiby & Skuthorpe described that the aboriginal recipe for sustainable society was to be selective and
to consider consequences and Scharmer’s ”fourth level of listening” (Scharmer, 12) means listening
from  the  emerging  field  of  the  future  (Scharmer,  12).    The  both  of  their  descriptions  are  from  the
abstract field of tacit knowledge - same way as the narratives of this paper - which is always difficult to
research as empiric knowledge.  The narrative, written experiences about the phenomena of the
presence in nature produced a huge volume of information, which have to be carefully analyzed and
generalized so that some final conclusions could be made.  A plenty of larger research is still has to be
done.  But those common features between the different experiences may be seen as a re-new attitude
towards the ecological and holistic way of thinking.  It is urging to continue research around the
phenomena ´presence´ which may be useful tool to build up a new, more ecological, spiritual and
holistic world for our children and their children’s children.  This nature-connected holistic attitude
could be one of the most important key parts of the area of the organizational and ecological challenges
in the planet Earth.
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Abstract
The paper presents an overview of the current state as well as new opportunities and challenges
regarding waste management in Russia and in one of the Russia’s Arctic regions – Yamalo-Nenets
Autonomous Okrug (YANAO). The majority of the waste in the YANAO is disposed of in open dumps
with little environmental protection. To solve these problems the development of new instruments of
waste management is required. A GIS-based decision support system for waste management was
designed and developed in the Institute of Industrial Ecology for particular needs of the YANAO. The
system supports problem-solving related to disposal, utilization, separation, treatment, and recycling
of the waste in the most appropriate way for the Russia North conditions. To demonstrate
opportunities of the system, 22 YANAO landfills are ranked using constructed composite indexes of
environmental hazard.

Key words: Russia, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug, waste management, GIS-based decision
support system for waste management, index of environmental hazard of landfills

1. INTRODUCTION: WASTE MANAGEMENT IN RUSSIA
Waste management has been and will continue to be a major environmental issue facing Russia.

Characteristics and quantity of waste arising from domestic, commercial and industrial activities in a
country are typically determined by its gross domestic product, population size, standards of living and
technology development, but also depend on the abundance and type of the country’s natural
resources.

The Russian Federation is the largest country on Earth with a land area of 17,075,200 sq km and with
the uneven distribution of human settlement and natural resource use. Russia possesses wide natural
resource base including major deposits of oil, natural gas, and coal, many strategic minerals, and
timber. Nowadays, Russian industry includes complete range of enterprises involved in mining and
extraction and further processing of oil, gas, chemicals, and metals; all forms of machine building
from rolling mills to high-performance aircraft and space vehicles; defense industries; electric power
generating and transmitting equipment; medical and scientific instruments; consumer durables,
textiles, foodstuffs, handicrafts. However if one considers the structure of production for the range of
years starting in 1990, it is possible to notice serious changes: sharp increase in the share of wholesale
and retail trade, and decline in the share of agriculture and industry.
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The Russian economy over the last two decades is characterized by the deep economic recession that
occurred after the collapse of the Soviet Union, which was aggravated by the financial crisis and
default of 1998 (a drop of 42% in gross domestic product in 1998 as compared with 1990), and the
country’s subsequent efforts to generate economic growth. Russia ended 2008 with its tenth straight
year of growth, averaging 5.6% annually since 1998; the world financial crisis resulted in almost 10%
decrease of the index of industrial production in 2009 as compared with 2008 (Rosstat, 2010a), but in
2010 economic growth was resumed (Rosstat, 2011), Table 1.

Table 1. Development of gross domestic product (in constant prices, 2000=100)

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Index of
GDP 110.1 118.1 126.6 134.7 145.6 158.1 166.3 153.2 159.3

The population of Russia fell from 147,665,100 in 1990 to 141,914,500 in 2010; the share of urban
population is quite stable and is about 74% (Rosstat, 2010b). The wellbeing of Russia’s population
increased from 1998 to 2008, after the decrease in 2009 the growth was resumed in 2010 (Rosstat,
2010a), Table 2; the growth of the final consumption expenditure of households results in an increase
in the volume of goods and services consumed by people.

Table 2. Development of the final consumption expenditure of households (in constant prices)

Year 2000 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Index of household
consumption expenditures 100 181 207 230 212 223

Industrial growth together with increasing population income contributes to solid waste production.
The Low of the Russian Federation on Production and Consumption Waste categorizes different types
of solid waste in terms of its origination as “industrial waste” and “municipal solid waste”. Four
classes of hazardous waste exist: from the first class (the most dangerous) to the fourth class (the least
dangerous). It is not possible to give a detailed definition of “hazardous waste” here. Shortly, the
hazardous characteristics of wastes include, but are not limited to: human health toxicity, corrosivity,
infectiousness, flammability, reactivity, explosivity, and eco-toxicity. In addition there exists one
more, fifth class of wastes which are not directly classified as hazardous, but also fall under the
regulation. Table 3 illustrates the official statistics of the quantity of industrial and municipal solid
waste generation, including hazardous one, since 2002 (Rosstat, 2010a). (Russia has experienced
immense political, economic, social and institutional changes since the breakup of the Soviet Union in
1991; this is the reason of incomparability of government statistics regarding solid waste generation
and management before and after 2002.)
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Table 3. Development of total production and consumption solid waste and hazardous solid waste
generation in Russia, million tones

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Quantity
of total 2038 2614 2644 3036 3519 3899 3877 3505 4502

Including
hazardous

waste

(I-IV
classes)

210.6 287.3 142.8 142.5 140.0 287.7 122.9 141.0 114.0

The major generators of industrial solid wastes in 2010 were the following sectors: extraction of
hydrocarbon energy resources (66.0%), extraction of other mineral resources (25.1%), and processing
industry (6.2%).

Table 4 illustrates the development of municipal solid waste collection in urban settlements.

Table 4. Development of municipal solid waste collection in urban settlements, million cubic meters

Year 2000 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Municipal solid waste 151532 199917 210426 218113 228420 235411

Only 30% of total waste – 3.5 billion tons a year – is recycled or processed. As for municipal waste,
only 5% is recycled. At present, almost all municipal waste produced in Russia is sent to landfill sites.
There are only a few incineration plants.

The waste management problem in the Russian Federation has a complex nature with a range of
important dimension such as lack of sufficient investment into infrastructure (incinerators, landfills,
recycling facilities), institutional barriers (such as long and complicated procedures of endorsement of
numerous documents), a wide range of stakeholders, and continuously revising and controversial legal
arena.

The most acute waste management problem is in the North regions of Russia, where the development
of new instruments of environmental management is required in the highest extend. This paper
presents the results of the project aimed to develop a new methodological background for the regional
solid waste management in the Yamalo-Nenets autonomous okrug (YANAO).

2. WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE YAMALO-NENETS AUTONOMOUS OKRUG

Yamalo-Nenets autonomous okrug is situated in the arctic zone of West-Siberian plain, see Fig. 1. It
covers a land area of 769,250 sq km with a population of 546 thousand (2010). The city of Salekhard –
the administrative center of the okrug – is situated exactly at the Polar circle.
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Fig. 1. Yamalo-Nenets autonomous okrug

The strategic and economic importance of the YANAO’s hydrocarbon energy resources is extremely
high. Currently it provides about 90% of the annual Russian natural gas production (and about 23% of
the annual world production). The region is of utmost importance to the Russia's largest company
“Gazprom”, whose main gas fields are located there. The region also accounts for 12% of Russia's oil
production. The extraction of hydrocarbon energy resources is the main generator of industrial solid
waste in the YANAO, Table 5.

Table 5. Development of total solid waste generation in the YANAO, thousand tones

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Quantity
of total 335.4 474.5 230.3 290.6 564.6 465.2 331.0 569.9 506.2

The population of the YANAO is characterized by the stable growth: from 489 thousand in 1990 to
546 thousand in 2010. The share of urban population is higher than Russia’s average: about 85% in
2010 (Rosstat, 2010b). The wellbeing of population is also higher than average; the YANAO is one of
the most prosperous regions in the country. So it is logically to expect that production of MSW per
urban resident in the YANAO is higher than in Russia on average, but situation is quite opposite,
Table 6.
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Table 6. Production of MSW per urban resident in the YANAO and in Russia, cubic meters

Year 2000 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

YANAO 2.137 1.806 1.768 1.777 1.797 1.842

Russian Federation 1.411 1.920 2.028 2.102 2.203 2.270

The majority of the waste in the YANAO is disposed of in open dumps with little environmental
protection. The current waste management in the YANAO is a reflection of a large territory with a
small population scattered in remote settlements and towns. The small waste quantities, the long
transport distances and the harsh Arctic climate are constrains on the waste management system, in
particular when cost also is an issue.

At the same time regional environment is highly vulnerable to anthropogenic impacts because of a
global prevalence of permafrost, low self-cleaning ability of natural waters and soils, delayed self-
recovery of ecosystems, landscape instability.

This is why the development of new instruments of industrial and municipal waste management is
required

3. GIS-BASED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE
YAMALO-NENETS AUTONOMOUS OKRUG

Nowadays, the waste management system in the Russian Federation experiences significant
development and changes caused by adaptation to new national environmental policy declaring
formation of effective and environment friendly economy, conservation and recovery of natural
environment, prevention of ecological catastrophes and adoption to the climate changes. In these
conditions, it is important to develop new tools which could serve as methodological background and
information resources for the waste management on regional and municipal level.

In order to solve this problem, a web-based Decision Support System (DSS) has been developed in the
Institute of Industrial Ecology, Ural Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences. The system was
designed for particular needs of the YANAO, where new waste management system is intended to be
started.  The project  has been carried out  over  5 years.  The aim of  this  project  was to provide a  new
methodological background for the regional solid waste management, taking into account spatial and
temporal patterns of waste generation and processing. In other words, the aim was to develop an
integrated technique that would give useful information support to decision-makers regarding the
waste management activity of municipalities and the Yamalo-Nenets autonomous okrug in whole.

The DSS is supposed to be the main part of the YANAO Regional Waste Inventory, so it is developed
in line with the structure of the Russian Federation State Waste Inventory that stipulates the following
issues:

the systematized data on waste generation, collection, transportation, treatment and disposal;

the list of waste disposal facilities (incinerators and landfill sites);

the systematized data on equipment and technologies for waste processing (including
recycling) or neutralization.

The DSS is based on a three-tier model of interaction “client – network (Web) applications - database
server” (see Fig. 2). Such architecture allows users to have an access to particular functions of
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application server rather than to the database itself. It increases protection of the system against both
external threat and possible mistaken actions of staff.

Fig. 2. Three-tier client/server architecture of the YANAO waste management DSS

The interface is designed as a set of web forms that ensure flexible interaction with users: rapid shift
from block to block, data filtration, and export into different formats. Representatives of municipalities
have a remote access to the data base (information system) via web interface. This method was found
to be quite convenient for transfer and on-line analysis of primary waste management reports and
favours an increase of efficiency of the waste management system in the scale of whole region.

An authorization system is represented by tree levels, namely “operator”, “user” and “external user”
that ensure protection of the information from being illegally accessed. A person having the operator
profile possesses rights of administrator which allow him to review, extract and change data either
coming to or already existing within the data base. Users are allowed to observe data and reports, as
well  as  to  extract  them.  External  users  have  a  limited  access  to  the  data  base  according  to  policy
specified by the government. Thus, at the appropriate organization this interface ensures a reliable
protection of transmitted information as well as interactivity of data transfer process.

Structure of the YANAO waste management DSS as well as configuration of its software utilities and
flexible interface ensure broad functional capability and high performance of the system

An effective work of the information system is based on a set of semiautomatic data exchange
procedures for accounting and reporting which support feedback via remote access interface. At the
same time, the data exchange system is compatible with main traditional and well-established methods
for accounting and reporting about the waste production. Moreover, the system is adapted for data
collection without using the remote access interface if communication infrastructure of a particular
external user does not allow it.

The local (external) users may communicate with the information system via web-browser by access
to a remote server (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Chart of the semiautomatic data exchange process

The remote server has two blocks of software installed, namely block providing an on-line collection
and temporary storage of data and block responsible for recording of the data reported into the system.
The primary waste management reports collected from the local users are temporary stored on the
server in individual user’s folders awaiting for inspection. The inspection is carried out by an operator
of the server who checks the user’s reports for completeness and correctness and allows uploading
them further into the database. At the both stages of the data upload process, it is possible to provide a
semiautomatic inspection of the user’s reports for common consistency and completeness. Moreover
the server is able to provide a feedback protocol and report to the local users about the results of
inspection and status of the data processing. Optionally, the local users may report the primary data by
e-mail or by sending the data recorded on a compact disk to the responsible operator of the DSS.

Electronic maps (e-maps), which show localization of the waste disposal sites on the YANAO
territory,  is  a  separate  element  of  the  DSS.  E-maps  may  be  obtained  from different  sources  and  are
implemented according to the concept of geographic-information system (GIS).

GIS technology is a powerful tool for analysis and exhibition of spatial data. It reflects spatial patterns
of the geographical distribution of actors, flows and sensitive areas. It allows user to search, analyze
and modify both the digital maps and additional information about the objects such as their borders,
elements of landscape, presence of buildings, constructions and other infrastructural elements. The
service provides storage of actual photo pictures of particular waste disposal sites on the territory of
the chosen object. This information is tabulated in the GIS and is available in corresponding layers of
the e-map on a vast scale (Fig. 4).

The e-map service can also be based on any open mapping systems like Google; Yahoo; Bing
(Microsoft) which may be used free of charge on certain conditions.

The spatial data interface provides for browsing through maps with the option of turning off separate
layers, performing scaling and doing interactive queries to the tabulated data about the map object
stored in a corresponding part of the data base. If the objects have initial documents, quick references
to these documents are provided for review or retrieval purposes.

Besides mentioned above functional capabilities the DSS involves several special analytical modules:
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waste management accounting policy;

optional reports generation;

hazard identification.

Fig. 4. Spatial data interface. As an example, a scheme of one of the waste disposal sites is open

A special analytical module, which maintains waste management accounting policy at the YANAO
territory, is a tool to support the integration of environmental and economic decisions.

The subsystem of optional reports generation provides rich opportunities for summarizing and
reviewing data in convenient formats.

The “Hazard identification” module enables to rank landfills or municipalities on the base of
quantitative or qualitative parameters, which characterized potential risk for environment and human
health, caused by inadequate waste management practice. Capabilities of this module are illustrated
bellow through a real-world case study of landfills in YANAO.

4. RANKING OF LANDFILLS OF THE YANAO ON THE BASE OF INDICATORS AND
INDEXES OF LEGISLATION COMPLIANCE AND HAZARD FOR ENVIRONMENT

A wide variety of environmental indicators and indexes (composite indicators) is presently in use.
These indicators and indexes reflect trends in the state of the environment and monitor the progress
made in realizing environmental policy targets. As such, environmental indicators and indexes have
become indispensable to policy-makers. In relation to policy-making, environmental indicators and
indexes are used for three major purposes:
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to supply information on environmental problems, in order to enable policy-makers to value
their seriousness;

to support policy development and priority setting, by identifying key factors that cause
pressure on the environment;

to monitor the effects of policy responses.

The “Hazard identification” module of the DSS is concerned with indicators and indexes which
compare and rank landfills or municipalities in areas such as (1) compliance with the requirements of
Russia’ waste management legislation and (2) level of hazard for the environment caused by
inadequate waste management practice.

Therefore two different indicators sets were developed and used in the DSS.

The first set of 6 indicators covers issues that reflect the compliance of the landfill project design and
management practice with the requirements of Russia’ waste management legislation. Focus is on
existence/absence of officially required documentation and structural systems. Every landfill is
evaluated according to following criteria/indicators c1,…,c6:

c1: allotment of land for the arrangement of the landfill;

c2: existence of the project documentation;

c3: existence of the positive decision of a commission of environmental experts on this project
documentation;

c4: existence of the positive decision of a commission of sanitary-and-epidemiologic experts on this
project;

c5: existence of environmental protection system at the landfill site;

c6: existence of environmental monitoring system at the landfill site.

These indicators have been selected in line with the structure of the Russian Federation State Waste
Inventory.

All these indicator are qualitative or nominal, and can possess the value “yes” (in this case ci=0) or
“no”  (in  this  case ci=1). The index of compliance with the requirements of waste management
legislation JC is calculated as a sum of values of six individual indicators c1,…,c6.

If the value of JC is equal to zero, it means that the landfill project design and management practice are
in full compliance with the requirements of the waste management legislation. In other cases the value
of JC is a number of violations of the waste management legislation.

This index JC was calculated for 74 landfills located on the territory of all 13 municipalities of the
YNAO. Fig. 5 illustrates the results of examination.

The second set of 10 indicators covers issues that allow to assess the level of hazard of the landfill for
the environment. Every landfill is evaluated according to following criteria/indicators h1,…,h10:

h1: area under the landfill, hectares;

h2: width of the sanitary protection zone, m;

h3: project total capacity of the landfill, tones;

h4: annual project waste stream to the landfill, tones/year;

h5: accumulated amount of waste in the landfill, tones;
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h6: number of elements/subsystems of the environmental protection system at the landfill site;

h7: number of elements/subsystems of the environmental monitoring system at the landfill site;

h8: distance to the nearest water body, km;

h9: distance to the nearest settlement, km;

h10: remaining time of operation of the landfill, years; h10=(h3–h5)/h4.

These indicators have been selected in line with the structure of the Russian Federation State Waste
Inventory. They are the base for the calculation of the index JH, which characterizes the level of hazard
of the landfill for the environment.

Indexes are much like mathematical or computational models. As such, their construction owes more
to the craftsmanship of the modeller than to universally accepted scientific rules for encoding.

Fig. 5. The index of compliance with the requirements of waste management legislation JC for 74
landfills located on the territory of all 13 municipalities of the YNAO
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With regard to models, the justification for a composite indicator lies in its fitness for the intended
purpose and in peer acceptance.

Indexes may send misleading policy messages if poorly constructed or misinterpreted. They also may
disguise serious failings in some dimensions and increase the difficulty of identifying proper remedial
action, if the construction process is not transparent.

May be the following three steps in the construction of indexes are the most important: data selection;
normalization; and weighting and aggregation.

A theoretical framework should be developed to provide the basis for the selection and combination of
single indicators into a meaningful index under a fitness-for-purpose principle. Initial raw indicators
should be selected on the basis of their analytical soundness, measurability, objects in study coverage,
relevance to the phenomenon being measured and relationship to each other.

Indicators should be normalised to render them comparable. Attention needs to be paid to extreme
values as they may influence subsequent steps in the process of building an index.

Indicators should be aggregated and weighted according to the underlying theoretical framework.
Correlation and compensability issues among indicators need to considered and either be corrected for
or treated as features of the phenomenon that need to retained in the analysis.

There is a wide range of methodological approaches to constructing composite indicators/indexes. So,
in order to select the most scientifically grounded and trustworthy approach for the construction of the
index JH, which characterizes the level of hazard of the landfill for the environment, eight different
methodological approaches were tested and eight trial indexes JH1,…, JH8 were built:

JH1: normalization by ranking and linear aggregation with equal weights;

JH2: z-scores normalization without correction of outlets and linear aggregation with equal weights;

JH3: z-scores normalization with correction of outlets and linear aggregation with equal weights;

JH4: min-max normalization without correction of outlets and linear aggregation with equal weights;

JH5: min-max normalization with correction of outlets and linear aggregation with equal weights;

JH6: min-max normalization without correction of outlets and geometric aggregation with equal
weights;

JH7: normalization based on categorical scales without correction of outlets and linear aggregation with
equal weights;

JH8: normalization by ‘above or below the mean’ method without correction of outlets and linear
aggregation with equal weights.

Detailed description of these techniques can be found in special literature, for example in the review
OECD (2008) and references therein.

22 landfills were selected for the detailed analysis and ranking, because only complete datasets
(without missing raw indicators h1,…,h10) were used for construction of indexes JH1,…, JH8. Ranking
principle was ‘the smaller – the better’, i.e. the landfills with the highest rank are the most hazardous.
Fig. 6 illustrates the results of examination.
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Fig. 6. Results of the ranking of 22 landfills with the use of eight different indexes

The diversity in the ranks resulting from applying different methods is notable. At the same time all
eight method demonstrate practically the came efficiency in identifying the worst, the most hazardous
landfills, Fig. 7. But only one method could be included in the YANAO waste management DSS, and
after consideration of numerous pro and contra we choose the index JH4: min-max normalization
without correction of outlets and linear aggregation with equal weights.

CONCLUSION

Some questions regarding the current state as well as new opportunities and challenges in areas such
as waste management in Russia and in one of the Russia’s Arctic regions – Yamalo-Nenets
Autonomous Okrug (YANAO) are considered in the paper. The majority of the waste in the YNAO is
disposed of in open dumps with little environmental protection. To solve these problems the
development of new instruments of waste management is required. A GIS-based decision support
system for waste management was designed and developed in the Institute of Industrial Ecology for
particular needs of the YNAO. The system supports problem-solving related to disposal, utilization,
separation, treatment, and recycling of the waste in the most appropriate way for the Russia North
conditions. To demonstrate opportunities of the system, YNAO landfills are ranked using constructed
index of compliance with the requirements of waste management legislation and index of
environmental hazard. Nowadays, the DSS is introduced in all municipalities of the YANAO and is in
the first stage of application: “learning-by-using”.
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Fig. 7. Five the most hazardous landfills, identified with the use of eight different indexes
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Abstract
In September 1957, a chemical explosion occurred in one of the Mayak facility’s nuclear waste
storage tank, spreading 740 PBq of radiation over a 23,000-km2 area. To determine a present
contamination of the territory of Kamensk region of Sverdlovsk Oblast, soil samples at 315 locations
were collected and analyzed in the course of the field campaign of 1993 and 1994. It was found that a
distribution of Sr-90 activity in soil samples is a distribution with “heavy tail”. Analysis of a
histogram representing its frequency distribution and plotting this histogram on doubly logarithmic
axes allows to conjecture that this distribution follows the power low. Testing of the power-low
hypothesis provided objective evidence that the power-low is a reasonable description of the data. In
this case a conclusion follows that radioactive contamination levels of the territory are not well
characterized by their averages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When the probability of measuring a particular value of some quantity varies inversely as a power of
that value, the quantity is said to follow a power law, also known variously as Zipf’s law or the Pareto
distribution.

Power law distributions occur in an extraordinarily diverse range of phenomena (Newman 2006). In
addition to city populations, the sizes of earthquakes (Gutenberg and Richter 1944), moon craters
(Neukum and Ivanov 1994), solar flares (Lu and Hamilton 1991), computer files (Crovella and
Bestavros 1996) and wars (Roberts and Turcotte 1998), the frequency of occurrence of personal names
in most cultures (Zanette and Manrubia 2001), the numbers of papers scientists write (Lotka 1926), the
number of citations received by papers (Price 1965), the number of hits on web pages (Adamic and
Huberman 2000), the sales of books, music recordings and almost every other branded commodity
(Kohli and Sah 2003), the numbers of species in biological taxa (Willis and Yule 1922), people’s
annual incomes (Pareto 1896) and a host of other variables all follow power law distributions.

Power law distribution of 90Sr activity in soil samples, collected at the territory, contaminated in the
result of so called “Kyshtym accident” is the subject of this article.

2. MAYAK FACILITY AND THE KYSHTYM ACCIDENT

Mayak Production Association (at the moment of the Kyshtym accident it was called Mayak Chemical
Combine) is located 55° 44’N 060° 54’E in the city of Ozersk on the east side of the southern Urals in
Chelyabinsk Oblast.
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In the September of 1957 a storage tank for liquid high activity waste at the Mayak site exploded.
Radionuclides with an activity of about twenty million curies were released to the environment, of
which around two million curies were discharged outside the territory of the Mayak facility, thereby
giving  rise  to  the  East-Ural  Radioactive  Trace  (EURT),  see  Fig.  1.  The  northern  part  of  the
Chelyabinsk Oblast and the southern part of the Sverdlovsk Oblast suffered a radioactive
contamination. Some 15,000-23,000 km2, in a track 300 km in length and 10-30 km wide, were
contaminated at a level greater than 370 Bq/m2 (0.1 Ci/km2) of 90Sr.  The  western  part  of  the  town
Kamensk-Uralskiy (in 1957 the total population of the town was about 160,000) was contaminated up
to 14800 Bq/m2 (4 Ci/km2) of 90Sr. Twenty-three rural localities within the radioactive contamination
zone were abandoned and 10,400 dwellers were resettled.

Fig. 1
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In 1992-1994, a detailed radioecological study on the territory of the EURT in Sverdlovsk Oblast was
carried out by combined efforts of a number of organizations under the scientific guidance of the
Institute of Industrial Ecology.

The investigated area was about 1600 km2.  More than 3500 soil samples from 315 testing sites were
studied. The 5-10 cm layers of soil were cut horizontally to a depth of 40-70 cm. Radiochemical
analyses for 90Sr was carried out.

It was discovered that at that time there were significant levels of 90Sr contamination in the Kamensk
region. Along the axis of the radioactive trace there was large territory where the average 90Sr
contamination was within 3700-11100 Bq/m2 (1-3 Ci/km2), with some spots having activities of over
18500 Bq/m2 (5 Ci/km2). In the southern part of the Kamensk region the width of the trace within the
limits of 3700 Bq/m2 (1.0 Ci/km2) was 12-15 km and within the limits of 370 Bq/m2 (0.1 Ci/km2) the
width was about 30 km.

At that time 90Sr contamination of the town Kamensk-Uralskiy varied from 222 to 25530 Bq/m2 (0.06-
6.9 Ci/km2). The average contamination levels varied from 1110 Bq/m2 (0.3 Ci/km2) in the eastern part
of the town to 2590 Bq/m2 (0.7 Ci/km2) in the western part (Chukanov et al 1996).

Analysis of empirical data indicates that the pattern of soil contamination on the territory is essentially
irregular: concentration of 90Sr in two nearest sample sites can differ by two orders of magnitude (Fig.
2).

Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of 90Sr activity in soil samples
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In  Fig.  2  the  same  data  are  plot  on  doubly  logarithmic  axes.  One  can  see  a  distribution  that
approximately falls on a strait line and conjecture that the distribution follows a power low.
Sometimes it asserted that the distribution follows a power law, with a scaling parameter  given by
the absolute slope of the straight line. Typically this slope is extracted by performing a least-squares
linear regression on the logarithm of the histogram (see Fig. 3). Unfortunately, this method shows
significant biases under relatively common conditions. As a consequence, the results it returns are
often incorrect, sometimes substantially so, and should not be trusted. In this work we have used some
alternative method for estimating the parameters of a power-law distribution that is described in the
review of Clauset, Shalizi & Newman (2007) and study the equally important question of how to
determine whether a given data set really does follow a power law at all.

3. SOME PROPERTIES OF POWER LOWS
A quantity x obeys a power law if it is drawn from a probability distribution

p(x) ~ x– , (1)

where  is a constant parameter of the distribution known as the exponent or scaling parameter. In real
world situations the scaling parameter  exceeds 1.

Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of 90Sr activity in soil samples on doubly logarithmic axes

A continuous power-law distribution is one described by a probability density p(x) such that

p(x) dx = Pr(x X < x + dx) = C x–  dx, (2)
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where X is the observed value and C is a normalization constant. Clearly this density diverges as x  0

so Eq. (2) cannot hold for all x  0; there must be some lower bound to the power-law behavior. We
will denote this bound by xmin. (In practical situations xmin usually corresponds not to the smallest value
of x measured but to the smallest for which the power law behavior holds.) Then, provided  > 1, it is
straightforward to calculate the normalizing constant and we find that

.1)(
minmin x
x

x
xp (3)

In many cases it is useful to consider also the complementary cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of a power-law distributed variable

x x
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In order to determine whether a given data set really does follow a power law, first of all it is
necessary to estimate the parameters of a power-low distribution.

For estimating of the scaling parameter  a value for the lower bound xmin of power-low in the data is
required. Usually this value is unknown. In this case the method of maximum likelihood is applied.
Assuming that our data are drawn from a distribution that follows a power law exactly for x xmin, we
can derive maximum likelihood estimator of the scaling parameter. The maximum likelihood
estimator for the continuous case is
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where xi, i = 1, ..., n are the observed values of x such  that xi xmin. Here and elsewhere we use
“hatted” symbols such as ˆ  to denote estimates derived from data; hatless symbols denote the true
values. (Care must be taken to use the correct value of n in the formula; n is the number of samples
that actually go into the calculation, excluding those with values below xmin, not the overall total
number of samples.)

The next step is estimating the lower limit xmin on the scaling behavior from data. This issue is
important in our case (see Fig. 2) where there is some non-power-law behavior at the lower end of the
distribution of x.

The fundamental idea behind the method (Clauset, Shalizi & Newman 2007) is very simple: we
choose the value minx̂  that makes the probability distributions of the measured data and the best-fit
power-law model as similar as possible above minx̂ .

There are a variety of measures for quantifying the distance between two probability distributions, but
for non-normal data the commonest is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, which is simply the
maximum distance between the CDFs of the data and the fitted model:

.)()(max
min

xPxSD
xx

(6)

Here S(x) is the CDF of the data for the observations with value at least xmin, and P(x) is the CDF for
the power-law model that best fits the data in the region x xmin. Our estimate minx̂  is then the value
of xmin that minimizes D.
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Calculated values of D for our data on activity of soil samples are shown on Fig. 4.

So we fit a power-law distribution to our data set and found the best estimates of the parameters  and
xmin: xmin = 44400 Bq/m2; = 3.428.

The method described above allows to fit a power-law distribution to a given data set and provide
good estimates of the parameters  and xmin. They tell us nothing, however, about whether the data are
well  fitted  by  the  power  law.  In  practice,  when  considering  a  data  set  that  may  be  derived  from  a
power-law distribution, our challenge is to decide not only what the best parameter choices are but
also whether the power-law distribution is even a reasonable hypothesis to begin with. So we need
quantitative method for testing the hypothesis that a given data set is drawn from a power-law
distribution for x xmin.

The standard way to answer this question is to compute a p-value. The p-value quantifies the
probability that our data were drawn from the hypothesized distribution, based on the observed
goodness of fit. It is defined to be the probability that a data set of the same size that is truly drawn
from the hypothesized distribution would have goodness of fit D as bad or worse than the observed
value. In essence, it tells you how likely it is that you saw results as bad as you did if the data really
are power-law distributed. If the p-value is much less than 1, then it is unlikely that the data are drawn
from a power law. If it is closer to 1 then the data may be drawn from a power law, but it cannot be
guaranteed. This last point is an important one: the goodness-of-fit test and the accompanying p-value
are a tool only for ruling out models, not for ruling them in. They can tell us when a model such as the
power law is probably wrong, but they cannot tell us when it is right. The best we can do by way of
confirming the power-law model, in a strictly statistical sense, is to say that it is not ruled out by the
observed data.

In cases such as this, there is no known formula for calculating the p-value, but we can still calculate it
numerically by the following Monte Carlo procedure. We generate a large number of synthetic data
sets drawn from the power-law distribution that best fits the observed data, fit each one individually to
the power-law model, calculate the KS statistic for each one relative to its own best-fit model, and
then simply count what fraction of the time the resulting statistic is larger than the value D observed
for the true data. This fraction is our p-value.

Note crucially that for each synthetic data set we compute the KS statistic relative to the best-fit power
law for that data set, not relative to the original distribution from which the data set was drawn. We are
performing for each synthetic data set the same calculation that we performed for the real data set.

In the present case we need to create synthetic data that have a distribution similar to the empirical
data below xmin but that follow the fitted power law above xmin.  To  do  this,  we  make  use  of  a
semiparametric approach. We have a source of random reals r uniformly distributed in the interval 0 
r < 1 (any standard pseudo-random number generator). Suppose that our observed data set has ntail
observations x xmin and n observations in total.  We generate  a  new data set  with n observations as
follows. With probability ntail/n we generate a random number xi drawn from a power law with scaling
parameter ˆ  and x xmin.

)1/(1
min )1( rxx (7)

Otherwise, with probability 1 ntail/n, we select one element uniformly at random from among the
elements of the observed data set that have x < xmin and set xi equal  to  that  element.  Repeating  the
process for all i = 1, ..., n we generate a complete synthetic data set that indeed follows a perfect power
law above xmin but has the same (non-power-law) distribution as the observed data below.

In our case we have generated 3000 synthetic data sets drawn from the power-law distribution that
best fits the observed data with the parameters xmin = 44400 Bq/m2 and = 3.428, fitted each one
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individually to the power-law model using the methods described above, calculated the KS statistic for
each one relative to its own best-fit model, and then counted what fraction of the time the resulting

Fig. 4. Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for the data on activity of soil samples

statistic was larger than the value D observed for the true data. It turns out that this fraction is equal to
0.960. That was our p-value.

So  we  can  say  that  our  hypothesis  that  the  data  set  of 90Sr  activity  in  soil  samples  is  drawn  from a
power law distribution for surface activity greater than 44400 Bq/m2 is not ruled out by observed data.
But this large p-value does not necessarily mean the power law is the correct distribution for the data.
One of the reasons for this is that there may be other distributions that match the data equally well or
better over the range of x observed.

To strengthen our confidence in the power law we have described the distribution “tail” with a
lognormal model. It was found that for the lognormal distribution p-value is equal to 0.957 for x
greater than 44400 Bq/m2. So it is impossible to prefer one distribution type to another because their p-
values are indistinguishable.

CONCLUSION

In the course of the field campaign of 1993 and 1994 years 315 soil samples were collected from
sample points located at the territory of Kamensk region of Sverdlovsk Oblast, radioactively
contaminated in the result of so called “Kyshtym accident”. It was found that a distribution of Sr-90
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activity in soil samples is a distribution with “heavy tail”. Analysis of a histogram representing its
frequency distribution and plotting this histogram on doubly logarithmic axes allows to conjecture that
this distribution follows the power low. Quantitative testing of the power-low hypothesis provided
objective evidence that our hypothesis that the data set of 90Sr activity in soil samples is drawn from a
power law distribution for surface activity greater than 44400 Bq/m2 is not ruled out by observed data.
But it does not necessarily mean the power law is the correct distribution for the data. For example it
appears that it is impossible to prefer a power law distribution to a lognormal one because their p-
values are indistinguishable.

Nevertheless, if the power-low is a reasonable description of the data, in this case a conclusion follows
that radioactive contamination of the territory is not well characterized by averages. This, for example,
assumes the possibility of incorrect reconstruction of the internal exposure dose due to 90Sr, because
such reconstruction is based on average values of radioactive contamination of the earth surface. And
in the case of power-law activity distribution, there is not negligible probability that there are local
areas with increased level of irradiation.

In addition, it is an interesting scientific task to discover mechanisms by which power-law
distributions might arise in such situations and systems.
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Abstract

Out of all plant species, the sugar beet transforms the most of Sun kinetical energy to organic matter
energy. The yield height is mainly affected by: winter rainfalls, (r=0,397; threshold of significance
0,003); distribution of nitrogen in profile and ETR in May (r=0,667 threshold of significance 0,001),
Jun (r=0,694, threshold of significance 0,004) and August (r=0,276 threshold of significance 0,046).
Nitrogen has the greatest influence on root yield in the layer between 30-60 cm (r=0,315 threshold of
significance 0,015) little less in layers between 30-90 cm (r=0,265, threshold of significance 0,043),
and the greatest negative influence has nitrogen in layers between 0-30 cm (r=-0,341, threshold of
significance 0,05)

The mentioned elements have a great influence on defining the growing technology for:

- every field,

- every year,

- every sort and/or hybrid

Keywords: sugar beet, yield, mineral nitrogen, winter rainfalls

1. INTRODUCTION

Sugar beet  (Beta vulgaris alltisima var, sacharifera)  belongs to a  group of  crop plants  that  form the
highest yield of organic matter by hectare. In other words, the sugar beet is a plant that transforms a
vast quantity of the Sun kinetical energy in organic matter energy. For achieving this, the sugar beet
has big demands for soil, as well as for growing technology. This plant is often called the „Queen of
fields“.

In order to achieve high and stable yields, the growing technology must be addressed properly.
Fertilization and the sowing density must be determined for every field, year, variety and/or hybrid.
Fertilization with nitrogen should be adapted to a realistic yield, because the surplus and the lack of
nitrogen have equally bad effects on yield and quality. The expected and/or realistic yield, for which
we should use nitrogen fertilization, depends on the quantity of winter rainfalls (the moisture deposits
in soil during spring), the quantity and distribution of nitrogen in soil profile before the presowing
fertilization. These two highly important elements define the yield, and they known before the sowing.
Based on these elements, the corrections of planned yield in springtime are made, so we could avoid
the problems of lack of and surplus of nitrogen. Only optimal nutrition with this element can lead to
the desired goal, which is optimal and stable yield.
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Besides the mineral nutrition with nitrogen, the yield is also affected by rainfalls during the vegetation,
together with the temperatures. These elements are not known in spring, which makes the growing
technology correction based on them, impossible (nitrogen fertilization, density).

The yield of every cultivated plant specie, which includes the sugar beet, will depend on many other
factors (tillage, fertilizing with P i K nutrients, nourishment measures and others), and the yield height
will be determined by that factor which is in minimum, which can even be the knowledge of the
manufacturer.

In semiarid climate of northern part of Serbia, in Vojvodina, the yield of plants in fertile soil mainly
depends on winter rainfalls and the distribution of nitrogen in soil profile, which is in direct correlation
with the quantity of winter precipitation. This is why full attention will be paid to these elements in the
forthcoming paper.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

Research have been done on a multi year stationary experiment which is founded in year 1965 on soil
type called „chernozem“, subtype on loess and loess sediments, variety carbonate, middle deep form,
good water-air regime, in Rimski Šan evi in Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops from Novi Sad.
The experiment was conducted in a four crop rotation with the following plant species: sugar beet,
corn, sunflower and wheat. Total size of the experiment is 7,344 ha, with 1,836 ha for each plant
species. The experiments are conducted in four repetitions with 19 treatments of fertilization and a
control type (without fertilization). The size of the basic fertilizing parcel is 229,5 m2,  and for  yield
170 m2.

The researched quantities of NPK nutrient were 50, 100 i 150 kg ha-1. The number of triple fertilizing
treatments with growing quantities of nutrient is 13, and 3 double and 3 singular nutrients.

In the time of experiment founded, in 1965 agrochemical characteristics of soil are shown in Table 1,
and they have changed significantly in the last years, especially on the treatments with high quantities
of NPK nutrient.

Tab.1 Agrochemical characteristics of soil in the time of experiment founded, in 1965

Depth

(cm)

CaCO3

%

pH Humus

%

Total N

%

P2O5 K2O

H2O KCl (mg/100g soil)

0-30 1,26 7,85 7,16 3,17 0,197 17,8 35,5

Content and distribution of mineral nitrogen has been monitored since 1982, on all fertilizing
treatments. Samples by depths of 30cm are taken to depth of 120 cm, at least 2 times a year. The first
soil sampling was in spring before the presowing fertilization, and the second at the end of vegetation,
after harvesting of the sugar beet. The samples are analyzed on the content on mineral nitrogen (NH4 +
NO3) Scharpf and Werhmann method (1977, 1978, 1979).

Total quantity of phosphorus and potassium is used in autumn before the main, basic tillage. Also, one
half of the planned quantity of nitrogen is used together with these two. The remaining nitrogen is
used in spring before the seed bed tillage.

Other agro technical measures are done opportunely in optimal timings.
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The plant supply with water is also monitored over the standardized precipitation index. McKee et al.
(1993) (SPI – Standardized Precipitation Index). According to many authors (Hayes et al., 1999;
Heim, 2002 i GAMP, 2010), by using this index we can compare data about precipitation with each
other better. World meteorological organization has adopted the recommendation that all national
meteorological and hydrological services use SPI in monitoring draughts (WMO, 2009).

Long-term results from this experiment have been useful for studying the correlation dependence
between yields and real evapotranspiration (ETR), the distribution of nitrogen in soil profile, winter
and vegetative precipitations.

This paper will show the results of the following treatments:

  1.

10. 50 kg ha-1 N 100 kg ha-1 P2 O5 100 kg ha-1 K2 O

There will be analyzed four years with low content of water in soil during spring (1993, 2003, 2007,
2008) and four years with higher content of water in soil (1997, 2004, 2005, 2006).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In table 2 we can see standard precipitation index (SPI) and the quantity of precipitation by months
during vegetation, as well as the quantity of precipitation during the winter period in the years with
low content of water in soil during spring. Figure 1 shows the distribution of nitrogen in soil profile
with the distribution of soil moisture and yield achieved on treatment without fertilization (control) in
same years.

Table 2. Precipitation and draught index (SPI) of years with low content of water in soil during spring

Year Precipitation
Months during the vegetation period

Total precipitation

(l m-2)

IV V VI VII VIII IX IV-IX X-III

1993
l m-2 30 39 40 42 36 38 225 345

SPI D D VD N N N

2003
l m-2 9 22 31 62 30 83 237 237

SPI D VD ED N N MW

2007
l m-2 0 99 71 39 80 79 368 252

SPI ED MW N D MW MW

2008
l m-2 21 47 115 42 14 94 333 330

SPI MD N MW N MD MW

N - normal; D - dry; M - moderate; V - very; E – extreme; W - wet

Distribution of nitrogen in profile was worst in 1993. In layers between 0 and 30 cm there was 54 %
(52 kg ha-1) of total quantity (96 kg ha-1). The quantity of nitrogen was decreasing with depth, and at
the depth of 90-120 cm there was only 6 % (6 kg ha-1). Especially bad distribution of nitrogen was
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followed by low soil moistures which in layers of 30 cm to depth of 120 cm, was 19,9 %, 22,5, 18,5
and  19,9  %.  Based  on  precipitation  index  (Table  2)  April  an  May  were  dry,  Jun  very  dry,  and  the
following 3 moths with normal moisture conditions. Large participation of nitrogen in layers to 30 cm
has affected on a lower root development so in this year the yield was the lowest (32,4 t ha-1)
compared to other years with low supplies of winter precipitation. In the following year (2003) the
nitrogen distribution was better compared to the previous year (1993). Participation of nitrogen by
layers was between 0 and 30 cm 15 % (16 kg ha-1), 30 and 60 cm 26 % (28 kg ha-1), 60 and 90 cm 34
% (38 kg ha-1) and 90 to 120 cm 25 % (27 kg ha-1), and the moisture content was 16,8; 20,2; 22,2 and
22,2 %. The quantity of precipitation during the vegetation period was 237 l m-2 compared to 225 l m-2

in the previous years, with the remark that the higher quantity of precipitation (83 l m-2)  was  in
September. Winter precipitations were lesser by 108 l m-2.  Extreme and high draught was in the first
three months of vegetation and has influenced the descending of the root, which was also caused by
better distribution of nitrogen (34 % in layer 60-90 cm). The stronger draught was eased by properly
distributed nitrogen so (31,3 t ha-1) was accomplished, slightly lower yield compared to 1993 (1,1 t ha-

1).
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Figure 1. Sugar beet root yield (t ha-1), soil moisture (%) and N-min nitrogen distribution according to
the soil depth (year 1993, 2003, 2007, 2008 ) on control

The next two years (2007 and 2008) in spring before the sowing layers between 0 and 120 cm had
significantly lower quantities of nitrogen (56 and 67 kg ha-1) compared to 1993 and 2003 (96 and 109
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kg N ha-1). Relatively optimal precipitation quantity during the vegetation (333 and 368 l m-2) with
good distribution, small quantity well distributed over the profile (21; 20; 26 and 33 %) had no effect
on creating a higher yield (42,5 and 43,2 t ha-1), only average. The yield level was affected by low soil
moisture during spring and that was the limiting factor of higher yields.

In years (Fig. 2) when supplies of winter precipitation were higher (1997, 2004, 2005 and 2006)
(average soil moisture up to 120 cm from 23,1 to 24,2 %) and higher yields were achieved (from 52,4
to 58,3 t ha-1) on the treatment without fertilizing.

In 2004 and 2006 the distribution of nitrogen in profile was nearly the same or relatively less favorable
because 40 % (24 kg ha-1) and 37 % (23 kg ha-1) was in layers 30-60 cm. Total quantity of nitrogen is
59 and 63 kg ha-1, and average soil moisture in layer 0-120 cm 23,1 and 24,2 %. Vegetation
precipitations were 458 and 420 l m-2 (Table 3) and wetting during the vegetation was moderate or
normal. The exception was July 2006 when wetting was dry. In given conditions a 52,4 t ha-1 (2004)
and 59,0 t ha-1 (2006) yield was achieved. A little better distribution of nitrogen was in 1997 and 2005.
In 1997 the distribution of nitrogen by depth was the following: from 0 to 30 cm 8 kg ha-1 (15 %),
from 30 to 60 cm 13 kg ha-1 (25 %), from 60 to 90 cm 15 kg ha-1 (30 %) and from 90 to 120 cm 16 kg
ha-1 (30 %), and 2005 the distribution was similar. Total quantity of nitrogen was 52 and 38 kg ha-1

and was lower compared to the previous two years (in average by 16 kg ha-1). Wetting was less
favorable, although in 2005 there was 530 l m-2 during the vegetation. Dry and extremely dry months
are May (1997 and 2005) and Jun (1997). Less favorable distribution of precipitation during the
vegetation (wetting) and lower quantities of nitrogen in layer 0-120 cm (16 kg ha-1) were eased by
better distribution of nitrogen in soil profile. The achieved yield was 58,0 and 58,3 t ha-1. The distinct
draught in 1997 (vegetative precipitations lower by 98 l m-2) was eased by better distribution of
nitrogen (30 % compared to 11 % of total nitrogen in layer 90-120 cm).

The quantity of nitrogen in layers between 60 and 90 cm, i.e. at depths greater than 30 cm, had a great
influence on yield height. Similar results were reported by Baleševi  and associates (1994) when they
concluded that the root yield depends on the content of nitrogen in layer 30 – 60 cm.

To similar, and almost identical results came Ja imovi  et al. (2005) and Marinkovi  (1989; 1989),
who even in their early work emphasize the importance of mineral nitrogen in deeper layers for
creating corn yield.

Haka kova (2003) points out in her paper that the quantity of nitrogen in layers between 0 – 60 cm
affected the yield in agro ecological conditions of Slovakia, as do the results of Lawinski et al. (2000).

Winter precipitations also have a great effect on the yield height, which was analyzed by Marinkovi
et al. (1996). These results concur with the results of the mentioned author.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of soil moisture and nitrogen in soil profile, as well as the yield on
fertilization treatment with 50 kg N ha-1 in the years with low content of water in soil during spring.
Table 2 shows the quantity of precipitation and precipitation index.

In spring 1993, in layer from 0 to 120 cm, was 113 kg N ha-1, and in 2003 123 kg ha-1. Distribution of
nitrogen in 2003 was more favorable compared to 1993 because in layers 60-90 cm and 90-120 cm
was 45 kg ha-1 (37 %) and 27 kg ha-1 (22 %) compared to 14 kg ha-1 (12 %) and 26 kg N ha -1 (23 %).
In layer 30-60 cm in 1993 was 56 kg N ha-1 (50 %) compared to 41 kg ha-1 (33 %). Better distribution
of nitrogen affected the higher yield (42,0 t ha-1) in 2003 compared to1993 (39,9 t ha-1), although the
total precipitation quantity in 1993 was higher by 96 l m-2, and draught less expressed. Content of
water in the soil, in layers up to 120 cm, in same year was higher by average 2,2 %. Draught index of
1993 from IV to VI month varied between draught and very drought, and in same period in 2003 from
very drought (May) to extreme draught (April, Jun). Other vegetative months were with normal
wetting. Higher yield by 2,1 t ha-1 was provided by better distributed nitrogen.
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Figure 2. Sugar beet root yield (t ha-1), soil moisture (%) and N-min nitrogen distribution according to
the soil depth (year 1997, 2004, 2005, 2006) on control

In next two years (2007 and 2008), with low supplies of winter precipitation (18,2 and 20,7 %) a
difference of 8,4 t ha-1(67,8 t and 59,4 t ha-1) was achieved. This difference is due higher quantity of
nitrogen (in layer 0-120 cm) in 2007 (124 kg N ha-1) compared to 2008 (79 kg ha-1), as well as better it
distribution in profile in 2007. In this year in the first two layers (0-30 and 30-60 cm) was 28 kg ha-1

(23 %) compared to 27 kg ha-1 (34 %). Higher quantity in next two layers (60-90 and 90-120 cm) was
by 43 kg ha-1 (54 + 41 kg or 44 + 33 % compared to 30 + 22 kg ha-1 or 38 + 27 %).
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Figure 3. Sugar beet root yield (t ha-1), soil moisture (%) and N-min nitrogen distribution according to
the soil depth (year 1993, 2003, 2007, 2008 ) on fertilization treatment

These results concur with those of Marinkovi  et al (1996) and Ja imovi  et al. (2008), which state
that the quantity of nitrogen in deeper layers has great effect on sugar beet root yield.

Based on this data it is clear that the increasing of yield is secured by better distribution and higher
quantities of nitrogen in layer 60-120 cm, although the soil moisture in spring was lesser by 2,5 %.
The difference in precipitation quantities during the vegetation was 35 l m-2 in 2007 gain. The
advantage of this year could also be the fact that it had a stronger draught in April (extremely dry),
lesser moisture (by 4,3 and 5,4 %) in first two soil layers and higher moisture by 1,8 % in layer 90-120
cm which affected the better development of the root system, as well as higher yields.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of soil moisture and nitrogen in soil profile on fertilizing treatment
with 50 kg N ha-1, where 1997 and 2005 are similar, as well as  2004 and 2006. Table 3 shows the
precipitation and drought index in the years when supplies of winter precipitation were higher.

Higher yield in 2005 (68,0 t ha-1) compared to 1997. (58,5 t ha-1) was achieved thanks to higher
quantity of precipitation during winter by 59 l m-2 because of which the soil moisture was higher by
0,8 % (in layer 0-120 cm) and in larger quantity of precipitation during vegetation by 98 l m-2. In 1997
May was extremely dry, Jun dry, and in 2005 only May was dry. All other months were with optimal
wetting. The difference in precipitation quantities influenced the higher yield in 2005, because the
distribution of nitrogen was similar.
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Table 3. Precipitation and draught index (SPI) ) of years with high content of water in soil during
spring

Year Precipitation
Months during the vegetation period Total precipitation (l

m-2)

IV V VI VII VIII IX IV-IX X-III

1997
l m-2 75 17 62 123 125 30 316 432

SPI MW ED D MW VW N

2004
l m-2 118 88 97 51 54 50 458 313

SPI EW MW N N N N

2005
l m-2 33 38 136 122 134 67 530 375

SPI N W MW MW VW MW

2006
l m-2 66 70 104 31 125 24 420 240

SPI MW N N D VD D

N - normal; D - dry; M - moderate; V - very; E – extreme; W – wet
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Figure 4. Sugar beet root yield (t ha-1), soil moisture (%) and N-min nitrogen distribution according to
the soil depth (year 1997, 2004, 2005, 2006) on fertilization treatment
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In next two years (2004 and 2006) the difference in yield was 16,5 t ha-1 which was the result of a
totally higher quantity of precipitation by 111 l m-2 in 2004, better distribution of nitrogen in soil
profile 9; 26; 27 and 38 % compared to 8; 24; 34 and 34 %, and extremely wet April (119 l m-2 and
moderately wet May (88 l m-2) which probably moved the nitrogen furthermore in the deeper layers.
The draught in July (31 l m-2) in 2006 additionally influenced the decreasing of yields.

If we compare two years with higher yields and with higher quantity of precipitation during winter
(2004 and 2005) the effect of nitrogen is clear. The quantity of winter precipitation was higher in 2005
(62 l m -2) and soil moisture by 0,4 % (in layers up to 120cm). Vegetative precipitations were also
higher by 72 l m-2 (530 compared to 458 l m-2), and the difference in total precipitation was 134 l m-2.
In 2005 the total quantity on nitrogen (to 120 cm) was less by 24 kg N ha-1. The distribution on
nitrogen in 2005 in soil profile was 19 kg ha-1 (26 %), 19 kg ha-1 (26 %), 17 kg ha-1 (23 %) and 18 kg
ha-1 (25 %) and is less favorable, approximately equally distributed in the profile. In contrast to 2005,
in 2004 the distribution was 9 kg ha-1 (9 %), 25 kg ha-1 (26 %), 26 kg ha-1 (27 %) and 37 kg ha-1 (38
%) and in was considerably better and affected the development of the root deeper in the profile.
Extremely wet April and wet May affected the moving of nitrogen after the samples were taken. This
influenced the difference in yield by 15,8 t ha-1

Marinkovi  et al. (1993; 2006; 2003; 2005; 2007; 2007; 2008) in large number of papers emphasize
the great importance of nitrogen in depths 30 – 60 cm and summary in depths 30 – 90 cm. There is big
correlation dependence in this layer between yield and nitrogen content. Similar observations are point
out by Maleševi  et al. (1990), as well as Latkovi  et al. (2012). The experiments of Maleševi  were
based on wheat, while Latkovi ’s experiments were based on corn.

Higher yield by 8,8 t ha-1 in 2006 (67,3 t ha-1) compared to 1997 (58,5 t ha-1) is a result of higher soil
moisrure in spring by 1,6 % (up to 120 cm) and better distribution of nitrogen in soil profile 7 kg ha-1

(8 %), 21 kg ha-1 (24 %), 29 kg ha-1 (34 %) and 29 kg ha-1 (34 %) compared to 12 kg ha-1 (17 %), 20
kg ha-1 (27 %), 20 kg ha-1 (27 %) and 21 kg ha-1 (29 %). Total quantity of nitrogen was higher by 13
kg N ha-1. Difference in humidity index by months was in May and Jun in favor of 2006 (more
humid), then July and September in favor of 1997 (more humid).

Lowest yield that was achieved in a year with somewhat lower soil moisture in spring 22,7 % (up to
120 cm) in 1997 was 58,5 t ha-1 when the distribution of nitrogen was the worst (17; 27; 27 and 29 %)
and the strongest draught during the vegetation. Highest yield (83,8 t ha-1) has been achieved with a
somewhat higher soil moisture in spring (23,1 %), with ideal distribution of nitrogen in profile (9; 26;
27 and 38 %) and with optimal wetting during the vegetation (458 l m-2). Highest yield (67,8 t ha-1)
after a dry winter (18,2 % soil moisture 252 l m-2) was achieved when the distribution of nitrogen was
good (9; 14; 44 and 33 %), when the humidity index was satisfying (vegetative 368 l m-1) and when in
spring in layer 0-120 cm was 124 kg N ha-1.

Latkovi  (2012), Marinkovi  et al. (2003, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2010) wrote about the role of winter
precipitation and distribution of nitrogen in profile, results of these experiments concur with the results
of mentioned authors.

Lowest  yield after  a  dry winter  (19,8 % and 237 l  m-2)  was 38,9 t  ha-1 achieved in 2003 when there
was an extreme draught, and even smaller yield (32,4 t ha-1) was achieved in 1993 when there were
small supplies of winter precipitation (20,2 %) followed by a bad distribution of nitrogen in profile
(54; 24; 16 and 6%) and draught during the vegetation (225 l m-2).

4. CONCLUSIONS:

Based on the given results, these are the conclusions:
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- Content of water in soil during spring is not in correlation with winter precipitation.

- Content of water in soil was 20,4 and 20,2 % at 237 and 345 l m-2 of winter precipitation,
and 24,3 % at 240 l m-2 and 23,6 % at 375 l m-2.

- Yield 32,4 t ha, 1993 year.

o Small content of water in soil 19,9; 22,5; 18,5 and 19,9% (average 20,2 %).

o Bad distribution of nitrogen in soil profile 52 kg ha-1 (54 %); 23 kg ha-1 (24 %); 15 kg ha-1

(16 %) and 6 kg ha-1 (6 %); total 96 kg ha-1.

o April and May dry, June very dry, July, August and September with normal wetting
according to SPI index (during vegetation fell only 225 l m-2).

- Yield 43,2 t ha-1 ; 2008 year.

o Low content of soil moisture during spring (average 20,7 %), good distribution 18,5; 20,8;
22,6 and 20,8.

o Low quantity of nitrogen (67 kg ha-1), relatively good distribution 14 kg ha-1 (21 %); 13 kg
ha-1 (20 %); 17 kg ha-1 (26 %) and 22 kg ha-1 (33 %).

o April and August moderately dry, May and July with normal wetting, July moderately wet
and September very wet according to SPI index (vegetative precipitation 333 l m-2

distributed well).

- Yield 67,8 t  ha-1 2007 year.

o The lowest content of soil moisture during spring, well distributed: 16,6; 16,6; 20,2 and
22,6 % (average 18,2 %).

o Relatively sufficient quantity of nitrogen (124 kg ha-1 well distributed  11 kg ha-1 (9 %);
17 kg ha-1 (14 %) ; 54 kg ha-1 (44 %) i 41 kg ha-1 (33 %).

o Vegetative precipitation (368 l m-2 ) well distributed according to SPI index. April
extremely dry, May, August and September moderately wet, June normal wetting, July
dry.

o Ideally distributed winter and during vegetation precipitation, well developed root (all in
slight minimum optimally distributed).

- Yield 58,3 t ha-1 1997. year.

o Moderate quantities of soil moisture during spring which is well distributed in profiles
(22,8; 22,8; 25,0 and 22,8 %; average 23,4 %).

o Low quantaties of nitrogen (52 kg  N ha-1 ), well distributed in profile (15; 25; 30 and 30
%).

o May extremely dry, and June dry, April and July moderately wet, August very wet,
according to SPI index.

- Yield 59,0 t ha-1 2006. year.

o Moderate quantities of soil moisture during spring (24,2 %), well distributed in profile
24,7; 24,1; 23,2 and 25,0 %.

o Low quantity of nitrogen (63 kg ha-1 ) badly distributed in profile (14; 37; 41 and 8 %).

o According to SPI index only July dry.
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- Yield 58,5 t ha-1 1997. year.

o Moderate quantities of soil moisture well distributed (22,8; 23,2; 22,2 and 22,6 %; average
22,7 %).

o Low quantity of nitrogen (73 kg ha-1 ) relatively well distributed in profile (17; 27; 27 and
29 %).

o Winter precipitations 316 l m-2, vegetative 432 and total quantity 748 l m-2, extremely dry
May and dry June.

- Yield 68,0 t ha-1.

o Moderate quantities of soil moisture during spring, which is well distributed (21,4; 21,1;
24,7 and 22,2 %; average 23,2 %).

o Medium quantity of nitrogen (97 kg ha-1 ) well distributed in profile (9; 26; 27; 38 %).

o April extremely wet, May wet, other months with normal wetting.

o Average quantities of soil moisture during spring optimally well distributed ( 18,2; 26,6;
24,7 and 24,4 %; average 23,5 %).

o Low quantaties of nitrogen (73 kg ha-1 ) badly distributed in profile (26; 26; 23 and 25 %)
2005.

o Winter precipitations 375 l m-2 (average soil moisture 23,5 %), vegetative 530 l m-2 , May
being the only dry month (SPI index).

- Difference in yield between 2004 and 2005 was 15,8 t ha-1, because of better nitrogen
distibution in profile and larger quantities of precipitation (62 + 72 l m-2).

- Difference between the highest yield with dry winter (18,2 % soil moisture) and highest
yield with wet winter (23,2 %) is 16,0 t ha-1 (67,8 and 83,8 t ha-1) 2007 and 2004.

- The lowest yield (32,4 t ha-1) was achieved with small reserves of soil water in spring
(20,2%), with bad nitrogen distribution and draught during vegetation (SPI 3,51) 1993.

- Winter precipitations and nitrogen as well as their distribution have a great effect on yield.

- Production factor that is in minimum dominantly affects the yield height.
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Abstract
The geotechnical properties of the soft soil in Kocaeli city.Turkey were determined. In-situ and
laboratory tests were conducted to determine the physical and mechanical properties of the soft soil.
The data were statically analyzed using simple regression analysis. 109 bulk soil samples from 50 test
pits up to a depth of 2.0m were analyzed in the laboratory to determine Atterberg limit, Bulk density
( ),   Water content (Wn),    Void ratio ( e ) ,   Saturation ratio (Sr),  Organic content, Permeability
(vertical) Kv ,  Permeability (horizontal) Kh,  Bearing capacity (qu) ,  grain size distribution,
unconfined compressive strength Compression index (Cc),  Cohesion  (C), Friction angle  ( ). The
data generated were subsequently subjected to statistical analysis. The investigations revealed that the
soils are generally well graded, inorganic, with medium to high plasticity and hence compressibility
and are of the same geologic origin.  The statistical equations generated provide an option in the
estimation of soil properties

Key wards: Soil, physical and geotechnical properties, statistical analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

The Kocaeli region is a moderately seismically active region and has experienced many earthquakes.
Lately, the population of the Kocaeli region increases due to rapid economic development including
industry, ports and university education. Accordingly, a great deal of civil constructions has been built
on soft soils which have different physical, mechanical and engineering properties. For that reason
study of seismic hazard and ground response are very important for the design of structures. Predicting
site response is an important attempt in estimating the effects of earthquakes since the local soil
conditions highly affect the characteristics of incoming seismic during earthquake. Site response
study i usually carried out using geophysical and geotechnical data. In the study area, soil is
significantly heterogeneous and also very complex and it needs very large number of geophysical and
geotechnical tests for characterization of subsurface soils.

Statistical  analysis  is  very  significant  in  decreasing  the  errors  caused  by  the  non-linearity  and
uncertainty to show the validity of the research results and to predict the geotechnical properties of the
soils accurately. Akintorinwa et al., (2009); Jafari et al., (2002); Jegede (2000); Arion et al. (2007);
Kliminis et al.(1999); Luna and jadi (2000); Zhang et al. (2003); Chen et al., (2003); Ruan (1998);
Othman (2005); Soupios et al., (2005); Bozkurt and Kurtulu  (2009); Kurtulu  and Bozkurt (2009);
Kurtulu  at al. (2010); were studied the engineering characteristies  of the soft soils using geophysical
and geotechnical methods. Vanmarcke (1997); Tang (1984); Wu and El-jandali (1985) were
conducted systematic studies of rock and soil properties using statistics.
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2. PHYSICAL AND ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF THE SOFT SOIL IN KOCAELI
REGION

Paleozoic, Paleocene –Eocene, Pleistocene and Quaternary-alluvium aged formations are located in
the investigation area. The soft soil (soil about 25m from the surface of alluvium) was considered in
this study. The soft soil layers in the investigation area, (Fig. 1), differ both laterally and horizontally.
The soft soils consists of yellowish sand  and mil, rare greenish marl and shale, silty sandy clay, sandy
silty clay, gravely sandy silty clay, sandy, silt, gravel and clay.

The soil specimens were collected from the boreholes (Fig1).The physical and mechanical properties
of these specimens were determined by laboratory work involved consolidation, permeability, triaxial,
unconfined compressive strength and sensitivity testing. The vane tests were also conducted in
addition to laboratory work.

The obviously abnormal values were identified and were taken from the data before the calculation.
The remaining data then were analyzed using the statistical method Tables 1 and 2. The average,
coefficient of variability, range and mechanical properties of the soft soil layers from 25m below the
free surface were analyzed.

Fig. 1. Geology of the investigation area
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Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of soft soil

Index Unit No. of

Samples

Range Average

value

Standard

Deviation

Liquid limit (LL) (%) 109 33-47 37.19 2.92

Plastic limit (PL) (%) 109 18-29 23.44 2.1

Plasticity index (PI) (%) 109 10-19 13.78 2.11

Bulk density ( ) (%) 109 1.75-2 1.86 0.86

Water content (Wn) (g/cm3) 109 15.5-26.4 19.89 2.66

Void ratio ( e ) 109 0.59-0.82 0.74 0.064

Saturation ratio (Sr) (%) 109 55-89 76.33 9.29

Organic content (%) 109 3.2-5.2 4.2 0.5

Compression index (Cc) 109 0.23-0.33 0.28 0.026

Cohesion  (C) (kPa) 109 34-49 39.73 3.64

Friction angle  ( ) (0) 109 0.087-0.17 0.1 0.022

Permeability index (cm/sn) 45 8.2x10-9 -7.4x10-6 2.53x10-9 3.49

Bearing capacity (kg/cm2) 109 3.4-4.3 3.8 0.2

The liquid limit (LL) is the water content at which a soil changes from plastic to liquid behavior and is
used is to classify soils. The liquid limit is controlled by the amount and kind of clay. The liquid limit
values were obtained between 33-37 (%).The plastic limit (PL) could be used as an index property as
well as the liquid limit.  The plastic limit values of the soft soil vary between 18(%) and 29 (%).The
plasticity index (PI) is a measure of the plasticity of a soil and is the difference between the liquid
limit and the plastic limit. The (PI) values of the soft soil change between 10-19(%) indicating that the
soil is in the medium plasticity state. Water content plays a role towards increasing the shear strength
of an unsaturated soil. Engineering activities influence volume change which is related to water
content and this is an indicator of compressibility. The void ratio and water content of soft soil vary
between 10.59-0.82(%) and 5.5-26.4(%) respectively. Compressibility can be related to the index
properties and Compression (Cc) index is necessary in settlement calculation for clayey soil. The
compression index of the soft soil varies between 0.23-0.33 indicating normal consolidation. The
permeability index of the soft soil varies between 8.2x10-9 -8.3x10-6. The bearing capacity of the soft
soil varies between 3.4-4.3(kg/cm2) indicating that the soil is week for the foundation basement. As
depicted in Table 2, the total stress from triaxial test was determined between 37-43(kPa). The shear
strength for the undisturbed soil samples and disturbed soil samples were obtained between 19.5-
23.5(kPa), and 14-18(kPa) respectively from the vane shear test.
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3. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Significant correlations between the physical properties and the mechanical indices of the soft soil
were determined using correlation analysis and linear relationships were obtained. Relations between
plastic limit (PL) and liquid limit (LL), plasticity index (PI) and (LL), compression index (Cc) and
void ratio (e), (CC) and water content (Wn), Cc and (LL) and (Cc) and bulk density ( ) (Figs 2-7). It
was determined that (PL) and (PI) increase with increase in (LL) while (Cc) increases with (e), (Wn),
(LL). (Cc)  decreases with ( ).

The empirical relationships between PL and (LL), (PI) and (LL), (Cc) and (e), (Cc) and (Wn), (Cc) and
(LL), and (Cc) and ( ) are given in Table 3. According to Table 3, All the relations exhibit linear
correlation with the correlation coefficients between (R2=0.50 and 0.73). The relation between (PL)
and (LL) has the minimum correlation coefficient (R2=0.50)  and  that  between  (Cc) and  ( )  has  the
maximum correlation coefficient (R2=0.73).

               Fig. 2. Scatter data of  (PL) and (LL)                                  Fig.3. Scatter data of  (PI) and (LL)

               Fig. 4. Scatter data of  (Cc) and (e)                                      Fig. 5. Scatter data of  (Cc) and (Wn)
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                Fig. 6. Scatter data of  (Cc) and (e)                                      Fig. 7. Scatter data of  (Cc) and ( )

CONCLUSION

The physical and geotechnical properties of the soft soil were determined by the laboratory test s of
soil samples extracted by core boring and in situ tests in the site. The test results are summarized as
follows. The soft soil in the Kocaeli region are classified as generally low plasticity clay (CL), High
plasticity clay (CH), silty sand (SM). Static strength characteristics of the soft soil samples obtained by
the monotone triaxial compression test and unconfined compression test showed the average internal
friction angle = 0.1 degree and the average compression index Cc=0.28. The soil contains low water
content (average Wn =19.89%), low void ratio (average e =0.74), moderate saturation ratio (average
St=76.33), and low bearing capacity (average qu=3.8 kg/cm2)

Table 2. Physical and mechanical indices from shear and vane testing of the soft soil

Test Items

Triaxial  shear  test Vane shear test

UU (Total stress) Undisturbed soil Disturbed soil

Unit (kPa) (kPa) (kPa)

No.of samples 109 109 109

Range 37-43 19.5-23.5 14-18

Average 39.7 15.9 21.7

Standard deviation 1.5 1.3 0.98
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Table 3. Correlation between physical and mechanical parameters of soft soil

Equation Correlation coefficient  ( R2)

PL=0.5101(LL)+4.4686 0.50

PI=0.5132(LL)-5.3081 0.55

Cc=0.3432(e)+0.0292 0.71

Cc=0.0056(Wn)+0.1786 0.69

Cc=0.0048(LL)+0.1056 0.60

Cc=-0.3786( )+0.9862 0.73

Using simple correlation analysis of the physical and mechanical properties of the soft soil samples
linear regression equations between these properties were determined. A comparison of data shows a
reasonable consistency among these properties (Tables 2 and 3). The collected data contribute to the
geomechanical characterization of a wide extent geological unit subject to civil works.
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Abstract

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) system was  used to produce a continuous profile of the water table
on the study area located in Kocaeli region to south of Turkey. GPR method determines the relative
dielectric constant ratio at interface boundaries where the electromagnetic waves are travelling. The
velocity values of the electromagnetic waves obtained from the processed radar image were used to
figure out and mapped the water table within the shallow depth.  Borehole log and resistivity data
were used to correlate the radar signatures with the observed stratigraphic sequence. Layer picking
was used to picture the water table reflection.

Key wards: GPR, water table, alluvial deposit

1. INTRODUCTION

Shallow underground water is an important source for effective agricultural irrigation,  highway
design, construction projects, and environmental studies. Various methods of mapping shallow
hydrological properties of subsurface have been on practice. These range from geophysical methods
such as electric (Kurtulu , 2000; Goldman and Neubauer, 2004; Corriols, 2000; Maillol et al, 2000;
Mendoza et al,2000), gravity (Murty and Radhavan, 2002; Hassanen et al, 2001; Sultan and Sorady,
2001; Monteiro et al., 2006) , electromagnetic (Christensen and Sorensen, 1998; Christensen et al.;
2000; Clement et al, 1999), time domain reflectometry (TDR) (Cannazza et al., 2009) ground-based
aerial and satellite imagery (Devadas et al.,2011).

An alternative to these conventional methods is ground penetrating radar (GPR) which has a fast,
noninvasive and nondestructive nature. Turesson (2006) described the advantage of GPR over other
methods; Steeples (2005) indicated that GPR is the most prepared method for shallow soil exploration.
GPR reflection time is used to estimate variation in soil water content under different soil saturation
conditions (Lunt et al, 2005).

Water content estimation using GPR is based on the relationship between the dielectric permittivity
and water content of soil. Water affects the permittivity because of its strong dipole moment. The
dielectric permittivity generally increases with an increase in water content from the ground surface to
the saturated zone.

The objective of this study is to estimate underground water table using GPR method and compared
the results with borehole log and resistivity data.

2. PHYSICAL BASES OF THE GPR SYSTEM

The electromagnetic waves transmitted through underground propagate with a velocity which is
determined  by  the  material  of  the  earth.  Velocity  of  the  electromagnetic  waves  with  respect  to  a
certain subsurface layer thickness, dielectric constant, water content, porosity, determines interfaces
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between the layers. The electromagnetic velocity is calculated by the following equation, (Grote et al,
2002).

=

Where c is the plane-wave propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves in free space, and v is the
velocity of electromagnetic waves in the material medium. Electromagnetic wave velocity v is
dependent on relative dielectric permittivity of the material medium. Relative dielectrical permittivity
(or dielectric constant) of medium is a dimensionless physical quantity characterizing the properties of
a medium. It is related to the effect of dielectrics polarization under the influence of an electric field.
The relative permittivity of air and the majority of other gases under normal conditions are close to
unity because of their low density. For most solid or liquid dielectrics relative permittivity varies
between 2 and 8. Dielectric constant of water in a static field is about 80, Table 1.

Table 1: Dielectric and velocity values of some materials

Material Dielectric constant ( ) Propagation velocity (v)

Air 1 0.30

Ice (frozen soil) 4 0.15

Water 81 0.033

Granite 9 0.10

Limestone 6 0.12

Sandstone 4 0.15

Dry sand 4-6 0.12-0.15

Wet sand 30 0.055

Dry clay 8 0.11

Wet clay 33 0.052

Concrete 9-12 0.087-0.10

3. PENETRATION DEPTH OF GPR

The penetration depth is controlled by GPR center frequency, the electrical conductivity and
attenuation of materials in which the electromagnetic waves propagate. Materials with high electrical
conductivity attenuate the electromagnetic wave energy quickly and constrain penetration depths. The
electrical conductivity of the earthen materials increases with increasing water, clay and soluble salt
contents. In high-resistive materials the signal is attenuated very slowly, whereas in conductive
materials such as clay, or deposits with saline pore water the depth attenuation is much decreased
significantly.

4. STUDY AREA

The  area  is  located  in  E me  village  north  of  lake  Sapanca  (Fig.  1).  The  investigation  area  is
topographically flat. The north of the lake, Paleozoic-Early Tertiary rocks crop out as uplifted
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basement against the Plio-Quaternary units and consist of sandstone, clayey limestone, marl and
interbedded sandstone, shale and siltstone. Quaternary, alluvium and alluvial fan deposits are located
in the investigation area.

5. FIELD STUDIES
GPR data were collected using a Zond GPR system (Fig. 2) with antenna has center frequency of 75
mHz to determine of the depth of water-table in the study area. Measurements were conducted along
the 10 profiles but only the data from profile 4 is shown in Fig. 2. The acquired data image was
processed with Prism 2.5 processing software. Background removal was applied to eliminate the
temporarily consistent noises. Gain control was applied to compensate for the signal attenuation with
depth. A band-pass Butterworth filter was applied in time domain recursively in order to suppress
noises from the signal. Move out correction was performed and time dept conversion was applied to
convert data from time domain to depth domain. The radar signal velocity through the soil layer was

Fig. 1. Geological map of the study area (Gürbüz and Gürer 2008).
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Fig. 2. Zond system

used to obtain information about the medium. Hyperbole fitting involving the fitting of hyperbolic
signature associated with a local target reflector was used to estimate velocity. The shape of the
hyperbola is determined by the magnitude of the velocity. The processed radargram is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 2. Radargram of GPR profile-1 showing water table

CONCLUSION
The GPR method radiates electromagnetic waves that pass through the ground and return to surface.
The electromagnetic waves propagate at velocities that are dependent upon the dielectric constant of
the subsurface medium. Variation in the dielectric constant due to the changes in water saturation,
cause the electromagnetic waves to reflect to the surface relates to the depth at which the energy was
reflected. The interpretation of this reflected energy yields information on variation of ground water
level. Field acquisition by GPR is rapid and initial interpretation is easy. Therefore, the usage of GPR
method in determination of water level under the ground is fast and coast effective.
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Abstract
In the present work a literature review of methods for purification of wastewaters, containing phenolic
compounds by the emphasis on Advanced oxidation processes has been done. Non-conventional
ultrasound assisted procedure for preparation of Co-oxide catalytic systems is proposed. FTIR
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques were used for characterization of the obtained
nanomaterials. Results obtained show that applied synthesis yields highly disperse nanosized oxide
catalytic materials. Preliminary experiments reveal that these catalysts effectively decompose PMS
with generation of sulfate radicals, which are characterized by high redox potential and ability readily
to attack and degrade completely phenolic compounds.

Key words: Co-oxide catalyst, ultrasound assisted synthesis, Oxone, phenolic compounds, wastewater
treatment

1. INTRODUCTION

Phenolic compounds are considered highly toxic and therefore are among the priority pollutants,
which content in the wastewaters is subject to mandatory individual control. The major sources of
water pollution by these compounds, that could cause adverse effects for the environment, are various
industries such pharmaceutical and petrochemical industries, the manufacture of fertilizers, polymers,
dyes, etc. (1,2). Phenolic compounds can cause liver and kidney problems, mental problems and others
(4,5).

Bisphenol - A (BPA) have been recently the subject of an increased scientific interest and discussions
(3-6). BPA is used in the manufacture of polycarbonate plastics that are a texture component of the
containers for food and drink bottles. Residual BPA is found in the epoxy resins used in the
manufacture of food packaging and coating liquid. It was found that it can migrate into food and
beverages. It is claimed in some papers that BPA can mimic the hormone estrogen and may affect the
endocrine system (4-7). BPA is one of the so-called "endocrine disruptors" and may lead to prostate
cancer, but also to cause miscarriage and breast cancer in women. Results from these studies are the
subject of much scientific debates concerning the effects of low doses of BPA, causing health
problems (8.9).

Uncontrolled release of those pollutants into waterways creates potential risk of bioaccumulation and
respectively serious threats for human health through the food chain transport. Therefore, the
treatment of wastewaters containing phenolic compounds prior their disposal in the water resources is
obligatory  but  at  the  same  time  a  complicated  process.  The  removal  of  these  compounds  by
conventional treatment methods such biological treatment, chemical oxidation, physical adsorption
and thermal incineration is not enough environmentally friendly and cost-effective for abatement of
non-biodegradable compounds. For instance, chemical oxidation methods were traditionally accepted
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as the most effective alternative for the degradation of toxic and persistent pollutants. However, the
application of most of these methods is limited due to their essential drawbacks. An example is the
chlorination, which may lead to the formation of products with increased toxicity compared to the
parent compound

To overcome the drawbacks of conventional wastewater treatment methods innovative approaches
have been applied which led to a development of a wide array of processes termed Advanced
Oxidation Processes (AOPs). APOs are among the most effective chemical oxidation processes and
play a crucial role in water treatment. Advanced oxidation processes are based on generation of highly
reactive radicals ( OH, OOH, O2

- or SO4
-) through decomposition of different oxidants. These

radicals are powerful oxidation agents with higher oxidation potential than other chemicals commonly
used in wastewater treatment, extremely reactive and readily attack and degrade organic molecules.
Therefore in the recent years the research efforts are directed at the development of new methods for
synthesis of heterogeneous catalysts able at mild conditions (room temperature and atmospheric
pressure) effectively to activate non-toxic, cheap and stable oxidants and thus generate highly reactive
free radicals. Such a suitable oxidant is potassium peroxymonosulphate (PMS), a component of the
triple salt, 2KHSO5.KHSO4.K2SO4, which is best known under the commercial name OXONE
(DuPont). Recent research has successfully proven the applicability of cobalt catalysts as most
efficient catalyst for oxone activation.

The aim of the present study is to review the existing methods for purification of the wastewaters,
containing phenolic compounds and to develop a method for synthesis of nanosized Co - oxide
systems as effective low-temperature catalyst for oxidative degradation of phenolic compounds in
aqueous solutions by using oxone as oxidant.

2. METHODS FOR THE REMOVAL OF PHENOLIC COMPOUNDS FROM
WASTEWATERS

The removal of phenolic compounds from wastewaters is a serious environmental problem. The most
common techniques for treatment of the wastewaters containing those compounds are the biological
treatments (11-14). Biological techniques include bacterial and fungal biosorption and biodegradation
in aerobic, anaerobic, or combined anaerobic/aerobic treatment processes. The biological treatment is
applied, when the ratio of BOD/COD is greater than 0.5. Anaerobic methods are used as first stage of
purification of highly polluted industrial wastewater by anaerobic bacteria. Aerobic processes are
applied as a second level of treatment and proceed with the participation of activated sludge,
representing a population of microorganisms and solid residues. The most common used
microorganisms are bacteria and fungi (15). Inoculation of bacterial cultures on solid materials such as
kaolin, bentonite and activated carbon was performed (15). Solids must meet certain requirements,
such as high adsorption capacity, defined particle size, suitable surface structure. Powder activated
carbon with 0.490 mm particle size meets those requirements and so it was colonized by a large
number of cells of these bacteria (17,18). Biological methods are inefficient for the treatment of
persistent pollutants like phenolic compounds due to their limited biodegradability. At  high
concentrations of contaminants active microorganisms, responsible for biological oxidation, are
destroyed (19).

Physical methods are applied as an alternative to conventional biological methods for the disposal of
the wastewaters containing toxic organic compounds. The most widely used in practice physical
method to remove phenolic compounds from wastewaters is based on adsorption on suitable
adsorbents (20-26). This non-destructive method is cost-effective if only cheap, abundant and safe
adsorbents are used  (20,22,26). Activated carbon (AC) is most widely used adsorbent because of its
high specific surface area, microporous structure, high adsorption capacity and non-selectivity to more
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substances (20,29). The surface of commercial activated carbon can be further modified by chemical
(using HNO3, HCl, H2O2) and heat treatment (27,28). The modified AC are characterized in terms of
their surface and subsequently tested for removal of dyes and phenolic compounds. Studies have
shown that chemical treatment of AC influences on its adsorption ability. It was found that treatment
of AC with HNO3 led to increase in the number of active acidic surface groups, while treatment with
HCl decreases the content of acidic groups (30). In (31) activated carbon was prepared from pine-
wood  at  different  activation  time  (from  0.5  to  4  hours)  at  a  rate  of  heating  5oC/min to 550oC. The
effectiveness of the adsorbent prepared for adsorptive removal of dyes and different phenolic
compounds (phenol, 3-chlorophenol and o-cresol) was tested. Results obtained show that this type AC
exhibits high adsorption capacity for both the dyes and phenolic compounds. Adsorption processes are
usually described by adsorption isotherms determined at various temperatures, which allow defining
the adsorption capacity of different adsorbents for adsorption of specific adsorbate. Literature review
show that depending on the experimental conditions adsorption of phenol could be described by the
Freundlich isotherm (32-45) and Langmyuir isotherm (33, 35-37, 40-46).

The main drawback of AC is its high cost and difficulty to recovery (recovery only 10-15% of total
mass) (47). Therefore, several studies have focused on the development of low-cost, renewable, and
usually available in large amounts adsorbents as an alternative to activated carbon. Such materials are
natural clay materials, which are subject of research in a number of publications (20-26). Comparative
studies on the adsorption capacity of natural and modified by different ways bentonites (22) and
zeolites (48-53) are conducted. Agricultural wastes are the most common raw materials being studied
for this purpose also. Biosorption is physicochemical process which occurs spontaneously in some
biomass, allowing the accumulation of phenolic compounds on the cellular structures of the
biosorbents (54, 55). Studies show that biosorption is an effective process for treatment of wastewater
containing various toxic pollutants, but this method is poorly studied. Development and application of
the method requires thorough knowledge of various sciences - from engineering to chemistry.

Incineration is another technology applied for discharging concentrated toxic organic effluents.
Method is based on thermal degradation of organic pollutants carried out by raising the temperature of
waste stream to about 800oC, forming CO2 and H2O (56-58). The main disadvantages of this method
are high energy consumption it requires as well as the possible release of toxic byproducts such as
dioxins and furans.

Chemical oxidation is a widely applied treatment technology that has been successful in complete
degradation of harmful organic contaminants in water (including phenolic compounds) by using
various oxidants (59, 60). Most commonly used oxidizing reagents are H2O2,  O3, NaOCl (61-66).
NaOCl is a strong oxidizer and its oxidation power is due to the content of about 9 % "active" chlorine
(Cl2 + HOCl + OCl-). Major disadvantages of using hypochlorite for wastewater treatment containing
organic compounds are the possibility of formation of highly toxic chlorinated organic compounds, as
well as secondary contamination of waters with residual NaOCl. Hydrogen peroxide is also used for
purification of municipal and industrial wastewater from various pollutants (61,66). Chemical
oxidation treatment methods require the use of strong oxidizing agents, but some of them may cause
further contamination of waters (chlorination), while others used expensive oxidants such as hydrogen
peroxide and ozone, even though they have proven to be efficient for destruction of organic pollutants
in water. Therefore a great deal of research focuses on development of new processes and technologies
for treatment of wastewaters, containing organic compounds. Wet air oxidation (WAO) (67-68) and
supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) (69-73) are among the modern chemical oxidation processes.
Typical WAO and CWAO conditions are in the high temperature and pressure range, which leads to
an increased operation costs and/or the need for the special equipment.  Therefore the practical use of
is limited.

A relatively new approach for water treatment is the application of so-called Advanced Oxidation
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Processes (AOPs). In these processes the reactions follow a specific oxidation pathway, which, in
most of the cases, includes the formation of free hydroxyl radicals and thus providing reduced critical
reaction conditions (74). They are extremely reactive and readily attack the molecules of organic
compounds including phenol. The end products of AOPs are CO2, H2O and depending on the chemical
composition of the contaminant other inorganic compounds could be obtained. For instance, during
oxidation of 4-ClPhOH HCl is also produced in addition to the main products - CO2 and H2O (75).
and, such as in the.

It was established that combination of H2O2 and O3 (so  called  peroxone)  has  the  potential  to
completely mineralize a variety of organic compounds (77,78). The high efficiency of this oxidizing
reagent is due to the formation of OH - radicals that successfully degrade toxic organic compounds.
Typical example of AOPs includes the usage of Fenton Reagent – a hydrogen peroxide as an oxidant
and Fe2+ as catalyst. Because of high reactivity of this reagent due to the generation of hydroxyl
radicals under mild conditions (ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure), as well as the
simplicity of operation, the homogeneous Fenton Reagent is used in several industrial applications for
the treatment of contaminated water discharges. Although Fenton Reagent leads to complete
destruction of the parent compound, the total organic carbon removal efficiency (as a measure of
complete mineralization) does not exceed 60%. It has been reported that coupling this reagent with
ultraviolet radiation (H2O2/UV) led to complete mineralization of organic pollutants due to additional
photolysis of hydrogen peroxide and consequently generation of more hydroxyl radicals (79).

Photocatalytic oxidation processes using semiconductor oxides are widely used for effective disposal
of wastewaters, containing various toxic organic substances (80, 81). One of the most commonly used
photocatalysts are TiO2,  ZnO and  WO3 (82,83). The effects of various modifying additives, mainly
oxides of transition metals, on the activity of semiconductor photocatalysts are studied. It was found
that chromium and molybdenum oxide (84) increases the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 for catalytic
degradation of phenol, while iron oxide decreases its catalytic activity. It has been shown that SrTiO3
also exhibits photocatalytic activity in the phenol oxidation (85). Photocatalytic activity also
demonstrated CdS (86), -Fe2O3, ZnO and TiO2 (87).

Comparative study on the photocatalytic oxidation of 4 - chlorophenol in the presence of various
catalysts PtO2/TiO2; PtO2/SiO2; SiO2 and pure TiO2 has been performed (88-89). Results have shown
that highest catalytic activity in the studied reaction exhibits PtO2, finely dispersed in TiO2. A simple
mechanism of the reaction has been proposed, which is in accordance with the kinetic model. Other
authors have tested the influence of the type of illumination – daylight or artificial UV light on the
photocatalytic behaviour of TiO2 and physical mixture of TiO2 and activated carbon for degradation of
4 – chlorophenol (90). In this regard two parallel experiments have been carried out. The first one has
been performed in the laboratory photoreactor by using artificial UV light, while the second
experiment is carried out in factory in Spain using flow reactor and under sunlight illumination. The
kinetics and the efficiency of the degradation process have been assessed by the rate of pollutant
disappearance, the amount of intermediate products formed and the time needed for complete
mineralization. Results obtained show that complete 4 – chlorophenol oxidation is achieved for 12
hours using pure TiO2, while irradiation in the presence of TiO2 – AC led to mineralization in 7 hours
of reaction time. Hydroquinone has been registered as a main intermediate product and only traces of
benzoquinone has been found. The synergistic effect between the AC and TiO2 reduces the number of
intermediates in the solution as well as led to the increase in photocatalyst efficiency. This surface is
created spontaneously by mixing the two phases in suspension. The catalyst can be recycled and used
repeatedly without losing activity.

Different research groups proposed reaction mechanisms and kinetic equations for calculating the rate
of photocatalytic degradation of various chlorophenols (90). It was established that the photocatalytic
oxidation mechanism, the yield of the reaction products and the reaction rate depends on the reaction
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conditions. Based on experimental studies has been suggested that photocatalytic oxidation of 4 -
chlorophenol could be described by three parallel reaction pathways leading to a stable intermediate
compounds (hydroquinone, benzoquinone, catechole), which are further converted into CO2 and H2O.

Potassium peroxymonosulfate (oxone) has been recently studied as an oxidant alternative for low-
temperature treating of organic contaminants in aqueous medium. Its high water solubility, relatively
low cost and harmless end products determine oxidation using oxone as a promising method for
purification of wastewaters containing organic pollutants, including phenolic compounds.

Many researchers conducted study on destruction of chlorophenols (CP's), based on activation of PMS
with Co (II). The results showed that Co-PMS superior Fenton's reagent, and that there is no limit to
the pH of water in the decomposition of 2, 4-DCP (91). A study on the activation of PMS and PS with
Fe (II) for the oxidative destruction of many pollutants found in surface and groundwater are tested
(91).  The activation of PMS and PS with H2O2 was also studied in order to be developed an effective
solution for the treatment of organic pollutants from wastewaters. These technologies are based on
formation of hydroxyl ( OH ) and sulfate ( 4SO ) radicals, which are among the strongest oxidants in
nature. Their reduction potentials obtained from the decomposition of PMS are respectively 2.5 – 3.1
V and 2.38 V (92). Fe (II)-PMS demonstrated superiority over the other according to the experiments.
It is proved that this system is very suitable for catalytic destruction of phenols, when the ratio oxidant
(PMS and PS):Fe(II)= 2:1. The main disadvantage of homogeneous catalytic processes is the difficulty
of separating the catalyst from the reaction mixture in order to be regenerated. In many cases,
separating the catalyst from the mixture is technically and economically impossible. Moreover, some
active homogeneous catalysts, including metal ions and their complexes are toxic and environmentally
hazardous. Due to these circumstances the development of heterogeneous catalytic processes is
topical. The effectiveness of the catalytic system Co/AC for activation of PMS followed by oxidation
of organic pollutants in water has been studied (93). The heterogeneous Co- catalysts is obtained by
impregnation of Co - ions on AC and demonstrates high activity in  phenol oxidation with sulfate
radicals, reaching 100% degradation of phenol and 80% of TOC removal for 60 min.

Research group conducts heterogeneous PMS activation with Co3O4. The system shows high activity
in the reaction of liquid phase oxidation of phenolic compounds and is devoided of the disadvantages
of the system Co(II)/PMS, which leads to further water pollution with Co-ions and require subsequent
treatment for their removal (94,95). This determines the increased interest of the researchers in recent
years at the synthesis of heterogeneous catalysts able under mild conditions (atmospheric pressure and
room temperature) effectively to activate PMS (2KHSO5.KHSO4.K2SO4) with generation of radical
particles (OH  and SO4 ).

The literature review and our preliminary studies suggest that nanosized Co-oxide systems exhibit
high catalytic activity and selectivity with respect to complete catalytic destruction of organic
pollutants with the participation of oxone. Preparation of such Co-oxide system depends on the
synthesis and the composition of the starting materials. One of the purposes of this study is to
synthesize Co-oxide system as an efficient catalyst for heterogeneous PMS activation and the
subsequent oxidation of 4-chlorophenol via a sulfate radical mechanism.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

2.1. Preparation of Co-oxide systems

Non-conventional synthesis procedure was applied for the preparation of Co-oxide systems as
promising catalysts for oxidative degradation of phenolic compounds by using PMS as oxidant.
Synthesis conditions were chosen so as to facilitate obtaining dispersed nanosized oxide systems, with
high oxidation degree of metal ions. 0.4 M aqueous solution of Co (NO3) 2.6H2O, 0.4 M NaOH, and
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5% solution of Oxone (Aldrich) were used for the preparation of catalysts. Ultrasound assisted
oxidation-precipitation method with reverse order of feeding the precipitator to the system was
applied. The following synthesis procedure was applied: A cobalt nitrate solution was added dropwise
to NaOH solution at 15oC under continuous stirring using ultrasound device UP 1004 with a horn–type
sonicator for 30 minutes with subsequent addition of the oxidant (5% aqueous solution of Oxone). The
resulting black precipitate was digested 24 h at room temperature, then filtered and washed until no Cl-

and SO2- could be detected. Further, the precipitates was dried at 110oC to constant weight (K1) and
calcined in air at 500oC for 4 hours (K2) by using of LM312.11C programmed furnace at 20oC/min
rate of heating.  Principal scheme of the synthesis is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig.1. Flow sheet of the preparation procedure

2.2. Methods of catalysts characterization

The synthesized oxide systems were characterised by means of Fourier transform Infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR)  spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD).

IR-spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer model 1750 spectrophotometer in KBr tablets (2 mg of
the sample in 200 mg KBr).

Powder X-ray diffractograms of the catalysts was obtained with an X-ray diffractometer TUR-M62
(Germany), with Co K irradiation, equipped with a computerized HZG-3 goniometer. Diffraction
patterns were recorded according to the method applied to polycrystalline samples – the samples were
ground and pressed on organic glass supports. The data were collected in the 10o-80o (2 )  range by
0.02o (for K1) and 0.05o (for K2) steps with a constant counting time of 5 s. The observed patterns
were cross-matched with those in the JCPDS database [96].
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Synthesis of Co-oxide catalytic samples

Applied synthesis conditions were appropriately chosen so as to favour the obtaining of catalytic
systems with desired structure, morphology and properties typical for the environmental catalysts. All
the factors that affect on the obtaining of well dispersed oxide systems as speed of agitation,
temperature of precipitation and concentration of stock solutions are taken into account during the
synthesis procedure. The preparation of catalyst precursor was carried out at 15oC, which leads to the
formation of crystallites with small size. Subsequent drying of solid formed at110oC yields highly
dispersed active phases with non-stationary surface properties. During the ultrasound assisted
synthesis a fragmentation of particles occurred and thus, a substantial increase in the dispersion of the
final catalytic samples is observed as evidenced by the XRD data. The application of presipitation-
oxidative methods aims to increase the oxidation degree of the Co ions, and to ensure a high
concentration of ionic forms of oxygen (O-,  O2-,  O2

-), which play an important role in the oxidation
catalysis. Upon calcination of the K1 sample at 500 C topochemical reaction of decomposition of the
precursors occurred, which results in formation of new compounds, representing the active phase of
the catalyst.

3.2. XRD measurements

The X-ray powder diffraction analysis was conducted to identify the chemical composition of the
existing phases in the synthesized catalytic samples, to estimate the parameters of the unit cell of the
registered  phases  as  well  as  to  determine  the  average  particle  size.  The  XRD  patterns  of  the  oxide
systems are illustrated in Figures 2,3 and 4.

Fig.2. Powder X-ray diffractogram of catalytic system K1
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Fig.3. XRD pattern of -Co(OH)2

The powder X-ray diffractogram of K1 (Fig. 2) indicates that this sample consists of finely dispersed
X-ray amorphous phase, but less intense and poorly defined reflexes with large half-width typical of -
Co(OH)2 (shown in Fig. 3) are registered. This assumption is based on comparing the XRD spectra of
K1 and of pure -Co(OH)2 and agrees with the data in JCPDS(96). The amorphous character of the K1
sample suggests that the active sites on the catalyst surface are structurally and chemically isotropic,
which is a prerequisite to high activity in oxidation processes.

Fig.4. XRD pattern of K2 sample

X-ray diffractogram of sample K2 (Fig. 4) reveals single-phase oxide material, similar to spinel
structure  of  Co3O4 (21). The cubic lattice parameter of K2 (a=8.2514 nm) and the average size of
oxide particles (d=13.84 nm) are calculated from the XRD data using the Debbay-Scherrer equation.
Nanosized  state  of  the  metal  oxide  particles  suggests  a  high  catalytic  activity  of  K2  in  the  PMS
activation with generation of 4SO  radicals and consequently ability for a complete mineralization of
phenolic compounds.

3.3. FTIR spectroscopy

As the K1 sample is almost amorphous then the infrared spectral characterization of the catalysts
prepared could supply valuable information on the structure of the active phase, the phase
composition, the thermal stability from the point of view of new phase formation, the way of oxygen
bonding to the metal ions and the species of surface oxygen. FTIR spectra of K1 and K2 are reported
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in Fig. 5 and 6.

Fig.5. FTIR spectrum of K1 catalytic sample

IR - spectrum of the catalytic system K1 implies that this sample is a mixture of higher Co-oxide and
unchanged precursor Co(OH) 2. The wide and intense absorption band at 586 cm-1 is assigned to the
stretching vibrations of the metal – oxygen bond on the oxide surface and accounts for the presence of
“active” oxygen in the sample. The appearance of this band suggests that a fraction of Co-ions in the
sample are situated in oxygen octahedral environment. Additional intense band at 480 cm-1 is also
observed in the spectrum and it is associated with the vibrations of the M-O bond in corresponding
cobalt hydroxide. The presence of hydroxide in the composition of K1 is also evidenced by the
appearance of sharp and intense band with a maximum centered at 3631 cm-1 due to the stretching
vibrations of non-hydrogen bonded (free) hydroxyl groups.

Fig.6. FTIR spectrum of K2 oxide system

FTIR spectrum of  K2  (Fig.  6)  is  typical  for  oxides  with  spinel  structure  and  general  formula  X  (II)
tetr.Y (III) okt.O (IV). Obviously, upon calcination of K1 at 500 C a fraction of the octahedrally
orientated Co-ions passes over to tetrahedral coordination and are in lower oxidation state (+2). On
this basis different efficiency of K1 and K2 for activation of PMS and respectively different catalytic
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activity in liquid-phase oxidation of phenolic compounds could be expected.

The synthesized catalytic systems K1 and K2 were tested in reaction of 4-chlorophenol oxidation in
aqueous medium with oxone under mild conditions (room temperature and atmospheric pressure).
Results obtained reveal that the catalysts prepared can be successfully used to develop catalytic
method for purification of industrial wastewaters containing phenolic compounds by using oxone as
oxidant. Data about effectiveness of the method would be published in another article.

Authors gratefully acknowledge financial support by the National Science Fund (Projects D 02-
295/08, DDVU 02-7/10) and by the University of Plovdiv Research Fund (Project NI HF-007).
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Abstract

Adsorption of cationic dyes methylene blue (MB) and Rhodamine B (RhB) on natural zeolite in
aqueous solutions was studied in a batch mode. The operation parameters investigated included initial
dye concentration (5-100 mg/L), adsorbent dose (30-3000 mg/L), agitation speed (190-430 rpm), and
pH. The ability of zeolite to adsorb MB and RhB dyes was also compared. It was found that zeolite
exhibited higher adsorption capacity for methylene blue – about 97% MB uptake was observed within
60 minutes for 1 g/L adsorbent content at ambient conditions. Larger amount of zeolite and longer
contact time is required to attain similar removal for RhB dye. The experimental equilibrium data
were analyzed using Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models. Results show that adsorption of MB
and RhB on zeolite followed the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. Due to its relative low cost and
abundance in nature zeolite is suitable adsorbent for removal of organic dyes from wastewaters.

Key words: basic dyes removal, adsorption, zeolite, methylene blue, rhodamine B, wastewaters

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of purification of industrial effluents from industries using or producing organic dyes is
an important and topical because of their huge volume of production, slow biodegradation and
decoloration, and toxicity. About 700 000 tons of dyes are annually produced in the world, and
approximately 15% of the synthetic textile dyes used are lost in waste streams during manufacturing
or processing operations. Modern dyes used in practice have not only high chemical and
photostability, but cause unwanted coloration of the water even at very low concentrations (even at 1
mg/L), i.e. small amounts of dyes in water are highly visible pollutants. The residual dyes content in
the wastewater of textile industries varies in the range 10-300 mg/L, so that these effluents are highly
colored, and their release into natural waters creates aesthetic problems (1). The serious environmental
problem is that uncontrolled discharge of dyes in the natural water resources could cause serious
damage to aquatic flora and fauna and creates potential risk of bioaccumulation and respectively
serious threats for human health through the food chain transport (gene mutations, lesions of the
central nervous system dysfunction of the kidneys, allergic dermatitis and others). Therefore,
treatment of wastewaters containing dyes prior their disposal in the natural water resources is
obligatory but at the same time a complicated process.

The conventional methods for treatment of wastewater containing dyestuffs are based on physical,
chemical and biological processes (2-4). Among the variety of treatment methods adsorption is
regarded as one of the most efficient and effective physical method for removal of non-biodegradable
pollutants (including dyes) from aqueous solutions, featuring low capital investment, simple technique
and potential of removing many different in chemical structure compounds. Activated carbon is one of
the most widely used and efficient adsorbent for dye removal due to its large specific surface area,
microporous structure, high adsorption capacity and nonselectivity (5-8). The main disadvantages of
activated carbon are its higher price and high costs of regeneration. Various other (mostly low-cost
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and naturally abundant) adsorbents have therefore been investigated as an alternative to activated
carbon. In accordance with the concept and principles of "green" chemistry, scientific research in this
area are directed towards studing the adsorption capability of non-toxic, cheap, abundant and
renewable solids for efficient uptake of organic dyes from aqueous solutions. Such alternative
adsorbents are clay minerals (bentonite and zeolite) which could effectively treat watewaters and are
subject of study in a large number of publications (9-14).

Large deposits of raw zeolite near the town of Kardjali, Bulgaria, its low cost, unique ion exchange
and adsorption properties make this solid suitable and promising adsorbent for removal of dyes from
wastewaters. This paper aims to study the adsorption of cationic dyes methylene blue (MB) and
Rhodamine B (RhB) on natural zeolite and to evaluate its effectiveness for purification of aqueous
solutions containing organic dyes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

2.1. Materials

Natural zeolite used in this work is clinoptilolite type, derived from the deposit near the town of
Kardjali, Bulgaria. Before conducting the adsorption studies adsorbent is crushed in a mortar, then
dried in air at 105 °C for 2 hours to remove physically adsorbed water (moisture). The dried adsorbent
was kept in a desiccator. Basic dyes methylene blue and rhodamine B were uesed as model adsorbates.
C.  According  to  its  chemical  structure  MB  dye  belongs  to  thiazine  class  dyes.  Apart  from  textile
industry MB is used in a number of medically important applications including photodinamic therapy
for tumor treatment, the photoinactivation of RNA viruses, and is also a suitable photodinamic
antimicrobial agent for blood and blood products (15). Rhodamine B is representative of the xanthenes
dyes. It is one of the most commonly used dyes in the textile industry and also is used as dye laser
materials and as biological stain. Rhodamine B has been found to be potentially toxic and carcinogenic
and is therefore banned from use in foods and cosmetics (16).

Dyes were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company and used directly without further
purification. Working solutions and suspensions were prepared with distilled water.

2.2. Experimental procedure

Adsorption studies were performed at ambient temperature (295 K) in batch mode using a 250 ml
Erlenmeyer flask. In all sets of equilibrium experiments, a pre-determined amount of zeolite was
added to 100 ml dye solution. Depending on the purpose of the adsorption experiment different initial
dye concentrations in the range 5-100 mg / L were used, while the amount of adsorbent was varied
from 20 - 500 mg. Mixing of the suspension was done using a magnetic stirrer (IKA RCT Standard) or
orbital shaker (Stuart SSM1). Experiments were carried out without pH adjustment except the
experiments designed to study the influence of pH on the efficiency of the adsorption process. 1M
NaOH  or  HCl  were  used  for  pH  adjustment  in  these  experiments.  The  pH  of  the  solutions  was
measured using a digital pH meter (inoLab Multi 740, WTW). Aliquots were withdrawn at specified
time periods, centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 min and analyzed for residual dye concentration. All tests
were performed in three replicates.

The amount of dye adsorbed per gram of zeolite at time t, qt (mg/g), was calculated from the following
equation:

V
m

CCq to
t

where  and Ct are the initial and the dye liquid-phase concentration at time t (mg/L), respectively; V
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is the volume ot solution (L); m is the mass of zeolite (g). The same equation was used to calulate the
amount of dye adsorbed at equilibrium, qe (mg/g), but instead Ct an equilibrium concentration of
adsorbate, Ce (mg/L) was used.

The removal dye efficiency at time t was calculated according to the formula:

%,100
o

to
t C

CC

2.3. Methods of analysis

Determination of point of zero charge (pzc) of zeolite

PZC of zeolite was evaluated according to titration procedures, described in (17). Four aqueous
solutions of different pH's (3, 6, 9 and 11) were prepared. Several amounts of adsorbent (0.05%, 0.1%,
0.5%, 1%, 1.5% and 3% w/w) were added to 20 mL of each solution. The aqueous suspensions were
let to equilibrate for 24 h under agitation (100 rpm) at 22 ºC. After removing the adsorbent by
filtration the pH of each solution was then measured using a digital pH meter. The PZC was
determined as the converging pH value from the pH vs. adsorbent mass curve.

ATR FT-IR spectroscopy

Infrared spectra of the adsorbent before and after dye adsorption were recorded with an Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer (model Vertex 70, Bruker Optics, Germany) using attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) accessory which enables solid to be examined directly without further preparation

UV-Vis spectral analysis

The changes of MB and RhB concentration in the course of the adsorption processes were monitored
by UV-Vis spectral analysis. The electronic absorption spectra of of dyes in aqueous solutions were
recorded over the range 220- 800 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Cintra model 101) and are
presented in Fig.1.

Fig.1 UV–Vis absorption spectra for aqueous solutions of MB  RhB

The UV-Vis spectra of both dyes in the visible region exhibit absorption bands with a maximum at
665 nm for MB and at 553 nm for RhB, respectively which reveals the presence of the monomer
forms of dyes. Therefore, the residual dye concentrations were determined by measuring absorbance at
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those wavelengths using calibration curves. It is also evident from the spectra that these characteristic
bands have a shoulder at 612 nm (for MB) and at 530 nm (for RhB), associated to the dimmeric forms
of the both dyes (18, 19). The ratio of peak intensities corresponding to the monomeric and dimeric
forms of MB and RhB give grounds to assume that most of the dye molecules exist as monomers in
the working concentrations, i.e. the dye molecules are considered to be none aggregated in all
performed experiments even with those carried out with high concentration.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Investigation on the adsorption dynamics

Adsorption is an equilibrium process, so the correct study on its efficiency for discoloration of
aqueous solutions containing dyes requires prior determination of the time for establishing adsorption
equilibrium.  For  this  purpose  the  effect  of  the  contact  time  between  MB or  RhB and  zeolite  on  the
amount of dye adsorbed onto adsorbent was studied for dyes solutions with different concentrations.
Suspensions were agitated at room temperature using the orbital shaker and a magnetic stirrer. The
initial concentration of dyes (Co) was varied because it is one of the main factors controlling the mass
transfer of dye molecules from the solution volume to the surface of the adsorbent (20). Figure 2
shows the effect of initial dye concentration on the adsorption kinetics of MB and RhB onto zeolite.

Fig.2. Effect of initial dye concentration on the dynamics of MB and RhB adsorption on zeolite

(22 oC; 1 g/L zeolite concentration; agitation by orbital shaker at 190 rpm)

As seen in Fig. 2, the adsorption process presented a two-stage kinetics behavior for all the initial dye
concentrations with a rapid initial adsorption step within the first 5 minutes in which about 60-90% of
equilibrium adsorption capacity of zeolite for a given dye concentration was achieved, afterwards the
adsorption slows down and finally equilibrium is approached. The quick dye uptake at the beginning
may be due to the smaller particle size of zeolite, which facilitates the diffusion of dye molecules onto
the active sites located on the outer surface of the adsorbent particles and subsequent adsorption on
them (21). As a result high adsorption efficiency is achieved for a short contact time. In the later
periods the surface adsorption sites become exhausted and the adsorption process is controlled by the
rate of dye transportation to the sites located inside the adsorbent (in pores).
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It was found that the equilibrium contact time, regardless type and speed of agitation (190 or 430 rpm)
increases with initial dye concentration. Results show that equilibrium surface concentration of MB on
the surface of zeolite is attained within contact times of 5 and 60 minutes for adsorption from 10 mg/L
and 40 mg/L solutions, respectively, and increasing the speed of agitation (430 rpm) reduces the time
for establishment of equilibrium with ~ 30 minutes. The observed trend can be explained by increasing
in  the  number  of  ions  competing  for  the  available  adsorption  centers  in  the  surface  of  zeolite.  As  a
result the time for establishing adsorption equilibrium is extended. The faster adsorption of dyes at low
concentrations also indicates that the adsorption process is mainly occurred on the surface of
adsorbents (22).

On the other hand results obtained show that at equal initial dye concentrations an increase in the mass
of adsorbent reduces the equilibrium contact time due to increasing the effective adsorption sites. The
dynamics of adsorption of MB and RhB using different amounts of zeolite is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig.3. Effect of adsorbent dosage on the equilibrium time for adsorption of MB and RhB on zeolite

(22 oC; Co=20 mg/L; V= 100 mL; agitation by stirrer at 430 rpm)

3.2. Adsorption isotherms of MB and RhB on zeolite

One of the main factors determining the practical use of solid materials as adsorbents for the removal
of harmful pollutants from aqueous solutions is their adsorption capacity. The various adsorbents have
different  capacities  for  adsorption  of  specific  adsorbate,  as  well  as  the  same  adsorbent  exhibits  a
different adsorption capacity regarding different by chemical composition and structure compounds.
Adsorption capacity of adsorbents and adsorption behavior of the adsorbates can be defined and
illustrated by adsorption isotherms. The study and analysis of equilibrium adsorption isotherms allows
comparing the adsorption capacity of sorbate molecules on a given adsorbent. On the other hand, the
correlation of the experimental adsorption data with existing adsorption models allows understanding
of the adsorption behavior and the homogeneity/heterogeneity of the adsorbent surface (23).

Methylene blue and Rhodamine B adsorption isotherm data were obtained by dye concentration
measurement after contact periods equal to the equilibrium times. The adsorption isotherms of MB
and RhB on the zeolite at 22 °C are demonstrated in Fig. 4. The figure shows that the isotherms are
non-linear and their shape indicates L2-behavior according to Giles and Smith classification (24). L2-
type isotherms are usually associated with ionic solute adsorption (e.g., metal cations and ionic dyes)
as the adsorption of solute on the adsorbent proceeds until a monolayer is established with weak
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competition with the solvent molecules (18).

Comparison of adsorption isotherms showed that zeolite exhibits higher adsorption capacity for MB
than RB dye. For the initial MB concentration up to 20 mg/L about 80% degree of dye removal was
observed using a small amount of zeolite (0.5 g/L). Therefore the initial part of isotherm practically
coincides with vertical axis (Fig.4). Significantly less pronounced is the tendency for adsorption of
Rhodamine B on the surface of zeolite - under the same conditions the dye uptake did not exceed 40%.
Therefore, much higher amount of adsorbent is necessary to attain complete removal of this organic
dye from aqueous solutions, even at low concentrations.The lower adsorption capacity of RhB for
adsorption onto zeolite is probably due to its larger molecular size than MB.

Fig.4. Adsorption isotherms of MB and RhB on zeolite (0.5 g/L) at 22

The lower dyes adsorption from more concentrated solutions suggests that the adsorption process
takes place mainly on the adsorption sites located on the surface of zeolite particles. Zeolites are
hydrated aluminosilicates with three-dimensional crystalline structure, consisting of a network of
interconnected tunnels and cages.  Special aspect of this structure is that the pore and channel sizes are
nearly uniform, allowing the crystal to act as a molecular sieve. Due to the small effective diameter of
the channels and pores penetration of large molecules of dyes to the sites located inside the channels
and pores is hindered.

The adsorption isotherm experimental data obtained at different dye concentrations, keeping the
zeolite concentration constant at 0.5 g/L were analyzed applying the most commonly used adsorption
models of Freundlich and Langmuir. The applicability of these adsorption models was evaluated from
the linear form of both isotherms represented by the following equations:

Freundlich isotherm: eFe CnKq lnlnln

Langmuir isotherm:
m

e

Lme

e

q
C

Kqq
C 1

where KF is the Freundlich constant (L g-1) which represent the adsorption capacity of the sorbent;  n is
a dimensionless parameter characterizing the system heterogeneity; qm is the monolayer capacity of
the adsorbent (mg g-1); KL is the Langmuir equilibrium constant (L mg-1)  and  is  a  measure  of  the
affinity between adsorbate and adsorbent.
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The fitting results of both Langmuir and Freundlich models are shown in Fig. 5 and the graphically
calculated values of KF,  n, KL,  qm, and the linear regression correlation coefficients (R2)  are  given in
Table 1.

Fig.5. Freundlich and Langmuir linearized plots for adsorption of MB and RhB onto zeolite at 22 C

Table1. Isotherm parameters, degree of dye uptake, and linear correlation coefficients for adsorption
of MB and RhB onto zeolite

Dyes Freundlich isotherm Langmuir isotherm

KF

(L g-1)

n R2 qm

(mg g-1)

KL

(L mg-1)

RL* , % R2

MB 20.20 0.095 0.9511 28.41 0.373 0.24-0.026 98-13.8 0.9991

RhB 2.52 0.534 0.9526 21.88 0.056 0.79-0.16 38.9-11.54 0.9954

* The RL and range indicates the values calculated for minimum and maximum Ce values.

Results obtained clearly indicate that Langmuir isotherm model better describe the two basic dyes
adsorption on zeolite than Freundlich model as evidenced by higher values of the correlation
coefficients. Furthermore, the fitting curve (Fig. 6) obtained by modeling the experimental equilibrium
data with the calculated isotherm constants using the both adsorption isotherm models confirms the
applicability of the Langmuir model. On this basis it could be suggest that the adsorption of MB and
RhB molecules on the zeolite is limited with monolayer coverage and relatively homogeneous
distribution of adsorption sites on the zeolite surface.
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Fig.6. Fitting adsorption isotherm data for methylene blue on zeolite by Freundlich and Langmuir
models at 22 oC

The Langmuir equilibrium constant KL can be used to assess the ability and effectiveness of solids for
adsorption purification of water containing various pollutants, including organic dyes. For this purpose
the  so-called  separation  factor  or  equilibrium  parameter  RL can  be  used  and  it  is  defined  by  the
following relationship (11):

oL
L CK

R
1

1

The value of RL indicates the adsorption of a specific adsorbate on the surface of a given adsorbent to
be either favorable (0 < RL < 1), unfavorable (RL > 1), or irreversible (RL = 0). An evaluation of the RL
values calculated (presented in Table 1) corroborates the statement of favorable adsorption of MB and
RhB dyes on zeolite within the experimental conditions studied as the trend is more pronounced for
the higher initial MB concentrations than for the lower ones.

3.3. Factors affecting MB and RhB adsorption efficiency by zeolite

Practical use of the adsorbents requires preliminary assessment of the impact of various operating
parameters on their adsorption capacity. For this purpose the influence of major factors on the
adsorption behavior of zeolite for effective removal of dyes from aqueous solutions was examined

3.3.1. Effect of zeolite dosage

Achievement a high treatment effect by using small amounts of adsorbents is one of the factors (along
with safety, price, and affordability) which determine the practical significance of given adsorbent. To
find out the optimum amount of zeolite required for complete discolaration of aqueous solutions
containing methylene blue and Rhodamine B, sets of experiments were conducted varying zeolite
mass under identical other conditions: initial dye concentration of 20 mg/L; volume of the solution
100 ml; 22oC  temperature;  90  minutes  of  contact  time  at  agitation  speed  of  150  rpm.  Results  are
illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8.
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Fig. 7. Influence of adsorbent loadings on MB and
RhB  adsorption on zeolite

Fig. 8. The plot of 1/qe versus the mass of zeolite

Data analysis show that MB and RhB removal efficiency increased with an increase in zeolite mass.
This may be attributed to the increase in surface area, thus increasing the number of available active
adsorption sites. It was found that more than 97% percent removal of MB is achieved with adsorbent
concentration of 1 g/L, while under the identical conditions the efficiency of RhB uptake was
significantly lower - only 40%. According to the experiment, even three-fold increase in mass of
zeolite  (up  to  3  g/L)  is  not  sufficient  for  complete  removal  of  RhB  dye  and  this  amount  of  zeolite
could adsorb RhB of 68%.

The equilibrium amount of dye adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent decreased with increasing
adsorbent mass resulting from the reduction in relative number of occupied adsorption sites to the total
effective adsorption centers. For example, qe of  MB  dye  on  zeolite  reduces  about  2  times  with  a
fivefold increase in mass of adsorbent. Moreover, a linear plot of 1/qe versus the adsorbent quantity
reveals the availability of the adsorption sites even when large amounts of zeolite are used (Fig. 8).
This observation suggests that no overlapping or aggregation of adsorption sites resulting in a decrease
in total adsorbent surface area available to dye molecules occurred.

3.3.2. Effect of initial dyes concentration

The dyes content in wastewater can vary widely. Therefore, from a practical standpoint it is important
to explore how changing the concentration of dyes in water affects the adsorption efficiency. For this
purpose the influence of initial concentration of the aqueous MB and RhB solutions on the removal
efficiency of both the basic dye was investigated. The study was conducted and because the initial
liquid-phase dye concentration not only affects the equilibrium contact time, but also provides an
important driving force to the adsorption process (11.25). A series of experiments were performed at
different initial MB concentrations varying between 5 - 100 mg/L and constant zeolite concentration
of 1 g/L. Results obtained are presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig.9. Effect of initial MB and RhB concentration on adsorption onto zeolite at 22 oC

Data show that the equilibrium amount of dyes adsorbed per unit mass of zeolite increased with
increasing initial MB and RhB concentrations, due to the increase in the difference between dye
concentrations in the solution and the bare surface of zeolite. This has resulted in a greater driving
force of the adsorption process hence the number of occupied adsorption sites increases. The percent
removal of dye decreased with increase in initial concentration due to gradually reduction of the
number  of  free  adsorption  sites.  It  was  found  that  at  low  concentrations,  the  decrease  was  less
pronounced because the number of sorbate molecules is insufficient to fill all effective adsorption
sites, i.e. at these conditions the monolayer adsorption capacity of zeolite is not yet reached. At limited
number of available centers the degree of dyes discoloration began more rapidly to decrease. The
established relationship between  and Co gave ground to assume that a monolayer coating of MB or
RhB on the zeolite surface is formed and is probably due to the prevailing electrostatic nature of the
adsorption interaction. This is further confirmation of the applicability of the Langmuir adsorption
model to the investigated adsorption systems.

3.3.3. Effect of pH on dyes adsorption

The initial pH of the dye solution is one of the significant factors that control dye adsorption process.
In the effluents from industries producing or using dyes often along non-fixed in the final product dyes
also contain pigments and other components (surfactants, metal ions, etc.) whose content can vary
widely. This, in turn, could change the pH of these effluents and respectively may affect the
adsorption capacity of adsorbents during adsorption purification of such wastewaters, and hence the
effectiveness of the treatment process. Therefore studying the effect of solution pH on dye removal
from solution is appropriate.

The adsorptive uptake of dyes is expected to depend on the aqueous solution pH especially if the
electrostatic interaction between the adsorbent and sorbate is the only mechanism for dye adsorption
(23). The variation in the solution pH is known to influence both the adsorbent surface charge and the
ionization degree of the dye molecules and thus to impact on the degree of electrostatic attraction or
repulsion between the adsorbent and adsorbate and consequently to affect the degree of dye adsorption
(23, 17). Modification of the surface state of the adsorbents when varying pH is due to the protonation
or deprotonation on their surface. This is possible in the presence of ionizable functional groups on the
adsorbent  surface  active  sites  like  OH,  NH2, COOH, SH, etc. groups. Qualitative assessment of
surface charge on any solid surface suspended in solution at a given pH can be made by determining
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its  electrostatic  potential  or  so  called  point  of  zero  charge  (pzc).  PZC  is  defined  as  the  pH  of  the
solution at which the net surface charge on solid is zero. When the adsorption process takes place at
pH < pzc, due to excess H + in solution, they adsorb onto the surface of the adsorbent particles and it
acquires a positive charge. MS and RhB are cationic dyes, suggesting that under these conditions the
electrostatic repulsion between positively charged adsorbent surface and the dye cations would
increase and consequently would results in decreased absorption of dyes. Conversely, when the
adsorbent is suspended in a solution with pH> pzc, because an excess of OH-, surface functional
groups of adsorbent are partially deprotonated and the surface possess negative charge, which would
favor the the adsorption of dye cations.

Fig.10. shows ATR-FT-IR spectra of pure methylene blue and of zeolite before and after adsorption of
dye.  It  is  evident  that  the  characteristic  peaks  of  aromatic  ring  of  MB  at  ~1603  and  ~1394  cm-1

appeared in the spectra of zeolite – MB combination.

Fig.10. ATR- FT-IR spectra of pure MB dye, zeolite and zeolite – MB

ATR-FT-IR spectrum of raw zeolite shows also bands at 3620 cm-1 and 1634 cm-1 that correspond to
the stretching vibrations of non hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl groups and to the deformation vibrations
of adsorbed water molecules, respectively. The presence of OH groups in the zeolite composition
suggests that when adsorbent is suspended in solution, depending on solution pH partially or complete
protonation or deprotonation of the surface OH groups could occur, which would consequently results
in modification of the surface charge of zeolite. The change of the surface charge of a solid having
surface OH groups at different solution pHs is schematically illustrated in the following scheme:

The experimental titration curves for zeolite PZC determination are presented in Fig. 11. These results
indicate that the surface charge of zeolite is zero or neutral at pHpzc in the range of pH 7.3-7.6.
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Fig.11. Experimental curves for PZC determination of zeolite

To investigate the influence of pH on the efficiency of adsorptive removal of dyes experiments with
20 mg/L MB and RhB and 1 g/L zeolite at three different pH values of the working solutions were
carried out: 3.41, 10.24 and pH of the solutions without correction (pHo = 6.44 for MB and pHo = 4.68
for RhB). Results are presented in Fig. 12.

Fig.12. Effect of the solution pH on the adsorption of MB and RhB onto zeolite

It  was  found  that  the  percentage  of  adsorbed  MB  dye  on  the  surface  of  zeolite  is  almost  not  pH-
dependent and removal degree is still over 96% even at an acidic medium, albeit for a longer period.
Despite the fact that at pH <7 a protonation of the surface hydroxyl groups of zeolite should occur, no
substantial increase in the electrostatic repulsion between the positively charged zeolite particles and
the MB was observed. Similar results are obtained by authors who have studied the adsorption of
reactive dyes on activated carbon (23). The adsorption behavior of RhB dye was different under
varying solution pH. The results show that the extent of dye adsorption greatly decreases (over 4
times) as pH is increasing from 3.41 to 10.24. A probable reason for the observed difference in
adsorption of RhB on zeolite as compared to the MB dye could be the fact that there is a carboxylic
group in structure of RB. The acid dissociation exponent of the carboxyl group of RhB is about 4.1
and therefore it can be dissociated with increasing pH of solution. Then, at pH greater than 4.1 most of
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the carboxyl group of RhB was dissociated and negatively charged at COO state, i.e. under these
experimental conditions the molecule of RhB is in the zwitterionic form (26). Accordingly, depending
on the surface charge of adsorbent, a mode of RhB adsorption could be different: on the negatively
charged surface is through positively charged diethylamino group, while on the positively charged
surface RhB molecules tend to adsorb via the negatively charged carboxyl group. Based on the results
obtained it may be assumed that the reduction in RhB adsorption degree with increasing solution
alkalinity is due to the insufficient electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged zeolite
surface and the zwitterionic character of RhB dye (27).

CONCLUSIONS

Natural zeolite has proven to be a promising material for the removal of cationic dyes Methylene blue
and Rodamine B from aqueous solutions under certain conditions. The amount of dye adsorbed was
found to increase with the increase in the zeolite dosage, initial dye concentration, and agitation speed.
The adsorption capacity of RhB on zeolite increased in acidic solutions, while the extent of MB uptake
was almost not pH-dependent. Equilibrium data demonstrated favourable adsorption and fit better with
the Langmuir isotherm model.

Authors gratefully acknowledge financial support by the National Science Fund (Projects D 02-
295/08, DDVU 02-7/10) and by the University of Plovdiv Research Fund (Project NI HF-007).
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Abstract

In the Czech Republic and in other countries of Eastern Europe there is a problem of further existence
of prefabricated panel housing estates. The buildings are getting older and they need necessary
repairs because they are energy intensive. They also sometimes become a place of living of socially
excluded people. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with a complete revitalisation of these housing
estates. This article focuses on the issue of revitalisation of panel constructions and on the current
state of panel houses in the Czech Republic. The main part of this article describes the possibilities
and extent of revitalisation of panel houses which are currently in the progress. It also proposes
a solution for revitalisation of whole housing estates at lowest costs possible with the use of recycled
materials obtained from disposal of abandoned and irreparable buildings.

Key words: prefabricated panel house, housing estate, recycling, environment protection

1. INTRODUCTION TO PREFABRICATED PANEL HOUSING ESTATES
The main cause of the beginning of prefabricated panel housing estates was the aim for fast,
quantitative and economical building. Panel houses are buildings wholly prefabricated of large panels
(Kostelková 1982, own translation) which include horizontal ceiling panels, vertical supporting and
non-supporting panels and staircase panels complemented by light-material products forming core
units, apertures filling and separating walls.

Fig. 1. An example of a panel housing estate in the Czech Republic (Source: Wikimedia Commons,
web page, free licence, http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2b/

Jahodov%C3%A1_od_Pra%C5%BEsk%C3%A9.jpg, accessed January 16 2012.
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1.1. The beginnings of prefabricated panel housing estates in the world

The origin of the prefabricated panel housing estates as such can be dated back to the beginning of the
20th century. The inventor of panel buildings is Thomas Alva Edison, no less. He used this technique
to build a housing estate in America with several tens of (mostly) workers’ houses.

However, if we searched for the beginnings of prefabricated housing estates, we would have to go
back to ancient Greece in pre-Christian times. As early as that, individual building stone components
such as, for example, girders and columns were created separately in stone-cutting workshops as
prefabricated parts which were only fastened or assembled at the building site.

1.2. The beginnings of prefabricated panel housing estates in Europe

The first European prefabricated panel houses emerged in the Netherlands shortly after the WWI. In
1923 the building started in Germany, and after a short pause, in 1939, they started being built in
France, Sweden and Finland. Subsequently, the building estates started to spread across Europe.
Building of panel houses functioned as quick and cheap way of living. In spite of this, the panel
houses were not built in Western Europe in such an amount as in Eastern Europe. Western Europe
abandoned building of panel houses already in the 1970s. On the other hand, panel houses in Eastern
Europe were still built in the beginning of the 1990s. ( ech 2011).

1.3. The beginnings of prefabricated panel housing estates in the Czech Republic

In former Czechoslovakia, the year 1940 can be considered to be the beginning of prefabricated panel
housing estates when the development of panel was launched by the Ba a Company in Zlín. In this
year an experimental house made of cast concrete was built. The panels used for building of this house
were made right on the spot at the building site. This building can be considered to be the predecessor
of the first panel houses in this country. A year later, also in Zlín, the first two multi-storey apartment
houses were built and other experimental buildings of this kind started to emerge. With the aim to
replace labour-consuming walling of partition and external walls by bricks, they started to experiment
with the use of large concrete blocks with slab content. After several experiments with prefabricated
panel buildings, there emerged the first completely prefabricated panel house in Czechoslovakia in
Zlín in the so-called “Lidmil’s meadow” (Lidmilova louka). It was a panel house labelled G40: G for
the place of origin (Zlín, was at that time called Gottwaldov) and 40 for the number of flats in the
house. ( ech 2011). This type took hold quickly and in the same year, the construction of the G40
system was started in many parts of the republic. The development and construction of new
constructional systems of panel houses continued until the 1990s and by that time, approximately
1,200,000 flats in those buildings arose.

In the following graph, the course of development of prefabrication of housing estates in this country
is clearly visible. In 1960, only about 20 per cent of the whole volume of housing estates were carried
out by means of wholly prefabricated panels. In the subsequent years, this percentage increased. In the
second half of the 1960s, prefabrication was used in approximately 58 per cent of housing
constructions. In the 1970s the prefabrication represented incredible 90 per cent of the whole volume
of housing estates. After 1980, there came a gradual decrease of prefabrication of housing estates
which continued until the end of the 1990s when this type of construction almost ceased to exist.
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Graph 1. Prefabrication of housing estates in Czechoslovakia (Source: David ech, Pre-
Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).

Currently, we can find almost 200 thousands of panel apartment houses in the Czech Republic with
roughly 1.2 million of flats in these houses. The panel constructions form approximately 55 % of all
flats in apartment houses, and roughly 27 % of flats of the whole residential property of the Czech
Republic ( ech 2011).

Graph 2. Distribution of residential property (Source: David ech, Pre-Fabricated Panel Houses, In
Sborník p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).
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As was already mentioned, there are about 1.2 million flats in panel houses in the Czech Republic. In
the following graph the author showed the number of flats in individual parts of the Czech Republic.
From the graph it follows that the biggest boom of panel housing estates was in Moravia, Northern
Bohemia and in the capital, Prague. The largest number is in northern Moravia, which was caused by
an increased demand on cheap housing as a consequence of a large amount of people employed in
extractive and mining industries.

Graph 3. Number of flats in panel houses in individual parts of the Czech Republic (Source: David
ech, Pre-Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).

Tab 1. Number of flats in panel houses between 1959 and 1990 (Source: Loukotka, Bytová politika:
Sou asný stav a rozsah panelové bytové výstavby, Trendy v regeneraci panelových dom , Ministerstvo

pro místní rozvoj, V stník, 1 – 2000, http://www.obce.cz/mmr/vestniky/vestnik00-01/0001v02.htm,
accessed January 10 2012).

1959-60 1961-70 1971-80 1981-90 Total

Prague 6,200 45,200 67,700 56,200 175,200

Central
Bohemia 5,200 28,400 45,400 22,000 100,900

Northern
Bohemia 9,700 43,100 75,900 56,200 184,900

Eastern
Bohemia 4,200 28,400 46,500 23,700 102,800

Southern
Bohemia 2,600 20,900 32,600 20,300 76,300

Western
Bohemia 8,300 37,500 40,500 21,300 107,700

Northern 15,600 93,400 76,700 51,500 237,200

175 200

100 900

184 900

102 800

76 300
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180 000
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Moravia

Southern
Moravia 7,100 47,900 81,800 43,200 180,000

Most of the panel houses were, naturally, built in the cities, but the countryside was not left behind.
During the realisation of the idea of bringing country closer to the cities, panel houses arose also in the
country. The average representation of panel houses in the Czech Republic is approximately 1.3%.
The region of Karlovy Vary surpasses this number with its 5.8%. In other regions, this representation
ranges from 0.6% do 2.3%.

Graph 4. The percentage of the representation of panel houses in the cities and in the countryside
(Source: David ech, Pre-Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké

konference, 2011).

2. TYPES OF PRE-FABRICATED PANEL HOUSES

2.1. Division according to the construction system used

Panel houses can be divided according to the arrangement of ceiling panels and bearing walls into
three main groups:

• One-way panel systems

All the bearing walls are placed in one direction. According to components’ layout, longitudinal and
transverse carrier systems can be distinguished. With transverse carrier system, the ceiling panels are
laid longitudinally and the bearing walls are transverse. With longitudinal carrier system, it is vice
versa, which means that ceiling panels are laid transversally and bearing walls longitudinally. In both
cases stability of the panel house is secured by tie walls or frames. Transverse carrier system was more
frequent in Czechoslovakia.

• Two-way panel systems

1.3%

98.3%

Countryside

Cities
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Ceiling panels and bearing walls are laid in both directions. Stability of these buildings is secured by
bearing and, possibly, tie walls.

• Combined panel systems
In these systems, vertical carrier elements of walls and columns are combined and if connected with
horizontal elements, they can also form frames (these systems are considered to be wall systems
supplemented with frames or frame systems supplemented by walls).

2.2. An overview of standardized systems in the Czech Republic
When looking around the Czech Republic, it is noticeable that there are three main types of panel
houses which are most frequent, namely T0XB, VVU-ETA and P1.11. Each of these types had its own
sub-versions according to the locality where it was used. These construction systems differed mostly
in the size of wall elements, in types of core units, material and, of course, the year of building. Each
of these panel systems has its own particularities. However, they have one aspect in common: poor
quality of manufacturing and of material used ( ech 2011). In the following table the author presents
a list of standardized construction systems of panel houses, which were realized in large-scale building
of panel houses. Besides these standardized systems, there were also many others variations of
materials according to different regions and also apartment houses built with the use of panel
technology in regions where the Soviet army used to operate.

Tab 2. A list of standardized construction systems of panel houses (Source: Governmental Order
no.299/2001 Coll., on Use of the financial means of State Housing Development Fund to Cover Part
of Interests on Credits Provided by Banks to both Legal Entities and Natural Persons for Reparations,

Modernisation or Regeneration of Panel Houses).

T 1 T 20 G OS 64 T 09 B MS Pr mstav BP 70 OS

T 5 T 22 G OS 66 B 2 PS 61 VVÚ ETA

T 11 T 42 T 01 B B 4 PS 69 Larsen & Nielsen

T 12 T 52 T 02 B VM OS PS 69/2 BANKS

T 13 G 40 T 03 B VO S HK 60 OP 1.11

T 14 G 55 T 05 B VP OS HK 65 OP 1.13

T 15 G 57 T 06 B B 60 HK 69 OP 1.21

T 16 G 58 T 08 B B 70 HKS 70 OP 1.31

T 17 G 59 T OB-Nitra B 70 - 360 HKS G

2.3. Main types of panel construction systems and their description

In Table 3 the author has chosen the most important types of construction systems. The table presents
approximate dates of building, types of construction systems, types of cladding, construction heights
and last but not least additional comments on these systems.
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Tab 3 (Part 1). Summary of selected types of panel construction systems which were built in
Czechoslovakia from 1953 to 1992 (Source: David ech, Pre-Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník

p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).

Year of
building

Construction
system type

Construction
system Cladding Construction

height. (m) Notes

From 1953 G40
T11, T12, T13,

T16

Transverse

Modules: 3.2m;
3.8m

Slag concrete

TH 200mm

2.9 Building: Zlín,
Brno, Prague,

Ostrava

Number of
storeys: 4 to 5

storeys without a
lift

1955 - 1967 G55, G56,
G57, G58, G59

Transverse

Module: 3.6m

Slag concrete

TH 240mm

2.85 Whole Czech
Republic

Number of
storeys: 3 to 5

storeys without a
lift

1960 - 1973 GOS64,
GOS66

Transverse

Module: 3.6m

Slag concrete

TH 240mm

2.85 Building in the
region of Ostrava

a variant for
undermined area

1962 - 1970 T0B, T02B,
T03B, T05B

Bidirectional

Module: 3.6m

reinforced
concrete

panels TH
270mm

2.8 Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, up
to 8 storeys with

a lift

Approximately
from 1972

T06B Transverse

Module: 3.6m

reinforced
concrete

panels TH
300mm

with TI TH
80mm, later:
slag-pumice

concrete
TH 340mm

2.8 Whole Czech
Republic,

approved as so
called “NKS”

(Nová
konstruk ní

soustava = New
construction

system)

Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 6 –
8 storeys with a

lift

Approximately
from 1972

T07B Transverse

Module: 3.6m
By

experimentation:
6.0m

reinforced
concrete

panels with
TI

TH 80mm

2.8 Experimental
system, was not
approved at the

state level,
basis for

construction
systems VVÚ-

ETA
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Tab 3 (Part 2). Summary of selected types of panel construction systems which were built in
Czechoslovakia from 1953 to 1992 (Source: David ech, Pre-Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník

p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).

Year of
building

Construction
system type

Construction
system Cladding Construction

height. (m) Notes

Approximately
from 1972

T08B Transverse

Module: 6.0m

reinforced
concrete

panels with
TI

TH 80mm

2.8 Experimental
system, building
only in Northern

and Central
Bohemia

Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 8

storeys with a lift

Approximately
from 1972

T09B Transverse

Module: 6.0m

reinforced
concrete

panels with
TI

TH 80mm

2.8 Experimental
system, building

in Central
Bohemia only

Number of
storeys: 2-3

storeys without a
lift

1972 - 1989 PS61, PS69 Transverse

Module: 6.0m

reinforced
concrete

panels with
TI

TH 80mm

2.8 Local variations
for apartment

building in
Bohemia

Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 8

storeys with a lift

Approximately
from 1965

VMOS, VOS,
VOS66, VPOS

Transverse

with reinforcing
longitudinal walls
Modules: 2.4m;

3.6m; 4.9m

Sandwich
panels

TH 220mm
with TI

TH 40mm,
whole-wall
expanded-

clay concrete
panels

TH 270mm

2.8 Number of
storeys: 12, 14,
16, 17 storeys

Approximately
from 1970

BP70 Transverse

Module: 3.6m

reinforced
concrete

panels with
TI

TH 80mm

2.8 Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 6
and 8 storeys
with a lift (so-

called “corridor
type”), max. 12

storeys with a lift
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Tab 3 (Part 3). Summary of selected types of panel construction systems which were built in
Czechoslovakia from 1953 to 1992 (Source: David ech, Pre-Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník

p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).
1970 - 1985 B70 Transverse

Modules: 2.4m;
3.6m; 4.8m

reinforced
concrete

panels TH
270mm

with TI TH
60mm

2.8 Building in
Southern

Moravia and
Northern
Bohemia

Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 8

storeys with a lift

1971 - 1989 BANKS I/II Transverse

Modules 2.4m;
3.0m; 4.2m

reinforced
concrete

panels TH
290mm

with TI TH
80mm

2.8 Building in
Northern
Bohemia

Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 8-
12 storeys with a

lift

1971 - 1989 Larsen-Nilsen Transverse and
longitudinal

Modules: 2.7m;
3.6m; 4.5m

reinforced
concrete
panels

240mm

with  TI TH
80mm

2.8 Building in
Prague only
Number of

storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 8-
12 storeys with a

lift

1971 - 1989 HKS-70, HK-
69, HKS-G

Transverse

Modules: 3.6m;
4.2m

cellular
concrete

panels TH
270mm

with TI TH
60mm

2.8 Building in
Eastern and

Northern
Bohemia

Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 8

storeys with a lift

1971 - 1992 VVU-ETA Transverse

Modules: 3.0m;
6.0m

cellular
concrete
panels

TH 240mm
with TI TH

80mm

2.8 Building in
Prague and

Central Bohemia
Number of

storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 12
storeys with a lift

1975 - 1989 OP 1.1, OP
1.11, OP 1.21
P1.11, P1.13

Transverse

Modules: 3.6m;
4.2m

Complementary:
1.8m; 2.4m

Whole-wall
panel TH
300mm
with TI

TH 80mm

2.8 Whole Czech
Republic

Number of
storeys: 4 storeys
without a lift, 8
and 12 storeys

with a lift
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Fig. 2. Selected types of construction systems of panel houses in pictures (Source:
www.panelovedomy.ekowatt.cz, accessed January 15 2012).

3. PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH PANEL HOUSES

3.1. The most common problems which influence big boom of panel houses revitalisation
Currently, there are many problems connected with panel houses which more or less influence housing
culture in these buildings. The main problems are:

• Insufficient thermal insulation which results in large heat leakage (in spite of the efforts to create
sufficient thermal-technological properties of outer constructions during the building – the use of
sandwich panels with thermal insulation)

• Too many of thermal bridges (especially in the contact areas of two panels or of a panel and the
ceiling)

• The use of wooden windows or the use of wooden panels of recessed balconies which, today, are
considered to be insufficient

• Another problem is represented by high sound conductivity of concrete (besides, the wear layer is
often directly on the flooring unit)

• The use of low-quality material during the building (for instance, Formica core units)

• The use of inadequate material for distribution systems (for example carcinogenic eternit
discharge piping)

• Poor roof construction ( ech 2011).
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3.2. Most common factors influencing defects in panel houses
Defects in panel houses have been influenced by several factors. The most common of these factors
are inaccurate project planning and inaccurately carried out construction; further there is inappropriate
using of the house and also the age of the building. These factors surely influenced housing quality in
a large amount of panel buildings. Graph 5 shows the percentage of the most frequent factors
influencing defects.

Graph 5. The most frequent factors influencing defects in panel houses (Source: David ech, Pre-
Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník p ísp vk  z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).

4. REVITALISATION OF PANEL HOUSES AND HOUSING ESTATES

As was mentioned in ech (2011), renovation and revitalisation of panel houses and whole housing
estates should be dealt with in a complex manner. This way the need of subsequent modifications in
the following years should be limited. Unfortunately, this is not a current trend. As an example of
a non-complex solution here can serve a replacement of radiators by those designed for thermal non-
insulated panel house followed (in a span of a few years) by thermal insulation works on the building.”
( ech 2011). There is a common opinion that living in a panel house cannot be a quality living.
However, the opposite is true. It is possible to say that spatial arrangement of many flats in panel
houses is not bad and after a proper revitalisation these flats can provide quality living. Needless to say
that  it  is  not  possible  to  compare  these  flats  with  flats  in  panel  houses  in  other  countries  of  the
European Union, which is demonstrated by the following table. Concerning revitalisations, however,
we should follow a similar path.
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Tab 4. Comparison of flats in panel houses in the Czech Republic and in the EU (Source: iSTAVinfo,
http://www.istavinfo.cz/17/pdcnewsitem/01/50/57/index_17.html, accessed January 15 2012).

).

Czech Republic EU

Number of flats per 1,000
inhabitants 372 400-490

Usable area of a flat (m2) 70.5 85-120

Average number of rooms 2.7 3.4-5.2

4.1. The most common types of adjustments in panel houses

As was already mentioned, the current trend in revitalisations of panel building is not without faults. In
spite of this, the most common types of revitalisation can be listed here.

• Replacement of aluminium wiring by copper one (old aluminium distribution systems proved
higher level of fire hazard)

• Replacement of vertical and horizontal hot and cold water distribution system and plumbing
system (for example plumbing system may be clogged by water incrustation or harmful material
might have been used for the plumbing system),and  their isolation

• Replacement of radiators

• Reparation of static insufficiencies (there are many serious static insufficiencies in panel houses
which need to be repaired).

• Windows replacement (old wooden windows are leaky which leads to a high heat loss; the
windows can also be showing signs of mildew).

• External insulation (this leads to great heat saving and establishing of more suitable conditions
inside the building)

• Replacement of window inserts (poor characteristics – basically the same as with old wooden
windows)

• Renovation and insulation of roof cladding of the building (especially important in case of
external insulation)

• Replacement of lifts ( ech 2011).

The following graph depicts the percentage of different types of revitalisations in the total number of
renovated panel houses

z mezinárodní v decké konference, 2011).

4.2. Problems connected with current trends in revitalisation of panel houses

There are many problems connected with ineffective panel house revitalisation. However, people who
are  renovating  their  houses  often  come  to  realise  these  problem  late  which  is  a  cause  of  recurring
investments into renovation or, possibly, very little recoverability of money invested. These problems
include:

• It can be found that the financial recoverability of external insulation of the building is low
considering the increase in price of energy (insufficient thickness of thermal insulation)
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• Insufficient air renewal which causes worsening of the quality of interior environment (forming
of mildew, disruption of building structure)

• Ineffective power utilization (large heat loss, for example, in the heating and hot water
distribution systems)

Graph 6. Percentage of different types of revitalisations of panel houses in the Czech Republic
Czechoslovakia (Source: David ech, Pre-Fabricated Panel Houses, In Sborník p ísp vk

4.3. Complex dealing with panel houses revitalisation

Complexity is a very important notion in panel houses revitalisation. Current trends are single-tracked
with focus on reducing energy expense but the question of improving of housing culture is neglected.
Many buildings are unoccupied and they start to decay. Sometimes they are used as a place of living
for socially weak families. This kind of buildings can be said to be practically uninhabitable. However,
this all does not have to mean that the only solution is demolition of these whole buildings and
subsequent construction of new and modern houses. In this respect, we should follow the example of,
for instance, Germany. The most important factor of complex solution of revitalisation of uninhabited
panel houses should become a reduction of the number of floors and also changes in interior layout of
flats. Even an old and dilapidating building can be turned into a place of quality housing for costs
lower than those which would be connected with a demolition of existing buildings and creating of
new ones. The following figure shows an example of a complex dealing with panel house
revitalisation in Germany.
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Fig. 3. A building in Dresden, original number of floors 6 was reduced into 4 EU (Source: iSTAVinfo,
http://www.istavinfo.cz/17/pdcnewsitem/01/50/57/index_17.html, accessed January 15 2012).

From the following table a considerable difference in the amount of revitalised panel houses in the
Czech Republic and in Germany can be noticed.

Tab 5. Comparison of revitalisation in the Czech Republic and Germany (Source: iSTAVinfo,
http://www.istavinfo.cz/17/pdcnewsitem/01/50/57/index_17.html, accessed January 15 2012).

Czech Republic Germany

Number of flats in panel houses 1,165,000 4,500,000

Number of revitalised flats until 1992 0 500,000

Number of revitalised flats until 2002 100,000 3,150,000

Percentage of panel house revitalisation in 2005 10-20% 70%

Types of revitalisation which could lead to improved housing culture in Czech panel houses:

• Common types of modification currently used in the Czech Republic (see section 4.1.) –
reduction of energy consumption

• Dismantling of several floors of the building

• Dismantling of (recessed) balconies

• Changes in ground plan (annexes, for example)

• Changes in interior layout of flats

• Changes in external appearance buildings (greater attractiveness of housing)

• Changes of buildings’ surroundings
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4.4. Revitalisation of panel housing estates as a whole

In the previous part, the complexity of revitalisation of panel houses was described. One of the
described possibilities was dismantling of several floors of a building. This part will be a follow-up of
this topic and will deal with the revitalisation of panel housing estates as a whole. It will also deal with
an increase of attractiveness of living in housing estates which were modified in this way because it
should be one of the results of revitalisation. It is important to mention here that this revitalisation will
be carried out with the lowest costs possible. The reason for low cost is the use of recycled building
waste which is obtained from dismantling of several floors of a building.

4.4.1.The basis of building waste recycling

In the process of  recycling as  a  whole it  should be a  clear  rule  that  the quality  and efficiency of  the
whole process of recycling depends on the quality of the demolition work and especially on the
demolition waste sorting directly on the spot” (www.arsm.cz). Building waste as such is in many cases
not dangerous. Much bigger threat to the environment is represented by its amount and by the fact that
in  most  cases  the  waste  is  not  re-used.  An  ideal  solution  is  the  use  of  mobile  recycling  lines  which
consist of both grinding and separating parts.

The recycling process consists of several parts:

• Demolition (in this case dismantling of several floors)

• Pre-sorting (elimination of visible foreign substances, especially contaminated, or organic etc.)

• Graining

• Elimination of foreign substances (e.g. iron)

• Sorting (output grading of recyclate)

4.4.2.Current ways of dealing with building waste

In most cases the building waste is not re-used and all the waste is transported to waste dumps. This
leads to excessive burdening of the environment.

Current trends of building and revitalisation look like this:

• Demolition of existing buildings

• All the material is transported to waste dumps

• New material is brought

• Building begins

4.4.3.Ways of re-use of building waste

The main idea here is to know in advance, before the building of something new, what is supposed to
happen with the old one. This means:

• To reduce taking away as much as possible

• To reduce the use of waste dumps as much as possible

• To reduce the use of new materials for building

• To reduce the bringing of new material to the site

• To reduce storage

• To maximise re-appreciation (Henková 1992, own translation)
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This procedure is suitable not only from the economic point of view, but mainly from the ecological
point of view. Separated building waste could be, in this case, re-used for increasing of attractiveness
of panel housing estate.

The following points describe its possible use:

• Closing of excavations

• Filling of buried services

• Clearing

• Basis for communications with low amount of traffic

5. PLANNED COURSE OF RESEARCH

My research should be focused on small housing estates in small to medium-sized municipalities in
the Czech Republic where decaying panel buildings can be found. In the case of large panel housing
estates, this problem is, for the present, impracticable. The main part of this research will be increasing
efficiency of revitalisation of panel housing estates with regard to energy saving, environment
protection and lowering of costs of modifications of these housing estates.

6. CONCLUSION

It is useful to conclude with the statement that panel house revitalisation is presently a very important
issue. The service life of a panel house is, in case of poor maintenance, approximately 50 years. This
makes this issue urgent. Because of increasing prices for running a building, it is desirable to
maximally reduce these costs. Last but not least, environment protection should be taken into
consideration, which brings us to the issue of waste recycling.

The article was solved on the basis of the specific research No. 1326 entitled "Proposal of
technological processes in the recycling and subsequent use in construction in the area of
brownfields." The proposer is Ing. Svatava Henková, CSc. The research is designed at the Brno
University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Institute of technology, mechanization and
construction management.
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SOLUTION OF THE ISSUE OF BROWNFIELD SITES AND THEIR RE-USE WITH
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Abstract
This article deals with the issue of brownfield sites. This term covers building which are usually
abandoned or insufficiently utilized and at the same time they are considerably affected by their
previous usage. They are often substantially polluted. That is why they are currently in the centre of
attention. Thus this article handles the issue of brownfield sites from the point of view of their further
use. It is focused on re-use of materials which are obtained during partial or complete demolitions
and their further use in both the building industry and organic matter mixtures. The article also
summarises suitable technological procedures in carrying out during partial and complete
demolitions of these buildings. The result should be an economicaland ecological procedure of
disposal of various kinds of brownfield sites.

Key words: brownfield sites, demolition, recycling, technological procedure, re-use

1.INTRODUCTION

What Does Brownfield Mean?

The term “Brownfield” usually denotes desolate, abandoned or insufficiently used buildings whose
condition has been seriously influenced by their original way of use. These buildings often represent
what is called “environmental burden”. Brownfields consist of not only small buildings but they often
involve vast areas that are covered by building complexes and plots of ground. Brownfields may
appear in a continuously built-up area or in a free landscape. (Št rba 2012).

Brownfield Devision

Brownfields can be divided according to their original method of use:

- Military Browfields – buildings like bunkers, garages, storage spaces, laboratories and
training grounds are expected to be found there

- Agricultural Brownfields – buildings like warehouses, silos, garages, workshops,
lodging houses, fields and forests are expected to be found there

- Industrial Brownfields – buildings like factories, steelworks, concrete mixing plants
and halls are expected to be found there

- Transport Brownfields – railway stations, border crossings, toll gates, docks, airport
terminals, railway sidings, motorways and roads are expected to be found there

- Recreational Brownfields – camps, chalets and swimming pools are to be found there

- Civil Brownfields  - apartment and family houses are to be found there
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- Others – hospitals, schools, mines are to be found there (Št rba 2012)

6.1. Estimated Division of Brownfields in the Czech Republic

Graph 7. Brownfields according to their original way of use (Source: CzechInvest 2008, Št rba
2012).

Graph 8. Division of brownfields according to their environmental burden (Source: CzechInvest
2008, Št rba 2012).
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Graph 9. Division of brownfields according to the size of municipalities (Source: CzechInvest 2008,
Št rba 2012).

Graph 4. Division of brownfields according to the property type (Source: CzechInvest 2008, Št rba
2012).
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advantageous to reconstruct such a building or whether it is financially advantageous to demolish such
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and before it is put into practice, it is necessary to discuss it with all administrative authorities that
have to permit the demolition.

After the demolition is approved, it is crucial to choose the right way of building disposal.

Blast Demolition

Blast demolition belongs to the least environmentally friendly types of demolition. Each blast is
accompanied with a strong pressure wave that is destructive to everything in its surrounding. Each
blast is also accompanied with a strong acoustic wave that threatens wild animals. Another negative
effect of this method is that it is not possible to separate the trash during the blast. If this rubble should
be further recycled, it would be necessary to exert the effort to separate the rubble.

The main advantage of the blast demolition is that this method is extremely fast. Explosives are used
for the blast. Explosives have extreme explosive effect after detonation. Among the most often used
are dynamite, penthrite, hexogene and trinitrotoluene.

Machine Performed Demolition (Demoli ní technika 2009)

Machine performed demolition is the most frequently used method. There are several disadvantages.
The most  serious are,  for  example,  that  this  method is  very noisy because of  the used machines and
there is also a danger of leakage of oil from machines. Nevertheless, in case that modern technology is
used as well as regular service examination is performed; there is no need to fear the leakage of oil
from the machines. On the other hand, the main advantage of this way of demolition is the possibility
of sorting the rubble already during the demolition process. Also, if the recycling lines are used,
recycled products of higher quality are produced and their further utilization is vast.

Machines that are used during the machine performed demolitions:

Hydraulic (demolishing) hammers that are divided into:

- Light hammers – these are used for road constructions, excavating and demolishing
works of smaller extent, building reconstructions, quarries (here for decreasing the
size of material for crushing), garden landscaping and landscaping in general.

- Medium size hammers – these are used especially for the primary mining of
aggregate, then for the secondary disintegration of aggregate, demolitions, tunnel
constructions and excavating works.

- Heavy hammers – these are used for primary mining of aggregate, then for secondary
disintegration of aggregate, demolitions, tunnel constructions, excavation works,
laying building foundations.

Combined pressed-shears are used for demolitions, for decreasing the size of rubble and also for the
rubble recycling.

Demolition breakers are used for basic demolition works of steel concrete constructions, then for
secondary breaking of stony debris, then for separating the steel reinforcement from concrete.

Multifunctional grabs are used especially for demolishing works (masonry, wooden structures),
separation of waste.

Manual Demolition (Demoli ní technika 2009)

The last method that is used is manual demolition. The main disadvantage of this method is the need
of great number of manual workers. Furthermore, this method is very slow. On the other hand, the
main advantage is low dustiness and its impact on its surrounding is minimal. What appears to be also
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very beneficial is that the process of rubble separation is of high quality already during the
demolishing process.

There are several basic tools that are used during the manual demolition:

- Hydraulic and pneumatic hammers are used for breaking concrete and masonry.

- Hydraulic and pneumatic rock drills are used especially for road maintenance,
communal works, construction works, holing for blasthole charge, rock anchoring,
stone splintering, rodding, compaction by driving

- Hydraulic pilot extractors are used for removal of wooden and steel columns, steel
pipes of circle and square cross-section and fence pales

- Circular saws are used for concrete, asphalt and steel cutting

3.RECYCLING

Recently, mineral wealth supplies have been depleted a lot based on the wasteful way of its extracting.
As a result of this, government and ecologists put bigger pressure on companies to preserve the
mineral wealth supplies and to protect the natural wealth. As a logical consequence of this, the prices
of  minerals  as  well  as  costs  of  building  companies  rise.  Debris  recycling  and  the  usage  of  recycled
products, not only in construction, should become a matter of deep consideration.

Ways of Recycling

Debris recycling can be done right in the building site or the debris can be taken to the collection
point.

In case that the investor decides to take the debris away to the collection points where the process of
recycling will be  performed, they need to be aware of the costs for transporting the debris into the
place of destination. The investor must also pay for the debris storage and they will have to buy and
transport new material for construction. This material will have to be taken to the construction site.

Nature friendly as well as less costly way of recycling is when the investor decides to use mobile or
half-mobile recycling lines. These recycling lines enable to perform the recycling process at the
demolition site.

Comparison of Costs for Debris Storing and Recycling Costs in the Demolition Site

The following graph shows prices without VAT for storage of 1 ton of debris. The prices are randomly
chosen from companies operating in the Czech Republic. The cost of transport to the place of
destination is not included. But the average price of 25 CZK per kilometre can be assumed.
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Graph 10. Prices for waste storage (Source: AZ Park 2010, Rekultiva Praha 2011, Tlak Smolík 2008,
Maletínský 2011, ikom 2010, Dvo ák 2008, Hantály 2011, Št rba 2011).

The following graph shows the selling prices of recycled materials. VAT is not included.

Graph 6. Selling prices of the recycled materials (Source: Stapo Morava 2010, Rekultiva Praha 2011,
Maletínský 2011, ikom 2010, Dvo ák 2008, Hantály 2011, Št rba 2011).
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This graph shows the prices  for  hired recycling machines.  Prices  are  in  CZK per  1 ton of  processed
debris. It is necessary to add the transport price of the machine which is about 30 CZK per 1
kilometre. The price for assembly and disassembly of the machine is about 3,500 CZK.

Graph 7. Prices of recycling line hire (Source: Stapo Morava 2010, Tlak Smolík 2008, ikom 2010,
Hantály 2011, Št rba 2011).
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The following schema has been recently the most frequently used recycling schema in the Czech
Republic.

Graph 8. Schema of recycling process 1 (Source: ARSM 2002).

This schema is used especially for recycling in other countries of the world. This schema ensures high
quality of the output recycled product but it is very costly.

Graph 9. Schema of recycling process 2 (Source: Hyben, I & Spišáková, M 2011)
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clogging materials such as gypsum or shale.

Magnetic separators catch magnetic impurities that appear in recycled waste. They are located in belts
or above them.

Washing lines serves to wash the waste during recycling. This process ensures the elimination of soft
particles from the recycled products (Št rba 2011).

4.INDUSTRIAL APLICABILITY OF RECYCLED PRODUCTS

Recycled products of construction debris have been underestimated in the Czech Republic. However,
essays and treatises both in the Czech Republic and in the world prove the potential industrial
applicability of this secondary material. Its advantage is its price but its negative is its quality. The
quality is proportionally equal to the assembly that produces the mixture. The industrial applicability
of recycled products and not only in construction is for example the following:

- Concrete recycled product can be used as backfill and embankment material, foundation layer
under wall footing, foundation material under roads and railroads, aggregate into new concrete
mixtures, aggregate to bituminous mixtures, off-highway adjustments, noise barriers

- Recycled products from glass can be used for the production of glass covers or thermal insulation

- Recycled products from ceramic elements can be used for the production of brick-concrete, as
mortar filler, also for the production of porous concrete, cob mould bricks, red clay

- Wood can be repeatedly used as fuel – cloven timber, pellets, mulching mixtures or particle
board

- Recycled asphalt is used as foundation layer for roads that are not extremely loaded (Št rba
2012)

Furthermore, building recycled products or debris can be used as additives for the creation of soil that
is used for crops cultivation. Such soil has higher level of alkalinity and its pH value is lower. That is
why the growth of the plants in such soil is better. Debris also contributed to the lightening of the
mixture. (Henek 2011).

7. CONCLUSION

To conclude, it is necessary to mention that the matter of brownfields that have been aesthetic and
ecologic burden for its surrounding is not going to be solved without the support of wide public.
Considering the fact that the revitalization of buildings is a very costly matter, it is necessary for the
politicians to solve this matter as a compact whole. Political leaders have to show support to the
investors who should transform these buildings into prosperous.

Then it is crucial to emphasise the matter of recycling. It is also necessary to lower the mining limits
and as a consequence of this to increase the usage of the created recycled products. All of this should
be supported by the country representatives and companies so that recycling lines of higher quality are
produced because the quality of recycled products is dependent on the high-quality mechanization.
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Abstract
The article is focused on analysis of physical - hydraulic and geomorphological aspects of the point
source pollution propagation in small modified streams. The dispersion transport characteristics of
pollution propagation were determined by computational fluid dynamics tools and classical analytical
tools of hydromechanics. To calibrate and verify models and calculated characteristics the time-of-
travel experiments and discharge measurements were conducted for different boundary conditions.
Comparative study of calculation approaches of hydraulic input data for dispersion coefficient
calculation for small modified stream based on different level of schematization (1D and 2D
hydrodynamic models and analytical method -Manning equation) showed minimal differences in
results. Dispersion coefficients for different boundary conditions reached values from 0.21 to 1.49
m2.s-1. On base of results analysis, work expenditure and precision point of view we prefer 1D
hydrodynamic models for short straight reaches of small modified stream.

Key words: modelling of water quality, diffusion coefficient, low water flow, HEC-RAS, CCH2D,

1.  INTRODUCTION
Changes of  physical conditions in streams effect, inter alia, transport phenomena including pollution
propagation in stream channel. The water quality predictions effects uncertainty in inputs related to the
analyzed transport process (Igaz et al., 2011; Supuka, 2001, Macura et al., 2000). Computational fluid
mechanics advances of the past few decades enable new approaches in water quality modelling and
intensive development of environmental fluid mechanics. A major connection between this latter field
and pure fluid mechanics lies in the determination of terms needed to specify the transport and mixing
rates for a given parameter of interest (Rubin and Atkinson, 2001).

The theory of pollution dispersion in water
The basic governing equation based on the principle of conservation of mass and Fick's law is the
Advection-Dispersion Equation (ADE) (Guymer, 1999). The main characteristics of dispersion are
dispersion coefficients in relevant directions. Determination of the dispersion characteristic is the key
task for solving problem of pollutant transport in streams and modelling of water quality. The common
description of the mass spreading in water is form of one-dimensional AD equation (Velísková and
Soká , 2011):
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where

C -  mass concentration (mg.l-1)

D -  longitudinal dispersion coefficient (m2.s-1),

A-   discharge area in a stream cross-section (m2),

Q -  discharge in a stream (m3.s-1),

K -  rate of growth or decay of contaminant (s-1),

Cs  - concentration of a source (mg.l-1),

q  - discharge of a source (m2.s-1).,

To solve the AD equation the values of dispersion coefficient in the longitudinal, transverse and the
vertical directions (Dx, Dy, and Dz) together with the initial and boundary conditions have to be known
(Ahsan, 2008). The initial and boundary conditions are obtained during field measurements.  The
dispersion coefficient has to be assessed on basis of dispersion process theory and values of
measurable characteristics. For determination of longitudinal dispersion coefficient several theoretical
and empirical formulations have been proposed.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Investigated 200 m long reach of the stream - the Mala Nitra River is situated at the southwest part of
Slovakia  (Figure  1.  and  2.).  Mala  Nitra  is  small  modified  stream  with  basin  area  A  =  76.6  km².
Discharge regime is affected by flow regulation of the weir located 15 km upstream in bifurcation
point with the Nitra River. Cross sections changed by natural morphological processes had originally
trapezoidal shape with bed width b = 4 m, height h= 2.5 m and slope 1:2. Longitudinal bed slope is
So = 0.0015.  Measured discharge values during field experiments were within the interval 0.138 m3.s-1

and 0.553 m3.s-1. Roughness coefficient determined on base of field measurements was n = 0.035.

Field Measurements
To improve the estimates estimations of travel times and dispersion rates for given flow conditions,
time-of-travel experiments were conducted. For determination of discharge, geometry and hydraulic
characteristics velocity field measurements were made at characteristic cross sections. Figure 3. and 4.
show field of point velocities with relatively homogenous distribution at cross section.
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Fig. 1.  Straight  reach of  the Mala Nitra River Fig. 2. View upstream from  left  bank of
   the Malá Nitra River

Fig.3.  Schematic view on measured velocity field of cross section at RS 15.460 km, 65 m
downstream from tracer injection, discharge Q = 0,525 m3.s-1

Fig. 4.  Schematic view on measured velocity field of cross section at RS 15.460 km, 65 m
downstream from tracer injection, discharge Q = 0,138 m3.s-1

Hydraulic and flow characteristics calculation

The CCHE2D (Zhang, 2005) and HEC-RAS (USACE) models were applied for flow characteristics

calculation in investigated reach of the river. The CCHED 2D model calculations ran in computational
mesh of 20 x 4000 cells with the cell size 0,5m x 0,5 m. From the results in tabular form there were
abstracted data for 40 cross sections with distance of 5 m. CCHE2D model´s governing equations are
the depth integrated two-dimensional continuity and momentum equations. HEC- RAS model
calculation ran for 9 cross sections obtained by from field measurements. To the sections with rapidly
changed condition were generated new ones by interpolation. Governing equations of HEC-RAS
model are the continuity equation, energy equation and flow resistance equation at form of Manning's
equation. The third, analytical solution was based on Manning equation (Macura, 2002).  Figure 5.
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presents the graphical output of CCHE2D model – vector velocity field of the river reach that
documents relatively uniform distribution of this characteristics along the river channel.

Fig. 5.
Velocity field (scale in m.s-1) of 30 m long reach (dot line indicates RS  15.460 km), discharge Q =

0,525 m3.s-1

Fig. 6. Velocity field (scale in m.s-1) of 60 m long reach next to downstream boundary, discharge

                 Q = 0.525 m3.s-1

Dispersion coefficient calculation
Dispersion coefficient was calculated by Fischer equation (Veliskova, Soká , 2011):

where D is coefficient of longitudinal dispersion (m2.s-1), u is mean velocity (m.s-1), W is channel
width (m), h is water depth (m) and u* is shear velocity (m.s-1).

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7 presents results of dispersion coefficient calculation for 5 m long segments of stream channel
obtained on base of CCHE2D model hydraulic characteristics calculation for Q= 0,525 m3.s-1. Mean
value calculated result represents value of  D = 1.48 m2.s-1  D calculated by  HEC-RAS model reaches
value D = 1.01 m2.s-1. With analytical solution we got D = 1.2 m2.s-1.  In further steps we used HEC-
RAS model for preparation of hydraulic and morphometric characteristics needed for D calculation.
Table 1 shows results of D calculation for different discharges measured during field experiments.
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Fig. 7.  Dispersion coefficient distribution along  the investigsted reach obtained on base

    of hydraulic   characteristics calculated with 2D  model

Table 1.  Dispersion coefficients D for different discharges Q and water depth h in experimental reach

To verify accuracy of analysis, the comparison of measured and computed D values was made. For
calculation of travel time of peak we used graphical solution of equation [2] based on advective –
dispersion equation. The results,  presented in Figure 8, show good agreement.

where

c(t)-  mass concentration (mg.l-1),

D - longitudinal dispersion coefficient (m2.s-1),

t -   travel time (s),

s-   distance from tracer injection (m),

v -  mean profile velocity of flow (m.s-1),

co - concentration of a source (mg.l-1).

Q [m3.s-1] 0.553 0.525 0.492 0.457 0.182 0.138

D [m2.s-1] 1.10 1.01 0.96 0.85 0.28 0.21

h [m] 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.47 0.36 0.34
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             Fig. 8. Relation between distance of injection and travel time of pollution peak

From hydraulic aspects point of view we have to emphasize an importance of correct assessment of
river channel roughness coefficient that is the most sensitive parameter for hydraulic calculations. In
case of geomorphological heterogeneity of channel we recommend to take into account the variation
in spatial distribution of roughness coefficient. Also accurate measurements of geometric parameters
of the channel, discharge and water surface profile determination are important factors for calibration
and verification model in process of the model setup (Halaj et al., 2010).

4. CONCLUSIONS
Comparative study of calculation methods of hydraulic and geometric inputs, important for dispersion
coefficient assessment in small modified stream was made. The used methods were based on different
level of schematization (1D and 2D hydrodynamic models, analytical method based on Manning´s
equation)  All three methods may be used for determination of dispersion coefficients in short straight
reaches of modified stream. Take into account the precision, level of schematization and work
expenditure we prefer 1D hydrodynamic model. Dispersion coefficients for different boundary
conditions reached values from 0.21 to 1.10 m2.s-1. These values correspond with findings of Pekárová
and Velísková (1998) for the Ondava River (D = 0.84-1.36) with similar hydraulic and geometric
properties of the channel.
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Abstract

Streams as an original natural element provide various valuable functions through the natural
processes in riverine landscape. However the last century represented the period of intensive human
impact driving also to substantial alterations of hydromorfological state of the streams.  The authors
analyse the key factors that affect the recent hydromorphological state of the streams in South West
part of Slovakia. Results of correlation analysis partially confirmed our hypothesis of existence of
clearly defined and statistically significant correlation between character of the catchment area land
use and hydromorphological state of the streams. The highest level of statistical dependence was
found between of total score of HMS and percentage of forest area in catchment. The correlation
analysis of partial elements of HMS to the total score shows that the highest correlation coefficients
reached relationships between total score and floodplain score and total score and banks-riparian
score.

Key words: landscape indicators, streams, hydromorphological state, human impact

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface freshwater resources belong among the key component of the earth’s hydrosphere and
irreplaceable part of most terrestrial ecosystems. The continuing anthropogenic stressors to the streams
reduce the natural resilience and resistance of the freshwater ecosystems that enables them to recover
from certain levels of perturbation (Halaj et al., 2011). The changes brought about through human
activities have often significantly altered the physical habitat and ecological functioning of the natural
systems (Giller, 2005). According to the Water Framework Directive (WFD) by 2015 most of rivers
and streams throughout Europe should reach "good ecological and chemical status". Therefore the
hydrological, biological and chemical functions of ecosystems must be preserved by avoiding the
exceedance of the capacity limits of nature (Macura et al., 2000, Hol ík et al., 1997, Kätsch et al.,
2003). To improve the ecological state of riverine ecosystems the appropriate measures have to be
applied also in field of hydromorfological state (HMS). For ensuring the sustainability of the actions
it´s recommended to keep ecological standards for geomorphic river restoration (Gillian et al., 2005).
An important step to achieve above mentioned goals is identification of the key stressors affecting the
recent level of HMS. The landscape ecology that study relationships of human activities to landscape
patterns, processes and their changes (Turner, 1989 ; Supuka, 2011) has in the form of landscape
indicators potential to identify key stressors affecting the HMS. Emphasizes the interaction between
landscape spatial pattern and ecological process and has conceptual and technical tools relevant to the
monitoring of rivers and their associated catchments (Gergel et al., 2002). Simple landscape metrics
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Fig. 2. Landuse in the Stitarsky Creek catchment

Fig. 1. Landuse in the Bocegaj Creek catchment

describing the amount of human-altered habitats can be useful indicators of water chemistry, biotic
and hydrologic variables (Gergel et al., 2002).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We have analysed a hydromorphological
state (HMS) of three streams and landuse
conditions in their catchments.

Bocegaj Creek with  catchment  area  A  =
4.78 km2 has mean annual discharge Qa =
0.016 m3.s-1. Mean annual rainfall totals is
Hz = 580 mm a runoff coefficient reaches

= 0.26. Bocegaj Creek was modified at
80-ies of the last century to provide flood
control and proper receiving water for
subsurface drainage systems. Trapezoidal
cross section has bottom width b = 0.50 m,
side slope m = 2 and a minimum depth h =
1.50 m. The channel bed and sides length of
0.5 m were fortified with stone pavement
thickness of 0.25 m. The stream recently
shows significant variation of morphology
due to intensive human impact.

Stitarsky Creek has catchment area A =
31.16 km2 has mean annual discharge Qa =
0.043 m3.s-1. Mean annual rainfall totals is
Hz = 580 mm and runoff coefficient reaches

= 0.24. Bocegaj Creek was modified at
60-ies of the last century to provide flood
control and proper receiving water for
subsurface drainage systems. Trapezoidal
cross section has bottom width b = 1.0 m,
side slope m = 1.50 and minimum depth h =
1.20 m. The channel bed and slopes of length
0.5 m were fortified with precast reinforced
concrete with thickness 0.10 m. The stream
recently also shows significant changes of
morphology mostly due to agricultural
production activities.

Drevenica Creek has catchment area
A = 117.63 km2 has mean annual discharge
Qa = 0.60 m3.s-1. Mean annual rainfall totals
is Hz = 630 mm and runoff coefficient
reaches values within interval =  0.2  ÷
0.3. Drevenica Creek´s channel was in most
reaches modified at last century to provide
flood control of surroundings areas. Bed
width of simple or double trapezoidal cross
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Fig. 3. Landuse in the Drevenica Creek catchment

sections  is  within  the  interval  b  =  1.0  ÷
3.6  m,  side  slope  m  =  1.50  and  a
minimum depth h = 1.20 m. The channel
bed  and  sides  are  fortified  by  stone
pavement of thickness 0.25 m. The
stream recently also shows significant
variation of morphology due to intensive
human impact.

Kada  Creek was researched only from
HMS assessment point of view. Analysis
of  recent  landscape  structure  hasn t́  been
made. Kada  Creek is 19.4 km long and
has catchment area A = 46,6 km2.   Mean
annual discharge Qa = 0.135 m3.s-1. Mean
annual  rainfall  totals  is  Hz  =  598  mm
and runoff coefficient reaches values
within interval =  0.15.   Kada
Creek´s channel was modified at 70-ies
of the last century to trapezoidal cross
section. Bed width is within the interval b

= 0.5 ÷ 2.5 m, side slope m = 1.5 and a
minimum depth h = 1.20 m. The
channel  bed  and  sides  are  fortified  by
stone pavement and with precast reinforced concrete. The stream recently also shows significant
variation of morphology due to intensive human impact.

Methodology of HMS Assessment

For hydromorphological state assessment we have used Methodology for Derivation of the Reference
Conditions and Classification Schemes for Ecological Status Assessment of Waters (VÚVH, 2007).
This document contain description of methodology and classification schemes for all quality elements,
i.e. biotic, hydromorphology and physical-chemical quality elements for all types of flowing surface
water bodies. The survey was conducted at 20 sites in 100 sub-survey units (SSU) in 2009. In each of
the sites of selected zones outlined by the river reconnaissance unit - survey unit (SU) that was 200 m
long. SU was then divided into five SSU of length 40 m. Evaluated parameters are divided into four
categories:  channel  plan  view score  (CPS),  instream features  (IFS),  banks  and  riparian  score  (BRS)
and floodplain score (FPS). CPS includes: evaluation of channel sinuosity (straight, sinusoidal,
meandering), channel parameter (simple, braided, divorced) and channel shortage (< 10 %, 10-30 %

> 30 %). IFS includes: bed features, character of stream substrates, channel width variation, flow
character diversification, large woody debris occurrence and artificial bed forms occurrence. BRS
includes: riaparian vegetation, banks stabilization and character of naturalness of the river banks. FPS
includes: recent / historical floodplain comparison and natural vegetation occurrence. Survey of stream
banks, riparian and inundation area were made directly in the field for each SSU of stream. Evaluation
of bed granulometry was made for the entire survey unit in laboratory condition by sieve shaker and
laser particle sizer.

Methodology of Landuse Assessment

For analysis of recent landscape structure we use orthophotomaps analyzed by using ArcView
software. We described landuse structure for cumulative area of catchment to profile of SU and
subbasin area structure adjacent to SU. We have analyzed actual state of landuse by the following
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characteristics: urban and industrial areas, forest areas, grassland, arable land, pastures, vineyards,
water areas and gardens.

 3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION

On base of  survey protocols  HMS rating for  all  five streams was done.  The results  are  presented in
table 1. The best score from the all 4 partial parameters of HMS reached the rating of channel plan
view score (CPS = 1.33). The explanation of the fact lies in methodology of the parameter rating
where the historical state is compared with recent state and in the fact that almost all rated reaches of
the streams haven’t radically altered channel´s plan view form. The other partial scores show rating
belongs to identical rating characterized by bed hydromorphological state (IFS = 3.64, BRS= 3.82,
FPS=4.15).

 Table 1. The hydromorphological state rating with basic statistical characteristics

Stream Locality

Partial and total score of hydromorphological state (HMS)

Channel
plan view

(CPS)

Instream
features

(IFS)

Banks  and
riparian

zone (BRS)

Floodplain
(FPS) Total score HMS

Bocegaj

1 2.00 4.23 5.00 5.00 4.06 bed

2 2.00 3.43 3.66 4.00 3.27 average

3 2.67 4.20 5.00 4.50 4.10 very bed

4 1.00 3.83 4.47 4.30 3.40 average

5 1.00 3.83 2.80 3.00 2.66 average

6 1.00 4.43 5.00 4.50 3.73 bed

Štitársky kanál
1 1.00 3.96 5.00 5.00 3.74 bed

2 1.00 4.26 4.16 4.25 3.41 average

Drevenica

1 1.00 1.43 1.20 1.10 1.18 very good

2 2.66 2.33 2.00 4.50 2.87 average

3 1.00 2.60 1.66 3.50 2.19 good

4 1.00 3.73 4.00 4.50 3.30 average

5 1.66 4.30 4.00 4.50 3.60 bed

6 1.66 4.63 4.00 4.50 3.69 bed

Kada

1 1.00 2.30 2.33 2.50 2.00 good

2 1.00 3.50 4.60 4.50 3.40 average

3 1.00 3.80 4.60 4.50 3.47 average

4 1.00 3.53 4.30 4.25 3.27 average

5 1.00 4.16 4.30 5.00 3.62 bed
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Fig. 4. Variability of HMS total score of the streams

6 1.00 4.30 4.30 5.00 3.65 bed

Correlation
( (partial score versus total

score)

0.288 0.899 0.920 0.922 1.000

Number of samples 20 20 20 20 20

Arithmetic average 1.33 3.64 3.82 4.15 3.23

Median 1.00 3.83 4.23 4.50 3.41

Standard deviation 0.571 0.845 1.175 0.965 0.727

Confidence level 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 1.05

Confidence interval 0.445 0.657 0.915 0.751 0.416

In order to investigate the degree of linear association, we calculated the Pearson correlation
coefficient. Results of correlation analysis partially confirmed our hypothesis of existence of clearly
defined and statistically significant relations between the land use character in catchment and total
HMS score. Performed statistical analysis showed the existence of strong and moderate relationship
between these variables (0.484 < r  < 0.682) (Fig. 5., 6. and 7.). The subsequent regression analysis
confirmed the existence of relationship between HMS and the type and intensity of landuse in the
catchment with varying levels of dependence. High level of statistical dependence was found between
total score of HMS and percentage of forest area in catchment (r2 = 0.47) and in the adjacent subbasin
(r2 = 0.42) and between total score of HMS and percentage of urban area in the catchment (r2 = 0.33)
and in the adjacent subbasin (r2 = 0.22).  The correlation analysis  of  partial  elements  of  HMS to the
total score was evaluated in all four categories of HMS. The channel plan view score has showed low
degree of association with the total HMS score expressed by Pearson´s correlation coefficient equals
to r = 0.288. The highest correlation coefficient reaches relationship between total score and floodplain
score (r = 0.922) and total score and banks and riparian score (r = 0.920).

very good 1 – 1.7 good 1.8 –2.5 average 2.6 – 3.4 bed 3.5 – 4.2 very bed 4.3 – 5.0
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Fig. 5. Relation of HMS total score and percentage of arable land in catchment

Fig. 6. Relation of HMS total score and percentage of urban areas in catchment
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Fig. 7. Relation of HMS total score and percentage of forest areas in catchment

According to regression analysis of partial score and total score we may state that the most intensive
effect on total HMS of the streams has complex of instream features parameters (regression line slope
equals to 0.774) that include bed features, character of stream substrates, channel width variation, flow
character diversification, large woody debris occurrence and artificial bed forms occurrence. Further
follows inundation area parameters (regression line slope equals to 0.694) and inundation area score
(regression line slope equals to 0.569).

Table 2. Correlation of partial HMS scores (IFS, BRS and FPS)

relative to distance of survey unit of downstream boundary

Stream
IFS BRS FPS

Corellation coefficient

Kada 0.987 0.899 0.704

Drevenica 0.877 0.534 0.792

Bocegaj 0.269 -0.182 -0.448

Generally a correlation analysis of SU locality distance from inlet to total HMS score has slight
correlation (r = 0.351). However detailed analysis of total HMS score in downstream direction for
individual streams shows various degree of association (table 2.). Kada  Creek manifests tight
correlation of partial HMS scores (IFS, BRS and FPS) with position relative to distance of
downstream boundary (0.704 < r < 0.987) as well as Drevenica Creek (0.534 < r < 0.877). Štitársky
kanál  Creek  hasn´t  been  evaluated  because  of  low  number  of  rated  SU.  Bocegaj  Creek  shows  the
diverse results consisting of deep modification in upstream reach manifesting also in correlation
analysis results (0.269 < r  < 0.448).
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Fig. 7. Linear regression functions between partial scores and total score of HMS
(Streams – Drevenica, Bocegaj, Štitársky kanál and Kada )

4. CONCLUSIONS
Water Framework Directive requires that rivers and streams throughout Europe should reach "good
ecological and chemical status" Good status has been defined by biological, hydro-morphological and
physical-chemical quality elements including integral approach in their assessments. Implementation
of WFD requires analysis of current state of freshwater water ecosystem and human activities impact
assessment that is necessary for integral water management application and appropriate measures
design for aquatic and terrestrial zones of stream ecosystem. Results of our study described an
exsistance of relation (with varying levels of dependence) between hydromorphological features rating
and type and intensity of landuse in the catchment. Hydromorphological survey results showed that all
streams falls to 3rd and 4th class of hydromorphological state (average and bed). On base of our
results we may state that HMS of researched streams depends on the conditions near along the stream.
Our results has not confirmed the hypothesis that ecosystems of streams, which are under human
pressure are able, within so-called process of passive rehabilitation achieve good hydromorphological
state.
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Abstract

Spectrophotometric methods  for analysis of trace  hexavalent chromium have developed rapidly due
to the increasing need for accurate measurements of  low levels of this element in diverse matrices.
This review covers current trends for chromium (VI) determination by UV-Vis spectrophotometry.
Different coupling agents such as Safranine O, Crystal Violet, Fruzemide, Isatin, Isonipecotamide and
Rhodamine B are sufficient for the hexavalent chromium quantitative analysis. The methods proposed
are simple, sensitive and applicable to the determination of chromium (VI) in various water, soil and
pharmaceutical samples.

Key words: hexavalent chromium, spectrophotometric analysis, coupling agents.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hexavalent chromium is naturally distributed trace metal in the environment by geochemical cycles.
Cr (VI) is generally the result of applications such as chemical, leather, textile manufacturing,
metallurgy and electro-painting; the largest sources of chromium emissions in the atmosphere are from
chemical industry and combustion of neutral gases, oil and coal [1].

Hexavalent chromium arises from the oxidation of trivalent chromium in the raw materials. Cr (III) is
an essential trace element required for the maintenance of glucose, lipid and protein metabolism, while
Cr (VI) is toxic, carcinogen and mutagen [2, 3]. Hexavalent chromium commonly occurs as water
soluble chromate (CrO4

2-)  or  dichromate  (Cr2O7
2-); it is strong oxidizer which makes it more toxic

from the biological systems.

Chromium  VI  is  regulated  as  a  hazardous  substance,  air  pollutant,  waste,  a  toxic  chemical,  and  a
priority pollutant under the clean water act. The European Union’s Restriction on the use of certain
hazardous hubstances (RoHS) in addition to other worldwide restrictions drives the elimination of the
use of chromium VI in products as well as monitoring of this element [4-6].

There  are  many  sensitive  techniques  for  chromium  determination,  such  as  ICP-AES  [7],  atomic
absorption spectroscopy [8], neuton activation analysis [9], Xray absorption spectroscopy [10],
complexometry [11], catalytickinetic [12] and flow-injection analysis [13].

UV-Vis spectrophotometry is one of the oldest instrumental methods for quantitative analysis of Cr
(VI) [14]. Achievement of high accuracy and precision coupled with the cost effectiveness is the  most
important advantage of visual spectrophotometry. On the other hand the method offers the advantage
of having calibration graphs that are linear over a wide range.
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The most commonly used organic reagent for Cr (VI) determination is diphenylcarbazide but it suffers
serious interference from Fe (III), Mo (VI), Cu (II) and Hg (II) [15].

The present investigation is the studies on new reagents for the spectrophotometric determination of
hexavalent chromium. These methods use different coupling agents; the analyses are simple, rapid and
sensitive and have been potentially applied for the determination of Cr (VI) in steel, pharmaceutical
and environmental samples.

2. LITERATURE ANALYSIS

The literature survey revealed that many reagents are suitable for the spectrophotometric
determination of hexavalent chromium.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Methylene Blue

The interaction of Cr (VI) and the thiazine dye Methylene Blue has been examined [16]. The ion-
associate formed is extractable into 1,2-dichloroethane. A sensitive and selective method for
determination of microquantities of Cr (VI) in soils and alloys is suggested.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Thioridazine hydrochloride

Thioridazine hydrochloride is proposed as a new sensitive and selective reagent for the
spectrophotometric determination of chromium [17]. The reagent forms a blue coloured radical cation
with chromium (VI) instantaneously at room temperature in 1-4 mol L-1 orthophosphoric acid
medium. The blue species exhibits an absorption maximum at 640 nm. The method has been used
successfully for the determination of chromium in chromium steels.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Chitin

Preconcentration method with collection of metal complexes on a chitin has been applied to the
spectrophotometric determination of chromium (VI) in water [18]. The chromium(VI) is collected as
its 1,5,-diphenylcarbazide (DPC) complex on a column of chitin in the presence of dodecyl sulfate as
counterion. The Cr-DPC complex retained on the chitin is eluted with a methanol-1 M acetic acid
mixture (7:3, v/v), and the absorbance of the eluent is measured at 541 nm.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Perphenazine

A very simple, selective and sensitive method is developed for the spectrophotometric determination
of Cr (VI) and/or V (V) based on their reactions with perphenazine to instantaneously give a red
colored product exhibiting a maximum absorbance at 526 nm [19]. The unique selectivity and
sensitivity of the method allowed its direct application to the determination of Cr and V in complex
matrices of certified reference materials and synthetic mixtures.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Citrazinic acid

The importance of sequential injection analysis in speciation analysis is exemplified by the
simultaneous determination of Cr (III) and Cr (VI) with an R.S.D. (n=10) of better than 0.7% for both
Cr (III) and Cr (VI) [20]. The frequency of sampling is 30 determinations/h with a sample interaction
of 1.1%.

A sensitive and selective spectrophotometric method for the determination of trace amounts of
chromium (VI) is described, based on diazotization and coupling reactions [20]. Chromium (VI)
oxidizes hydroxylamine in acetate buffer of pH 4.0 ± 0.5 to nitrite, which then diazotizes p-
aminoacetophenone to form diazonium salt. The diazonium salt is then coupled with a new coupling
agent, citrazinic acid in an alkaline medium, which gives an azo dye with an absorption maximum at
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470 nm. The developed method has been successfully applied to the analysis of chromium in alloy
steels, industrial effluents, and pharmaceutical preparations.

Determination of chromium (VI) using 4-(2- Thiazolylazo)-Resorcinol

A spectrophometric method for the chromium determination with 4-(2- thiazolylazo)-resorcinol was
developed [21]. It slowly forms a red complex with TAR at pH 5.7. Irradiating the reacting mixture
with microwave energy can accelerate the complex formation. The absorbance reached its maximum
with 5 min of irradiation and remained stable, at least, for 24 h. N-cetyl-N,N,N-trimethyl ammonium
bromide (CTAB) was used for increasing the sensitivity and solubility of the system. The selectivity
was improved by using EDTA and citrate as masking agents. Fe (III) interferes and must be extracted
previously, if present in the sample.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Saccharin

Spectrophotometric method for the indirect determination of trace amounts of hexavalent chromium
was described by Cherian and Narayana [22]. Cr (VI) oxidizes hydroxylamine in acetate buffer of pH
4.0 to nitrite, which then diazotizes p-nitroaniline or sulphanilamide to form diazonium salt. These
diazonium salts are then coupled with saccharin in alkaline medium, which gives azo dye with
absorption maximum at 372 nm for p-nitroaniline and 390 nm for sulphanilamide.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Cyclam

A simple, rapid, sensitive, and inexpensive method for spectrophotometric determination of chromium
(VI), based on the absorbance of its complex with 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane (cyclam) is
presented [23]. Under optimum experimental conditions, a pH of 4.5 and 1.960×103 mg L -1 cyclam
were selected, and all measurements were performed 10 min after mixing. The described method
provides a simple and reliable means for determination of Cr (VI) in real samples.

Table 1 Comparison of the spectrophotometric methods for Cr (VI) determination

Coupling reagent Molar Absorptivity

(L mol-1 cm-1)

Beer’s law range

mg L-1 of Cr (VI).

Reference

Thioridazine hydrochloride 2.577 × 104 0.05 – 2.0 [17]

Chitin 3.50 × 104 0.05 - 0.60 [18]

Perphenazine 1.87 × 104 0.40 -1.0 [19]

Citrazinic acid 2.12 × 104 0.16 – 20.0 [20]

4-(2- Thiazolylazo)-
Resorcinol

2.73 × 104 0.050 - 3.0 [21]

Saccharin 5.41 × 104 1.0 – 16.0 [22]

Cyclam 1.50 × 104 0.20 - 20.0 [23]

Variamine

Blue

8.12 × 103 0.0003 - 15.0 [24]

N-(1-Napthyl) Ethylene
Diamine Dihydrochloride

3.48 × 104 0.02-1.0 [25]

Bis (salicylaldehyde)
orthophenylenediamine

1.67×104 0.02 – 4.0 [26]

Determination of chromium (VI) using Variamine blue
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Variamine blue is used as a chromogenic reagent and the proposed method is based on the reaction of
chromium (VI) with potassium lodide in acid medium to liberate iodine that oxidizes variamine blue
to produce violet-colored substances having an absorption maxmium at 615 nm [24]. The method has
been successfully used to analyze chromium in natural water effluents from homes and industries,
liver, blood serum and some carbonated drinks samples.

Determination of chromium (VI) using N-(1-Napthyl) Ethylene Diamine Dihydrochloride

A simple and sensitive spectrophotometric method for the determination of chromium has been
developed [25]. The method is based on the diazotization of Dapsone in hydroxylamine hydrochloride
medium and coupling with N-(1-Napthyl) Ethylene Diamine Dihydrochloride by electrophilic
substitution to produce an intense pink azo-dye, which has absorption maximum at 540 nm. The
method has been successfully applied for the determination of chromium in water samples and the
results were statistically evaluated with that of the reference method.

Determination of chromium (VI) using bis (salicylaldehyde) orthophenylenediamine

A very simple, ultra-sensitive and fairly selective spectrophotometric method is presented for the rapid
determination of chromium at trace level using bis (salicylaldehyde) orthophenylenediamine (BSOPD)
[26]. The method is based on the reaction of non-absorbing BSOPD in a strong acidic (5.0 M H2SO4)
media with chromium (VI) to produce a highly absorbing orange colored chelate-product that has an
absorption maximum at 478 nm. The method was successfully used for the determination of
chromium in several Standard Reference Materials (steels and alloys), environmental waters and
solutions containing both chromium (III) and chromium (VI) as well as some complex synthetic
mixtures.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Safranine O

A spectrophotometric method has been developed for the determination of chromium in steels,
pharmaceuticals, soil and natural water samples [27].  The method is based on the reaction of
chromium (VI) with potassium iodide in acid medium to liberate iodine according to the equations:

Cr2O7
2- +  6I- + 14 H+   2 Cr3+ + 3I2 + 7H2O

This liberated iodine bleaches the blue color of safranine O. The decrease in absorbance at 531.5 nm is
directly proportional to chromium (VI) concentration and obeys Beer’s law in the range of 1.2-10.5 g
cm-3 for chromium (VI).

N

N
+

CH3

NH2NH2

CH3 N
H

N

CH3

NH2NH2

CH3 I2 , H+

Safranine O (Colored)                                               Safranine O (Colorless)

The molar absorptivity, sandell’s sensitivity, detection limit and quantitation limit of the method were
found to be 1.076  104 dm3mol-1cm-1, 9.66  10-3 g cm-2, 0.308 g cm-3 and 0.934 g cm-3
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respectively. The effect of interfering ion on the determination is described. The method has been used
for the determination of chromium in steels, pharmaceuticals, soil and natural water samples. The
absorption spectrum of the colored species of safranine O is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig.  1.  Absorption spectrum of colored species safranine O, safranine O = 0.01%.

Determination of chromium (VI) using Crystal Violet, Fruzemide, Isatin, Isonipecotamide and
Rhodamine B

The same author [27] presents simple, rapid and sensitive methods for the determination of chromium
(VI) using Crystal Violet, Fruzemide, Isatin, Isonipecotamide and Rhodamine B new reagents. The
proposed methods have been employed to the determination of chromium in water samples, soil
samples and dietary supplements. The results obtained are summarized in Table2.

Table 2 Hexavalent chromium determination using Crystal Violet, Fruzemide, Isatin, Isonipecotamide
and Rhodamine B

Coupling reagent Molar Absorptivity

(L mol-1 cm-1)

Beer’s law range

mg L-1 of Cr (VI).

Remarks

Crystal Violet 6.44 × 104 1.0 – 8.0 Collor is stable

Fruzemide 5.00 × 104 0.4 - 2.00 more than 1 hour,

Isatin 4.40 × 104 0.02 -0.60 less interference,

Isonipecotamide 2.00 × 104 0.04 – 2.00 facile sensitive and

Rhodamine B 1.62 × 104 0.8 - 2.00 nonextractive

In comparison with other existing methods, the developed method retains the specific interaction of Cr
(VI) with p-aminophenol-isatin, p-aminophenol-isonipecotamide and p-aminophenol-frusemide to
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form color derivatives and good sensitivity is achieved at room temperature without theneed for
extraction. The introduction of rhodamine B and crystal violet as chromogenic reagents make the
method more advantages. Accurate and reproducible results are obtained with permissible standard
deviation.
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Abstract
In this paper a rapid, sensitive and selective spectrophotometric method for measuring low levels of
hexavalent chromium in carbon steel is proposed. The chromium (VI) was determined using
diphenylcarbazide spectrophotometric method. The standard addition method offered by us is
compared to the reference spectrophotometric calibration graph method. The advantages of method
proposed are in terms of time of the analysis and analytical operations. The precision, accuracy and
repeatability of the results were quite good as shown by the standard deviation. Therefore these
results can be considered reliable.

Key words: hexavalent chromium, carbon steel, spectrophotometry, calibration method, standard
addition method.

1. INTRODUCTION

The determination of micro amounts of chromium are of considerable interest. In the metallurgy the
most important application of chromium is its use as an alloying element in steels. The two most
important functions of chromium in steels are improving the mechanical properties such as
hardenability and increasing the corrosion resistance [1,2]. Low chromium steels (< 3 %) are used as
engineering materials in every branch of industry.

In  the  nature  chromium  occurs  as  chromite  ore  FeO.Cr2O3,  chromate  mineral  Lopezite  etc.   In
metallurgy chromite is reduced in an electric oven yielding ferrochromium, which is used to obtain a
chrome steel according to the reaction:  FeO.Cr2O3 + 4C = Fe + 2Cr + 4CO.

In  acid  media  CrO4
2- ions are obtained. In more concentrated acid solutions an equilibrium is

established: 2H+ +  2CrO4
2- =  Cr2O7

2- +  H2O and the color of the solution changes from yellow to
orange due to the accumulation of dichromate ions.

In the literature there are many reports for the quantitative determination of chromium such as
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy [3], atomic absorption spectroscopy [4],
neutron activation analysis [5], X-ray absorption spectroscopy [6], complexometric [7],
catalytickinetic [8] and flow injection methods [9].

UV-Vis spectrophotometry is the most common method for metal quantitative analysis because of its
rapidity, simplicity, cost effectiveness and selectiveness. The next advantage of this method is that the
calibration graphs are linear over a wide range of concentrations, which provides a high degree of
accuracy and determination of metal ions in ppm levels.

This work describes a simple spectrophotometric determination of Cr (VI) in steel using
diphenylcarbazide as a coupling agent. The steel used in the experiment contains 1% chromium and
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1% carbon. For quantification we used a range of concentrations from 0.025 to 0.2 mg L-1 and
optimum measurement of absorption at the wavelength 540 nm. Method of standard addition offered
by us is compared to the traditional calibration graph method and the results obtained and advantages
are given below.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Reagents and solutions

All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade or chemically pure grade and double distilled water
was used throughout the study. Chromium (VI) stock solution of 1 g L 1 was prepared by dissolving
2.829 g of K2Cr2O7  in 1L volumetric flask. The standard solution of  5 mg L 1 Cr (VI) was prepared
as 5 mL of the stock solution were pipetted into a volumetric flask and diluted with double distilled
water to 1 L.

Diphenylcarbazide solution was prepared by dissolving 1 g of 1,5-diphenylcarbazide (DPC),
CO(NHNHC6H5)2, in 100 mL acetone and acidified with a drop of acetic acid. Hydrochloric acid
solution was prepared by mixing of concentrated HCl with water in a ratio 1:1.

The following reagents were prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts of the reagents in distilled
water: sulphuric acid, nitric acid, phosphoric acid, AgNO3, and (NH4)2SO4.

2.2. Instrumentation

UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Carry 50 Scan, Varian) equipped with a 10 mm short path length cell was
used for absorbance measurements. The spectrophotometer is controlled by Cary WinUV software.

2.3. Sample preparation

The steel samples containing 1% chromium and 1% carbon were prepared by the following procedure:

2.3.1.

Sample of 0.1 g of grind steel was accurately weighted (±0.01 g), then 10 mL nitric acid (1:2) was
added and the solution was heated. 10 mL of sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid mixture (500 mL
water + 40 mL H2SO4 + 40 mL H3PO4), 10 mL 0.2% AgNO3, and 5 mL 8% (NH4)2SO4 were added.
Thus the solution was heated and boiled up for 3 minutes and after cooling it was transferred into 100
mL volumetric flask. The content was diluted to the mark with water and mixed well.

2.3.2.

Immediately before analyses 1 mL of this solution was pippeted and put into another 100 mL
volumetric flask. 2 mL HCl (1:1) together with 40 mL water was added and mixed. Finally 2 mL 1%
solution of 1,5 diphenylcarbazide was added and when the color  was changed to red-violet it was
diluted to the flask mark and homogenized. After 7-10 minutes the absorbance was measured at 540
nm.

2.4. Procedure for calibration graph method

2.4.1.
The construction of the calibration curve is achieved by measuring the absorption of six
standard solutions against blank. For this purpose six standard solutions were prepared using
carbon steel without content of chromium. The procedure for the preparation of the standards
follows the same methodology given in 2.3.1 (sample preparation).
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2.4.2.

Immediately before analyses 1 mL of this solution was transferred into six volumetric flasks
of 100 mL. The standard solutions containing from 0.025 to 0.2 mg L 1 chromium (VI) were
prepared as consequently 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 mL of chromium standard solution
were pipetted into these six volumetric flasks. The solutions were diluted with approximately
40 mL of water. Then to each flask, both 2 mL of hydrochloric acid (1:1) and 2 mL of the
diphenylcarbazide indicator solution were added and diluted to the corresponding volume.
After 7-10 min the absorbance of the colored solutions were measured at wavelength 540 nm against
the blank.

Blank was prepared in the same procedure but without addition of chromium standard solution.

2.5. Procedure for standard addition method

The procedure involves preparing five solutions containing the same amount of the sample (steel
sample containing 1% chromium and 1% carbon), but different volumes of the standard solution of Cr
(VI) having concentration of 5 mg L-1. Five 100 mL volumetric flasks are each filled with 1 mL of the
sample. Then the standard of Cr (VI) was added in volumes: 0; 0.5; 1.0; 1.5; 2.0 mL. 2 mL
diphenylcarbazide and 2 mL HCl (1:1) were added to each flasks and the solutions were diluted and
mixed well. After 7-10 min absorption was measured at 540 nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reference calibration curve method for the quantitative analysis of trace of Cr (VI) is well known.
The analytical procedure involves forming a complex  that is purple-red in color (Cr (VI) oxidizes 1,5
diphenylcarbazide to 1,5 diphenylcarbazone in acid media).

The decrease of absorbance at 540 nm is directly proportional to the concentration of hexavalent
chromium. The change in spectras over the range 400-700 nm (Fig. 1) were recorded in two separate
experiments using the WinUV Scan.
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a)     b)

Fig. 1: a) Absorption spectra of the six colored chromium (VI) solutions (concentration range 0.025-
0.2 mg L-1) b) Calibration curve of standard Cr (VI) solutions. R2 =0.998.

Standard addition method (SAM) is frequently used in atomic absorption spectroscopy and gas
chromatography. By this method associated interferences can be overcome and it is most often the
method of choice in trace analysis. When a linear change in absorbance response is obtained the
analyte concentration can be found by fitting a line to the data and finding the intercept on the
abscissa.

The reason for using SAM is that matrix contains other components that interfere with the analyte
signal, causing inaccuracy in determined concentrations. On the other hand the procedure for the
reference calibration curve method is time consuming and operator intensive, i.e. in the proposed
method there is no need to prepare standard solutions of carbon steel without content of chromium.

In standard addition method offered by us adherence of Beer’s law was studied by measuring the
absorbance values of solutions varying Cr (VI) concentrations. Beer’s law was obeyed in the range of
0-0.2 mg L-1 chromium (VI) concentrations. Linear regression was performed and the slope and
absorption intercept of the curve were used to calculate the concentration of Cr (VI) in the sample
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Standard addition calibration curve of chromium (VI) - diphenylcarbazide standard solutions.

Results for the unknown Cr (VI) determined by reference calibration graph method and standard
addition method are summarized in Table 1. The results presented show that there is no significant
difference in accuracy and precision of the proposed and reference methods.

Table 1 Spectrophotometric analyses of hexavalent chromium in steel samples

Steel sample containing 1
% chromium (VI),

0.938mg Cr(VI) L-1

diluted to ten times before
analyses

Concentration of Cr (VI),

x ± tS / n, (mg L-1)

RSD

Sr = (S/ x ) 100, (%)

Reference calibration graph
method

0.0940 ± 0.0012 2.0

Standard  addition method 0.0940 ± 0.0036 3.1

Number of determination n, 5; t, Students t-value at 95% probability; S, standard deviation; x, an
average.

The accuracy and precision depend on three major factors such as instrumental response, chemical
variables and operator’s skills. Visual methods usually give results with precision 1-10 %. Therefore
the precision (RSD) of our method is very good.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A rapid, simple and sensitive spectrophotometric determination of Cr (VI) in steel is developed. The
proposed standard addition method is compared to the reference calibration graph method. The
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advantages of method proposed are in terms of time of the analysis and analytical operations.
Statistical analyses of the results show that there is no significant difference in accuracy and precision
of the proposed and reference methods. The standard addition method can be potentially applied for
the determination of traces of Cr (VI) in steel. Further investigations will focus on the application of
the proposed method for determination of hexavalent chromium in alloys, waters, building materials
and pharmaceutical samples.
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Abstract

In the present work, we suggest  mathematical method for calculating average global temperature
anomalies. Newton's interpolation formulae for unevenly spaced values of an argument are used.

The used data are for each year from 1850 to 2010. hey are for each month of the year and contains
1920 monthly values respectively for the Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere and the Earth.
Newton's interpolation polynomial is constructed for 44 interpolation angles at which the polynomial
value is the same as the arithmetic means of the average global temperature anomalies. This
polynomial makes it possible to determine the anomalies for years different from the interpolation
angles. By this calculation method is made a forecast for 2015, 2020 and 2025.

The method is suitable for analysis and prediction and other environmental variables.

Key words: greenhouse effect, global warming, carbon dioxide, temperature anomalies, Newton's
interpolation formulae for unevenly spaced values of an argument

1. INTRODUCTION

In  the  recent  years  is  excreted  special  attention  to  climate  change  and  possible  impacts  on  the
environment [1, 2]. Global average surface temperature is often used for analysis of the climate
system.

The global average temperature anomalies are based on analysis of the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and two complementary sources. The first one: combined data from the Hadley
Centre of the Meteorological Office in the UK and the University of East England. Another source is
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in the U.S. [3, 4].

The used data are for each year from 1850 to 2010. hey are for each month of the year and contains
1920 monthly values respectively for the Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere and the Earth. It
is believed that they are the most accurate database of average global anomalies of surface temperature
for both continents and the seas and oceans.

In Fig. 1 are shown graphically the global average temperature anomalies of surface air of the
Northern Hemisphere.

The average temperature anomalies were calculated on to the basis period 1961 - 1990, due to the
years before that period anomalies should be lower than those after the period. This can be seen from
Fig. 1 and it is evidence of systematic global warming that the global temperature has risen
approximately 0.7 - 0.8 0C, which coincides with [5].
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Fig. 1. Temperature anomalies of surface air of the Northern Hemisphere.

The used data are for each year from 1850 to 2010. hey are for each month of the year and contains
1920 monthly values respectively for the Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere and the Earth.
Newton's interpolation polynomial is constructed for 44 interpolation angles at which the polynomial
value is the same as the arithmetic means of the average global temperature anomalies. This
polynomial makes it possible to determine the anomalies for years different from the interpolation
angles. By this calculation method is made a forecast for 2015, 2020 and 2025.

The method is suitable for analysis and prediction and other environmental variables.

2. MODELING TOOLS

In the present work, we suggest  mathematical method for calculating average global temperature
anomalies. Newton's interpolation formulae for unevenly spaced values of an argument are used [6, 7,
8].

In the interval [xo, xn], n + 1 points xo, x1,…, xn, which are the interpolation angles, have been assigned
[9]. In our case, n + 1 = 44. Hence, Newton's interpolation formula for unevenly spaced values of an
argument has the following general form:

111
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Polynomial (1) is represented in the following form:
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where: Ai = [xo, x1, … , xi].x(x – x1)(x – x2)…(x – xi-1).

The values of Ai for the assigned interpolation angles xo,  x1,…, x43 have been calculated. Calculated
functions by the Newton’s polynomial of interpolation angles coincide with the measured average
global temperature anomalies in Mauna Loa, as it should be according to mathematical methods.

This polynomial (2) makes it possible to determine the anomalies for years different from the
interpolation angles.

The proposed calculation method can be extrapolated to the function, but values close to the closed
interval [xo, xn]. In more remote values is increased error (uncertainty) in the calculation. However, the
method can successfully be used for example to calculate the average global temperature anomalies.

Confidence interval of the mean of the sample can be represented graphically by adding indicators of
error diagrams which gives an idea of the maximum error of assessment [10].

The confidence interval in the mean for t - distribution:

n
tx 2/  < <

n
tx 2/                                                          (3)

where:  - Mathematical Expectation; x - Mean; 2/t - Critical Value of the Confidence Interval at

Significance Level  in t - distribution; - Standard Deviation; n – Count;
n

t 2/  - Max Error.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Newton's interpolation polynomial (2) has been constructed for 44 interpolation angles, where the
value of the polynomial coincides with the anomalies in Mauna Loa, Hawaii. For easier computation
of the polynomial, the temperature anomaly in 1850 has been taken to be zero (xo = 0).

The differential values are calculated. The values of Ai for the assigned interpolation angles xo, x1,…,
x43.

The calculated values of the average global temperature anomalies with the Newton’s polynomial (2)
for the coincide with the anomalies in Mauna Loa, Hawaii, as should be according to mathematical
calculation methods.

In  Fig.  2  are  given the calculated with Newton's polynomial global average temperature anomalies
CALC for different points of the interpolation angles and the corresponding experimental values

measured in Mauna Loa, Hawaii EXP.
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By this method may be made forecast average global temperature anomalies for a future period of
time. The anomalies are calculated for 2015, 2020 and 2025. They are also given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The calculated with Newton's polynomial anomalies CALC for different points of the

            interpolation angles and the corresponding experimental values EXP.

Table 1 shows the temperature anomalies calculated by formula (2) CALC and experimentally obtained
anomalies EXP measurements in Mauna Loa, Hawaii for the Northern Hemisphere.

Table 1 shows the good match between the average global temperature anomalies of the experiment
EXP and the theoretically calculated with Newton’s polynomial CALC. It is made an assessment of

accuracy. It is calculated the absolute error  and the relative error %.  Table  1  shows  that  the
absolute and relative errors are very small, which indicates that proposed calculation method is
accurate and correct.

Similarly, the method can be applied for theoretical study of other environmental variables, such as
analysis, evaluation and forecast of greenhouse gas concentrations [6].

Table 2 shows the statistical variables in t - distribution calculated with the Newton’s polynomial.

In Fig. 3 are given calculated with the Newton's polynomial average global temperature anomalies for
the Northern Hemisphere with the added error indicator in diagrams, which shows graphically the size
of the confidence interval.

It is seen that the error is small and interpolation method used for analysis and prediction is accurate
and correct.
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Table 1. Calculated CALC and experimental anomalies EXP for the Northern Hemisphere to

                estimate of the accuracy

Year EXP, CALC, ,  %

1865

1874

1886

1898

1913

1919

1928

1946

1982

1994

2015

2020

2025

272.89

272.86

272.85

272.86

272.64

272.73

272.97

273.11

273.14

273.38

272.80

274.29

264.07

270.95

272.77

266.65

273.12

271.12

265.65

269.65

272.77

274.77

275.57

0.09

1.43

8.78

1.91

0.13

6.08

0.14

1.99

7.49

3.73

0.03

0.52

3.22

0.70

0.05

2.23

0.05

0.73

2.74

1.36

Table 2. Statistical variables in t - distribution calculated with the Newton’s polynomial.

Statistical variables Values obtained

Mean

Standard Deviation

 Standard Error

Count

Significance Level

Level of confidense

Critical Value of the Confidence Interval

Max Error

Confidence Interval

271.0899 

3.6197 

1.003923 K

13

0.05

95 %

2.1788 

2.19 

(268.90  273.28) 
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Fig. 3. Calculated with the Newton's polynomial average global temperature anomalies for the

            Northern Hemisphere with the added error indicator in diagrams.

The Newton’s polynomials can be applied to assess other environmental variables that they are had
complex functional dependencies. For them aren’t suitable methods for regression analysis because it
gets very low coefficient of determination. With the Newton's method can be obtained from the
polynomial of higher degree, which it better match the experimentally obtained values of the studied
variable. This leads to greater accuracy in interpolation and more accurate computational results.

4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1. In the present work, we suggest  mathematical method for calculating average global temperature
anomalies for the Northern Hemisphere. Newton's interpolation formulae for unevenly spaced values
of an argument are used.

4.2. With the Newton's polynomial can be calculated global average temperature anomalies for
different points of the interpolation angles and the corresponding experimental values measured in
Mauna Loa, Hawaii. They are 1865, 1874, 1886, 1898, 1913, 1919, 1928, 1946, 1982 and 1994. There
is good agreement between the average global temperature anomalies of the experiment and the
theoretically calculated with the Newton’s polynomial.

4.3. By this method may be made forecast average global temperature anomalies for a future period of
time. The anomalies are calculated for 2015, 2020 and 2025.

4.4. It is made an assessment of accuracy. It is calculated the absolute error and the relative error. They
are very small, which indicates that proposed calculation method is accurate and correct.

4.5. The Newton’s polynomial can be applied for theoretical study of other environmental variables,
such as analysis, evaluation and forecast of greenhouse gas concentrations.

4.6. They are calculated the statistical variables in t - distribution   
  t –  of the obtained average global temperature anomalies.
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4.7. It is added error indicator in diagrams, which shows graphically the size of the confidence
interval.

4.8. The Newton’s polynomials can be applied to assess other environmental variables that they are
had complex functional dependencies. For them aren’t suitable methods for regression analysis
because it gets very low coefficient of determination. With the Newton's method can be obtained from
the polynomial of higher degree, which it better match the experimentally obtained values of the
studied variable. This leads to greater accuracy in interpolation and more accurate computational
results.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT – WHY THE BANKS IN BULGARIA

NEED TO ACKNOWLEDGE IT
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Abstract

The importance of environmental risk management for banks worldwide has been increasing as a
consequence of climate change and the responding changes in legislation. It has been acknowledged
worldwide that environmental risk management leads to mitigation of credit, operational, legal and
reputational risks. It is new, however, to the banks in Bulgaria. In order to be able to meet the
challenges of changing regulatory environment and to be in line with world practice, they are faced
with accepting its existence and coming up with a way of managing it.

The current paper examines the significance of the problem highlighting its importance for the banks
in Bulgaria. The aim is to show that environmental risk awareness and management is not only a
necessity for these institutions. It leads to positive outcomes in terms of improved workflow
efficiencies, reduced costs, better managed credit portfolio and ultimately several important multiplier
effects reaching out beyond the organization.

Key words: environmental risk management, banks, lending, resource management, climate change

INTRODUCION

Climate change is a phenomenon that appears to have significant impact on all types of activities. This
is the reason for the large scale efforts to curb the development of its negative effects. On the other
hand, almost all types of activities impact climate change. Financial services are not exempt from the
process. When assessing the scale to which they can affect, hence – improve environment, the two
aspects of environmental impact of the business – direct and indirect - need to be considered and
differentiated.

The direct impacts on environment originate from the operation of a company (operational footprint),
while the indirect stems from the products and services the company offers. Environmental risk
management is key to managing both the direct and the indirect impacts. It is the activity which aims
at identifying, assessing and monitoring them. In the case of banks, indirect impacts on environment
are more important than the direct ones. Through their central role in the economy as providers of
lending to corporations and households, banks play significant role in shaping climate change. It is
primarily the core banking activities where the importance of environmental risk management is
becoming increasingly evident. This however does not discard the relevance of internal efforts for
containing direct negative impact on environment. Data from corporate reports of banks confirm that
effects can be achieved and they prove to be positive both in terms of saved costs and resource, and –
not less importantly – in terms of improved awareness on environmental issues among staff. The
banks in Bulgaria have started being more active towards the direct environmental impacts, organizing
different initiatives aiming at reducing the use of resources. As for the indirect impacts, they have just
recently started acknowledging them and building expertise in the area. Both aspects – those of direct
and indirect environmental impacts present the overall picture of the scope and importance of
environmental risk management for banks. The efforts in both aspects prove to generate multiplier
effects with strongly positive outcomes for the society as a whole.
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1. DIRECT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT FROM BANKING ACTIVITIES
The two types of impacts – direct and indirect can be schematized as originating from the activities of
a bank (Fig. 1). Managing both arms lead to the same goal – improved risk management and image of
the institution.

Fig.1. Direct and indirect environmental impacts from the activities of a bank

The direct environmental impact from banking activities can be identified in the following main
directions of operations:

Energy consumption – electricity, heating, gas, oil

Water consumption

Paper use

Toners use, even
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Air and land transportation

Each of these directions can be managed with success. As a result, savings both in terms of costs and
in terms of natural resources can be achieved. For the purpose of practical application, resource
management scheme needs to be deployed in the bank in order for roles and responsibilities to be
defined and followed so that success to be ensured.

The first and most imminent obstacle in the direction of developing resource management scheme is
that consumption of resources is associated with the idea of nearly fixed costs. Original belief that it
can be affected is weak both in the management team and among general staff. Efforts to save energy
and other resources meet resistance based on the perception that the outcome will be neglectful and the
whole exercise worthless. As a first step it is of high importance the top management to understand
and endorse the cause. Then development and deployment of a specific program of the scheme that
targets achieving reduction of consumption of internal resources can start.

Why should banks be concerned with the problem? For two particular reasons:

Electricity, heating, gas, paper, water, toners bills are significant items from the operative
costs base. Achieving cost reduction in times of crisis is priority since it can redirect funds
where they are more needed

If a bank is to apply environmental criteria in its lending process (this is most often the next
step), it must be itself a good example of showing environmental awareness

Apart from reducing consumption of resources, another important aspect of the management of direct
environmental impacts is recycling. Since banks use significant amount of paper and toners in their
day-to-day operations, recycling can lead to good environmental impact.

Banks in Bulgaria have started acknowledging the importance of the activities outlined briefly above
since the start of the financial crisis in 2008. Certain banks have initiated the implementation of robust
resource management schemes and the effects are obvious: reduction is being achieved in
consumption; processes are being reviewed in order to improve consumption patterns. Examples can
be found on the official websites and in the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reports of certain
institutions which have sections dedicated to their environmental policies and initiatives. Among the
pioneers in Bulgaria in this respect is Eurobank EFG Bulgaria (brand name Postbank), currently the
sixth largest bank in Bulgaria in terms of assets (Distribution of Banks by Group as at 29 February
2012, Bulgarian National Bank) which is the first institution in the country that has issued its 2010
CSR and Sustainable Development report in accordance with the globally recognized standard for
sustainability reporting G3 of GRI. Information from this report summarized in Table 1 below is a fair
example of the success a resource management scheme can achieve in a bank (Corporate Social
Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report, Eurobank EFG Bulgaria, 2010).

The data show that since the initiation of the measures, costs have been reduced in almost all targeted
areas in an environment of average annual inflation rate of 17.5% accumulated for the period 2008-
2010 (National Statistical Institute).

In terms of resource saved, the trend in consumption of water is particularly indicative and reveals the
outcome of the common efforts of all staff (Table 2).

Another very active bank in the field of environmental protection in Bulgaria is UniCredit Bulbank,
the largest bank in terms of assets in the country (Distribution of Banks by Group as at 29 February
2012, Bulgarian National Bank).  Among the different initiatives that the institution is embarking on
since 2008, are the printing of all advertising materials– posters, flyers and brochures on recycled
paper. Business Communications Department of UniCredit Bulbank have estimated that nearly 6 tons
of paper annually are consumed for producing the advertising materials of the bank.Therefore, this
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eco-initiative has been expected to help for saving at least 102 trees and 8640 liters of oil, 24 000
kW/h electricity and 159 180 liters water annually (UniCredit Bulbank Media Center, 2011).

Table 1. Outcomes from resource management scheme in Eurobank EFG Bulgaria, 2008-2010 on
certain operative costs

Table 2. Outcomes from resource management scheme in Eurobank EFG Bulgaria, 2008-2010 on
water consumption

Eventually the efforts can be translated into useful messages for society and lead to change of the
image of the organization from one with no relation to environment to a “green” institution. Such
messages ultimately affect clients who tend to respond positively to similar efforts by identifying such
institutions as their preferred choice for service provider.

The described efforts are particularly useful for banks not only for the above reasons. In order for them
to  bear  fruits,  as  mentioned  above,  institutions  need  to  review  their  internal  processes  and  seek
opportunities to reduce energy, water, toners and paper usage, and decrease travel. This leads to
improved efficiency at work which, as a result leads to decrease in costs, too. When review with a
particular aim is done, it turns out that many activities follow an inherited inertia. Examples abound
but to mention some: printing of customers’ statements in the end of each month no matter whether
the customer is ever going to come to take them, offering paper statements for cards via regular mail
with no option for obtaining soft copy over the internet, etc. The mentioned activities do not exhaust
all aspects of resource waste within a financial institution with a lot of regulatory requirements in front
of its activities.

Through management of direct environmental impact environmental multiplier effect can be achieved,
which  exceed  the  benefit  of  the  organization  itself  and  spreads  to  society.  The  process  can  be
summarized in Fig.2 below.
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Fig.2. Environmental multiplier effect from direct environmental impact strategy of a commercial
bank

Another aspect of managing the direct environmental impacts is the incorporation of specific
requirements for the suppliers of the bank so that it is ensured that all of them follow green principles.
This is related to the procurement policy of the institution and implies changes in concepts endorsed
by it.

Examples can be the commitment by suppliers that they recycle materials, that they refrain from using
harmful materials in the production process of the goods they provide, that they will build or have
built refining facilities in order to minimize polluting emissions, etc. Through the application of the
environmentally oriented principles in its procurement policy, a bank practically facilitates the
activation of other types of multiplier effects – those stemming from the demands on suppliers (Fig.3).

As evident from Fig.3., the application of environmental criteria in the process of selecting suppliers
for the needs of the bank lead to another multiplier effect. This is explicable since in order for the end
suppliers to meet the needs of the bank, they have to ensure that their subcontractors, too, follow
environmental principles. As an indirect consequence, the employees of the bank become more
familiar with nature preservation, when using environmentally friendly materials in their daily work,
such as recycled paper and toner, minimum plastic cups and others.

The multiplier effects outlined above should be considered at management level when assessing the
importance of implementation of resource management schemes and procurement policies which
incorporate environmental criteria in the vendor selection process.

2. INDIRECT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT FROM BANKING ACTIVITIES
2.1. Definition and scope

In the case of banks, the indirect environmental impact is much more important than the direct one.
The indirect impact stems from the core activities of the bank – lending, trade finance and asset
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management, more specifically this is the impact originating from the business of the clients of the
bank. The definition of environmental risk in the area of indirect impacts has basically two main
aspects:

Fig.3. Environmental multiplier effect from environmental criteria on selection of supplier for a
commercial bank

1) The risk of a loan becoming non-performing due to fines or bans on the beneficiary which
place him in a position to be unable to serve his loan other obligations

2) The risk of obtaining collateral with heavy environmental issues that make it practically not
usable, i.e. the cost of cleaning collateral (EBRD Environmental and Social Risk Management
Manual).

Consequently, environmental risk is not a phenomenon that exists separately from the other types of
risks  a  bank  is  facing.  It  is  closely  related  to  credit,  legal,  operational  and  reputational  risk,  as
presented in Fig. 3 below.
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Fig. 3. Relation between environmental and other types of risks for banks

The most immediate connection is the one between environmental and credit risk. Cursory attitude
towards environmental risks translate into credit events leading to losses. Environmental risk is
connected to operational risk, too, in terms of not properly defined responsibilities leading to flawed
process of scoring and managing the former. Legal and environmental risks are also associated since
ignoring legal implications for the bank from the existing environmental legislation can translate into
losses. All the above increase reputational risk as a result of associating the image of the bank with the
idea of financing activities which pollute or are otherwise harmful to nature.

Why at present banks, and in particular the financial institutions in Bulgaria need to be interested in
assessing and managing environmental risks arising from the activities of their clients? Three main
reasons justify the efforts in this direction:

1) Legislative developments at local and international level create more and more stringent
requirements on industries with respect to the pollution they produce. Fines and restrictions on
clients may eat into their profits and even lead to insolvency which inflates credit risk for the
financing banks

2) After a loan has proven nonperforming and the bank undertakes the collateral, if it is
polluted  (for  example,  in  case  of  soil  in  a  plot  of  land)  or  if  it  does  not  meet  ecological
regulatory requirements (in case of a plant or equipment), the bank may find itself in a
situation where not only the loan is not recoverable, but the collateral is useless. This will have
negative effect on the balance sheet of the institution

3) Donors (international organizations such as the International Finance Corporation (IFC),
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), and others) oftentimes
require commitments from banks candidate-beneficiaries that they would exclude certain
industries from financing and even that they would develop internal workflow for detecting,
scoring and managing environmental risk. In times of crises when resource is expensive,
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opportunities for receiving cheaper funds from such institutions in the form of credit lines or
other support is welcome by the banks in Bulgaria

Did environmental and social risk exist before? The answer is positive, however in the past banks
were not assessing it and as a consequence have started to bear the cost of it. The costs and
reputational risks associated with the environmental risk were behind the drivers for the financial
institutions worldwide (banks and insurers) to joint efforts in building knowledge with the aim of
managing it. These efforts led to the creation of United Nations Environmental Program Finance
Initiative (UNEP FI) back in 1991 when Deutsche Bank, HSBC Holdings, Natwest, Royal Bank of
Canada, and Westpac joined forces with United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) to catalyze
the banking industry's awareness of the environmental agenda. Today UNEP FI has more than 200
members from over 40 countries (About UNEP FI. Background. United Nations Environmental
Program Finance Initiative). The signatories, among which large international banks, aim at expanding
environmental awareness and risk management in their subsidiaries outside of the country of
headquarters. Since in Bulgaria around 80% of the banks are owned by foreign institutions, most of
which signatories to UNEP FI, pursuing environmental risk management will sooner or later translate
into the adoption of environmental risk management procedures in the local subsidiaries as an
extension of the policy of the headquarters.

2.2. Factors determining a bank’s exposure to environmental risk

The key determinants of environmental risk exposure for a bank can be identified among the
following:

Nature of economic activity of the customer

Amount of loan

Term of loan

Nature of collateral

The above factors can be assigned weights in order to come up with a score quantifying environmental
risk within a predefined range. Depending on the score, the risk is being classified as high, medium or
low. High risk transactions are regarded with utmost care since they are the ones that bear the highest
risk in terms of loss of loan or collateral.

Apart from the quantitative dimensions, environmental risk can further be assessed applying
qualitative methods that aim at identifying the capacity which the potential beneficiary of financing
has to deal with environmental issues.  Such comprise, but are not limited to:

Financial strength meaning the ability of the beneficiary to deal with severe environmental
incidents without this threatening his financial health and therefore his creditworthiness

Management capacity – the customer may work in an industry sector for which likelihood
of pollution is significant (i.e. mining, chemical industry, etc.) however to have built robust
system for dealing with environmental problems. This might be a team of employees
dedicated to managing environmental risks

Degree of innovation applied in the workflow of the beneficiary – the activities of his
business may in themselves be polluting, but hi may have been incorporating leading
technological innovations and know-how in order to curb pollution

History – whether the beneficiary has been fined for noncompliance with environmental
legislation or for caused pollution and if yes, how he has done afterwards (EBRD
Environmental and Social Risk Management Manual).
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The above are subject to checks that the bank must ensure the credit officers are doing during their on-
site visits. On site visits are a necessary step in the evaluation of the environmental creditworthiness of
a client and should not be underestimated as part of the process of collecting information for the client.
This is due to the fact that they give the possibility for the credit officers to get acquainted face to face
with the business nature of their clients and to make, though to a certain extent subjective and not
expert, assessment of their observations and impressions on site, in the place where business operate.

2.3. Monitoring of environmental risk

Once the environmental risks are identified and the deal (loan, trade finance, asset management
related) is approved by the approval authority of the bank, monitoring of the environmental risks need
to take place until termination of the relation of the client with the bank. This is necessary since during
the life of the deal environmental risks might materialize and the bank might be exposed as a result.
Disregarding the importance of monitoring environmental risks carries in itself risks of potential loss.
The  bank  therefore  needs  to  ensure  that  it  has  a  robust  mechanism  in  place  for  the  purpose.  The
practice and the recommendation of international organizations such as the EBRD which have
developed methodology for managing this type of risks is on site checks of the beneficiary to take
place occasionally. The easiest and most practical way to ensure this is done is the loan officers or
relationship managers responsible for the respective deal to fill in a questionnaire related to
environmental risk whenever they do on site visits of their clients. In such a way, no additional time
for visits is needed and timely collection of valuable information is ensured.

As a result of the management of the indirect impacts through the application of environmental risk
management, large scale multiplier effects take place (Fig. 5). The application of environmental risk
management means excluding heavily polluting industries from financing. Exclusion lists have been
developed by the IFC, the EBRD and other organizations. These lists include industries such as
production or trade in or use of unbounded asbestos fibers or asbestos-containing products (except for
the purchase and use of bonded asbestos cement sheeting where the asbestos content is below 20%);
production or trade in products containing Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs); production or trade in
ozone depleting substances subject to international phase out; production or trade in pharmaceuticals,
pesticides/herbicides and other hazardous substances subject to international phase-outs or bans
(EBRD Environmental and Social Risk Management Manual), production or trade in radioactive
materials with certain exceptions, and others (The IFC Exclusion List, International Finance
Corporation).

Exclusion of specific industries and the application of strict rules for compliance with legislative
requirements regarding environment goes hand in hand with opportunities for the banks for additional
lending activities with the aim of providing support to corporations to improve their existing facilities
in order to meet legislative requirements in the area of tackling climate change and environmental
protection.

Once most financial institutions start applying the environmental criteria in their lending, trade finance
and asset management activities, firms will be forced to be compliant in order to have access to funds.
This will lead to spreading the environmental awareness and its materialization in sound
environmental policies in the corporate world. In this scenario, banks have key role for encouraging
the multiplier effects for the whole society, as outlined in Fig.5 above.
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Fig. 5. Environmental multiplier effects from application of environmental risk management in core
banking activities.

CONCLUSION
Environmental risk management leads to mitigation of credit, operational, legal and reputational risks
and ultimately contributes positively to the preservation of nature. Its importance is growing due to the
acceleration of climate change and the responding actions for preventing it in terms of legislation and
societal involvement. The banks in Bulgaria are currently developing mainly the area of direct
environmental impacts. Examples are leading banks in the country which have adopted policy towards
lowering consumption of resources and enhancing knowledge in their staff of the significance of
caring for the environment. The fact that direct impacts have started being targeted first is explicable
because they are more obvious and second, because the financial crisis is urging banks, as well as all
consumers, to find ways of decreasing costs. Although the indirect environmental impacts related to
the core banking activities are in fact the more important for the banks, the effect form environmental
management schemes fighting the direct impact has proven to have led to rather satisfactory outcomes
in terms of cost reduction and employees engagement for the environmental cause. What lays ahead
for the banks in Bulgaria is to start implementing environmental risk management procedures in their
lending processes. This is the area where the biggest risks for these organizations lay. Together with
the risks, numerous opportunities for developing the niche for financing nature friendly undertakings
exist. The sooner the banks in Bulgaria start acknowledging and managing environmental risks, the
better they will be prepared to face the changing shapes of reality.
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Abstract

The first record of Asian clam C. fluminea in Bulgaria was from the Danube River at Silistra in 2001.
For 10 years the species has established in the entire Bulgarian stretch of the Danube - from Vrav
(836 r. km) to Vetren (395 r. km); it reached high densities; and it spread rapidly upstream of the
Danube tributaries – Tsibritsa, Skat, Iskar (80 km upstream from the mouth), Vit, Osam, Yantra.
Recently, the species has also been established in standing waters – reservoirs Valchovets and Gorni
Dabnik (Vit River basin), as well as Lake Negovan (Iskar River basin), located at altitudes up to 525
m a.s.l. The first finding of Chinese Pond Mussel A. woodiana was in the Danube River between Gorni
Vadin and Ruse in 2006. For 5 years the species has spread from Koshava Island (807 r. km) to Ruse
(496 r km) and upstream the Danube tributaries – Iskar (50 km upstream), Yantra and Rusenski Lom.
The species reached very high densities (Yantra River, Krivina, 2007) and maximum sizes (Danube
River, Vidin). The taxonomic status of the two species was presented. The pathways of introduction
and potential negative impact of the species to the native ecosystems were discussed.

Key words: Invasive alien bivalve molluscs, occurrence, abundance, Danube River basin, Bulgaria

1. INTRODUCTION

The native range of Asian clam Corbicula fluminea (O. F. Müler, 1774) includes Central and
Southeast Asia. In 1939, the species was introduced to the southern parts of North America, where it
spread and reached high densities (Dundee, 1969; McMahon, 1982). In North America, the species
appeared in the area of the Great Lakes (Ward, Hodgson, 1997), and in South America – in Brazil and
Argentina (Cazzaniga, 1997; Cazzaniga, Perez, 1999; Mansur, Meier-Brook, 2000; Vianna, Avelar,
2010). In Europe, C. fluminea was introduced from America in the beginning of the 1980s of the past
century and it was recorded for the first time in Portugal and southern France along with C. fluminalis
(Mouthon, 1981; Nagel, 1989; Girardi, 1990; Pérez-Quintero, 2008). In Germany, the mussels were
introduced in 1983 to the rivers Thames and Weser, and in 1987 – to the Rhine River, where by 1991
they reached 700 km upstream of the river. They were also found in the Main River (Kinzelbach,
1991). In 10 years time, the mussels spread in the river systems of the European countries: Holland
(Bij de Vaate, Greijdanus-Klaas, 1990; Peursen, 1994); Switzerland (Rey et al., 1997); Belgium
(Swinnen et al., 1998); the surroundings of Berlin, Germany (Grabov, 1998); Great Britain (Baker et
al., 1999); the rivers of Central Europe (Brauckmann et al., 1999); Italy (Fabbri, Landi, 1999; Ciutti,
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Cappelletti, 2009); Austria (Fischer, Schultz, 1999); Hungary (Csanyi, 1999); Czech Republic (Beran,
2000, 2006); Romania (Bij de Vaate, Hulea, 2000; Skolka, Gomoiu, 2001); Serbia (Paunovi , 2004);
Moldova (Munjiu, Shubernetski, 2010); Ireland (Caffrey et al., 2011). Through the Main-Rhine-
Danube channel C. fluminea and C. fluminalis were introduced from the river system of the Rhine to
that of the Danube (Tittizer, Taxacher, 1997). In the Bulgarian part of the Danube River, the species
was first recorded in 2001 (Hubenov, 2001).

The native range of Chinese Pond Mussel Anodonta (Sinanodonta) woodiana (Lea, 1834) includes
eastern and southeastern Asia – the Far East of Russia (rivers Amur, Ussuri and Hanka Lake), Japan,
China (including the island of Taiwan, the rivers from Amur to Yangtze), Thailand and Cambodia
(Zhadin, 1952; Moskvicheva, 1973; Yurishinets, Korniushin, 2001). The first European specimens of
A. woodiana were found in Romania (Kroupa, 1989). They were collected in 1974 from fish ponds in
the region of Salonta. The first published data on species finding in Europe were from Hungary – in
fish ponds around Gyula (Petró, 1984). Later, the mussel was also reported from Romania – fish ponds
in the surrounding areas of Oradea (Sárkány-Kis, 1986). Eventually the species spread to other
European countries: France (Girardi, Ledoux, 1989), Serbia (Guelmino, 1991; Paunovic et al., 2006),
Poland (Protasov et al., 1994), Slovakia (Košel, 1995), Czech Republic (Beran, 1997; 2008), Italy
(Manganelli et al., 1998; Cappelletti et al., 2009), Austria (Reischutz, 1998; Edlinger et Daubal, 2000;
Tauer, 2003), Germany (Tappenbeck, 2000), Ukraine (Yurishinets, Korniushin, 2001), Sweden
(Proschwitz, 2006), Moldova (Munjiu et Shubernetski, 2008), Spain (Pou-Rovira et al., 2009), Croatia
(Lajtner et Crn an, 2011). The first specimen known from the Danube River was found in Budapest
(Frank et al., 1990). The mussel was recorded also in the northern islands of Indonesia, the Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica (Watters, 1997) and the USA (Bogan et al., 2011). Originally, A. woodiana was
found in fish farms, and later migrated to the river systems (Kroupa, 1989; Kiss, 1992, 1995;
Zdanovzkyj et al., 1996; Yurishinets, Korniushin, 2001). In the Bulgarian sector of the Danube River,
A. woodiana was first recorded in 2006 (Hubenov, 2006).

The goal of the present study is to present the recent distribution of C. fluminea and A. woodiana in
the river basins of Bulgaria after 10 and 5 years of invasion, respectively.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was based on material collected by the authors for the last 10 years. Specimens provided by
colleagues were also used (Table 1).

The material was collected with a triangular bottom dredge, hand dredge, Petersen bottom sampler and
by hand. The density was calculated in individuals per 2. When the water level of the Danube River
was low, the collection of material was done by hand. When at a normal water level, the other
hydrobiological methods were used.

The standard morphometric parameters of the shell were studied – length, height and width (in mm).

The localities are given with geographical names and coordinates, UTM-codes and river km of the
Danube  River  (Table  1;  Figs.  1  and  3).  The  material  is  stored  in  the  collections  of  the  National
Museum of Natural History BAS and the Institute of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Research BAS.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Corbicula fluminea
During the 2001-2011 period the species C. fluminea was recorded at 22 localities in the Danube River
or along almost the entire Bulgarian section of the river – from Vrav village (836 river km) to Vetren
village (395 river km) (Table 1, Fig. 1). The population abundance throughout the years varied from
less than 1 ind./m2 to 700 ind./m2. Specimens with the largest sizes were found during 2010-2011 in
the section Batin – Tutrakan.

In Bulgaria, the first specimen of C. fluminea was found in June 2001 in the Danube River at Vetren
village (395 river km) (Hubenov, 2001). In July in the same year, one specimen was found at Nikopol
(597 river km); while in December, a population density of 0.5 to 4 ind./m2 was measured north of
Vidin on the island of Koshava (807 river km). The type of substrate at the island (sand and fine
gravel) was appropriate for the development of C. fluminea. Shells of the mussel were present along
the entire coast of the island. In 2001, no large specimens were found, only small and medium sized
ones. Even though it was low, the density showed that the species had been already established and
was colonizing the Bulgarian sector of the river. In August 2003 during low levels of the Danube
River (less than 100 cm in Vidin), a sampling was carried out again at the site of Koshava island. Live
specimens with a density of 200-500 ind./m2 were found.  In September 2011,  in  the same area with
water level around 150 cm in Vidin, a population density of 50 ind./m2 was measured. In November
2005 at low water level, a sampling was carried out in the littoral area of the Danube River between
655 and 498 river km (Gorni Vadin village – Ruse). The presence of C. fluminea was confirmed along
the entire stretch with a density of 300-700 ind./m2. The largest Bulgarian specimen (length 40.79 mm,
height 37.79 mm and width 24.32 mm) was collected in 2011 in Batin (Fig. 2). The measurements
given in the European literature are: length around 37 mm, height up to 37 mm and width of 25 mm
(Zhadin, 1952; Beran, 2006). Exceptionally large specimens of C. fluminea with length of 50-65 mm
were reported in the USA (Hall, 1984).

In the studied period,  the species  was also found at  21 sites  in  the inland waters  of  Bulgaria,  which
included most of the Danube tributaries – rivers Tsibritsa, Skat (tributary of Ogosta River), Iskar, Vit,
Osam, Yantra and some of their tributaries (Table 1, Fig. 1). The mussel spread rapidly upstream of
the Danube tributaries, for example in the Iskar River – from 4 km from the mouth (at Gigen) in 2004
to 80 km from the mouth (at Orehovitsa) in 2011. Moreover, in the 2010-2011 period the species was
already found in standing waters – reservoirs Valchovets and Gorni Dabnik, as well as Negovan Lake
(Table 1, Fig. 1). The highest altitude where the species was found is 525 m a.s.l. in Negovan Lake in
the Sofia plain.

In the inland waters of Bulgaria, the mussel was found for the first time in 2004 in the Iskar River at
Gigen village (around 4 km from the Danube) with a density of 225 ind./m2 and at Orehovitsa village
(20 km from the Danube) (Kenderov, 2010). In 2005, the mussel was found in the rivers Skat (at
Mizia – 8 km from the river mouth), Vit (at Kreta and Riben villages – 10 and 19 km upstream from
the Danube) and Osam (at Muselievo village – 6 km from the Danube). In 2007, the species was
recorded in the Yantra River at several sites reaching upstream to Byala (around 30 km from the river
mouth). In 2011, it was found with high densities in the Studena River at Karamanovo – tributary of
the Yantra River. In 2011, the mussel was recorded in the Iskar River at the villages Staroseltsi,
Koinare and Chomakovtsi (30, 70 and 80 km upstream from the Danube) and in the sand-pit lake
Negovan (nearby Sofia) (Table 1). The invasion of C. fluminea upstream of the Danube tributaries is
difficult to explain since it usually goes downstream in non-navigable waters. Larvae of the mussel
were most likely transported with bait or with the aid of other human activities (fishing, recreational
activities and others) upstream of the tributaries and also into the standing waters.
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The taxonomic status of C. fluminea is under discussion. Zhadin (1952) accepted C. fluminea and C.
fluminalis as clearly distinguishable species with specific habitats. After molecular-genetic studies
some authors considered them as synonyms or morphotypes – C. fluminea+fluminalis (Tittizer,
Taxacher, 1997; Korniushin, 2004; Paunovi  et al., 2007). Most authors accepted the two taxa as
individual species, which differed morphologically (Alf, 1993; Kittel, 1996; Meister, 1997; Baker et
al., 1999; Csanyi, 1999; Fabbri, Landi, 1999; Fischer, Schultz, 1999; Beran, 2000; Tittizer et al., 2000;
Vaate, Hulea, 2000; Korniushin, 2004; Alexandrov et al., 2007; Ciutti, Cappelletti, 2009; Caffrey et
al., 2011).

C. fluminea is tolerant toward changes in water quality and temperature. It is also found in brackish
water  and  inhabits  the  freshwaters  along  the  seacoasts  (Vaate,  Hulea,  2000).  It  prefers  large  water
bodies with a sandy, sandy-gravelly and stony substrate (Alf, 1993; Tittizer, Taxacher, 1997). The
species has plankton larvae which can be easily transported with the ballast water of ships, with bait or
through irrigation and navigation channels from one river system to another. It has a short
reproductive cycle (3 generations per year), and the ability of rapid development and reaching a high
population density (up to 130 000 ind./m2) (Tittizer, Taxacher, 1997; Korniushin, 2004; Schmidlin et
al., 2012).

When with high abundance, the species has the potential to displace or reduce available habitats of
other species, to compete for benthic food resources, to limit planktonic food to other species and to
ingest large numbers of unionid sperm, glochidia and juveniles due to its high filtration rate, to transfer
parasites and pathogens, etc. (Sousa et al., 2008). On the other hand, C. fluminea has no natural
enemies which would significantly limit its numbers.

3.2. Anodonta (Sinanodonta) woodiana
In the 2005-2011 period, A. woodiana was found at  11 localities  along the Bulgarian section of  the
Danube River – from Koshava Island (807 river km) to Ruse (496 river km) (Table 1, Fig. 3); and
most likely it is found along the entire section in areas where the substrate is appropriate.

In Bulgaria, the first specimens of A. woodiana were  found  in  October  and  November  2005  in  the
littoral zone of the Danube from 655 river km (the mouth of Iskar River) to 498 river km (Ruse)
(Hubenov, 2006). Single specimens at age of around 5-6 years, according to shell size, were found. In
2006, at the Yacht Club in Ruse, a population density of 15-25 ind./m2 was measured. The type of
substrate  at  this  site  -  mostly  mud,  and  the  -saprobic  character  of  water  were  appropriate  for  the
development of A. woodiana.  The  sizes  of  the  specimens  found  in  the  Danube  River  varied.  The
largest specimen, with a length of 220 mm (Fig. 4), was found in 2006 in Vidin; the maximum length
given in the literature was 180-190 mm (Zhadin, 1952).

For  the  studied  period,  the  species  was  also  found  at  9  localities  in  the  inland  waters  of  Bulgaria  –
rivers Iskar, Vit, Yantra and Rusenski Lom (Table 1, Fig. 3). The mussel was first recorded in 2005 in
the Iskar River at Gigen village (4 km from the Danube), where several large shells were collected
(Kenderov, 2010). Gradually, A. woodiana spread upstream. In 2009, the mussel was found at
Orehovitsa village (20 km from the river Danube) and in 2011 near Staroseltsi village and the town of
Iskar (Pelovo) (30 and 50 km from the Danube). A high population density (up to 20-25 ind./m2) was
registered in the Yantra River at Krivina village (4 km upstream from the river mouth) in 2007. The
length of the largest specimens reached around 165-170 mm.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Corbicula fluminea in Bulgaria until 2011.

Fig. 2. Corbicula fluminea– the largest specimen found in Bulgaria – in the Danube River at Batin in
2011. Photo: A. Ignatov.
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Several authors classified the species into a separate genus Sinanodonta (Fechtner, Falker, 1990;
Zdanovzkyj et al., 1996; Beran, 1997, 1998; Tappenbeck, 2000; Ju i ova et al., 2001; Yurishinets,
Korniushin, 2001; Fischer, 2004; Wiese, 2005). Other malacologists included the species into genus
Anodonta (Zhadin, 1952; Petró, 1984; Sárkány-Kis, 1986; Girardi, Ledoux, 1989; Kroupa, 1989;
Frank et al., 1990; Guelmino, 1991; Kiss, Petro, 1992; Kiss, 1992, 1995; Grossu, 1993; Košel, 1995;
Piechocki, Riedel, 1997; Nagel et al., 1998; Zdanovzkyj et al., 2000; Graf, 2007). According to
Yurishinets, Korniushin (2001) different species of the genus appeared in Europe. However, the
genetically analyzed populations so far have been homogeneous and they were considered as A.
woodiana (Nagel et al., 1998; Soroka, 2008). The high number of species described under genus
Anodonta (or Sinanodonta) [according to Moskvicheva (1973) and Bogatov, Zatravkin (1987) there
are 10 species in the Far East] shows some possibility that more species can be present in Europe as
well. The invasion of A. woodiana into the European water bodies was connected with the
introduction of the Asian carps Hypophthalmichthys molitrix, Ctenopharyngodon idella and
Aristichthys nobilis, transported from the Far East and China. The fish were infested with the mussel
glochidia, which gave origin to the European populations.

The impact of A. woodiana has been expressed by displacement of native species and by changes in
native communities. In warmer waters (cooling reservoirs, estuaries) and muddy substrate A.
woodiana displaces native species from the genus Anodonta and partially from the genus Unio. The
species has no natural enemies to limit its growth and numbers. The sizes of A. woodiana (shell length
160-220 mm, shell height 100-130 mm and width 60-80 mm) define the species as the largest
Bulgarian mollusk.

According to Yurishinets, Korniushin (2001) the successful invasion of A. woodiana can be explained
due to the following biological traits: 1) A shorter period of development of glochidia (from 5-6 to 12-
14 days) compared to the native species (Kiss, 1995); Lack of specialization toward certain fish host
and possibility for reproduction in the native species (Reichard et al., 2012); 2) Faster growth rate and
reaching a length of 100 mm within 2-4 years, while it takes the native Anodonta species 6 years to
reach the same length (Kiss, Petro, 1992; Dudgeon, Morton, 1983); 3) A higher thermal tolerance than
the native species and reaching of very high biomass in favorable conditions [in the cooling-reservoirs
in Poland a density of over 200 ind./m2 and biomass of 70 kg/m2 were registered (Zdanovzkyj et al.,
1996; Afanasjev et al., 1997)].
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Anodonta woodiana in Bulgaria until 2011.

Fig. 4. Anodonta woodiana – The largest specimen found in Bulgaria – in the Danube River at Vidin
in 2006. Photo: A. Ignatov.
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Table 1. Localities of Corbicula fluminea and Anodonta woodiana in Bulgaria until 2011. *Only
shells were found.

River, River
Basin

Locality; River km;
Altitude (m a.s.l.)

Geographic
Coordinates

Corbicula
fluminea

Date of finding

Anodonta
woodiana

Date of finding

Danube River Between Vrav and Novo
Selo (836 r. km; 40 m
a.s.l.)

N 44.186056

E 22.760167

12.07.2005

27.09.2011

Danube River Novo Selo (833 r. km;
27 m a.s.l.)

N 44.163083

E 22.787778

27.09.2011

Danube River Florentin (827 r. km) 27.09.2011

Danube River Yasen (825 r. km; 36 m
a.s.l.)

N 44.122889

E 22.879

05.10.2005

27.09.2011

Danube River Gomotartsi (817 r. km)  N 44.094736

E 22.971275

12.07.2005

05.10.2005

13.10.2006

Danube River Koshava (811 r. km; 40
m a.s.l.)

N 44.07984

E 23.030391

12.07.2005

05.10.2005

11.10.2006

Danube River Koshava Island (807 r.
km, 35 m a.s.l.)

N 44.058583

E 23.038

18.12.2001

08.2003

28.09.2011

28.09.2011

Danube River Vidin (790 r. km) 22.05.2006

Danube River Simeonovo (776 r. km) N 43.852084

E 22.8449

06.10.2005

14.10.2006

26.09.2011

Danube River Botevo (774 r. km) 26.09.2011

Danube River Ratsiaria (772 r. km) N 43.827453

E 22.890465

13.11.2010

26.09.2011

Danube River Oryahovo (678 r. km) 23.09.2003

Danube River Gorni Vadin (655 r. km) N 43.683251

E 24.227192

25.11.2005

Danube River Baikal (641 r. km) N 43.712809

E 24.407013

25.11.2005

Danube River Somovit (607 r. km) N 43.686184

E 24.760823
25.11.2005
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Danube River Nikopol (597 r. km) N 43.701172

E 24.861095

07.2001

Danube River Belene - Hisarlaka (578-
577 r. km)

05.2010 (D.
Dobrev)

11.10.2005

24.11.2005

Danube River Vardim (546 r. km) N 43.624893

E 25.451632

23.11.2005 23.11.2005

11. 2010

Danube River Batin (526 r. km, 8 m
a.s.l.)

N 43.672109

E 25.687237

11.11.2011 11.11.2011

Danube River Stalpishte (516 r. km) N 43.719241

E 25.797465

9.10.2005

11.11.2011

11.11.2011

Danube River The mouth of Rusenski
Lom River (498 r. km)

N 43.834929

E 25.931275

30.11.2005 (V.
Popov)

Danube River Ruse, near Riga hotel
(495 r. km)

N 43.853268

E 25.950029

9.10.2005

Danube River Ruse, the Yacht Club
(496 r. km; 17 m a.s.l.)

N 43.84475

E 25.942806

26.11.2008 26.11.2008

Danube River Sandrovo (477 r. km) N 43.951703

E 26.108317

4.09.2005
9.10.2005
12.10.2005

Danube River Ryahovo (466 r. km) 17.04.2010

Danube River Tutrakan (432 r. km) N 44.053552

E 26.618135

15.04.2010

Danube River Vetren (395 r. km) 15.06.2001

10.10.2005

Tsibritsa River Valchedram 10.09.2009 (S.
Cheshmedjiev)

Skat River At the confluence with
Ogosta River

25.08.2009 (S.
Cheshmedjiev)

Skat River Upstream Mizia 04.11.2011

Iskar River Gigen (about 4 km
upstream of the river
mouth, 25 m a.s.l.)

N 43.70225

E 24.455444

17.08.2004

20.11.2004

19.08.2011

11.09.2005

25.08.2009

19.08.2011

Iskar River Orehovitsa (about 20 km
upstream of the river
mouth, 34 m a.s.l.)

N 43.585444

E 24.358667

20.11.2004

19.08.2011

25.08.2009

19.08.2011

Iskar River Staroseltsi (about 30 km
upstream of the river
mouth, 44 m a.s.l.)

N 43.550389

E 24.275667

19.08.2011 19.08.2011
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Iskar River Iskar (about 50 km
upstream of the river
mouth, 63 m a.s.l.)

N 43.455028

E 24.229667

19.08.2011 19.08.2011

Iskar River Koinare (about 70 km
upstream of the river
mouth, 72 m a.s.l.)

N 43.351333

E 24.146861

18.08.2011

Iskar River Chomakovtsi (about 80
km upstream of the river
mouth, 92 m a.s.l.)

N 43.321333

E 24.068083

18.08.2011

Iskar River basin Negovan Lake (525 m
a.s.l.)

N 42.760889

E 23.413917

02.12.2010

20.11.2011

Vit River Kreta (about 10 km
upstream of the river
mouth,, 24 m a.s.l.)

N 43.603056

E 24.673333

06.09.2005

Vit River Riben (about 20 km
upstream of the river
mouth,, 45 m a.s.l.)

N 43.533611

E 24.615

06.09.2005

Vit River basin Valchovets Reservoir N 43.474333

E 24.49463

*04.10.2010
(Y. Vidinova)

Vit River basin Gorni Dabnik Reservoir
(167 m a.s.l.)

N 43.351028

E 24.338889

11.09.2011

04.11.2011

Osam River Muselievo (about 8 km
upstream of the river
mouth, 40 m a.s.l.)

N 43.628333

E 24.850278

05.09.2005

Yantra River At the river mouth N 43.641138

E 25.573125

03.08.2007 03.08.2007

Yantra River Krivina (about 6 km
upstream of the river
mouth)

N 43.61365

E 25.594003

03.08.2007

10.11.2011

03.08.2007

26.11.2008

10.11.2011

Yantra River Beltsov (about 10 km
upstream of the river
mouth)

03.08.2007

Yantra River Tsenovo 11.10.2010
(T. Stefanov)

Yantra River Byala (about 30 km
upstream of the river
mouth)

N 43.470191

E 25.725582

03.08.2007

01.05.2010

Studena River
(Yantra River
basin)

Downstream
Karamanovo (11 m
a.s.l.)

10.11.2011

Krapinets River
(Yantra River
basin)

Stefan Karadzha (82 m
a.s.l.)

N 43.903583

E 26.744361

*16.04.2010
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Rusenski Lom
River

Basarabovo N 43.773259

E 25.948811

13.11.2011
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Abstract

Comparative study was conducted to determine the sensitivity of forest and water ecosystems to the
pollution of lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) and to assess the risk of damage using critical loads and
their exceedances by real deposition. Two types of forests (broadleaves and coniferous) and surface
water (stream and reservoir) situated at the same catchment area in Balkan mountain in Bulgaria
were investigated. Bulk precipitation and throughfall chemistry were monitored during the period
2005- 2010 at two forest stands (Fagus sylvatica and Picea abies). Monitoring of water, sediment and
bulk precipitation chemistry in two water bodies (stream and reservoir) were carried out too. The
removal of Pb and Cd by the biomass and their vertical migration with drainage water was
determined. It was found that the tolerance of surface water to the pollution of Pb was comparable
with forests but aquatic ecosystems are more sensitive to the deposition of Cd due to the 3 times lower
values of critical loads in comparison to forest ecosystems. Beech forest was more sensitive to Pb than
spruce one but their tolerance to Cd was similar. Critical loads of both Pb and Cd were lower for
surface water of the river than the reservoir. Exceedances of critical loads by the deposition were
discovered only for Cd but for both river and reservoir showing a real risk of harmful effect for
aquatic ecosystems in the future. The present concentration of Pb in surface water of both Petrohan
reservoir and Barzia river is below critical limit and inputs of Pb are below critical load meanning
that critical load will not be exceeded at a difined time period. In this case keeping the present load
more stringent than critical load is needed. In the reverse case of Cd, the metal input is larger than the
critical load for both water bodies not exceeding the critical concentration of Cd in the surface water.
In order to avoid future damage emissions of Cd must decrease. However, only keeping the critical
load of Pb and Cd will not lead to exceedance of their critical limits in the long run.

Key words: beech, cadmium, critical loads, lead, reservoir, spruce, stream water.

1. INTRODUCTION
Among the heavy metals, Pb and Cd are highly toxic pollutants individually and in combination
because of its toxic nature, wide spread occurrence well documented negative effects on human and
ecosystem by intake of contaminated food and water or by inhalation of polluted air, long life in
biological system etc. Lead is common heavy metal and can be found in weathered bedrock, patents
material from lead mine, smelting products, batteries, ceramics, chemicals, fertilizers, gasoline, hair
dyes, leaded glass, newsprint, paints, pesticides, pottery and rubber toys (Foy et al. 1978; Breckle and
Kahile 1992; Shafiq et al. 2008). Geochemically Cd is one of highly dispersed metals with an
elimination half-life of 10-30 years and quite mobile element in soil, water and thus freely taken up by
plants and aquatic organisms (Jan et al. 1999). The major sources of Cd are usually derived from
industry, many consumer products, batteries, pigments, metal coatings and plastics.The response of
plant growth and metabolism, the reductions in both new cell formation and cell elongation in the
extension region of the root, the inhibition of seed germination and seeding growth related to Pd and
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Cd,  have  become  the  subject  of  great  interest  in  recent  years  ((Iqbal  &  Mehmood  1991;  Breckle  &
Kahile 1992; Iqbal & Siddiqui 1992; Shafiq et al. 2008; Farooqi et al. 2009; Kahile & Breckle 1989;
Iqbal & Shafiq 1998; Iqbal et al. 2001; Shafiq et al. 2008). These pollutants may interfere with the
biological processes relating to photosynthetic activities, mitochondrial respiration and stomatal
clogging of plants (Miles et al. 1972; Miller et al. 1973; Ahmed and Qadir 1975). Brckle and Kahile
(1992) reported that a combined treatment of Pd and Cd greatly reduced the growth of young roots of
beech (Fagus sylvatica) than in their separate apply. Reduction in growth parameters also leads to
decreased dry biomass of trees. This information can be considered a contributing step in exploring
and finding of the tolerance limit for various parts of the plants.

Little information is available on the tolerance of forest and aquatic ecosystems as a whole to negative
effects of heavy metals. Forested area is the best environment for producing the best quality of the
water but it is unknown if the sensitivity of forest ecosystems is equal to the sensitivity of the water
ecosystems  in  the  same  catchment  area.  From  this  pont  of  view  the  critical  load  approach  is  very
convinient to be applied. The critical load of a metal is the highest total metal input rate (g ha-1 a-1)
below which harmful effects on human health and ecosystems will not occur in an infinite time
perspective, according to present knowledge (Nilsson and Grennfelt 1988). While critical loads
explore the sensitivity of ecosystems against metal inputs, the risk of effects can only be described by
the exceedances, i.e. by comparison of critical loads with the actual inputs.

A lot of results for calculating and mapping critical loads of heavy metals and their exceedances have
been published during the last 20 years but for terrestrial ecosystems only. Except monitoring data on
concentration of heavy metals in surface waters and sediments (Wilkens 1995; Skjelkvale and Ulstein
2002; ) and methodological manuals (Posch et al. 2003; Modelling and mapping manual 2004) there
are not any comparative investigations devoted to the critical loads of Pb and Cd for aquatic
ecosystems in forested areas.

The aim of this study was to carry out comparative investigations on the sensitivity and risk
assessment  of  Pb  and  Cd  in  two  types  of  forest  (beech  and  spruce)  as  well  as  two  types  of  surface
water  (stream  and  reservoir)  at  the  same  forested  catchment  in  the  Western  Balkan  Mountain  in
Bulgaria by means of critical load calculations and their exceedances based only on simultaneous
measured data. The following tasks have been taken into account:

1. Collection of measured data needed for the calculation of local critical loads of Pb and Cd
for  forests  (Fagus silvatica and Picea abies L. Karst) and surface water (stream and
reservoir) in order to assess their sensitivity to the pollution of Pb and Cd;

2. Determination of Pb and Cd deposition rates by the bulk precipitation and throughfall at the
catchment area;

3. Assessing the risk of harmful effects and damages to forests and surface waters by
computing the exceedances of critical loads of Pb and Cd.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Effects, indicators and critical limits

The method to calculate critical loads of heavy metals is based on a steady state balance of ecosystem
inputs and outputs of heavy metals. The underlying assumption of steady state for the fluxes as well as
chemical equilibrium in an undetermined future is consistent with concepts of sustainability. Receptor
dependent critical loads of Pb and Cd can be calculated when a representative effect indicator is
identified. The metal concentration in an environmental compartment is such an indicator. The critical
limit is the maximum of this indicator concentration that will not cause harmful effects in the long-
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term. Approaches have been designed to assess critical limits addressing either ecotoxicological
effects or human health effects. Not all effects have the same relevance for every metal.

Critical loads for forest ecosystems addressing human health effects is calculated in view of ground
water protection regarding its potential use as drinking water in this study. In agreement with the Joint
Task Force on Health Aspects of Air Pollution it was decided to use internationally accepted critical
limits. Therefore, critical limits to protect ground water quality were set to the recommendations for
forest ecosystems.

In order to describe ecotoxicological effects of Cd in surface waters the 5-percentile cut-off value of
chronic toxicity from the EU risk assessment report (EC 2003) was used as critical limit. For Pb the
critical limit is based on Crommentuijn et al. (1997). It represents the highest value of a range for
critical limits (to be used in dependence on water chemistry) suggested by a workshop of ICP Waters
on heavy metals, 2002, in Lillehammer, Norway (Skjelkvale and Ulstein, 2002) Critical limits
referring to total dissolved metal concentration have been adopted. Recommended critical limits for
dissolved Cd and Pb concentrations in surface waters {[Cd]sw(crit) = 0,38 mg m-3; [Pb]sw(crit) = 11
mg m-3} are all related to ecotoxicological effects (Modelling and Mapping manual, 2004).;

Fig. 1 Position of the Petrohan site and experimental stands for forest (beech and spruce) and surface
water (Petrohan dam and Barzia river)

2.2 Calculation of tolerable metal fluxes in forest  ecosystems

Critical loads of Pb and Cd for forest ecosystems are focussed on the top soil. The internal metal
cycling within an ecosystem is ignored, since its influence on critical load results is relatively small, at
least for Pb and Cd (De Vries et al. 2005). Because weathering of Pb and Cd causes only a minor input
flux to topsoils, while uncertainties of such calculations are high, this flux was also neglected. In
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consequence the critical load of metals CLf(M) equals the sum of tolerable outputs from the
considered system in terms of net metal uptake Mu and metal leaching Mle(crit) (Modeling and
Mapping Manual 2004):

CLf(M)=Mu+Mle(crit)

Pb and Cd uptake by the biomass [Mu, g ha-1 yr-1] has been derived by multiplying the content of
these metals in the beech and spruce stem [M, g kg-1], measured by atomic emission spectrometry,
after cutting 10 representative trees in the buffering area, with the annual growth Yveg (kg ha-1yr-1)
determined as follow:

Yveg = Va / a,

Where: Va – the mean volume of all trees at the catchment area in m3 ha-1 yr-1;

 – the wood density in kg m-3; measured by means of the Tsonmis method (1991)

 – the age of trees in years.

Stem samples were digested with a concentrated acid mixture of HNO3- HClO4 (3:1) and heated at
160 oC for 5 hours. After cooling, the extract was diluted, filtered, and made up to 25 ml with 5 %
HNO3. The concentrations of Pb and Cd in the extract were determined by Inductive Coupled Plasma
Atomic Emission Spectrometry ICP-OES Vista MPX, Varian Inc, Australia.

The tolerable leaching flux of a metal (Mle, g ha-1 yr-1) is calculated from the flux of drainage water
leaching from the considered soil layer (Qle, m3 ha-1 yr-1) and the critical total concentration of the
metal in the soil drainage water {[M]ss(crit), g m-3} as follow:

Mle = cle Qle [M]ss(crit),

The runoff  of  water  (Qle,  m3 ha-1 yr-1) has been measured as mean annual values for a period of 20
years in grid cells of 10 x 10 km for the entire country (Kehayov 1986). The method is based on a
splitting of river hydrographs, hydrogeological parameters of the underground water bodies,
measurements of the mineral runoff between neighbouring hydrometric sites, infiltration of the water
source etc.

2.3 Calculation of tolerable metal fluxes in aquatic ecosystems

As  with  terrestrial  ecosystems,  the  critical  load  of  Cd  and  Pb  for  surface  waters  CLsw(M)  is  the
acceptable total load of heavy metals inputs corresponding to the sum of tolerable outputs by harvest
within, and outflow from a catchment:

CLsw(M) = Mu + Mlo (crit)

The uptake into harvestable parts of plants is calculated in analogy to terrestrial ecosystems, while
harvest in this context means in general the harvest of wood in forested catchments. In the calculation
of the critical outflow of metals the lateral water flux off the catchment is multiplied with the critical
total concentration in the surface water. The latter is derived from the critical limit considering the
binding of metals to suspended particulate matter (SPM) and the concentration of SPM in the surface
water. The critical lateral outflow Mlo(crit) (g ha-1 yr-1) is described as the product of the flux of water
and the critical limit for the total concentration of the heavy metal in the surface water according:

Mlo(crit) = 10 Qlo[M]tot sw(crit)

Where: Qlo = lateral outflow flux of water from the aquatic system (m yr-1);

[M]tot sw(crit)= total aqueous metal at the critical limit (mg m-3)

[M]tot sw(crit) = [M] sw(crit) + [M] sp (crit) [SPM]sw
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[M] sw(crit)= critical dissolved concentration; [M]sp (crit)= metal concentration bound to
suspended particle materials (SPM) in the surface water measured by atomic emission spectrometry;
[SPM]sw= concentration of SPM in the surface water determined by gravimetry (kg m-3).

Sediments in surface water were wet digested using mixture of concentrated HCl and HNO3 acids
(3:1) befor analizing the concentration of Pb and Cd by Atomic Emission Spectrometry ICP-OES
Vista MPX, Varian Inc, Australia..

2.4 Risk assessment for forest and aquatic ecosystems by means of exceedances of critical loads for Pb
and Cd

The differences between the monitored and the critical possible loads of Pb and Cd by present
atmospheric depositions as exceedances of critical loads were calculated by the following equation:

CL(M)ex = PL(M) – CL(M),

where PL(M) = Present deposition of Pb or Cd; CL(M) = Critical load for Pb and Cd, g ha-1 yr-1.

Collectors for bulk precipitation and throughfall under beech and spruce crowns have been installed at
two  plots  at  the  Petrohan  site  in  beech  (Fagus silvatica) and spruce (Picea abies L Karst.) forest
ecosystems  in  order  to  determine  the  present  load  of  Pb  and  Cd  [PL(M)]  (Fig.  1).  The  bulk
precipitation and throughfall has been collected with 6 (for bulk precipitation) and 12 (for throughfall)
continuously open plastic funnels (1 m above the ground) per plot with an individual collecting
surface of 314 cm2 in polyethylene bottles stored in the upper soil layer. Individual water samples of
bulk precipitation, throughfall and surface water have been collected fortnightly after measuring the
pH and water volume in the field, and analyzing the Pd and Cd concentration in each individual
sample by atomic emission spectrometry ICP-OES Vista MPX, Varian Inc, Australia..All samples
have  been  stored  in  the  refrigerator  at  1-4 oC until analyses, preserved with HNO3 and pre-
concentrated 50 times initially and diluted with concentrated HNO3 acid to a  volume of  10 ml.  The
values of  pH are determined on separate aliquots of the unfiltered sample the same day of sampling in
the field.  The remaining samples are  filtered through a 0.45 m membrane filter  in  order  to  remove
any solid materials and to stabilise them for the subsequent analyses.

3. RESULTS

The trend of mean annual deposition of Pb and Cd by the bulk precipitation shows a clear decreasing
from 89.48 g.ha-1yr-1 in 2005 to 5.41 g.ha-1yr-1 in 2010 for Pb and from 13.39 g.ha-1yr-1 to 1.17 g.ha-1yr-

1 for Cd whereas after 2007 the deposition of both Pb and Cd remains relatively stable (fig. 2). Values
for 3 years period (2006- 2008) have been used for calculating procedure in this study.

Although the amount of bulk precipitation was the same for the beech and spruce plots (1020 mm), the
throughfall (789 mm) and the deposition of both Pb (14.40 g.ha-1yr-1) and Cd (0.43 g.ha-1yr-1) were
lower under the spruce crowns in comparison with the beech (14.98 g.ha-1yr-1 for Pb and 0.90 g.ha-1yr-1

for Cd) (fig. 3).

When comparing the variables used for the determination of critical loads of Pb at two experimental
plots, it can be seen that the Pb uptake by the harvestable part of the biomass was higher for spruce
(11.65 g.ha-1yr-1) than for beech (10.24 g.ha-1yr-1) but the leaching of Pb by the water runoff was the
same (10.63 g.ha-1yr-1) for both beech and spruce plots. In this case the value of the critical load of Pb
for spruce forest was higher (22.25 g.ha-1yr-1) than for beech one (20.87 g.ha-1yr-1) (fig. 3). A
comparison of the critical loads with the current deposition rates of Pb and Cd revealed that there were
no exceedances of critical loads at both plots (beech and spruce) for the entire study period. The
negative value of the exceedance of critical load of Pb was -7.85 g.ha-1yr-1 for spruce forest against -
5.89 g.ha-1yr-1 for beech one.
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Fig. 2.  Mean annual deposition of Pb and Cd during the period 2005-2010 at the Petrohan
site, g.ha-1yr-1

Similar results have been found for Cd. Despite higher Cd deposition rates in beech forest (0.90 g.ha-

1yr-1) than in spruce (0.43 g.ha-1yr-1) the critical loads were comparable for spruce (3.51 g.ha-1yr-1) and
beech (3.55 g.ha-1yr-1) which leads to the higher negative value of the exceedence of the critical load
for spruce (-3.08 g.ha-1yr-1) than for beech (-2.65 g.ha-1yr-1) (fig. 4).

The mean concentration of SPM for the period 2006- 2008 in the surface water of the Petrohan
reservoir is higher (0.0047±0.0017 kg m-3) than in the Barzya river (0.0032±0.0015 kg m-3) as well as
the concentration of Pb in surface water (0.0011±0.0003 mg m-3 in Petrohan dam against
0.0006±0.0001for Barzia river) and the content of Pb in the SPM (25.763±0.467 mg kg-1 for Petrohan
dam and 20.047±0.567 mg kg-1 for Barzya river) (Table 1). Although the total concentration of Pb in
both  types  of  water  bodies  is  simillar  (11.1130  mg  m-3 for Petrohan dam and 11.0637 mg m-3 for
Burzya river) the total leaching of Pb from the catchment area remains higher for Petrohan dam (11.72
g ha-1yr-1) than for Burzya river (9.57 g ha-1yr-1). As a result the value of critical load for Petrohan dam
is higher (23.72 g ha-1yr-1) compared to Burzya river (20.93 g ha-1yr-1). There were no exceedences of
critical loads of Pb for studied water bodies due mainly to the lower deposition of Pb at their
catchment areas (17.82 g ha-1yr-1). The negative value of the exceedence of the critical load of Pb for
Petrohan dam (-5.90 g ha-1yr-1) is two times higher than the exceedence for Burzia river (-3.11 g ha-1yr-

1) (fig. 3).
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Table 1 Concentration of suspended particle material (SPM), Pd and Cd in surface water, and the
content of Pb and Cd in SPM in Petrohan reservoir and Burzia river. Mean values for the period 2006-

2008.

Pb Cd

Parameter Petrohan
reservoir

Barzia river Petrohan
reservoir

Barzia river

SPM (kg m-3) 0.0047 0.0032 0.0047 0.0032

Concentration in water (g m-3) 0.0011 0.0006 0.0001 0.0001

Content in SPM (mg kg-1) 25.763 20.047 0.2839 0.4533

Total concentration (mg m-3) 11.1130 11.0637 0.3811 0.3813

Fig. 3 Mean annual values of plant uptake, water leaching, deposition, critical loads and their
exceedances for forest (beech and spruce) and water (river and reservoir) ecosystems for lead (2006-

2008), g ha-1 yr-1.
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Fig. 4 Mean annual values of plant uptake, water leaching, deposition, critical loads and their
exceedances for forest (beech and spruce) and water (river and reservoir) ecosystems for cadmium

(2006-2008), g ha-1 yr-1.

Table 2 Mean annual values of metal concentration in surface water (Msw) and in deposition [M]dep,
concentration of suspended particle material in water ([SPM]sw) and content of metal in suspended

particle material (Mspm) for 2006- 2008 .

M Water
body

Year Msw,

g m-3

[M]dep,

g m-3

[SPM]sw,

g kg-1

Mspm

mg kg-1

Dam 2006

2007

2008

Average

0,0011±0,0006

0,0013±0,0006

0,0009±0,0003

0,0011 Vr=0,45

0,0028±0,0019

0,0009±0,0005

0,0013±0,0009

0,0016 Vr=0,68

0,0076±0,0035

0,0041±0,0018

0,0025±0,0017

0,0047 Vr=0,48

24,7500±2,9564

23,4940±2,3492

29,0350±0,5676

25,7630 Vr=0,07

Pb River 2006

2007

2008

Average

0,0009±0,0001

0,0006±0,0003

0,0004±0,0001

0,0006 Vr=0,33

0,0028±0,0019

0,0009±0,0005

0,0013±0,0009

0,0017 Vr=0,64

0,0016±0,0007

0,0028±0,0018

0,0053±0,0015

0,0032 Vr=0,40

18,6180±1,6131

23,4080±2,1876

18,1150±,7675

20,0470 Vr=0,07

Critical limit 0,011 0,011

Dam 2006

2007

2008

Average

0,00011±2,71E-6

0,00010±7,11E-6

0,00010±3,76E-6

0,0001 Vr=0,04

0,0002±0,0001

0,0001±2,61E-5

0,0001±4,22E-5

0,0001 Vr=0,56

0,0076±0,0035

0,0041±0,0018

0,0025±0,0017

0,0047 Vr=0,48

0,2200±0,0431

0,3990±0,0301

0,2327±0,0177

0,2839 Vr=0,16
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Cd River 2006

2007

2008

Average

0,00020±0,00001

0,00010±3,57 -5

0,00010±2,63E-6

0,00013 Vr=0,15

0,0002±0,0001

0,0001±2,61E-5

0,0001±4,22E-5

0,00013 Vr=0,43

0,0016±0,0007

0,0028±0,0018

0,0053±0,0015

0,0032 Vr=0,40

0,5990±0,2639

0,4468±0,0207

0,3141±0,1054

0,4533 Vr=0,29

Critical limit 0,00038 0,00038

The  critical  load  of  Cd  was  lower  than  of  Pb  but  similar  for  both  water  bodies  (1.02  g  ha-1yr-1 for
Petrohan dam and 0.91 g ha-1yr-1 for Burzya river) due to the both similar uptake of Cd by the biomass
at  the catchment  areas (0.61 g ha-1yr-1 for Petrohan dam and 0.58 g ha-1yr-1 for  Burzia  river)  and the
leaching of Cd with the water outflow (0.40 g ha-1yr-1 and 0.33 g ha-1yr-1 respectively). Although the
higher content of Cd in the SPM in the surface water of Barzia river (0.4533 mg kg-1) than in Petrohan
reservoir (0.2839 mg kg-1) the total concentration of this metal is rather similar for both water bodies
because of  the oposite  relationship for  the concentration of  SPM in the waters  of  concern.  All  mean
annual values of variables used in the study and standard deviations for each year (2006, 2007 and
2008)  can  be  seen  in  the  table  2.  All  measured  concentration  of  Pb  and  Cd  in  water  are  below the
critical limits for the ecotoxicological effect (0.011 g m-3  for Pb and 0.00038 g m-3  for Cd) (Table 2).
The main difference between the risk assessment of damage by the pollution of Pb and Cd is that
unlike for Pb the critical loads of Cd were exceeded for both Petrohan reservoir (+ 0.40 g ha-1yr-1) and
Barzia river (+ 0.51 g ha-1yr-1) (fig. 4).

4. DISSCUSSION
4.1. Sensitivity of forest and water ecosystems to the pollution of Pb and Cd

The significant decreasing of the deposition of heavy metals in forested catchments during the period
(2005- 2010) shown in figure 2 has not affected the concentration of Pb and Cd in surface water and
their content in suspended particle matter during the studied period (2006- 2008) (table 3) meaning
that  forest and aquatic ecosystems could be considered to be in a steady state for applying the steady
state mass balance approach in critical loads calculating procedure.

In general, higher values of critical loads indicate higher tolerance and lower sensitivity of receptors to
pollutants. The deposition of Pb and Cd was higher in beech forest than in spruce one, but the critical
load of Pb was lower for beech (20.87 g ha-1yr-1) as compared to spruce (22.25 g ha-1yr-1). The
obtained values of critical loads have demonstrated that the spruce forest in Petrohan was more
tolerant and less sensitive to the Pb deposition than the beech one at the same site.

Comparing the values of critical loads for Pb (fig. 5) for all forested areas in Bulgaria in EMEP grid
network 50 x 50 km this  finding can be confirmed for  all  grid cells,  where the forest  is  a  mixture of
coniferous (left) and broadleaved (right) forest species. Values of critical loads for Pb for coniferous
forest have been situated between 14.83 g ha-1 yr-1 and 33.02 g ha-1 yr-1 (fig. 5 left), and sometimes they
are two times higher than for broadleaved ones (fig. 5 right). For all EMEP grid cells coniferous
species have been more tolerable and less sensitive tp the pollution of Pb than the representatives of
broadleaved forest.
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Fig. 5. Critical loads of Pb for coniferous (left) and deciduous (right) forest for 2007 in Bulgaria

 (g ha-1 yr-1)

The sensitivity of beech and spruce forets to the pollution of Cd has been higher compared to Pb. The
trend of deposition of Pb and Cd shown in figure 2 demonstrates lower level of pollution of Cd than of
Pb at the Petrohan site. Despite higher Cd deposition rates in beech forest (0.90 g ha-1yr-1) than in
spruce (0.43 g ha-1 yr-1)  the  tolerance  and  the  sensitivity  of  both  beech  and  spruce  forests  to  the
pollution of Cd are similar because of their close values of critical loads of this pollutant (3.51 g ha-1yr-

1 for spruce and 3.55 g ha-1yr-1 for beech). For other forested areas critical loads of Cd ranged from 0.99
g ha-1 yr-1 to 4.21 g ha-1 yr-1 for coniferous forest (fig. 6 left) and between 0.54 and 3.90 g ha-1 yr-1 (Fig.
6 right). The values of critical loads of Cd for broadleaved forest species have been similar but
remained lower showing their less tolerance to Cd. The highest difference between the tolerance of
coniferous and broadleaved forest for all forested area in Bulgaria is about 0.3 g ha-1 yr-1.

Fig. 6. Critical loads of Cd for coniferous (left) and deciduous (right) forest for 2007 in Bulgaria

(g ha-1 yr-1)
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4.2. Assessment of risk by exceedances of citical loads of Pb and Cd for forest and water ecosystems

A potential risk of damage for the studied ecosystems is possible only when the critical load is
exceeded. A comparison of the critical loads with the real deposition rates revealed that there were no
exceedances of critical loads for both forest and surface water ecosystems for the entire study period,
hence the studied forest ecosystems were not at risk of damages due to Pb pollution. The negative
values of the exceedances at the Petrohan site suggest that the spruce forest there could withstand
more additional deposition of Pb (- 7.85 g ha-1yr-1) before reaching the critical load value as compared
to the beech, where the critical load value would be reached after an additional Pb deposition of 5.89 g
ha-1yr-1 (fig. 3).

The forests ecosystems from both stands are not at risk of damage because the values of the deposition
of  Cd  are  lower  as  compared  to  the  critical  loads  which  leads  to  the  high  negative  values  of  the
exceedence of the critical load for spruce (-3.08 g ha-1yr-1) and for beech (-2.65 g ha-1yr-1) (fig. 4).

This situation can be considered as an exeption compared to other forested territorial units in Bulgaria.
For  most  EMEP  grid  cells  there  are  exceedances  of  critical  loads  of  Pb  for  forest  ecosystems.  The
values of exceedances are higher for broadleavs forests than for coniferous ones. The exceedances of
critical loads of Pb for coniferous forests range from 8.77 to 32.85 g ha-1 yr-1 whereas for deciduous
ones values of exceedances of critical loads are situated between 11.03 and 42.67 g ha-1 yr-1 (fig. 7).
This finding shows that broadleaves forest species are more sensitive and at higher risk of harmful
effects by heavy metal deposition than the coniferous representatives. For policy makers it is
important to take into account the lowest value of critical loads at a given forested area where both
coniferous  and  deciduous  ferest  species  are  presented  as  a  guarantee  to  protect  all  of  them  against
heavy metal pollution reducing the its deposition to the values of critical loads.

Critical loads of Cd are not exceeded by the deposition only in 2 EMEP grid cells 50 x 50 km in
conifers (from -0.48 to -0.32 g ha-1 yr-1) and in 7 grid cells for broadleaves (from -0.02 to – 1.40 g ha-1

yr-1). There are exceedances of critical loads of Cd for all other territorial units with 0.17- 4.76 g ha-1

yr-1 in coniferous forests (fig. 8 left) and with 0.01- 4.33 in broadleavs (fig. 8 right).

Fig.7. Exceedances of critical loads of Pb for coniferous (left) and deciduous (right) forest for 2007 in
Bulgaria (g ha-1 yr-1)
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The surface water of Barzya river is more sensitive and less tolerant to the pollution of both Pb and Cd
due to the lower values of their critical loads as compared to Petrohan dam. The tolerance of both
water bodies is much more higher to the pollution of Pb than to Cd.

When comparing the values of critical loads of Pb and Cd for forest and water ecosistems, it can be
seen that the sensitivity of forests is comparable with waters only for Pb because of their similar plant
uptakes, leachings and critical loads (fig. 3). Critical loads of Cd for water ecosystems are very low
(0.91- 1.02 g ha-1yr-1) demonstrating higher sensitivity of surface water to the pollution of Cd in
comparison with forests (3.51- 3.55 g ha-1yr-1) due mainly to the lower leaching of Cd from both water
catchments and cosequently the lower critical loads of this pollutant (fig. 4). This important finding
shows that critical loads of Cd for forest ecosystems can not protect aquatic ecosystems at the same
catchment area. It can be recommended to apply the lowest value of critical loads at a given territorial
unit when the tolerance of receptors is defferent and to take into account the critical load for the most
sensitive ecosystem in order to protect all ecosystems.

The risk of harmful effects and damages is real for aquatic ecosystems due to the exceedences of their
critical loads of Cd (0.40 g ha-1yr-1 for Petrohan dam and 0.51 g ha-1yr-1 for Burzya river) but not for
forests where critical loads of Cd are not exceeded (-3.08 g ha-1yr-1 for spruce and -2.65 g ha-1yr-1 for
beech) (fig. 4).

Fig. 8. Exceedances of critical loads of Cd for coniferous (left) and deciduous (right) forest for 2007 in
Bulgaria (g ha-1 yr-1)

4.3.  Analysing long-term effects of exceedances of critical loads for Pb and Cd

Critical loads are based on a steady-state concept, they are the constant depositions an ecosystem can
tolerate in the long run, i.e. after it has equilibrated with these depositions.

However, many ecosystems are not in equilibrium with present or projected depositions, since there are
processes at work, which delay the reaching of an equilibrium for years, decades or even centuries
(damage delay time). By definition, critical loads do not provide any information on these time scales.

With  critical  loads,  i.e.  in  the  steady-state  situation,  only  two  cases  can  be  distinguished  when
comparing them to deposition: (1) the deposition is below critical load, i.e. does not exceed critical
loads, and (2) the deposition is greater than critical load, i.e. there is critical load exceedance. In the
first case there is no any risk of damage, i.e. no reduction in deposition is deemed necessary. In the
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second case there is, by definition, an increased risk of damage to the ecosystem. Thus a critical load
serves as a warning as long as there is exceedance, since it states that deposition should be reduced.
However, it is often assumed that reducing deposition at least to critical loads immediately removes
the risk of harmful effects, i.e. the chemical criterion that links the critical load to the negative effects,
immediately attains  a  non-critical  value and that  there is  immediate  biological  recovery as  well.  But
the reaction of ecosystems, especially their solid phase, to changes in deposition is delayed by buffers.
These buffer mechanisms can delay the attainment of a critical chemical parameter (Posch et al. 2003).

The current metal concentrations in environmental media (bulk precipitation, throughfall, surface
water) can be higher or lower than the critical limits depending on historical and present pollution and
the metal buffer capacity of the site. Reasonable situations and future developments assuming future
constant metal inputs and constant site characteristics are illustrated in Figure 9 (Posch et al. 2003).
The cases illustrated there lean on possible developments of a chemical and biological variable in
response to a ‘typical’ temporal deposition pattern  (Modelling and Mapping Manual 2004, chapter 6).

Fig. 9. Expected development of metal concentrations in environmental media in comparison to
critical limits for different environmental situations (after Posch et al. 2003)

If current concentrations exceed critical limits, current outputs from the system are higher than the
critical load, assuming an equilibrium partitioning of the metal in the ecosystem. The more the
concentration approaches the critical limit, the more the output approaches the critical load until a
steady state at critical load is reached. In the case of current concentrations lower than critical limit,
the steady state concentration will adjust at or below critical limit and therefore be safe in the long-
term, provided the actual metal inputs to the system remain exactly at or below critical load.

Therefore, critical loads exceedance should be interpreted in any case as long-term risk for the
considered system and effect. Non exceedance of critical load at present can be connected with a
current risk, if the present concentration is above critical limit. Current exceedance does, however, not
mean immediate damage if the current concentration is lower than critical limit. The damage delay
time depends on the degree of pollution and the binding capacity of the site. It can partly take long

Environmental situations:
1 The present concentration is below critical

limit, inputs are above critical load;
2 The present concentration is above critical

limit, inputs are above critical load;
3 The present concentration is above critical

limit, inputs are exactly at critical load;
4 The present concentration is at critical

limit, inputs are and remain stable exactly
at critical load (the theoretical critical load
situation);

5 The present concentration is below critical
limit, inputs are exactly at critical load

6 The present concentration is below critical
limit, inputs are below critical load;

7 The present concentration is above critical
limit, inputs are below critical load.
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time periods (sometimes decades up to hundreds of years). In the opposite case it would also take such
long times to recover from heavy metal accumulation. Therefore the precautionary principle requires
to keep the deposition of pollutants bellow the critical load.

Non exceedance of the critical load will in any case lead to a safe and sustainable situation in the
future. Therefore critical loads and their exceedances are considered as an appropriate measure to
evaluate sustainability of metal input scenarios. Exceedance of critical loads of heavy metals means
that critical limits will be exceeded in the future, but not necessarily at present. On the other hand non-
exceedance of critical loads can include a present risk, if critical limits are already exceeded due to
historical inputs (Posch et al. 2003). Comparing our results to the expected development of metal
concentration in environment with critical limits for different situations summarized in Posch et al.
(2003) it  could be seen that  our  case for  Pb corresponds to the situation N 6 (figure 9).  The present
concentration of Pb in bulk precipitation, throughfall and surface water of both Petrohan reservoir and
Barzia river is below critical limit and inputs of Pb are below critical load meanning that critical load
will not be exceeded at a difined time period. In this case keeping the present load more stringent than
critical load is needed.

In  the  reverse  case  of  Cd,  the  metal  input  is  larger  than  the  critical  load  for  both  water  bodies  not
exceeding the critical  concentration of  Cd in the surface water  (situation N 1)  (figure 9).  In order  to
avoid future damage emissions of Cd must decrease. However, only keeping the critical load of Pb and
Cd will not lead to exceedance of their critical limits in the long run.

5. CONCLUSION

Spruce forest ecosystem is more tolerant and less sensitive to the pollution of Pb than the beech one in
studied  site.  The  risk  of  damage  to  forest  and  water  ecosystems  due  to  the  pollution  of  Pb  and  Cd
depends not only on their deposition rate but also on their critical loads. Spruce forest is more tolerant
to Pb and Cd as compared to the beech one. It is in a good correlation with the data obtained for all
forested areas in Bulgaria where critical loads of Pb and Cd for coniferous species are higher than for
broadleaved ones.

The environmental media at the study site is in a good state because the current concentration of Pb
and  Cd  in  bulk  precipitation,  throughfall  and  surface  water  are  bellow  the  critical  limits  for  both
human health and ecotoxicilogical approach. The expected long-term effect of exceedances of critical
loads for Pb and Cd on forest and aquatic ecosystems is different. Beech and spruce forests will be in a
safe and sustainable situation in the future because both critical limits and critical loads of Pb and Cd
are not exceeded at present. Exceedance of critical loads of Cd for both river and reservoir water
means that critical limits will be exceeded in the future and surface water will be at risk of damage.

The tolerance of surface water to the pollution of Pb has been comparable with forests but aquatic
ecosystems are more sensitive to the deposition of Cd due mainly to the lower critical limit for
ecotoxicological approach applied and consequantly the lower metal leaching values and critical loads.
This important finding can be recommended for applying the lowest value of critical loads at a given
territorial unit when the sensitivity of receptors is defferent and taking into account the critical load for
the most sensitive ecosystem in order to protect all of them.
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Abstract

Long term data records on atmospheric pollutants as NO2, SO2, and TSP from monitoring stations of
NIMH in five Bulgarian cities (Sofia, Plovdiv, Pleven Varna and Burgas) have been analyzed together
with meteorological parameters in a number of studies since 1970-ies. Since 1982 daily data records
for SO2 and NO2 are supplied to the World Data Centre for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG). In the
present study, air pollution data for TSP and NO2 concentrations measured during the period 2005-
2010 at monitoring station “Morska Gradina” – the coastal park of Burgas - are presented and
discussed in relation to different meteorological situations. During this period there was an increase
in the urban traffic leading to higher concentrations of air pollutants, such as suspended particulates
and NO2. Variations in mean monthly concentrations of TSP and NO2 show a tendency of higher
mean concentration during the cold period of the year. In the same time, the municipality performed
significant reduction of the industrial emissions and in this way has balanced the increased traffic
emissions. The complex terrain of Burgas, surrounded by the Black Sea and several big lakes causes
differences the in air pollution levels at different monitoring stations. The breeze circulation in the
warm part of the year dominates the climate and influences the air pollution levels.

Key words: air pollution modelling, urban air pollution; TSP monitoring; NO2 monitoring;
meteorology and air pollution

1. INTRODUCTION
Total suspended particulates (TSP) and nitrogen oxides (NO2) are among the most important
pollutants characterizing the urban atmosphere, because of their impact on human health and
ecosystems. Their variations under different meteorological conditions are examined in this paper
using data from the monitoring network of the National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology
(NIMH) in Bulgaria. This network includes five air quality monitoring stations located in the cities
Sofia, Plovdiv, Burgas, Varna and Pleven, Figure 1. Daily data records from these five stations for SO2
and NO2 have been supplied to the World Data Centre for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG) since 1982
(Batchvarova et al., 2008; Valkov et al., 2007).

Previous papers analyzing long term air pollution data for SO2, NO2, and dust (TSP) measured at the
NIMH network (Sofia, Plovdiv, Pleven, Varna, Burgas) and the relations to different meteorological
parameters were reported in (Veleva et al., 2005; Veleva et al., 2006).

The 5 stations of NIMH (manual sampling) were part of the Bulgarian National Air Quality
Monitoring System (BNAQMS) until 2010 coordinated by the Ministry of Environment and Waters
(MEW). BNAQMS consists of 55 monitoring stations - 11 manual, 30 automatic stations, 11 DOAS
and 3 forest stations.

In the present study, the data for TSP and NO2 concentrations in Burgas station “Morska Gradina” for
the period 2005-2010 are presented, analyzed and discussed in connection with different
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meteorological situations. Data for 2010 and 2011 published on the internet from the regional
inspectorate of MEW in Burgas are also used.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA

2.1. Stations and sampling

Burgas  is  a  regional  and  municipal  center,  as  well  as  the  fourth  largest  town  in  Bulgaria,  with  a
population of 230 000 inhabitants. The sampling station of NIMH in Burgas is located close to the city
center, in the coastal park “Morska Gradina” and close to “Dimitar Dimov” Boulevard which leads to
the exit of Burgas towards Sunny Beach and Varna. In this area, there is intensive public transport
connecting the centre to several residential areas (“Zornitsa”, “Izgrev” and “Slaveikov), Figure 1.
Considering the significant distance to the industrial area of the city, mainly the auto transport will
influence the level of concentrations throughout the year at this site. During the winter months, in
addition, the combustion installations of the Burgas port and the domestic heating should affect the air
pollution levels (AQR 2004; AQR 2009).

Fig. 1. Burgas – Google map with sampling sites Morska Gradina of NIMH (red dot), and Burgas-
OPSIS, Dolno Ezerovo, Meden Rudnik of the regional inspectorate of MEW (yellow dots).

Since 1976, SO2, NO2,  H2S, dust and phenol have been measured in Burgas regularly under the air
quality monitoring programs of NIMH. Until 2004, NIMH maintained 3 stations in the city, but during
the period 2005 – 2010 only the “Morska Gradina” station remained in operation, Figure 1 (red dot).

The TSP sampling is performed from 8:00 – 14:00 LT and results in 6-hour average values using
filters FPP-15 and gravimetrical method. Samples are collected with typical volume of 30 m3

measured by a gas flow meter.
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The NO2 sampling period is 30 minutes performed every working day of the week at the observation
hours 2, 8, 11, 14, 16 and 20:00 LST. The NO2 concentrations are measured by a photometric method
using Spectrophotometer, SPECOL 11 (Karl Ziess, Jena). The relative error of the method is 15%. The
method is registered under Bulgarian State Standard (BSS) - BSS 17.2.4.22-83 (Valkov et al., 2006).

The meteorological information is taken from the synoptic station of NIMH located closely.

The monitoring stations of the regional inspectorate of the Ministry of Environment and Waters are
placed in the central part of the city – station Burgas - “OPSIS”, and in the residential districts “Meden
Rudnik” and “Dolno Ezerovo” located close to the Refinary “Lukoil”, Figure 1 (yellow dots).

While at station Burgas -“OPSIS” the 24-hour manual sampling using standardized PM10
gravimetrical method is performed, the stations “Meden Rudnik” and “Dolno Ezerovo” are equipped
with MPSI 100 PM10 analyser.

2.2. Methods

In the following analysis, at “Morska Gradina”, the daily values are obtained as arithmetic mean of the
4 or 6 samples of NO2. The 6-hour sample for TSP is taken as a daily value. The monthly mean values
are arithmetic mean of the daily averaged values. The TSP and PM10 values at Burgas - “OPSIS” are
for a 24-hour sampling period. The other two stations are equipped with automatic analyzers
measuring every 30 minutes. The daily mean values are calculated from all measured values.

The wind and air pollution roses analyses is based on data from individual observations. The wind
roses show the frequency of cases according to wind directions in percentage, while the pollution roses
(or NO2 concentrations roses) show mean concentration for the cases according to wind direction.

The variations analysis is based on monthly averages.

The scatter plots are based on daily mean values.

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION

3.1. Wind and air pollution roses

The 8-sector wind and NO2 concentration  roses  at  station  “Morska  Gradina”  for  the  period  2005  –
2010 are shown in Figure 2. The annual wind rose (WR) shows prevailing easterly and westerly
winds. During the summer, the easterly winds occur most often in connection to sea breeze. During
winter, westerly and northerly winds prevail, as a result of the typical atmospheric circulation over the
Balkan Peninsula. Analysing the annual (WR), winter (December, January, and February), spring
(March,  April,  and  May),  summer  (June,  July,  and  August)  and  autumn  (September,  October,  and
November) NO2 concentration roses, no significant differences are observed according to the wind
directions. The slightly higher NO2 concentration corresponding to southerly winds in summer is
related to very small number of observed cases.
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Fig. 2. Annual and seasonal wind and NO2 concentrations roses at station “Morska Gradina” based on
all data for the period 2005-2010: left - Wind rose (Frequency of cases according to wind directions

in percentage); right - pollution roses of NO2 concentrations (mean concentration for the cases
according to wind direction [mg m-3]).

Fig. 3. Wind and NO2 concentration roses for January (upper panels) and July (lower panels) for the
hours of observations averaged over the period 2005 – 2010.

Constructing the roses by hour of observation, Figure 3, reveals that in winter (January) the prevailing
winds are westerly and northerly during day and night, but the NO2 concentration roses do not follow
the same pattern. In summer (July), the breeze circulation dominates the wind regime, which is
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reflected in east – west wind rose. The observed air pollution level cannot be connected to a specific
wind direction.

Fig. 4. TSP [mg/m3], NO2 concentrations [mg/m3], wind direction frequency [%], wind speed [m/s]
over the period 2005-2010 at Burgas.

Fig. 5. TSP [mg/m3], NO2 concentrations [mg/m3], wind direction frequency [%], wind speed [m/s]
over the period 2005-2010 at Burgas by season.
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As clarified in Figure 4 and Figure 5,  south-east  and south winds are very rare at  this  station,  while
north-east and east direction winds occur most often. The mean NO2 and TSP concentrations for these
directions are comparable, indicating the domination of local air pollution sources at this station.

3.2. Mean monthly diurnal variations in NO2 concentrations

The diurnal variation of NO2 concentrations averaged by month for the study period is presented in
Figure 6. It can be noted, that throughout the day lower concentrations are observed at 14:00 and
16:00 from January to May and in August. In June, July and in autumn at these hours are characterised
by higher concentrations. Highest concentrations are observed at 8:00 and 11:00. In general, the
meteorological conditions and emissions interplay in complex way and mask the diurnal effect based
on multi annual averaging.

Fig. 6. Monthly mean NO2 concentrations at “Morska Gradina” at the hours of observations
averaged over 2005-2010.

Figure 7 shows the same analysis for the years 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010. The monthly
mean concentrations for the different years are plotted with yellow line.

Following the same analysis for each year, Figure 7, shows that the NO2 concentration levels during
2005 are highest and during 2010 lowest. Clear increase associated with intensive traffic in summer is
observed in 2010 and 2009. In general, the concentrations in 2008 - 2010 are lower than those in 2005
– 2006. The trend for decrease is seen also in Figure 8.
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Fig. 7. Monthly mean NO2 concentrations at “Morska Gradina” at the hours of observations by year.
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3.3. Monthly and seasonal variations

Analyzing the monthly mean values, a clear seasonal variation in TSP and NO2 concentrations is not
observed in Burgas – “Morska Gradina”, Figure 8. This is related to the quite windy winters and the
breeze circulation in summers. Thus the meteorological conditions in Burgas are in general favourable
for pollution dispersion. Complications are introduced by internal boundary layer development at sea
breeze in summer, when the space for dispersion is limited in height. Concerning the regime of
emissions, in winter all sources (domestic heating, industry and transport) are contributing to the air
pollution levels, while in summer the dramatic increase in traffic related to tourism is the main source.
A  tendency  for  decrease  both  for  NO2 and TSP concentrations is observed over the studied period,
despite of the increased number of motor vehicles. The main industrial sources in and around the city
of Burgas have reduced their emissions of NO2 and dust following an environmental protection
programme of the municipality, (AQR, 2004 ; Assessment, 2002).

Fig. 8. Monthly mean concentrations of TSP and NO2 in Burgas and linear trend.

Comparing the TSP data at Morska Gradina with PM10 concentrations at other locations in Burgas,
Figure 9, we can note that the TSP concentrations are higher than PM10 concentrations except for the
winter. The station Dolno Ezerovo, located away from the city centre and close to the Refinery Lukoil,
shows typical variation of PM10 concentrations due to emissions from domestic heating.

At Burgas – stations OPSIS and Meden Rudnik secondary concentration peaks are observed in
summer due to intensified traffic, and the primary concentration peaks are related to domestic heating.
The data  used for  Burgas – stations OPSIS,  Dolno Ezerovo and Meden Rudnik are published at  the
website of the regional inspectorate of MEW on the internet (AQR 2010).
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Fig. 9. Monthly mean values of TSP Morska Gradina and PM10 at OPSIS, Meden Rudnik
and Dolno Ezerovo sampling sites for 2010 and 2011.

3.4. Spatial variation of PM10 concentrations

Scatter  plots  were  created  to  show  the  spatial  relations  between  PM10  measured  concentrations  at
different sites in Burgas. Figure 10 shows that the processes forming the PM10 concentration fields at
Dolno Ezerovo and Meden Rudnik are the same, despite the distance and the lake situated between
them. The relation is better expressed during the cold period (October, November, December, January
and February) compared to the warm period (May, June, July, August, September). All other spatial
relations between PM10 and TSP data measured at OPSIS stations and Morska Gradina compared to
the PM10 observations at Dolno Ezerovo and Meden Rudnik did not show similar patterns.

Fig. 10. 24-hour mean PM10 concentrations at Meden Rudnik vs Dolno Ezerovo
splitted in cold and warm periods for 2010 and 2011.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Significant differences are not observed according to the wind directions at Morska Gradina station
based on the annual and seasonal NO2 concentration roses for the period 2005 - 2010.

South-east and south winds are very rare at this station, while north-east and east direction winds
occur most often. The mean NO2 and TSP concentrations for these directions are comparable,
indicating the domination of local air pollution sources at this station.

In general, the concentrations in 2008 - 2010 are lower than those in 2005 – 2006. A tendency for
decrease  both  for  NO2 and TSP concentrations is observed over the studied period, despite of the
increased number of motor vehicles. Clear increase associated with intensive traffic in summer is
observed in 2010 and 2009.

The seasonal variation in NO2, TSP and PM10 concentrations is not well distinguished due to the
breeze circulation in summer and the windy conditions in winter related to typical synoptic conditions
for the region.

The station Dolno Ezerovo, located away from the city centre and close to the Refinery Lukoil, shows
typical variation of PM10 concentrations due to emissions from domestic heating. At stations Burgas -
OPSIS and Meden Rudnik secondary concentration peaks are observed in summer due to intensified
traffic, and the primary concentration peaks are related to domestic heating.
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Abstract

The present paper describes the activities and some results achieved in the framework of the NATO
project ESP.EAP.SFPP 981393 and the Bulgarian National Science Fund grant  -
02/1/29.12.2009, which aims at developing of a modelling system for operational response to
accidental releases of harmful gases in the atmosphere (as a result of terrorist attack or industrial
accident). The main envisaged functions of the system are:

1.) Perform highly accurate and reliable risk analysis and assessment for selected “hot spots”;

2.) Provide the national authorities and the international community with short-term regional scale
forecast of the propagation of harmful gases;

3.) Perform, in an off-line mode, a more detailed and comprehensive analysis of the possible longer-
term impacts on the environment and human health in the Balkan region and make the results
available to the authorities and the public.

The organization of the system as well as some examples of the operational mode

Key words: air pollution modelling, toxic gases, risk analysis, emergency response, grid computing

1. INTRODUCTION
For emergency management, the adage ”It’s better to do something than nothing” is not true since the
wrong response can be very costly and potentially as dangerous as the threat itself (NRC, 2005).
Scientific and technical information is critical for helping emergency managers to make sound
decisions with regards to response to critical threats. The Balkan Peninsula is a region with complex
topography, which causes significant disturbances of the air flows. These mesoscale disturbances may
have a great influence not only on the local pollution transport and hence on the detailed pollution
pattern, but also on the trans-boundary transport of harmful substances (see for example Rappenglück,
B. et all., 2003, Melas, D. et all..2000, Ganev et all., 2009). Using simplified approaches and tools for
the calculation of the atmospheric dispersion would inevitably lead to inappropriate response to the
threat.

The present work demonstrates results produced by the Bulgarian system for emergency response in
case  of  accidental  harmful  releases  in  the  atmosphere.  The  system  will  supply  the  authorities,  the
relevant international organisations and the public with information, which will help to take proper
measures for diminishing the damages. The modelling system is able to assist emergency managers in
three stages:
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In  preparedness  mode,  “risk  analysis”  was  performed  for  some  selected  sites  (see  Todorova  et  al.,
201l).  These  assessments  can  be  of  a  direct  use  for  the  relevant  national  bodies  for  developing
strategies for immediate emergency response (for example evacuation of people from the pollution
exposed regions, proper assignment of medical teams) in order to minimize the pollution impact on
human health. They also give valuable information for optimisation of the air quality monitoring
network.

In the operational (“fast decision”) mode the system produces fast short-term forecast of the pollutant
propagation in local and regional scale, which is governed by the meteorological conditions. This
information will help the authority decisions about the immediate measures and activities to be carried
out in order to minimize the pollution impact on human health. This information will also warn the
international community of possible trans-boundary harmful pollutant transport.

In the off-line mode the modelling system will produce a more detailed and comprehensive analysis of
the possible longer-term impact of the harmful releases on the environment and human health in local
to regional scales, including the whole Balkan region. This information, made available to the
authorities and the public will help the formulation of long-term strategic measures and activities for
abatement of the caused damages and gradual restoration of the environment.

The system is based on up-to date and complex meteorological and pollution transport models with
proved high-quality simulation performance, high-spatial resolution and options for two way nesting.
These  requirements  come  from  the  very  complex  terrain  of  the  Balkan  Peninsula  and  will  give  the
possibility to follow the accidentally released harmful gases from local to regional and to European
scale, accounting for the mesoscale dynamic phenomena, to ‘zoom-in’ and obtain a very detailed air
pollution evaluation in the particularly damaged regions.

Potential danger of major industrial accidents with the formation of highly toxic environmental
contamination exists at textile, leather, pharmaceuticals and other sites, working with synthetic fibers,
plastics, rubbers, dyes, explosive and flammable and combustible liquids. The sites of the chemical
industry, where large amounts of chlorine and/or ammonia are stored, are also potentially dangerous.
Based on the information, provided by the operators of active enterprises, which fall under Chapter 7,
Section I ("Prevention of major accidents") of the Law on Environmental Protection (LEP), about the
quantities of hazardous substances that are stored on their territory, 56 enterprises are identified, which
are subject to authorization in order to prevent major accidents involving dangerous substances and
limiting their consequences. 28 of these are classified as having high risk potential. Eleven sites have
been  selected  (see  also  Brandiyska  et  al.,  2011),  which  are  most  dangerous  in  terms  of  possible  air
pollution with toxic substances and so accounted for in the system operational mode.

2. BASIC APPROACHES AND MODELLING TOOLS

The modelling tools used for this study are the following: WRF - Meso-meteorological model
(Shamarock et al., 2007), used as meteorological pre-processor. ; CMAQ - the Community

Multiscale Air Quality System (Byun et al., 1998, Byun and Ching, 1999) - the Chemical Transport
Model  (CTM)  of  the  system.;  SMOKE  -  the  Sparse  Matrix  Operator  Kernel  Emissions  Modelling
System (CEP, 2003) – the emission pre-processor of Models-3 system. A chlorine chemical
mechanism has been added to CMAQ based on Tanaka et al. (2003).

The NCEP Global Forecasting System (GFS) data with 1º×1º resolution is used as meteorological
forcing and the WRF nesting capabilities are used for downscaling the problem to a horizontal
resolution of 1 km for the system preparedness mode and 2 km for the system fast decision mode.
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Spring, t= 1h Spring, t= 2h

Summer, t= 1h Summer, t= 2h

Autumn, t= 1h Autumn, t= 2h

Winter, t= 1h Winter, t= 2h
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Fig. 1. Fields of probability surface Cl2 concentrations to exceed the threshold value for the four
seasons and times t= 1h and 2h after the release.

Spring, t= 1h Spring, t= 2h

Summer, t= 1h Summer, t= 2h

Autumn, t= 1h Autumn, t= 2h

Fig. 2. Fields of probability surface HCl concentrations to exceed the threshold value for spring,
summer and autumn and times t= 1h and 2h after the release.

The  risk  ( R ) may generally be defined by the terms of probability (recurrence) of happening of a
given event ( P ) and the impact of the same event (in the particular case on human health) ( I ) in the
following way:

IPR . (1)

Applying this definition to the problem of air pollution impact this means that an event occurring with
high probability, even with relatively low impact, may result in higher risk than a rare event with
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stronger impact. For the needs of the emergency response preparedness mode - developing strategies
for immediate emergency response (for example evacuation of people from the pollution exposed
regions, proper assignment of medical teams) in order to minimize the pollution impact on human
health this means that a map of the risk (the product of probability and impact) around potential
sources of emergency toxic gas releases should be constructed.

Cl2, t= 1h Cl2, t= 2h

HCl, t= 1h HCl, t= 2h

Fig. 3. Annual fields of probability surface Cl2 and HCl concentrations to exceed the threshold
value for times t = 1h and 2h after the release. The annual risk for HCl pollution for t = 2h is

zero.

The impact should be evaluated by some metrics directly giving the effect of toxic gas on human
health - in this case the national regulatory threshold values (defined for Cl2 and HCl), so the risk is
simply the probability these thresholds to be exceeded.

Following the above definition of risk it is clear that a large number of simulations of the toxic gases
(primary as well as secondary) dispersion around the potentially dangerous site should be made under
comprehensive set of meteorological conditions and for different accidental release times. The
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Fig. 4. Fields of probability surface Cl2 concentrations to exceed the threshold value for the four
seasons and times t= 1h and 2h after the release (2 o’clock).
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Fig. 5. Fields of probability surface Cl2 concentrations to exceed the threshold value for the four
seasons and times t= 1h and 2h after the release (14 o’clock).

averaged over this ensemble concentration fields should be treated as an assessment of the potential
risk.
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Fig. 6. Fields of probability surface HCl concentrations to exceed the threshold value for spring
and summer t= 2h after the release (2 o’clock). The probabilities for autumn and winter are

zero. The probabilities for the first hour for spring and summer are zero as well.

It is clear that the amount and nature of the accidental released gases will most probably not be known
at the moment of the accident. That is why for the system fast decision mode the concept of
developing operational forecasting system, which follows the propagation of tracers, was accepted.
The initial and boundary conditions for all pollutants, including tracers, are zero. The emissions of all
pollutants, except for the tracers, are also zero.

As the simulation, especially in the risk analysis and assessment mode of the system require huge
amount of computer resources, the grid computing technology is applied. The Computational Grid, or
shortly, the Grid, is a computing environment which enables the unification of widely geographically
distributed computing resources into one big (super)-computer (Atanassov et all., 2006, Foster and
Kesselmann, 1998). The individual computing resources commonly consist mostly of computer
clusters and several individual computers, which are interconnected by a high-speed very wide area
network. The Grid is a computer system which is, at this moment, primarily intended for supporting e-
Science, however the technology itself is very adaptable to the whole area of present and future
computer usage. As the Grid was perceived as a viable solution for supporting e-Science, the modern
Grid development was started and is pushed by the scientific community. The major goal of the Grid
is to enable the clustering and unification of distributed computing and data processing resources, as to
collect as much computing power usable to applications necessitating high computer strength as
possible. Some of scientific application examples necessitating the Grid are applications from the
fields of particle physics, climate analysis, biomedical research, meteorology etc

3. SOME EXAMPLES OF THE SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT SIMULATIONS

The results of the risk analysis, performed for two potentially dangerous sites with different
physiographic characteristics will be shown below as examples of the system “preparedness” mode
functioning.
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Fig. 7. Fields of probability surface HCl concentrations to exceed the threshold value for the four
seasons and times t= 1h and 2h after the release (14 o’clock). The probabilities for the second

hour in autumn and winter are zero.

The  first  site  is  “VEREJA-HIM” Jambol  (Todorova  et  al.,  2010)  –  a  chemical  factory  situated  in  a
plane south and fairly close to the Balkan mountain. The simulations that will be demonstrated below
are made for year 2008 for an instantaneous release of 25 t chlorine (Cl2) released at the site in 3
o’clock in the morning.

The simulations were carried out day by day for several hours after the release and thus a large
ensemble of simulations was obtained.

For each individual run it was checked up where the respective concentration exceeds the regulatory
threshold  value  and  so  the  impact  is  set  equal  to  1,  and  in  the  points  where  the  concentrations  are
below the regulatory threshold, the impact value is set equal to zero. Then a simple statistics over this
ensemble gives the probability the regulatory threshold to be exceeded – the risk.
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Fig. 8. Annual fields of probability surface Cl2 and HCl concentrations to exceed the threshold
value for times t = 1h and 2h after the release (2 o’clock). The annual risk for HCl pollution for

t = 1h is zero.

The probabilities surface concentration fields of Cl2 (the primary pollutant) and HCl (one of the
secondary pollutants) to exceed the respective threshold values are demonstrated for the four seasons
(Figures 1-2) and for the whole year (Figure 3). There are several things about the probability fields
that should be mentioned:

1.) The secondary pollutant concentrations may also exceed the regulatory threshold.

2.) The probability fields are quite different for the different seasons (the HCl concentrations during
winter never exceed the threshold), which yet again demonstrates the importance of the meteorological
conditions for the pollution field pattern. The probability field pattern is pretty complex for both Cl2
and HCl, still a tendency for spreading the pollution in SW-NE direction could be seen, which
probably reflects some local circulation specifics.

3.) None-zero probabilities could cover a big domain around the “VEREJA-HIM” site. This is a good
demonstration why the risk assessment is necessary. It can be seen that significant risk could happen
far  from the  site  and  with  temporal  delay,  that  some  of  the  roads  (evacuation  of  the  population)  at
certain time could be rather risky, etc.

The  other  industrial  site,  for  which  the  risk  analysis  results  will  be  demonstrated  is  “POLIMERI-
DEVNYA” located close to the Black sea. The simulations were carried out for two release times – 2
o’clock and 14 o’clock local time.
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Fig. 9. Annual fields of probability surface Cl2 and HCl concentrations to exceed the threshold
value for times t = 1h and 2h after the release (14 o’clock).

The probabilities surface concentration fields of Cl2 (the primary pollutant) and HCl (one of the
secondary pollutants) to exceed the respective threshold values are demonstrated for the four seasons
(Figsures 4-7) and for the whole year (Figures 8, 9). There are several things about the probability
fields that should be mentioned:

1.) The area with non-zero probabilities could cover a big domain around the “POLIMERI-DEVNYA”
site.  This  is  another  good  demonstration  why  the  risk  assessment  is  necessary.  It  can  be  seen  that
significant risk could happen far from the site and with temporal delay.

2.) The probability fields are quite different for the different seasons, which yet again demonstrates the
importance of the meteorological conditions for the pollution field pattern. The probability field
pattern  is  pretty  complex  for  both  Cl2  and  HCl,  still  a  tendency  for  spreading  the  pollution  in  E-W
direction could be seen, which reflects the local circulation patterns. In summer, due to the vicinity of
the Black Sea, there is a breeze circulation, so during daytime the plume moves inland, while during
night time the plume moves towards the sea.

3.) The closest neighbouring cities are under threat – Devnya (large probability during warm daytime
conditions) and Varna (during the night or in winter).

4.) Some of the roads at certain time could be rather risky, so they should not be used for evacuation of
the population. Such roads are both the highway and the T1 road from Devnya to Varna, if the
accident happens at night-time or in winter, or the same roads in the opposite direction (Devnya-
Shumen) if it happens during daytime in spring and summer.

5.) The secondary pollutant concentrations may also exceed the regulatory threshold – for example
HCl concentrations are high during spring and summer.
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4. EXAMPLES OF THE SYSTEM “FAST DECISION” MODE

It is clear that the amount and nature of the accidental released gases will most probably not be known
at  the  moment  of  the  accident.  That  is  why  the  initial  intensions  were  to  apply  some  methods  and
techniques (data assimilation procedures) for detecting (if not known) the harmful release location and
evaluating the nature and the amount of the released harmful gases, by using the data from the air
quality measuring network.

It became clear, however, that this is not a realistic task:

First of all, this is actually the inversed problem – a task generally of an order of a magnitude more
difficult than the basic problem of obtaining the pollution fields when the emissions are known. The
data assimilation techniques are still under development and not so widely applied in the operational
practice yet.

The second point is that the data assimilation requirements for quality (and quantity actually) of
data are quite strong. Most probably the fulfilment of these demands could not be checked up on line
and so the reliability of harmful release estimations could not be verified.

The last, but not the least the data assimilation procedures require a lot of CPU time and.

A reformulation of this task in the course of the project delay was made. The concept of developing
operational forecasting system, which follows the propagation of tracers from selected sites, was
accepted as  a  more realistic  and practically more useful  solution.  This  concept  was approved by the
end-users as well.

Fig. 10. Bulgarian local scale fast decision system - location of the potentially dangerous sites (tracer
sources): 1. Devnq, 2. Yambol, 3. Belozem, 4. Port Varna Zapad, 5. Rousse, 6. Dve Mogili, 7.

Velichkovo, 8. Burgas, 9. Dimitrovgrad, 10 Svishtov, 11. Sevlievo.

In 2005, in order to achieve compliance with EU environmental legislation, a Law amending the Law
on  Environmental  Protection  (LEP)  was  issued  in  Bulgaria  with  the  amendment  of  Chapter  VII,
Section I, "Prevention of major accidents". The list of active enterprises, which fall under Chapter 7,
Section I of the LEP was updated. Based on the information, provided by the operators, about the
quantities of hazardous substances that are stored on their territory, 56 enterprises are identified, which
are subject to authorization in order to prevent major accidents involving dangerous substances and
limiting their consequences. 28 of these are classified as having high risk potential.
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Fig. 11. 3-houre tracer evolution for a release in 06 o’clock on 24.11.2010.

The following sites were chosen as most dangerous in terms of possible air pollution with toxic
substances  and  so  were  included  as  tracer  sources  (see  Figure  10)  in  the  Bulgarian  local  scale  fast
decision system:

Devnya, POLIMERI AD: Production of chemical products based on chlor-alkali electrolysis -
cleaning and disinfecting products for industrial and residential needs. Large amounts of chlorine are
stored (~ 500 tons)

Devnya, AGROPOLIHIM AD: Production of nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers. Large quantities of
the following substances are stored: ammonia (from 150 to 500 tons), nitric acid (1,500 tons), sulfuric
acid (6,000 tons), ammonium nitrate (40,000 tons) and others.

Yambol, VEREYA HIM OOD, KONTINVEST OOD: Import of chlor-alkali products
(hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, methylene chloride) and production of chlorine coagulants,
liquid and solid aluminium sulfate. Large amounts of liquid chlorine are stored.

06.30 07.00

07.30 08.00

08.30 09.00

24 11 2010
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Fig. 12. 3-houre tracer evolution for a release in 18 o’clock on 24.11.2010.

Dimitrovgrad, NEOHIM AD: Production of organic and inorganic chemicals - ammonia, nitric acid,
ammonium nitrate, formalin, urea-formaldehyde resins, sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite, ammonium
bicarbonate, liquid sulphur dioxide, nitrous oxide, polyethylene oxide, glass-thermoplastics and more.
There is an isothermal storage for ammonia at minus 32 ° C with a capacity 10,000 tons.

Ruse, ORGAHIM AD: Production of resins, paints and adhesives

Ruse, FIBRAN BULGARIA AD: Manufacture of insulation panels from XPS. Large amounts of
polystyrene are stored. Polystyrene dust is explosive and during combustion  it releases acids, styrene,
aldehyde and carbon dioxide.

Dve Mogili, F+S AGRO OOD: Storage facilities for agricultural protection. Dry and liquid
pesticides are stored, the most dangerous of which is carbofuran. Hazardous decomposition products:
nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), and methyl isocyanate

Velichkovo, municipality of Pazardzhik, AGROCHEMICAL EOOD: Storage facilities for
pesticides

Burgas, NEFTOHIM AD: Oil refinery. Production and storage of various petrochemicals, some of
which are highly toxic

18.30 19.00

19.30 20.00

20.30 21.00

24 11 2010
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Fig. 13. 3-houre tracer evolution for a release in 00 o’clock on 25.11.2010.

Belozem, municipality of Rakovski, INSA OIL OOD: Oil refinery

Svishtov, SVILOCEL AD, SVILOZA YARN EOOD: production of bleached sulfate cellulose and
cellulose products. Pollutants - nitrates, nitrites, ammonia, sulfates, phosphates, chlorides.

Sevlievo, PARALEL EOOD: production of polyurethane foams and products thereof (soft
upholstered furniture). The burning of polyurethane foams releases isocyanates, hydrogen cyanide,
carbon monoxide, etc.

Port  Varna  West,  AGROPOLIHIM  AD:  The  project  of  AGROPOLIHIM  for  production  in  the
bankrupted fertilizer  plant  AGROBIOHIM - Stara Zagora requires  construction of  a  new terminal  at
the port of Varna for import of ammonia. The new terminal is expected to provide import of 120-180
thousand tons of ammonia annually. The terminal for liquid dangerous goods will be equipped with
facilities for processing of dichloromethane, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid and liquid fertilizer.

A script, which starts the system, is run every 6 hours. First, the input data is downloaded from NCEP
and the WRF input files are prepared. Then the meteorological model is run for 15 hours, with a
nesting chain down to a 2 km resolution over the territory of Bulgaria. The first 6 hours of the
simulation are a spin-up and the next 9 hours are processed to become meteorological input for the
CMAQ chemical transport model. The corresponding emission files are generated. The CMAQ model
is run for 9 hours and the output file with 15-min average surface concentrations is kept for archive in
the OUTPUT folder. At the end images are produced, showing the 11 tracer concentrations. The units

00.30 01.00

01.30 02.00

02.30 03.00

25 11 2010
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are provisional, since the amount and the coverage of the toxic spill, as well as the molar mass of the
pollutant and the evaporation rate, are hypothetical.

Fig. 14. 3-houre tracer evolution for a release in 06 o’clock on 25.11.2010.

Example of the simulated tracer evolution is shown in Figures 11 - 15.

The main characteristics of the plume propagation, which were outlined by the numerical experiments,
carried out so fat are the following:

1.) The shape of the plumes and the direction of their movement are governed by the meteorological
conditions. Since there are no chemical reactions, the changes in the pollutant concentrations are only
due to dispersion and deposition.

2.) The local meteorological wind circulation can be very different than the mesoscale and this yet
again confirms the need of high resolution. This is especially true for areas with complex terrain, like
southern Bulgaria. The breeze circulation at the coast of the Black Sea during the warm months is also
important – it can contribute to cleansing the air (when the wind is blowing from the west) or to high
pollutant concentrations inland (when the wing is blowing from the east).

3.) The simulations show, that if there are strong winds or the thermodynamic conditions are unstable,
the  surface  concentrations  drop  5  times  in  2  hours,  but  this  is  a  rare  case.  In  most  simulations  the
concentrations remain high at least 3 hours after the release (Velichkovo on 24.11.2010, 06h and
25.11.2010, 00h; Belozem on 24.11.2010, 18h and 25.11.2010, 06h). For some sites in some
simulations the toxic plumes remain almost stationary and the surface concentrations remain high for
more than 2 hours.

Some of the sites are very close to big cities (Varna, Burgas, Rousse) and major roads or railway lines,
so the emergency simulations could be really useful, showing if the plume approaches a region with
dense population. Even cities that are more than 20km away can be under threat: on 24.11.2010, 18h
release – the city of Plovdiv is threatened by the plume originating from “Velichkovo” site, on
25.11.2010, 00h – the city of Gabrovo is threatened by the plume originating from the “Sevlievo” site.

06.30 07.00

07.30 08.00

25 11 2010
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Fig. 15. 3-houre tracer evolution for a release in 12 o’clock on 25.11.2010.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The work on the risk evaluation and emergency response system is not completed yet. At this stage of
the system development, however, it can be concluded that:

1.) The chosen modelling tools are probably suitable for this particular task and the obtained
preliminary results are quite realistic and promising;

2.) The Grid computing technologies are a very appropriate for approaching tasks like risk assessment,
which require performing of a very large number of simulations;

3.) The shown numerical results very well demonstrate the practical value of the preparedness and fast
decision mode of the system.
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Abstract
A field experiment was performed during the period 2009 - 2010 year in the open field of the Maritsa
Vegetable Crops Research Institute, Plovdiv. The influence of biofertilizers Montera Maltz and
Lumbrikal (used as background) and Emosan and Season (applied in vegetation) on the biological
manifestations and fruit quality of pepper – varieties Kurtovska kapiya 1619 and Sofiiska kapiya,
grown in the conditions of biological production was studied.

The results of study at two background of fertilization with Montera Maltz and Lumbrikal showed that
peppers plants, grown on a background Lumbrikal and fertilization with Emosan are with the greatest
vegetative mass. Changes are essential for a variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619. Vereity differences
consening the effect of biofertilizers on the vegetative plant weight were not established.

Fertilization with Emosan has a positive effect on standard fruit number and weight per plant. Greater
increase of these characters was observed in plant growing on background Montera Maltz.
Differences between the two backgrounds are statistically significant in variety Kurtovska kapiya only.

Fertilization with Emosan increases the vitamin C content among the studied biochemical characters
of pepper fruits. The variation of this character is more considerable when the background is
Montera. Maltz.

Key words: Capsicum annuum L., organic agriculture, vegetative mass, weight of fruit, number of
fruits, quality.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pepper is a traditional and economically important vegetable culture in Bulgaria. Fertilization is a
significant step in the production technology. The increased requirements for safety foods and pure
environment during the last years determine the dynamic development of technologies for plant
nutrition in including of organic sources and correcting leaf fertilization as a possibility for reduction
of mineral fertilization and increase of disease resistance (Aliyu and Kuchinda, 2002; Kostadinov,
2006; Kostadinov, 2007; Mitova et al., 2009).

Rapid development of biological agriculture in the last years requires the elaboration of ecological
methods corresponding to the requirements of EC for obtaining of biological produce (Kostadinova t
al., 2003; Georgieva and Georgiev, 2007a, 2007b; Karov et al., 1997; Karova, 2010;. Yankova and
Todorova, 2011). The requirements for environmental protection and consumption of safety foods are
the main factors for expanding of the biological production in the world.

An alternative of application of chemical products in the agriculture is the use of biofertilizers. It was
established that in fertilization with bioproducts the growth of tomatoes is more rapid (Tringovska,
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2004) as well as in pepper (Todorova and Petkova, 2007; Berova and Karanatsidis, 2008). The
application of Emosan and Lubrikal stimulate the foliage formation. They have a positive effect on the
functional activity of the phytosynthetic apparatus, increase the dry matter accumulation and stimulate
root system development (Karanatsidis and Berova, 2009; Vlahova et al., 2011).

The studies that were performed demonstrate that the production of organic production is
characterized by good taste and nutritional value compared to conventional (Tringovska and
Kanazirska, 2007; itova et al., 2010; Bot va and Cholakov. 2011), cabbage (Antonova, 2012;
Antonova et al., 2012).

An assessment of energy effectiveness in application of biofertilizes for plant nutrition and plant
protection was made as possibilities for improvement of energy balance in tomato production (Mihov
et al., 2008; Mihov and Tringovska, 2010).

The purpose of the investigation was to establish the effect of some biofertilizes on the biological
manifestations and fruit quality of pepper to optimize plant nutrition and to develop scientifically
proven technological decisions concerning the fertilization in organic production of pepper.

2. MATERIAL AND METODS

The experimental work was carried out on strongly leached meadow-cinnamon soil of the
experimental field at the “Maritsa” Vegetable Crops Research Institute – Plovdiv with katiya type
pepper – varieties Kurtovska kapiya 1619 and Sofiiska kapiya. The influence of biofertilizers Monter
Maltz and Lumbrikal (used as background) and Emosan and Season (made by feeding in the
vegetation) on the biological manifestations and quality of pepper fruit was studied.

Variants
1. Control – non fertilization

2. Lumbrikal - 4000 L/ha

3. Lumbrikal - 2000 L/ ha + 150 L/ha Emosan (locally, in soil)

4. Lumbrikal - 2000 L/ha+ 4 l/h  Seasol (foliage feeding)

5. Montera Maltz – 2000 kg/ ha

6. Montera Maltz – 1000 kg/ ha + 150 L/ha Emosan (locally, in soil))

7. Montera Maltz – 1000 kg/ ha +4 l/h  Seasol (foliage feeding)

The bioproducts Lubrical and Montera Malts were applied as background – basic fertilization while
Emosan and Sisol – soil fertilization after plant rootingplant.

The plants were grown from seedlings under an unheated greenhouse. The experiment was set by
block method in 4 replications by 120+40/15 cm scheme with area of 9.6 m2.

The soil has slight mechanical composition, sand-silt with mineral nitrogen content (N-NH4
++N-NO3

-)
– 2.1 mg/100g soil (determined by distillation); movable P2O5 forms (by Egner-Reem method) and
K2O (flame photometric) – 18,8 mg and 17,5 mg/100g soil, respectively; soil reaction pH(H2O) – 6.9
(potential-metric); soluble salt total concentration – by electro-conductibility (EC mS/cm) and humus
content – 2.2% by Tyurin.

Indicators of study:

Agrochemical analysis of the soil - before setting of the experiment in order to determine the kind
and quality of the fertilizers for basic fertilization and monthly – for feeding.
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Total vegetative weight (kg/plant) – ten plants per replication were analyzed in mass fruitage.

Number of standard fruits per plant, average fruit weight (g/fruit) – 10 plants and 10 fruits per each
replication were analyzed during mass fruitage.

Total vegetative mass (kg / plant) - analyze 10 plants of replications in mass fruitfulness.

Number of standard fruits per plant; weight of pepper fruit (g/ fruit) - analyze 10 plants of
recurrence and 10 fruits of replications in mass fruitage.

Fruit quality – from average sample containing 20 fruits for each variant were analyzed: dry matter
content  (refractometrical),  ascorbic  acid  (by  Tilmans  reaction)  and  total  sugars  (by  Shool  in-
Regenbogen).

Analysis of variance were made for obtaining of results –(Duncan, 1955).

Description of the bioproducts

Lumbrikal – Ecological bio-product, obtained as a result of nutrition of red Californian worm with
organic remains. It is useful microorganisms rich. Contains nutrients, vitamins, amino acids,
antibiotics, hormones (N 1,2-2,0%, P 0,8-1,6%, K 0,5-1,0%, Ca 4,0-6,0%, Mg 0,5-1,0%, Fe 0,5-1,0%,
40-50% organic content, humic acids to 14%, fulvo acids to 7%. Used directly or as an aqueous
extract.

Montera Maltz 9-1-4 – Soil granulated fertilizer with plant and animal origin. Content: Dry matter: 90
%  Organic  substance:  74  %  Nitrogen;  9  %  Phosphorus;  1  %  Potassium;  3  %  Calcium;  2  %
Magnesium; 0.3 % Sodium; 0.1 % Zinc; 75 mg/kg Proportion C/N 4:2. Improves absorption of
nutrients and soil structure. Mineralization occurs in 20 weeks. High nitrogen content.

Seasol – organic liquid growth regulator and improver. Extract from unique Austrian kelp - Durvilaea
potatorum. Contains natural plant stimulants, trace elements, alginates, carbohydrates and vitamins.
Stimulate cell division, increase yields and soil microbial activity. Overcoming the adverse weather
conditions and natural resistance to attack by pests and fungal diseases.

Emosan – organic nitrogen fertilizer with long-lasting effect on soil and plants, provides balanced
nutrition of plants throughout the growing season, creating conditions for development of beneficial
microflora, increased yield, increased weight of fruit, enhances the natural power of resistance of
plants, increases resistance to stress factors. Composition: Nitrogen (N) total 5%, Nitrogen (N) organic
5%, Carbon ( ), organic with biological origin 14%, applied canning substance: Sodium benzoate.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of biofertilizer on the vegetative plant weight is stronger expressed in variety Kurtovska
kapiya 1619 according to the data from biometric measurements (Table 1). It was statistically proven
that plants with the greatest weight have been the ones grown on background of Lumbrikal with
application of Emosan - 511,7 g/plant. The plants fertilized with S asol – 462, 0 g/plant are on the
second place against 350,0 g/plant in the control. The same trend was established on background of
Montera Maltz as the effect of additional fertilization with bioproducts was slighter expressed. The
difference between the two variants is small and statistically unproved - 468,0 g/plant fertilized with
Emosan and 446,0 g/plant after application of Seasol, respectively.
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able 1. Effect of biofertilizers on the vegetative mass, g/plant

Variants
variety Kurtovska kapiy 1619 variety Sofiiska kapiya

mean ± sd mean ± sd

1. Control 350,0 d 27,8 390,0 c 21,4

2. Lumbrikal 454,7 b 18,9 480,0 b 20,7

3. Lumbrikal +Emosan 511,7 a 18,9 540,0 a 40,0

4. Lumbrikal + Seasol 462,0 b 14,4 493,3 ab 37,8

5. Montera 413,3 c 20,8 466,7 b 30,6

6. Montera +Emosan 468,0 b 10,0 493,3 ab 23,1

7. Montera + Seasol 446,0 bc 14,4 481,7 b 11,5

a,b,c – Duncan’s Multiply Range Test, P<0.05

Results obtained in variety Sofiiska kapiya are analogical (unidirectional). The increase of the
vegetative weight  of a plant after application of biofertilizers vary from 466,7 g (at background of
Montera Maltz) to 540,0g/plant – at background of Lumbrikal and application of Emosan towards
390,0 g/plant for the control. The difference between the two backgrounds is unessential and it is
statistically unproved. The effect of additional fertilization with bioproducts in this variety is more
slightly expressed. Fertilization with Emosan and Seasol result in increase of vegetative weight but the
differences between the two variants are nor mathematically proven (Variant 3 and 4)

In comparison of the effect of the two backgrounds that were used individually on the vegetative
weight of pepper plants was established that the effect is greater as a result of application of Lubrikal
in the two varieties (Table 1). Differences are statistically proven only in variety Kurtovska kapiya
1619. The increase towards the control is with 29,9 % for background of Lubrikal and with 18,1% –
for background Montera Maltz.

The effect of including of backgrounds on the vegetative manifestations in pepper is reinforced after
additional fertilization with biofertilizers that confirms the results obtained in tomato (Bot va and
Cholakov, 2011). Variety differences concerning the effect of biofertilizers on the vegetative plant
weight were not established. The effect on this character is greater in variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619
at background of Lubrikal and vegetative fertilization with Emosan. Fertilization affects more strongly
on the change in vegetative mass of pepper compared with variety (figure 1).

Biofertilizers applied as background and vegetative fertilization have a positive effect on number of
standard fruits per plant from variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619. The increase was averagely with 1,4
number/plant towards the untreated control (Figure 2). The greatest increase was observed in the
plants grown on background Montera + Emosan and Seasol – with 2,3 and 1,8 number/plant,
respectively towards to the untreated control. The differences are statistically proven. The results on
Lumbrical background are analogical.

The effect of biofertilizers on this character in variety Sifiiska kapiya is slightly expressed (Figure 3).
It was established an increase of number of standard fruits after fertilization with Emosan as the
difference between used backgrounds is small and it was not proven – with 1,3 and 0,9 number/plant,
respectively.
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Figura 1. Influence of factors - variety and fertilization on the vegetative mass change

Data for the effect of biofertilizer on the fruit weight in pepper are analogical with those for their
number. Application of biofertilizes increases the average weight of pepper fruits at an average of 4.2
g. It was established a positive effect of Emosan on the value of this character in the two background
of fertilization. The average fruit weight was observed in variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619 grown on
background Montera Maltz in application of Emosan 78,5 g and Seasol - 77,2 g (Figure 2). The
increase towards the control is with 6,5 g and 5,8 g/fruit, respectively. The differences in the value of
this character are insignificant for the variants individually fertilized with the two backgrounds. The
effect of biofertilizes on this character is more slightly expressed in variety Sofiiska kapiya (Figure 3).

Fertilization with Emosan has a positive effect on standard fruit number and weight per plant. Greater
increase of these characters was observed in plant growing on background Montera Maltz. Differences
between the two backgrounds are statistically significant in variety Kurtovska kapiya only.

Figura 2. Number and weight of fruit, variety Kurtovska kapiy 1619
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Figura 3. Number and weight of fruit, variety Sofiiska kapiya

The variation in dry matter content, ascorbic acid and total sugars in pepper were analyzed among the
biochemical characters with purpose the nutritional regime to be optimized and the biological value to
be increased. The results are analogical. Fertilization with Emosan has a positive effect regarding the
biochemical characters of pepper fruits in the two backgrounds of fertilization. The variations in
vitamin C content are more considerable when the background is Montera. The effect of the applied
bioporducts is stronger expressed in variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619. The deviations in dry matter and
total  sugars  content  in  the  fruits  between  the  variants  are  small  and  a  definite  trend  for  the  two
varieties is not established (fig. 4 and fig. 5). The obtained results demonstrate that the response of the
variety Sofiiska kapiya is more slightly in the applied fertilization

Figura 4. Variation of biochemical characters, variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619
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Figura 5. Variation of biochemical characters, variety Sofiiska kapiya

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of study at two background of fertilization with Montera Maltz and Lumbrikal showed that
peppers plants, grown on a background Lumbrikal and fertilization with Emosan are with the greatest
vegetative mass. Changes are essential for a variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619. Vereity differences
consening the effect of biofertilizers on the vegetative plant weight were not established. Fertilization
affects more strongly on the change in vegetative mass of pepper compared to the effect of variety.

Biofertilizer Emosan has a positive effect on the number and weight of standard fruit per plant. The
greatest increase was observed in variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619 grown on background Montera Maltz
– with 2,3 number standard fruit per plant, respectively towards to the untreated control. The effect of
biofertilizers on this character in variety Sifiiska kapiya is slightly expressed.

The average fruit weight was observed in variety Kurtovska kapiya 1619 grown on background
Montera Maltz  in  application of  Emosan and Seasol,.  The increase towards the control  is  with 6,5 g
and 5,8 g/fruit, respectively. Effect of biofertilizers on the same index was more slightly expressed in
variety Sofiiska kapiya.

Clearly expressed variety response to the influence of the applied fertilization on pepper fruit quality
was established. Fertilization with Emosan increases the vitamin C content among the studied
biochemical characters of pepper fruits. The variation of this character is more considerable when the
background is Montera. The effect of the applied biofertilizers is stronger expressed in variety
Kurtovska kapiya 1619.
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EFFICACY AND SELECTIVITY OF SOME HERBICIDE TANK MIXTURES

AND COMBINED HERBICIDES ON THE DURUM WHEAT
Grozi D. Delchev

Field Crops Institute, 6200, Chirpan, Bulgaria

Abstract

The research was conducted during 2009-2011 in Field Crops Institute, Chirpan, Bulgaria. It was
investigated the efficiency and selectivity on the durum wheat of 6 new products: 1 combined
herbicide - Axial one (pinoxaden + florasulam) - 100 ml/da; 2 antigrass herbicides - Axial 050 EC
(pinoxaden) - 70 ml/da and Traxos 050 EC (pinoxaden + clodinafop) - 130 ml/da; 3 antibroadleaved
herbicides - Lintur 70 WG (dicamba + triasulfuron) - 15 g/da, Logran 20 WG (triasulfuron) -  3,75
g/da and Bromotril 24 EC (bromoxynil-octanoate) - 200 ml/da. It was investigated 4 tank mixtures
between antigrass and antibroadleaved herbicides: Axial + Lintur, Axial + Logran, Axial + Bromotril
and Traxos + Lintur. All of products were treated in tillering and stem elongation stages of the durum
wheat.

Herbicide efficacy is the highest by the tank mixtures Traxos + Lintur and Axial + Bromotril, followed
by the combined herbicide Axial one. Treatment in stem elongation stage with herbicide Axial one and
herbicide tank-mixtures Axial + Lintur, Axial + Logran, Axial + Bromotril and Traxos + Lintur lead
to weak phytotoxicity on the durum wheat. Grain yield is the highest by the mixture Traxos + Lintur
during tillering stage and by the mixture Axial + Bromotril during stem elongation stage. Changes in
grain yield due to changes in the grain number per spike and grain weight per spike in the main and
second tiller. The use of combined herbicide Axial one and four tank mixtures between antigrass and
antibroadleaved herbicides do not lead to negative changes in physical properties of the durum wheat
grain and sowing properties of the durum wheat sowing-seeds.

Key words: durum wheat, herbicide tank mixtures, combined herbicides, efficacy, selectivity

1. INTRODUCTION

Weeds have acquired mechanisms to adapt to adverse conditions in its evolutionary. Therefore they
are particularly harmful in drought due to their high ecological plasticity and adaptability compared to
cultivated plants, and this makes them more competitive (Figarol, 1997; Heap, 1999). When creating a
situation is increasingly more often droughts occurs serious problems to be solved (Doll, 2000;
Hartman et al., 2000; Labrada, 2000). One of these problems is the question of the efficacy and
selectivity, or the behavior of soil-applied and foliar-applied herbicides under these conditions. It
should be given a many factors that determine the effective implementation of these complex organic
compounds. Pesticides will remain in future agriculture an effective tool for weed control as part of
integrated fight, which is why research is necessary to optimize their use (Montemuro, 1998; Kudsk
and Streibig, 2003; Dechev et al., 2010). It was determined a negative effect of antigrass herbicides
when their dose increase, or their mixture with antibroadleaved herbicides (McMullan, 1993; Hobson
and Ryan, 1999).

The purpose of this study was to determine the efficacy and selectivity of some combined herbicides
and tank-mixtures between antigrass and antibroadleaved herbicides, when they treated in tillering and
stem elongation stages of the durum wheat.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The research was conducted during 2009-2011 in Field Crops Institute, Chirpan, Bulgaria, on pellic
vertisol soil type. It was carried out a field experiment as a block method in 4 repetitions, on a 20 m2

harvesting area, after sunflower predecessor. It was investigated the efficiency and selectivity on the
durum wheat of 6 new products: 1 combined herbicide - Axial one (pinoxaden + florasulam) - 100
ml/da; 2 antigrass herbicides - Axial 050 EC (pinoxaden) - 70 ml/da and Traxos 050 EC (pinoxaden +
clodinafop) - 130 ml/da; 3 antibroadleaved herbicides - Lintur 70 WG (dicamba + triasulfuron) - 15
g/da, Logran 20 WG (triasulfuron) -  3,75 g/da and Bromotril 24 EC (bromoxynil-octanoate) - 200
ml/da. It was investigated 4 tank mixtures between antigrass and antibroadleaved herbicides: Axial +
Lintur,  Axial  +  Logran,  Axial  +  Bromotril  and  Traxos  +  Lintur.  All  of  products  were  treated  in
tillering and stem elongation stages of the durum wheat with working solution 30 l/da.

It was studied the efficacy and selectivity of the combined herbicide Axial one and the tank-mixtures
between antigrass and antibroadleaved herbicides. It was established their influence on grain yield and
its structural elements. It was determinate the changes occurring by investigated variants on the
physical properties of the grain, sowing properties of the sowing-seeds and the quantity of the waste
grain. It was appointed the efficacy of the herbicides according to 100 % visual scale of EWRS
(European Weed Research Society). It was followed the selectivity of the herbicides by the scale of
EWRS (rating 1 - without damages, rating 9 - culture is completely destroyed). The math processing
of the data was done according to the method of analyses of variance.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Grassy weeds in the experience are represented by Avena fatua, Avena ludoviciana, Lolium
multiflorum, Lolium temulentum, Alopecurus myosoroides, Apera spica-venti, Bromus arvensis.
Broadleaved weeds are represented by Cirsium arvense, Galiun aparine, Chamomolla recondita,
Anthemis arvensis, Sinapis arvensis, Raphanus rapanistrum, Capsella bursa-pastoris, Myagrum
perfoliatum, Polygonium convolvulus, Thlaspi arvense, Papaver rhoes, Consolida regalis, Viola
tricolor, Veronica hederifolia, Stelaria media.

Combined herbicide Axial one and tank mixtures between antigrass herbicides Axial and Traxos on
one side, and antibroadleaved herbicides Lintur, Logran and Bromotril on the other, have very good
efficacy against the available grassy and broadleaved weeds, when they are treated in tillering stage of
the durum wheat (Table 1). Herbicides Axial one and Axial are not efficacy against Bromus arvensis
only. Traxos has good efficacy against this grassy weed.

In the treatment in stem elongation stage is obtained reducing the efficacy of all herbicides and
herbicide mixtures against winter-spring weeds (Lolium multiflorum, Lolium temulentum, Alopecurus
myosoroides, Apera spica-venti, Chamomolla recondita, Anthemis arvensis, Capsella bursa-pastoris,
Papaver rhoes, Viola tricolor). This decrease is mostly observed in those of them which are advanced
in their development and have unsuited for treatment stage. In early spring species (Avena fatua,
Avena ludoviciana, Galiun aparine, Sinapis arvensis, Raphanus rapanistrum, Myagrum perfoliatum,
Polygonium convolvulus, Thlaspi arvense, Consolida regalis) efficiency is better, because in the
treatment period they are still in earlier stages of their development.

Treatment in stem elongation stage with combined herbicide Axial one and tank mixtures Axial +
Lintur, Axial + Logran, Axial + Bromotril and Traxos + Lintur produced slight phytotoxicity of durum
wheat  -  rating  2  by  the  scale  of  EWRS  (Table  2).  It  is  overcome  after  5-7  days  and  has  no
mathematically proven reduction on the grain yield. All herbicides and tank mixtures which treated
during the tillering stage have very high selectivity for durum wheat - rating 1 by the scale of EWRS.
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In treatment during tillering stage highest grain yield obtained by tank mixtures Traxos + Lintur –
499.3 kg/da, or 114.9 % over weeded check. Very similar yield is obtained by treatment with Axial +
Bromotril – 496.3 kg/da, or 114.2 %. In the treatment in stem elongation stage in this herbicide
mixture (Axial + Bromotril) is obtained the highest grain yield of 476.9 kg/da – 109.8 %. Tank
mixture Traxos + Lintur is the second one with 474.0 kg/da, or 109.1 %. Differences in yields between
these two variants do not prove mathematically.

Treatment with investigated herbicides and their tank mixtures in tillering stage has a positive
influence on the structural elements of the spike of the main and the second tillers (Table 3). The main
cause for it is the eliminating the negative influence of weeds. Compared with the tillering stage, late
treatment with investigated herbicides mixtures in stem elongation stage leads to weak disturbances in
development. Their use leads to mathematically proven reduction in spike length, spikelet’s number
per spike, grain number per spike and grain weight per spike in the main tiller.

Table 1

Efficacy of some herbicide mixtures according to the 100 % visual scale of EWRS (mean 2009 -
2011)
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Check –

weeded
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tillering stage

Axial one –

100 ml/da 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 100

Axial - 70 ml/da +

Lintur - 15 g/da 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 100

Axial - 70 ml/da +

Logran – 3.75
g/da

100 100 100 100 100 100 0 94 100 100 100 100 100

Axial - 70 ml/da +

Bromotril - 200
ml/da

100 100 100 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 100

Traxos - 130
ml/da +

Lintur - 15 g/da
100 100 100 100 100 100 92 100 100 100 100 100 100

Stem elongation stage
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Axial one –

100 ml/da 100 100 88 87 92 90 0 96 100 98 94 100 98

Axial - 70 ml/da +

Lintur - 15 g/da 100 100 88 87 92 90 0 96 100 96 95 100 96

Axial - 70 ml/da +

Logran – 3.75
g/da

100 100 88 87 92 90 0 82 100 95 92 100 94

Axial - 70 ml/da +

Bromotril - 200
ml/da

100 100 88 87 92 90 0 96 100 97 93 100 98

Traxos - 130
ml/da +

Lintur - 15 g/da
100 100 95 95 98 94 80 96 100 96 95 100 96

At the same time their treatment during this stage leads to increasing in their values in the spike of the
second tiller. The increase is greatest and mathematically proven in the grain number per spike and
grain weight per spike. Finally, grain yield in these variants is changed very slightly, because the
decrease in the values of the last two parameters in the main tiller is compensated by the increase in
their second tiller.

The 1000 grain weight is increased by treatment with combined herbicide Axial one and tank mixtures
Axial + Lintur, Axial + Logran, Axial + Bromotril and Traxos + Lintur (Table 4). Changes between
variants which treated in tillering and stem elongation stages are not been proven. In all variants the
values of this index are above the requirements of international standards.

Table 2

Effect of some herbicide mixtures on the grain yield and selectivity according to the 9-rate scale of
EWRS (mean 2009 - 2011)

Variants
Grain yield Differences

compared to
check, kg/da

Significant Selectivity
kg/da %

Check –

weeded 434,5 100 0 - 1

Tillering stage

Axial one –

100 ml/da
482,7 111,1 +48,2 +++ 1
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Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

478,3 110,1 +44,2 +++ 1

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Logran – 3.75 g/da

480,2 110,5 +45,7 +++ 1

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Bromotril - 200 ml/da

496,3 114,2 +61,8 +++ 1

Traxos - 130 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

499,3 114,9 +64,8 +++ 1

Stem elongation stage

Axial one –

100 ml/da 466,6 107,4 +32,1 +++ 2

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

460,8 106,1 +26,3 +++ 2

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Logran – 3.75 g/da

468,7 107,9 +34,2 +++ 2

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Bromotril - 200 ml/da

476,9 109,8 +42,4 +++ 2

Traxos - 130 ml/da

 +

Lintur - 15 g/da

474,0 109,1 +39,5 +++ 2

Test weight is one of the most important technological parameters. Usually an increase in the nitrogen
rate lead to test weight decreases. This is associated with receipt of a loose cellular tissue at higher
nitrogen fertilization, especially in dry conditions. Treatment with the investigated herbicides and tank
mixtures between them does not adversely affect the test weight of the grain. Test weight retains its
high values typical of durum wheat - at all the options it is over 80 kg.
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Vitreousness of the grain increases under the influence of the investigated herbicides, as a result the
removal of the negative influence of the weeds. In all variants vitreous is high - over 79 % and a value
above the requirements of international standards for over 75% vitreousness.

The keeping the physics properties of the grain (1000 grain weight, test weight and vitreousness) high
and stable guaranteed good mill qualities and high semolina output.

Table 3

Structural elements of the yield (mean 2009 - 2011)

Variants

 Main tiller Second tiller

Spike
length,

cm

Spikelets
per spike,
number

Grains
per spike,
number

Grain
weight per

spike, g

Spike
length,

cm

Spikelets
per spike,
number

Grains
per spike,
number

Grain
weight per

spike, g

Check –

weeded 7,2 18,8 35,8 2,04 6,0 16,8 20,6 0,55

Tillering stage

Axial one –

100 ml/da 8,1 21,6 46,2 2,64 6,2 17,2 22,8 0,83

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

8,0 21,0 44,0 2,42 6,2 17,0 22,0 0,73

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Logran – 3.75 g/da

8,0 20,8 44,2 2,48 6,1 17,4 22,2 0,82

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Bromotril - 200 ml/da

8,1 21,2 44,0 2,66 6,2 17,2 22,6 0,94

Traxos - 130 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

8,1 21,8 49,0 2,78 6,2 17,0 21,6 0,86

Stem elongation stage

Axial one –

100 ml/da 7,8 19,6 36,4 2,12 6,4 17,8 26,2 1,20

Axial - 70 ml/da

+
7,8 19,4 36,8 2,10 6,3 16,8 24,4 1,06
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Lintur - 15 g/da

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Logran – 3.75 g/da

7,8 20,4 38,2 2,16 6,4 17,0 24,6 1,10

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Bromotril - 200 ml/da

7,9 21,0 39,0 2,28 6,4 17,4 28,6 1,30

Traxos - 130 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

7,9 20,8 38,4 2,22 6,4 17,2 27,2 1,34

LSD 5% 0,8 1,1 2,9 0,20 0,6 0,9 3,0 0,18

LSD 1% 1,6 2,0 4,4 0,31 1,3 1,7 4,6 0,27

LSD 0,1% 2,7 3,2 6,1 0,44 2,4 2,9 6,3 0,39

One of the important conditions for obtaining a normal crop and a good harvest is the use of quality
seeds.  Apart  from the  high-yield  cultivar  which  is  resistance  to  diseases  and  pests,  it  must  have  the
necessary sowing properties, the main of which are high germination energy and seed germination.
Germination energy is one of the most important characteristics of the sowing properties of the seed.
The low germination energy is the reason for slower development of primary roots and coleoptile after
seed germination and is associated with later germination in field conditions, less tempering of plants
and  a  higher  risk  of  frost  in  the  winter.  Its  lead  to  lower  grain  yields.  Germination  is  the  most
important index who characterizing the sowing properties of the seed. At low laboratory germination
sowing should be done with higher sowing rate, which increases the cost production. The obtained
results show that the treatment of the durum wheat with investigated herbicide mixtures in tillering
and stem elongation stages does not lead to proven changes in the germination energy and seed
germination.

Table 4

Physical properties of the grain and sowing properties of the seeds (mean 2009 - 2011)

Variants
1000
grain

weight, g

Test
weight,

kg

Vitreous-
ness, %

Germina-
tive

energy,
%

Germina-
tion, %

Length, cm
Waste

grain, %Coleop-
tile Root

Check –

weeded 50,8 80,6 78,4 73,5 95,5 10,66 17,06 19,8

Tillering stage

Axial one –

100 ml/da 52,4 81,6 86,0 90,5 96,0 12,10 18,85 14,4
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Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

52,4 81,2 85,2 92,5 96,5 11,86 17,80 14,4

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Logran – 3.75 g/da

53,0 81,0 84,4 93,0 97,0 11,72 17,84 13,9

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Bromotril - 200 ml/da

51,4 81,0 87,8 89,5 96,5 11,83 19,11 14,2

Traxos - 130 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

51,8 81,5 88,2 95,0 96,5 12,16 18,55 14,1

Stem elongation stage

Axial one –

100 ml/da 52,2 80,6 84,4 91,0 96,0 11,89 18,81 11,9

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

52,0 80,0 83,6 93,0 97,0 11,51 17,85 12,1

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Logran – 3.75 g/da

52,2 80,6 83,6 92,5 96,5 11,97 17,84 11,3

Axial - 70 ml/da

+

Bromotril - 200 ml/da

51,2 80,1 83,8 92,0 97,0 11,69 17,92 11,7

Traxos - 130 ml/da

+

Lintur - 15 g/da

51,4 80,5 86,2 96,0 97,0 11,74 18,11 11,1

LSD 5% 2,1 3,0 5,1 4,9 4,7 0,74 1,01 1,3

LSD 1% 4,0 3,9 6,3 6,1 5,9 1,02 1,32 2,6

LSD 0,1% 4,9 5,1 8,0 7,7 7,4 1,38 1,73 3,8

The obtained results for germination energy and seed germination are a prerequisite continue to
investigate the effect of herbicides and their tank mixtures on initial intensity of the growth of seeds,
expressed by the length of roots and coleoptiles. It was found that all investigated herbicide mixtures
when they treated in tillering and stem elongation stages have positive effect in the length of primary
roots and coleoptiles of durum wheat. This means that combined herbicide Axial one and tank
mixtures Axial + Lintur, Axial + Logran, Axial + Bromotril and Traxos + Lintur stimulate
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development of young plants, increase their resistance to cold and decrease risk of frost during winter
months, compared with the weeded check.

At the evaluation of the sowing characteristics we have to consider not only the characteristics of the
sowing seeds but also the quantity of the waste grain (siftings) which are gained at the preparation of
these seeds. Treatment with combined herbicide Axial one and tank mixtures Axial + Lintur, Axial +
Logran, Axial + Bromotril and Traxos + Lintur leads to a reduction in the quantity of waste grain. The
reduction of siftings in treatment in stem elongation stage is greater than the reduction in treatment in
tillering stage. This is probably due to larger grains derived from the spikes of the second tiller. A
small quantity of waste grain leads to lower cost of the seed and increases the economic impact of seed
production of durum wheat.

Changes in the values of germination energy, laboratory seed germination, and the intensity of the
initial growth, expressed by the length of the root and coleoptile at germination and the decrease in the
quantity of waste grain under the influence of the herbicides are explained by the good herbicide
efficacy on weeds and good selectivity to the durum wheat during its vegetative period.

4. CONCLUSION

Herbicide efficacy is the highest by the tank-mixtures Traxos + Lintur and Axial + Bromotril,
followed by the combined herbicide Axial one.

Treatment in stem elongation stage with herbicide Axial one and herbicide tank-mixtures Axial +
Lintur, Axial + Logran, Axial + Bromotril and Traxos + Lintur lead to weak phytotoxicity on the
durum wheat.

Grain yield is the highest by the mixture Traxos + Lintur during tillering stage and by the mixture
Axial + Bromotril during stem elongation stage.

Changes in grain yield due to changes in the grain number per spike and grain weight per spike in the
main and second tiller.

The use of combined herbicide Axial one and four tank-mixtures between antigrass and
antibroadleaved herbicides do not lead to negative changes in physical properties of the durum wheat
grain and sowing properties of the durum wheat sowing-seeds.

NOTICE

The investigation was financed by the Fund "Science Investigations" (FSI) under a two-sided
cooperation between Bulgaria and Macedonia.
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Abstract

 The object of the present study was to assess the effect of phosphorus fertilization in different rates
and combinations between N, P and K on the  yield, earliness, dry matter, nutrient concentration and
uptake of the Chirpan 539 cotton cultivar grown on Pellic Vertisols soils in the region of Central
South Bulgaria. The study was conducted in the period 2007-2010 without irrigation at cotton-durum
wheat crop rotation. Four N and P levels (0.80, 120 and 160 kg.ha-1) were applied. The content of P
(kg.ha-1) was the product of dry matter yield and P concentration. P use efficiency (kg seed cotton),
expense of P for 100 kg seed-cottont and P uptake efficiency were established.

The results showed that phosphorous fertilization exerted a favourable influence on cotton plants and
improved soil properties. Under the influence of P application the cotton increased seed-cotton yield,
fruit production, main stem height, concentration and P uptake. Average seed-cotton yield was 1517
kg.ha-1 (N0P0K0) - 2037 kg.ha-1at  N120P120K80. The fertilization rate that optimized the cotton
productivity and was economically efficient was N120-160P80 at moderate NP soil supply. The NPK
fertilization had the best impact on cotton productivity in a very good share of the September yield.
Accumulated P in cotton plants was 16.4-38.4 kg.ha-1 with maximum values at NP and NPK
fertilization. Phosphorus use efficiency was 0.14-0.96 kg seed-cotton, P uptake efficiency for P was
0.27-0.62, and expense for 100 kg seed-cotton was 1.07-1.90 kg P2O5 at different NPK doses. The
applied high rates decreased the uptake and use efficiency of the nutrient elements. The studied
indexes were strongly influenced by the year conditions.

Key words: cotton, phosphorus, yield, P use efficiency, expense for 100 kg, P uptake efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fertilization contributes to increasing cotton yield (Paschalidis et al., 1994; Halevy et al., 1987;
Panayotova, 2009) and also enhances the nutrient accumulation in cotton plants (Gushevilov and
Karev, 2000; Paschalidis et al., 2002). The efficient use of fertilizers on cotton is determined by many
environmental variables, including weather, soil type, residual fertility, cultivar, etc. Cotton yield at
various weather conditions is a desirable characteristic because Bulgaria is located on the northern
cotton-cultivating boundary. Optimizing yield and earliness of cotton varieties (Gossypium hirsutum
L.) with fertilization is an ongoing concern of cotton producers. Cotton varieties are currently being
used in increasingly larger portions of the cotton-producing acreage of Bulgaria. The advantages of
new varieties include higher yield, enhanced pest resistance, superior lint quality, faster maturity.

Without adequate amount of nutrient elements at each growth stage, the maximum potential of cotton
cannot be achieved (Kirchmann & Thorvaldsson, 2000). Nutrient stress in Upland cotton (Gossypium
hirsutum L.) depresses reproductive growth, lint yield, particularly of late-season bolls, boll mass, and
may disrupt fiber development. The nitrogen uptake is reduced in plants with phosphorus deficiency
(Breitenbeck and Boquet, 1993). The phosphorus requirements of cotton are considered very low
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because of its deep root system and indeterminate growth habit (Malik et al. 1996). Howard et al.
(2001) reported that the critical fertilizer P rate to achieve 95 % of the maximum cotton yield was
determined to be 96 lb P2O5/A for the disk-till system and 80 lb P2O5/A for the no-till system, on low
P soil. They showed significant increase in cotton yield due to P fertilizer application. According to
Gill et al. (2000) and Cope (1984) there are cases where cotton response to phosphorus has been
positive and economical. Application of NPK nutrients had some effect on lint yield, although most of
the response was attributed to N (all cultivars) and to some extent P (Girma et al., 2007). The use of
only starter-N is more cost effective than using both N and P starter fertilizer (Cahill et al. (2008).

P deficiencies lead to a reduction in the rate of leaf expansion and photosynthesis per unit leaf area
(Rodriguez et al., 2006). P significantly enhanced crop growth, N and K uptake, total chlorophyll
concentration and dry matter yield of cotton plant (Sawan et al., 2008). Deshpande and Lakhdive
(1994) reported that P application increased P uptake and content in leaf, stem and reproductive part
like seed. P is essential for cell division and has a stimulating effect on a number of flower buds and
bolls per plant (Russell, 1973). Kaynak (1995) reported that positive correlation exists between seed
cotton weight per boll and seed cotton yield per plant.

Plant height is a genetically controlled factor but nutritional disorder may also influence the height of
plant (Ahmed et al., 2009). A field study showed that difference in plant height was due to the
cultivars and number of monopodial branches per plant decreased while number of sympodial
branches per plant increased with increasing P levels (Copur, 2006). Sandhu et al. (1986) concluded
that the number of fruiting branches per plant showed positive relationship with cotton yield per plant.

Increasing P levels increased the number of sympodial branches and decreased the monopodial
branches per plant. This might be due to the role of P to divert the plant towards the reproductive
phase, because P has vital role in cell division, cell elongation and stimulate early flowering (Singh,
2006).  Number  of  bolls  per  plant  was  affected  by  both  cultivars  and  P  levels.  Anwar et al. (2002)
reported significant differences among the varieties for the number of bolls per plant while increase in
number of bolls per plant with increasing P levels is also well documented (Sawan et al., 2008).
Ahmed et al. (2009) reported that more the number of bolls per plant, more seed cotton yield will be
the expected. Ismail and Al-Enani (1986) and Killi (1995) reported that seed cotton yield was highly
affected by the number of bolls per plant.

According  to  Saleem et  al.  (2010)  cultivars  as  well  as  P  levels  significantly  affected  almost  all  the
characters related to growth and yield. The phosphorus increased plant height, number of bolls per
plant, average boll weight, seed index and seed cotton yield per plant and per hectare. P application
improved most of the growth and yield components of cotton causing up to 2.4 % increase in plant
height, 34.4 % increase in number of bolls per plant, 26.1 % increase in average boll weight, 92.5 %
increase in seed cotton yield per plant and 20.6 % increase in seed cotton yield/ha, and the differences
in these parameters were less marked with 60 or 90 kg P/ha.

Dorahy et al. (2008) reported that phosphorus fertilizer application only increased P concentration in
the plants during leaf expansion, but had no effect on biomass production, P uptake at later growth
stages sampled, or lint yield. Acording to Leffler (1986) and Bassett et al. (1970) the phosphorus
fertilization increased dry matter production and nutrient uptake.

Variable response of cotton to phosphorus fertilization is obtained also in other parts of the world. In
the United States, P application produced significantly positive response to seed cotton yield on the
sandy soils whereas little or no response was obtained on the fertile alluvium (Nelson, 1980). In Israel,
sodium bicarbonate extractable phosphorus is recommended as an index for fertilization of cotton
crop. If more than 12 mg/kg available P is present in the soil, no fertilizer is added (Halevy, 1976).
Bronson et al. (2003) reported that phosphorus fertilizer did not affect lint yields at Lamesa.
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Under the conditions of long-term phosphorus fertilization on cotton Zhou and Zhang (2005) it was
found that available P in black soil decreased by 60.0 % for the treatments with no fertilization, but
available P in P fertilization treatments enhanced, which was 6-15 times higher than those with no
fertilization treatment. The more P fertilizer was applied, the more available P was accumulated.

According to some authors the cotton varieties manifest specific nutrient requirements (Karamanidis et
al., 2004; Fritschi et al., 2003; Clement-Bailey and Gwathmey, 2008; Javaid et al., 2001; McConnell et
al., 2003; Meredith and Wells, 1989), while according to others (Kostadinova & Panayotova, 2003;
Mullins and Burmester, 1990; Panayotova et al., 2007; Pettigrew et al., 1996) the differences in the
level of mineral nutrition of genotypes with close origin are insignificant. The variety specificity to
uptake of nutrition elements in the cotton organs was established by Meredith  Wells (1989) and
Makhdum et al. (2001), but Mullins  Burmester (1990) report that the concentration and uptake of
macroelements are not significantly influenced by the variety.

Malik et al. (1996) reported that cultivar MNH-147 attained higher dry matter yield per unit land area
and plant height compared to cv. CIM-240 and similar results have been reported that cotton cultivars
differed significantly amongst themselves in response to phosphorus fertilization in trials conducted at
different locations in the Punjab, Pakistan.

Halevy ey al. (1987) found that the plots maintaining extractable phosphorus in the range of 8-14
mg/kg produced higher seed cotton yield compared to plots having < 8.0 mg/kg of soil during the
season and the cotton was likely to respond to phosphorus fertilization where extractable phosphorus
was < 14 mg/kg of soil.

According to Christidis (1985) the NPK content in the cotton correlated significantly with the
environmental conditions. The P requirements of the new varieties are often questioned by producers.
Optimizing fertilization for cotton cultivars is one possible way of tailoring production practices to
achieve optimal economic returns.

Knowledge of P concentration and content in relation to plant development stage is valuable and
useful for various branches of the agricultural practice. For the producer it provides information for
making management decisions relative to timing and rates of NPK application to avoid occurrence of
deficiency. In research it is important to identify the development stage at sampling when evaluating
experiments with data from tissue analysis, and also when comparing treatment effects, since changes
in concentration of NPK occur as plants mature.

The object of the present study was to assess the effect and agronomic efficiency of phosphorus
fertilization in different rates and combination between N, P and K on the formed yield and total dry
matter, nutrient concentration and uptake of the Chirpan 539 cotton cultivar grown on Pellic Vertisols
soils in the region of Central South Bulgaria.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Field experiments were conducted in the period 2007-2010 at the Field Crops Institute in Chirpan,
Bulgaria with the Chirpan-539 (G. hirsutum) cotton cultivar at cotton-durum wheat crop rotation under
non-irrigated conditions. Different N and P rates (0, 80, 120, 160 and 180 kg/ha) were applied. The
whole quantity of phosphorus as a source of triple superphosphate was broadcast by hand after wheat
harvest and incorporated in the soil. The Bulgarian cotton variety Chirpan-539 without fertilization
was accepted as a control.

The experimental design was a randomized block with four replications. Individual plots consisted of
ten 8.34 m long rows with 0.60 m between rows. The trial plot size was 50 m2  (6.00 x 8.34 m) and the
individual net plots consisted of six 5.56 m rows spaced 0.60 m apart with a net plot size of 20 m2.
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The cultural practices were followed during the growth period in accordance with the cotton
technology for the region. Cotton seeds were sown within 20-30 April every year at depth of 4-5 cm.
The plant population reached as many as 14-16 seed.m-2, approximately. Weeds were controlled by
preplant and preemergence herbicides, interrow cultivation and hand chipping. There was ploughing
and two pre-sowing cultivations. Defoliants were not applied. There were two harvests made by hand
and ginned on small ginning equipment in order to approximate ginning percentage.

The dates of the beginning of the growth stages – emergence, bud formation, flowering and boll
opening were determined. September and total seedcotton yield (kg/da), structural elements of yield
(bolls  per  plant  and boll  mass),  height  of  plants in maturity and modal length by "butterfly" method
(mm) were studied. The earliness was determinated as percentage of September yield to total yield.

Dry matter yield was recorded at maturity by harvesting five random plants from each treatment.
Harvested 10 plants per plot were partitioned into leaves, stalks and fruit. Mature bolls were separated
into lint, seed and burs. The bur fraction included squares, flowers, immature bolls and burs from
mature bolls. Plant material was dried at 60 C, weighted and sieved. The P content in plant parts (% of
dry matter) was analyzed colorimetrically.

P2O5 content (kg.ha-1) was the product of dry matter yield (kg.ha-1)  and  concentration  (%).  P  use
efficiency (agronomic efficiency) was calculated in kg/kg P applied as ratio (YF - YC)/FR, where YF -
obtained yield with fertilization; YC - obtained yield without fertilization; FR - P fertilizing rate. P
uptake efficiency is: P uptake with yield / P uptake with total biomass. Expense of P for 100 kg seed
cotton is: P uptake /seed cotton yield .100.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine differences and interaction between years and
fertilizing rates.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The studied years had different meteorological conditions during the vegetation period (V-X) (Table
1). With regard to temperature sum and rainfall, 2007 was hot and moderately wet; 2008 - warm and
moderately dry, without enough precipitation during flowering and burs formation; 2009 was
moderately warm and very dry, without enough precipitation during bud formation and flowering;
2010 was moderately warm and wet, with enough precipitation during cotton vegetation. As a result of
the combination of temperature and rainfall 2010 was very favourable for cotton production

Table 1. Meteorological conditions during the cotton vegetation period (V-X), Chirpan

Years Month

V-

 V

-V V-V V V V V

Temperature sum,  t oC

1928/2007 343 519 622 720 711 561 3476 2053 3133

2007 351 579 693 825 753 527 3728 2271 3377

2008 386 522 636 717 792 555 3608 2145 3222

2009 357 569 648 751 725 571 3621 2124 3264

2010 364 554 625 706 798 582 3629 2129 3265

Precipitation   W mm/m2
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1928/2007 45 63 65 52 41 34 300 158 255

2007 19 53 39 0 62 128 301 101 282

2008 66 36 95 36 3 91 327 134 261

2009 17 16 14 89 35 58 229 138 212

2010 63 27 82 114 22 48 356 218 293

Water-thermic coefficient (by Selianinov)

1928/2007 1.31 1.21 1.05 0.72 0.58 0.61 0.86 0.77 0.81

2007 0.54 0.92 0.56 0 0.82 2.43 0.81 0.45 0.84

2008 1.71 0.69 1.49 0.50 0.04 1.64 0.91 0.63 0.81

2009 0.48 0.28 0.22 1.19 0.48 1.02 0.63 0.65 0.67

2010 1.73 0.48 1.31 1.62 0.28 0.83 0.98 1.,02 0,90

The  soil  type  at  the  region  was  classified  as  Pellic  Vertisols  (FAO),  defined  by  the  sandy-clay
composition, with high humidity capacity and small water-permeability. The soil has a high-powered
humus horizon (70-100 cm) and it has a compact zone of the profil  (united horizon). Soil analysis of
the experimental field indicated bulk weight of the plough soil layer 1.0-1.2 g.cm-3 and specific gravity
2.6-2.7. The cation exchange capacity ( 8.2) was 41.0-46.1 meq/100 g soil, total acidity (exchangeable

8.2) was 3.6 meq/100 g soils, no damage soil acidity and exchangeable aluminium were established.
The degree of the bases saturation was very high - 93.4-100.0 %.

The total humus content 2.28-2.58 % in the surface layer and 2.24-2.47 % in layer 30-60 cm was an
index of good fertility (Table 2). The content of mineral nitrogen (NH4-N + NO3-N) varied under the
influence of the nitrogen rate, the depth of soil profile and conditions over the years. The increase in
the arable layer was with 117.6 and 214.7 % more than the unfertilizedd controle, respectively at 80
and 160 kg N/ha. hosphorus fertilization insignificantly influenced the Nmin content. The available
phosphates in the 0-60 cm without P2O5 fertilization were 1.6-3.7 mg/100 g soil. The content went up
to 19.3 mg/100 g soil at P2O5 fertilization in the 0-30 cm layer, i.e. the soil was well-supplied. The
optimum P2O5 content in 0-60 cm soil layer, thus achieving effective cotton yield, was 10-17 mg/100 g
soil. The pellic vertisols in the region was well-supplied with available potassium. The content of
available K2O in the 0-30 cm layer with moderate K levels increased with 60.9 %, and in the subsoil -
with 36.4 % compared to the unfertilized. AL - K2O went up to 28.0 mg in the 0-30 cm layer and to
22.5 mg/100 g soil in the 30-60 cm soil layer at K levels.

The moderate and high fertilization rates showed a tendency for improving the potential fertility
expressed in increased amount of Nmin and mobile phosphorus and potassium forms and with outlined
tendency for increase in the total humus. The differences are well expressed in the arable layer. The
soil in the region of Central South Bulgaria is suitable for cotton growing.

Studying the phenological stages were observed differences by the meteorological conditions in the
years (Table 3). During the years of investigation, the growing period was shortest in 2008, but
differences  between years were insignificant. The average data of growing to maturity was 05.09 for
period, which was very favourable for the Bulgarian conditions.

The results from the analysis of variance for total seed-cotton yield showed highly significant
differences among environment, in this case years (87.0 % of the total variation), and nitrogen rates -
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6.92 %. (Table 4). The mean squares due to phosphorus were significant at the 0.01 level of
probability. The N x P interaction was insignificant.

Table 2. Content of total humus, mineral nitrogen and available phosphorus and potassium in the soil

Table 3. Phenological development of otton plants, Chirpan

Stage
Beginning Peak

2007 2008 2009 2010 2007 2008 2009 2010
Emergence 09.05 15.05 08.05 10.05 15.05 20.05 10.05 17.05
Bud formation 12.06 17.06 15.06 01.06 20.06 25.06 20.06 20.06
Flowering Blooming 10.07 12.07 10.07 10.07 12.07 15.07 13.07 15.07
Maturity 03.09 28.08 01.09 03.09 05.09 01.09 10.09 10.09

Table 4. Analysis of variance for influence of fertilization and years on the total seed-cotton yield,
average for 2007-2010

Source d.f. Sum of squares Sum of squares,
% Mean squares F

Total 99 312553.8 100.00 - -

Years 3 271927.0 87.00     90642.3*** 444.76

Fertilization 24 25953.2 8.31       1081.4*** 5.31

P - Phosphorus 4 2647.2 0.85     661.8* 3.25

N - Nitrogen 4 21620.0 6.92       5405.0*** 26.52

N  P 16 1686.0 0.54          105.4 n.s. 0.52

Error 72 14673.5 4.69   203.8

***, * - significant at the P  0.001 and P  0.01 level of probability, respectively.

Fertilization Depth,
cm

Nmin, kg/da Available forms Hu
mu

s
%

N-NH4 N-NO3 Total P2O5
mg/100 g

K2O
mg/100 g

N0P0K0
0–30 20 14 34 2.4 17.4 2.28
30–60 13 10 23 1.6 16.5 2.24

160
0–30 17 21 38 19.3 18.2 2.32
30–60 21 15 36 18.7 16.9 2.28

N80
0–30 44 30 74 3.2 16.6 2.39
30–60 60 37 97 2.4 16.5 2.33

N160
0–30 64 43 107 3.7 16.7 2.58
30–60 57 23 80 3.3 16.2 2.42

N120P120K80
0–30 63 39 102 16.7 28.0 2.56
30–60 61 26 87 15.0 22.5 2.47
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The results from total seed-cotton yield showed good efficiency of the applied fertilizers (Table 5).
The average total seed-cotton yield for the period without fertilization was 1517 kg/ha. The yield
was significantly lower in 2009 - an average of 1263 kg/ha under the influence of unfavorable
weather conditions for cotton, while in the remaining three years the average yield was 1709-2605
kg/ha. Under the influence of N fertilization the total seed-cotton yield increased from 16.0 (N80) to
23.1 (N160) %, at phosphorus fertilization increased with 1.4-6.6 %, and at fertilization with K80 -
with 6.1% in comparison with the control. At fertilization N120-160P80 productivity increased with
27.7-36.3 % over the unfertilized. The results showed that the combined NPK fertilization had the
best impact on cotton productivity in a very good share of the September yield (Table 6). The
increase of nitrogen rates decreased to 6.0 % earliness. The differential cotton response to phosphorus
nutrition was due to its inherent indeterminate growth habit and thereby efficiency in utilizing
available and reserve nutrient resources.

The boll weight was 3.77 g average for 4 seasons, without fertilization was 3.40 g and reached a
maximum value of 4.14 g at N80 120 (Table 7). With the increase of the fertilizing rate, the number of
bolls per plant increased, and at N120R120 the open bolls was 4.56 / plant, with 55.6 % over unfertilized.
In 2010 was formed the highest weight of boll and bolls per plant – an average of 4.25 g (in the range
3.76-4.66 g) and number of 5.43 (in the range 4.02-6.32) respectively. Alone and combine phosphorus
fertilization led to better plant growth, higher content and weight of fruit. Number of bolls per plant
showed strong relationship with seed cotton yield per plant. The data demonstrated the usefulness of
phosphorus fertilization in augmenting reproductive development.

Total dry matter production and plant height were among some of the parameters often used to
evaluate usefulness of fertilizer doses. Plant height is an important growth parameter of cotton plant
with respect to seed cotton yield per plant- as plant height increases, it produces more number of main
stem node that allow to raise more number of sympodial and monopodial branches on that plant which
can directly or indirectly increase the seed cotton yield per plant. Data presented in Table 7 indicate
that plant height increased with increment of phosphorus dose. N fertilization significantly increased
height of cotton plants in maturity (from 44.6 cm without fertilization to 64.3 cm at N160 160). The
influence of phosphorus fertilization was negligible. In 2010 under the influence of fertilization,
combined with precipitation during the growing period, the height of cotton plants at the end of
vegetation was 53.8 cm without fertilization and up to 91.5 cm at N120 120. In our study good
relationship was found between plant height and seed-cotton yield.

Table 5. Influence of fertilization on total seed-cotton yield, Chirpan, kg/ha, average for 2007-2010

Fertilization 2007 2008 2009 2010
Average

kg/da %

N0P0K0 1402 1532 1044 2090 1517 100.0

N80 1667 1706 1174 2490 1759 116.0

N120 1810 1708 1275 2639 1858 122.5

N160 1749 1679 1235 2804 1867 123.1

P80 1579 1520 1100 2175 1594 105.1

N80P80 1660 1706 1220 2746 1833 120.8

N120P80 1819 1758 1262 2908 1937 127.7

N160P80 1938 1790 1335 2951 2004 132.1
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P120 1625 1585 1115 2132 1614 106.6

N80P120 1833 1878 1330 2783 1956 128.9

N120P120 1956 1826 1517 2712 2003 132.0

N160P120 1431 1770 1450 2739 1848 121.8

P160 1483 1480 1095 2099 1539 101.4

N80P160 1699 1812 1398 2686 1899 125.2

N120P160 1918 1852 1341 2978 2022 133.3

N160P160 1780 1752 1375 2749 1914 126.2

K80 1400 1706 1040 2291 1609 106.1

N120P120K80 2008 1797 1422 2920 2037 134.3

Average 1709 1714 1263 2605 1823 -

GD 5 % 351.6 458.8 263.4 566.5 201.2 132.6

GD 1 % 466.3 603.4 346.7 751.4 267.1 176.1

GD 0.1% 603.9 760.8 475.2 973.2 346.3 228.3

Under the influence of different types and doses of fertilizers consequential amendments were not
established in regard with fiber length and it was in the range 23.76-24.95 mm. Lint percentage was
little affected due to phosphorus application. Conditions over the years had a strong influence on the
fiber length in comparison with fertilization. There was a tendency to lower output with increasing
levels of fertilization, associated with a higher 100 seeds weight (108-113 g). Tewolde and Fernandez
(2003) also reported that phosphorus did not significantly affect any of the important fiber properties -
length, strength or micronaire. N or P deficiency severe enough to reduce fiber quality and affect
marketing of Pima cotton is unlikely to be encountered under normal Pima cotton production
practices.

Table 6. Effect of fertilization on September seed cotton yield, kg/ha, average for 2007 - 2010

Fertilization
Years Average

2007 2008 2009 2010 kg/ha % Earliness, %

N0P0K0 879 879 920 1568 1061.6 100.0 70.0

N80 1063 970 1056 1544 1158.1 109.09 65.8

N120 1180 944 1125 1715 1240.8 116.88 66.8

N160 1143 910 1098 1914 1266.4 119.29 67.8

P80 1041 945 995 1763 1185.9 111.71 74.4

N80P80 1077 1010 1125 1962 1293.8 121.87 70.6

N120P80 1190 1048 1155 1982 1343.7 126.57 69.4

N160P80 1284 1105 1218 1924 1382.8 130.26 69.0

P120 1066 1081 989 1564 1175.1 110.69 72.8
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N80P120 1154 1316 1215 2127 1453.1 136.88 74.3

N120P120 1199 1186 1374 1940 1424.9 134.22 71.1

N160P120 996 1082 1348 2039 1366.4 128.71 73.9

P160 956 931 972 1600 1114.9 105.02 72.4

N80P160 1118 1219 1259 1858 1363.3 128.42 71.8

N120P160 1254 1184 1221 2110 1442.2 135.85 71.3

N160P160 1183 1104 1237 1884 1352.0 127.35 70.6

K80 872 990 964 1706 1133.0 106.73 70.4

N120P120K80 1185 1091 1265 1808 1337.4 125.98 65.7

Average 1102 1055 1141 1834 1283.1 - 70.4

GD 5 % 246.8 305.8 347.6 631.9

GD 1 % 327.4 463.5 488.7 838.0

GD 0.1% 424.0 585.5 612.3 1085.4

Effect of phosphorus nutrition on fiber quality has been investigated much less than that of N
nutrition. Some early reports indicated that P affects fiber quality to a small extent (Murray et al.,
1965; Nelson, 1949). Nelson (1949) did not find much effect of P on fiber properties by the same
phosphorus rate that increased boll size and lint yield of Upland cotton.

Total dry matter accumulated in cotton plants was 4742 kg/ha at N0P0K0 to 8185 kg/ha at N240P240K160
(Table 8). Distribution of dry matter within the cotton plants was different in the years, but average for
the period it was highest in the stems - 27-34 % at the different fertilization rates.

Singh et al. (2006) reported that plant height, leaf fresh mass and leaf area per plant were positively
related to the leaf P %, which increased with increasing P supply. Low P plants were lower in plant
height, leaf area, and leaf tissue water in the drying soil. In our study the phosphorus concentration in
plant  parts  was  lower  compared  to  the  one  of  N  and  K  (Table  9).  In  the  leaves  and  bur  fraction  P
concentration in all years was higher (0.2-0.41 %) compared to the stems (0.1- 0.22 %) and in lint
(0.05- 0.12%) and increased under the influence of P fertilization. P concentration in the seed was
much higher than in the cotton bur or fiber. The P content of the bur and fiber declined as the cotton
matured, while the seed P content continued to increase.

Nutrient uptake by cotton was directly related to dry matter accumulation and is determined by water
and nutrient supplies, radiation, temperature, etc. Phosphorus accumulation was directly proportional
to dry matter accumulation, while nitrogen accumulation is slightly higher through most of the season.
The lower biomass values conditioned the smaller amounts of P uptake and henceforth the higher
residual amounts of available P in soil. Not always the P uptake corresponded to the obtained cotton
yield. In this research phosphorus content was associated with both variation in dry matter and P
concentration and accumulated P in cotton plants was 16.4 at N0P0K0 to 38.4 kg/ha with maximum
values at NP and NPK fertilization, especially at higher rates (Fig. 1). Phosphorus uptake continued to
plant maturity, with more being allocated to seed at the expense of burs and leaves. With the high P
rates it was increased on account of the aerial biomass. Phosphorus levels should be high enough and
plants should be vigorous enough to support P uptake and translocation from vegetative organs to
fruiting structures as cotton bolls mature. Its values were to a great extent influenced by the biomass
formed.
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Table 7. Effects of different doses of fertilizers on cotton fruit production, main stem height in
maturity and fibre length, Chirpan, average for 4 seasons

Fertilization
Boll weight Bolls per plant Plant height in

maturity Fibre length

g % number % cm % mm %

N0P0K0 3.40 100.0 2.93 100.0 44.6 100.0 24.29 100.0

N80 3.58 105.3 3.67 125.3 53.4 119.7 24.38 100.4

N120 3.62 106.5 4.40 150.2 60.5 135.6 24.64 101.4

N160 3.76 110.6 4.30 146.8 60.9 136.6 24.70 101.7

P80 3.64 107.1 3.69 125.9 47.3 106.0 23.89  98.4

N40P80 3.86 113.5 3.94 134.5 51.0 114.4 24.55 101.1

N80P80 3.82 112.4 4.19 143.0 56.9 127.6 24.83 102.2

N120P80 3.97 116.8 4.38 149.5 61.6 138.1 24.50 100.9

N160P80 3.96 116.5 4.05 138.2 64.1 143.7 24.36 100.3

P120 3.64 107.1 3.16 107.8 48.1 107.8 24.00  98.8

N80P120 4.14 121.8 4.17 142.3 56.7 127.1 24.08  99.1

N120P120 4.02 118.2 4.56 155.6 63.7 142.8 24.20  99.6

N160P120 4.00 117.6 4.29 146.4 63.7 142.8 24.14  99.4

P160 3.59 105.6 3.81 130.0 47.6 106.7 24.61 101.3

N80P160 3.88 114.1 4.47 152.6 56.2 126.0 23.96  98.6

N120P160 3.88 114.1 4.55 155.3 62.4 139.9 23.76  97.8

N160P160 3.86 113.5 4.29 146.4 64.3 144.2 24.01  98.8

K80 3.56 104.7 3.63 123.9 46.2 103.6 24.95 102.7

N120P120K80 4.04 118.8 4.28 146.1 57.9 129.8 24.45 100.7

Average 3.77 - 4.03 - 58.9 - 24.40 -

Phosphorus use efficiency was significantly higher for nitrogen (2.19-3.80 kg seed-cotton) compared
with phosphorus and potassium (0.14-1.15 kg) (Table 10). P uptake efficiency, which shows what part
of the uptaken nutrient element is in the cotton yield, had values for phosphorus 0.27-0.62. The
applied high fertilization rates decreased the uptake and use efficiency of the nutrient elements. The
expense for 100 kg seed-cotton, together with the additional production, was 1.07-1.90 kg P2O5 and
for 100 kg lint this expense reached 5.09 kg P2O5.
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Table 8. Total cotton dry matter accumulated in cotton plants, kg/ha

Treatment

kg/ha
Leaves Stems Burs Lint Seeds

Total dry matter

kg/ha % to St

N0P0K0 - St 1020 1432 650 613 1027 4742 100.0

N80 1300 2180 850 731 1229 6290 132.6

N160 1860 2405 940 805 1360 7370 155.4

N240 1920 2625 990 831 1414 7780 164.1

P80 1070 1490 770 678 1097 5105 107.6

P160 1170 1993 840 644 1088 5735 120.9

K160 1030 1485 720 646 1081 4962 104.6

N240P240K160 2000 2804 1050 862 1469 8185 172.6

Table 9. Phosphorus concentration in cotton plant parts at maturity, %

Treatment Leaves Stems Burs Lint Seeds

N0P0K0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.05 1.1

N160 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.06 1.1

P80 0.3 0.14 0.2 0.09 1.2

P160 0.35 0.15 0.22 0.10 1.3

P240 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.11 1.3

K160 0.2 0.12 0.2 0.08 1.1

N240P240K160 0.41 0.22 0.3 0.12 1.35
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Table 10.  NPK use efficiency, P uptake efficiency and expense of P for 100 kg seed-cotton and lint

Nutrient
element

Treatment

N
0P

0K
0

N
80

N
16

0

P 8
0

P 1
20

P 1
60

K
80

N
24

0P
24

0K
16

0

N, P, K use efficiency, kg seed-cotton

N - 3.02 2.19 - - - -

P2O5 - - - 0.96 0.81 0.14 -

K2O - - - - - - 1.15

P uptake efficiency, units

P2O5 0.71 0.68 0.68 0.39 0.62 0.27 0.62 0.54

P expense for 100 kg seed cotton, kg

P2O5 1.08 1.16 1.21 1.28 1.35 1.54 1.07 1.90

P expense for 100 kg lint, kg

P2O5 1.14 3.13 3.28 3.46 3.63 4.16 2.90 5.09

4. CONCLUSION

The results showed that phosphorus fertilization exerts a favourable influence on cotton plants and
improves soil properties. The impact of phosphorous application to the Bulgarian cotton cultivar
Chirpan-539 increased seed-cotton yield, fruit production, main stem height, concentration and P
uptake.

Average for 4 seasons seed-cotton yield was 1517 kg/ha (N0P0K0) - 2037 kg/ha (N120P120K80). Under
the influence of phosphorus fertilization the total seed-cotton yield increased with 1.4-6.6 % in
comparison with the control. The fertilization rate that optimized the cotton productivity and was
economically efficient was N120-160P80 at moderate NP soil supply. The combined NPK fertilization
had best impact on cotton productivity in a very good share of the September yield.

At different NPK doses phosphorus use efficiency was 0.14-0.96 kg seed-cotton, P uptake efficiency
for P was 0.27-0.62, and expense for 100 kg seed-cotton was 1.07-1.90 kg P2O5. The applied high
rates decreased the uptake and use efficiency of the nutrient elements. The studied indexes were
strongly influenced by the year conditions.

Such information would enhance nutrient management strategies and may be used for cotton
development/yield models.
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AIR TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION CLIMATE STATISTICS FOR  BULGARIA:

THE LAST 30-YEAR PERIOD (1981-2010)
Ekaterina M. Koleva

National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology, Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract

A study has been carried out to assess the climate statistics for the last 30-years period (1981-2010)
and compare them with this one in 1961-1990 reference period. In addition, these statistics
were estimated for the decade 2001-2010. A partition of 2001-2010 decade was considered in order
to assess the possible existence of any trend. The data base was created for the Bulgarian low
regions: the Danube Plain and the Thracian Lowland. In the analysis the emphasis was on the
change in averages and the distribution in above mention periods.

Some extreme indices were estimated. There are significant decrease in annual occurrence of cold
nights and ice days and increase in summer and warm days. The drought conditions were estimated
using de Marton and Ped indices.

Key words:.climate statistics, precipitation, air temperature, Bulgaria

1. INTRODUCTION
The standard climate means presently used as climate reference are for the period 1961-1990
recommended by the SMO. These means are used to understand average climate conditions at any
location and as consistent point of reference. The 30-years averages are used to compare current
climate conditions with recent history. They are very useful for science and business. There is
however significant changes comparing this period with recent thirty years. It is therefore many
national weather services are updated there climate statistics to cover the last 30-years period 1981-
2010. Some results were presented on 8th ECSN Data Management Workshop in Edinburgh UK.
(October 2011).

A study has been carried out to assess the climate statistics for the last 30-years period (1981-2010)
and compare them with these ones in 1961-1990 reference period. In addition, these statistics were
estimated for the decade 2001-2010. A partition of 2001-2010 decade was considered in order to
assess the possible existence of any trend.

Some extreme indices were estimated, for example the number of frost days (Tmin<0oC) and severe
cold days (Tmin<-10oC), the number of days with maximum temperature above 90th percentile in the
1961-1990 base period or the number of days with precipitation and these ones higher than 30 mm.
Seasonal and annual indices for the period 1961-2010 were analyzed. Analysis of trend, frequency of
occurrence, and persistence are carried out to test whether the last decade reflects changes in the
probability of extreme events.

In this study the air temperature and precipitation climate statistics in the northern (Danube Plain)
and southern Bulgaria are analyzed.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND METHODS

Daily air temperature (average, minimum and maximum) and precipitation data from 36 weather
stations were used in the study. The dataset mainly covers the period 1961-2010. The station’s altitude
does not exceed 400 m a.s.l. In the analysis the emphasis was on the change in averages and the
distribution in above mention periods.

The indices concept involves calculation of the number of days in the year exceeding specific
thresholds. For example such indices are the number of days with temperature below (above) given
percentile in the 1961-1990 base period. For temperature, the percentile thresholds are calculated from
five-day widows centered on each calendar day to account for the mean annual cycle. For
precipitation, the percentile thresholds are calculated from the sample of all wet days in the base
period. The reason for choosing mostly percentile thresholds rather than fixed thresholds is that the
number of days exceeding percentile thresholds is more evenly distributed in space and is meaningful
en every region. (WCDMP-N72)

3. TEMPERATURE CHANGE
Analyses  indicate  that  there  are  not  large  differences  in  the  variability  patterns  for  neighboring
stations. Averaged over all stations annual and summer temperatures are shown on figure 1. The
warming tendency has been presented science the end of 70th on the considered regions.

Figure 1 Long-term variations of annual (a) and summer (b) temperature and linear trend (1981-2010)

The results show that there is an evidence tendency to warming science the 1981. Mostly important is
the increase of annual, March, November and summer temperature.(fig. 2) There is not statistically
significant tendency in winter and autumn. In December negative trend is observed in the most of the
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stations. It is worth note that frequency (%) of number of negative mean temperature increase
coincident with the frequency of temperature above 5oC in most of the stations.(fig.3)

Figure 2 Mean monthly temperature (oC) in North (Obraszov chiflik) and South (Ivailo) Bulgaria

Figure 3 Distribution (%) of mean December temperature (oC)

According to an analysis seven of the years in last decade were in the warmest in record dating back to
1901. Averaged over all stations annual temperature in these years is about 1oC or more above 1961-
1990 mean. The warmest year is 2007 with annual temperature averaged with 1.9oC above 1961-1990
mean in Danube plain and with 1.4oC above in Thracian Lowland. It is worth note that the differences
between the averaged temperatures in some of the warmest years are not statistically significant, due
to uncertainties associated with a limited number of stations. The decade 2001-2010 was the warmest
on record. Temperatures over the decade are averaged 0.7-0.8oC above the 1961-1990 mean
temperature. The decade 2001-2010 was with 0.4oC warmer than the previous decade (1991-2000).

Annual temperature in the period 1981-2010 is an average of 0.3-0.4oC above the 1961-1990 annual
average. Mean March temperature in the period 1981-2010 is with 0.3-0.6oC above reference mean
and in the 2001-2010 it rise with 1.2-1.6 oC.  The summer temperature is about 1 – 1.5 oC higher than
this one for the period 1961-1990, respectively.
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Figure 4a Mean summer temperature

It is interesting to note that November temperature decrease during the period 1981-2010 averaged
with 0.3-0.6 oC than the period 1961-1990. Mean November temperature in the decade 2001-2010 is
with 0.6 - 1.0 oC above 1961-1990 mean. It is worth note extremely hot November 2010 when mean
montly  temperature  is  about  6oC above 1061-1990 mean. The mean summer and November
temperature for three periods: 1961-1990, 1981-2010 and 2001-2010 are shown on fig. 4a and 4b.

Figure 4b. Mean November temperature

The number of summer days (Tmax>25oC) increase more slowly than the hot days (Tmax>T90%).
Summer days during the period 1981-2010 are at an average 7-9 days up on the period 1961-2010. Hot
days increase with 6-9 days in the period 1981-2010 and at an average 10-15 days id the period 2001-
2010 in comparison with this one in period 1961-1990 respectively. (fig. 5) Extremely hot were
summers during 2000. 2003, 20007, 2008 when warm days were with averaged 20-30 days up of
1961-1990 means. A heat wave appears in some places during these years. In the study a heat wave is
defined as a period of six or more consecutive hot days not interrupted by more one non-hot day. A
schematic overview of heat waves detected for the summer of 2000 and 2007 are shown. The 90th

percentile is used as a threshold value.
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Figure 5 Average number of summer and hot days for the respective periods in some of the stations in
Danube plain (a) and Thracian Lowland (b)

Besides the change of the average values very important is the change of frequency of the high
temperature. Generally, the extreme meteorological events are risk factor, and the change of their
frequency must be taken account either during durable climate variability or during the climate
change. This change can be the consequence and indicator of the global change. The frequency of
maximal daily temperature above 27oC in summer during the last periods is higher than this one
during 1961-1990.(fig.6)

4. PRECIPITATION CHANGE

When comparing precipitation totals for the respective periods no substantial differences have been
established between the periods 1961-1990 and 1981-2010. The average precipitation totals for these
two periods is virtually equal for most of the stations.(fig.9a) Only in autumn some significant
increase of about 20-40% during the two last periods is occurred (fig.9b)
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Figure  6 Distribution of Tmax during the summer in Northern (Shumen) and Southern (Ivailo)
Bulgaria

The number of frost days (Tmin< 0oC) show too small no significant going down, mainly in Danube
plain. It is most likely a reflection of natural climate variability.(fig.7)

Figure 7 Average number of frost days for the respective periods in some of the stations

In December the frequency (%) of number of minimum temperature below minus 10oC increase
coincident with the frequency of this temperature above 5oC in most of the stations

Figure 8 Distribution (%) of Tmin >5oC and Tmin<-10oC in December for the respective periods
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Figure 9a Annual precipitation (mm)

Figure 9b. Summer precipitation (mm)

The annual average number of days with heavy precipitation is about two days, in the most southern
part – 3 days. In some years there is not such precipitation, but in some other they can be 2-3 even 5-8
occurrences yearly. There is no important change in this index. (fig.9) The occurrences of daily
precipitation above 50 mm are very seldom. It happened mainly in summer in most part of the region.
In the recent years there is not change of their frequency. It is worth to note, that number of days with
precipitation above 1 mm during September-October increase averaged with 4-6 days in period 2001-
2010 in comparison with this one in period 1961-1990.

5. DROUGHT

The rate of draying up has been studied through De Marton’s index J:

10T
PJ

where: P is total monthly precipitation and T monthly air temperature. When the J index is less than
30, drought conditions can be observed and when it is less than 20 a severe drought can occur.
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Figure 10.  De Marton drought index

Other drought index used for a description of the drought frequency and intensity was the Ped index
(e.g. Ped, 1975):

PT

PTPed

where: T and P  are anomalies of air temperature and precipitation, relative to a given time period;
PT ,  are standard deviations of air temperature and precipitation.Values of the Ped index that are

between 1 and 2 indicate the existence of an insignificant drought, values of 2 < Ped <3 indicate
moderate drought, and values Ped > 3 indicate severe drought. Negative index values characterize a
wet period. Eextremely dry summers were 2001, 2003, 2007 and 2008, when the  values of Ped’ index
were higher than 3 and even 4. Generally there is an increasing significant trend according the
Spearman and the Mann-Kendall coefficient.

Figure 11. Summer Ped drought index averaged (Thracian Lowland) and 10-years moving average
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The region became warmer, the temperature increase considerably during the summer and in March of
about 1-1.5oC. Only in December some decreasing trend of about 0.5 oC is observed. 2001-2010
decade turned out the warmest one. Annual precipitation in the considered area increased slightly. The
reason is considerable increase of autumn precipitation.

There are decrease in annual occurrence of frost days and significant increase in summer and warm
days. The drought conditions were estimated using de Marton, Ped indices.
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Abstract

Prevention through Design (PtD) model for ISO 31000:2009 application in environmental Risk
Assessment. PtD addresses environmental, occupational safety and health needs in the design and
redesign processes to prevent or minimize the work-related hazards and risks associated with the
construction, manufacture, use, maintenance, and disposal of facilities, materials, equipment, public
exposure, and the service sector Presented model contains “define”, “analize”, “measure”,
“improve” and “control”phases of the evaluation process. Practical applications and the use of MS
Excel software are presented.  Concrete examples are presented for each phase and risk evaluations
of the suggested model.

Key words: risk, management system, environmental risk, model

. INTRODUCTION
The reason for the development of the risk assessment model is ammunition warehouses expolsions in
Bulgaria during 2008-2011 period. There was significant media coverage of the events. However,
ecological risk was not covered sufficiently. Therefore, the authors developed a new model for
environmental risk assessment corresponding to ISO 31000:2009 „Risk management – Principles and
guidelines” philosophy. This standard presents best practices for risk assessment and risk management
of variety of risks, including environmental risk assessment. Figur 1 depicts the relationship among
risk management principles, framework and the process.

Risk assessment process is the essential element of the risk management process. Therefore, the
authors concentrated their efforts to develop a new practical model for expanded risk assessment and
prevention. An example of an environmental risk assessment process is presented. Chelopech
03.07.2008 ammunitions warehouse explosion is used to demonstrate pre and post intervention
environmental risk assessment process.

I . PROBLEM STATEMENT
Figure 2 shows in depth risk management process and important ISO 31000:2009 points. The standard
offers generalized framework and risk assessment process and the authors had to find or develop a
suitable step-by-step model. The authors developed a new Prevention through Design (PtD) model.
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Figure 1 – Relationships between the risk management principles, framework and process.

Figure 2
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Prevention through design is not a new concept and as with many worthwhile endeavors has roots in
the work of several previous individuals and organizations (Manuele, 2007, ANSI/AIHA, 2005). The
work of Edward Demming via his total quality management process certainly provided foundational
underpinnings for PtD (Manuele, 2008, Deming, 1982). Deming gives credit to others for the TQM
process and thus the circle continues to turn and involve many participants. ASSE published a position
paper on Designing for Safety, in the 1990s (1994). NIOSH gave the PtD movement a boast via a
variety of meeting and publications. In late 2010, NIOSH released its PtD plan (2010). ASSE and
AIHA has also provided significant  support  for  PtD.  ASSE is  the Secretariat  for  the new ANZI PtD
standard. The authors were able to demonstrate practical applications of the PtD model not only in
occupational safety and health area, but environmental risk assessment as well.

Up until now, the PtD model was not presented as an universally applicable model for risk assessment.
Based on the derived risk assessment results, new prevention measures could be developed to reduce
or avoid the risk. Prevention principles should be integrated early during the design process or the
facility (ammunition storage waterhouse in this case) should be redesigned to avoid explosions or
minimize the risks.

Five PtD phases are recommended by the authors. The model is flexible and allows not only for early
design prevention, but aligns the phases with section 5 of the standard. While developing the phases,
discussed below, the users may opt to use different methods for different activities as suggested in
ISO/IEC 31010:2009 „Risk management – Risk assessment techniques”. The authors developed the
suggested five phases based on modified Six Sigma DMAIC tool. DMAIC refers to a data-driven
improvement cycle used for defining, measuring, analyzing, improving, and controlling the processes.
The process leads to optimization and stabilization of business processes and designs. It should be
noted that DMAIC is not exclusive to Six Sigma projects and can be used as the framework for other
improvement applications. DMAIC is an abbreviation of the five improvement steps: Define Measure,
Analyze, Improve and Control. All of the DMAIC process steps for the selected project are presented
in table 1. All DMAIC phases are required and always proceed in this order:

Table 1. DMAIC phases.

Define phase Define the problem

Measure phase This is the data collection phase. What should be measured and how to measure it is
decided at this point. Risk Assessment - S*P*E= RPN. Include cost of Loss

Analyze phase Map the process and evaluate data. Analyze options – PtD Hierarchy of controls.

Improve phase Suggest improvements. Business case. Consider % reduction or benefits due to PtD.

Control phase Re-evaluate risk. Calculate risk reduction. Financial and Non-Financial benefits.

Comparing  the  proposed  phases  of  the  model  and  figure  2,  we  can  see  that  Phase  1  corresponds  to
section 5.3 of ISO 31000:2009. Phases 2 and 3 correspond to section 5.4 of the standard. Phase 4
corresponds to section 5.5 and phase 5 to section 5.6.

. DISCUSSION (PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF THE MODEL)
For greater flexibility, the authors utilized MS Excel spreadsheet. That allows exchange of data
between the different tabs and utilization of programming formulas according to the methods
described in ISO/IEC 31010:2009. General overview of the model is presented on figure 3.
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Figure 3. PtD Model

The model contains links between the proposed phases within the software product. Two types of links
are utilized:

1. External links to different documents.

2. Links to different evaluation methods within the software product. Variety of formulas and
methods are incorporated in the product. A Bow-Tie risk assessment example is presented on
figure 4.

Figure 4. Bow-Tie risk assessment – current state

Similarly, a link to Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) tool is included. FMEA risk
assessment example is presented in figure 5.
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Figure 5. FMEA risk assessment example

Next, a link included in the model directs the user to evaluate interventions options based on PtD
philosophy. Suggested intervention options are presented in figure 6.

Figure 6. PtD Hierarchy of controls

The authors selected to evaluate the risk before the suggested intervention (current state) and after
implementation of engineering controls (future state). We realize that such engineering control options
will have to be financially justified. Therefore, a financial analysis tools was also included in the
model. An example of 800,000 USD investments in engineering controls is presented.
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Figure 7. Financial analysis

V. Results

Process improvements were evaluated utilizing Lean Six Sigma tools and modified risk assessment
methodologies. PtD and risk assessment methodologies were utilized to analyze the environmental
impact after the Chelopech 2008 explosion. The same Bow-Tie risk assessment method was used to
evaluate future state improvements and risk reduction. Future state worksheets are presented in Figure
8.

Possible EHS professional’s involvement in the process was evaluated. Utilization of PtD, FMEA and
Risk Assessment processes and the implementation of a new model are estimated to significantly
reduce the ergonomics injuries and reduce the probability of fall hazards. The model also allows for
Residual Risk Reduction (R3) calculation. R3 is calculated by comparing Current State Risk Factors to
Future State Risk Factors. Suggested engineering controls will reduce the risk of explosion by 50%.
R3 calculations and chart are presented in figure 9.
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Figure 8. Future state risk assessment

Figure 9. R3 visualization

Color codes could be used to present estimated risk reduction. The authors opted to use a PtD (5x5)
composite of the matrix that include numerical values for probability and severity levels and their
combinations are expressed as numerical risk scorings. As suggested in the PtD standard, numerical
values of 15 or higher suggests very high risk, therefore the color code is red. Numerical values of 10
to 14 suggest high risk and are highlighted in orange. Moderate risk is from 6 – 9 and highlighted in
yellow and low risk is under 1 to 5 and it is highlighted in green. The suggested Environmental Health
and  Safety  (EHS)  project  is  estimated  to  reduce  all  high  and  moderate  risk  ratings  to  low  risk.
Therefore, the chart visualizes significant risk reduction in all evaluated categories.

V. CONCLUSIONS

EHS professionals could play a significant role in the development of new business plans and
implementation of Lean Six Sigma practices designed to minimize injuries, reduce risk and financial
losses. Risk of explosions for this process was reduced significantly and was made safer due to input
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from the EHS professional and involvement of experts. Unfortunately, the authors were not able to
access financial information regarding the cost of emergency response professionals, civil protection
and the army. Such projects may lead to a decision by management to invest in safety engineering
controls, which present opportunities to reduce injuries, reduce emissions and reduce the possibility of
explosions.

It was concluded that Risk Management, LEAN Six Sigma tools and financial analysis could be used
successfully to develop and present business case for Environmental, Health, and Safety interventions.
In addition, the model presents flexible opportunities for application in occupational safety and health
projects and environmental risk assessment process.

In order to develop such projects, EHS professionals have to be familiar with variety of risk
management techniques, LEAN Six Sigma tools and financial management principles. Being an expert
in ecological risk assessment is not enough to complete successful complex projects. Complex projects
require multi-disciplinary knowledge and cross-disciplines management skills. Safety leaders have to
become familiar with different organizational structures and the variety of stakeholders interests to
complete such projects. EHS professionals have to be prepared to deal with various levels of the
organizational management and demonstrate competencies.
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Abstract
Concerning medicinal and aromatic plants (MAP) protection of ethnobotanical knowledge of people
and biodiversity are one of more important assignment. It is estimated that about two-thirds of world
medicinal plants in use are still harvested from the natural habitat and about one fifth of them are now
endangered and also that more than 80% of the world’s population in developing countries depends
primarily on herbal medicine for basic healthcare needs. Sustainable use of the natural resources of
MAP and domestication i.e. introduction into cultivation of endangered species are two possibilities
for the harmonization of conflict between the need for raw materials of medicinal plants and their
conservation. There are many international approved Guidelines on the Conservation of Medicinal
Plants, which has served as the starting point for development of standard and applicable
performance criteria for the sustainable wild crafting and cultivation production of medicinal plants
(FairWild, EUREPG.A.P).

Key words:, medicinal plants, sustainable use, biodiversity, guidelines, standards

1. INTRODUCTION

Collection, use and basic knowledge as well as trade of medicinal and aromatic plants (MAP) are
probably as old as mankind. For thousands of years, this knowledge was part of the oral traditions of
peoples and was passed on from one generation to the next. Unfortunately, a lot of this knowledge has
been lost through the years, because written documentation was rare or non-existent and cultures and
traditions disappeared, taking their specific knowledge about MAP with them. The indigenous
knowledge on medicinal plants is gaining worldwide recognition, and priority should be given to the
documentation of traditional knowledge and conservation of existing species and habitats before some
of these are eliminated from the area (Acharya, 2010). So, protection of ethnobotanical knowledge of
people and biodiversity is one of more important assignment, especially concerning MAP

It is estimated that, today, between 40,000 and 50,000 plant species are used for medicinal and / or
aromatic purposes worldwide, in both traditional and newly developed medicinal systems. According
to Edwards (2004), about two-thirds of world medicinal plants in use are still harvested from the
natural habitat and about one fifth of them are now endangered. Direct exploitation and poverty of
local people become the main threat to sustainable use of MAPs (Pe anac, 2010). Some estimates
suggest that today around 15,000 plant species are threatened, or about 21% of the world medicinal
herbs are endangered (Mathe and Mathe, 2008). CITES (the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) is an international agreement between governments. Its
aim is to ensure that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten their
survival. Today, it accords varying degrees of protection to more than 30,000 species of animals and
plants, whether they are traded as live specimens, fur coats or dried herbs. For many years CITES has
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been among the conservation agreements with the largest membership, with now 175 countries.
(http://www.cites.org/). In 1994 Medicinal Plant Specialist Group within the IUCN (International
Union for Conservation of Nature), Species Survival Commission was established logo, depicts to the
ancient Silphion plant, the first useful plant species said to have become extinct through over
utilization. It belonged to Umbellifereae, nowday relative to Ferula asafoetida or Cachrys (Prango)
ferulacea (Kiehn, 2007).

2. IMPORTANS OF MEDICINAL PLANTS

The World Health Organization has estimated that more than 80% of the world’s population in
developing countries depends primarily on herbal medicine for basic healthcare needs (Vines, 2004).
The major benefits provided to societies by locally growing/wild crafting medicinal plants are support
for local healthcare, opportunities for income generation, and affirmation of local culture. Particular
prominence in places that are poorly provisioned with conventional (western) health services,
economically disadvantaged, and with cultures distinct from those that are nationally dominant
(Hamilton, 2001). It is well established that traditional medicine plays a crucial role in health care for
a large part of the population living in developing countries (Alves and Rosa, 2007). Herbal medicine
has no side-effects, easily available at affordable prices and sometime the only source of health care
available to the poor. For many, plant medicines are a necessity, as costly pharmaceutical drugs are
unaffordable, and for others, the desire to seek natural alternatives with few side effects is preferable
then using conventional drugs (Acharya, 2010). The latter from developed countries are more and
more aware that product quality is not only determined by the pharmaceutical quality of a product, but
also by the sustainability of the practices how the starting material is sourced.

Because of this the amount of plants required by traditional medicine and especially by the
pharmaceutical industry in developed countries has drastically increased in recent years and has led to
concern over the long-term availability of regenerative natural resources such as medicinal plants.
Main drivers of increase MAPs demand are: higher price of institutional, pharmaceutical-based health
care; interest of individuals, communities and national governments in greater self-reliance in health
care and; interest of communities and national governments in small and large-scale industrial
development based on local/national biodiversity resources; increasing success in validating the safety
and efficacy of herbal remedies; legislation improving the status of herbal medicine industry; search
for new drugs and treatments of serious and drug-resistant diseases; renewed interest of companies in
isolating useful compounds from plants and marketing strategies by the companies dealing in herbal
medicine.

3. POSSIBLE SOLUTION FOR SUSTAINABLE USE OF MEDICINAL PLANTS

There  are  two  possibilities  for  the  harmonization  of  conflict  between  the  need  for  raw  materials  of
medicinal plants and their conservation: Sustainable use of the natural resources of MAP, and
Domestication i.e. introduction into cultivation of endangered species and also more state involvement
in this issue (Pe anac, 2010).

Globally the demand on the exploitation of natural resources is expected to increase between 10 to 16
% per annum. But, over-harvesting and indiscriminate exploitation of resources, habitat and ecosystem
destruction and land conversion pose an increasing threat to wild MAP species and populations. Both
in situ and ex situ conservation are recognized as valuable tools for medicinal plant conservation. This
includes inventorying and monitoring of medicinal-plant species and populations, medicinal-plant
resource management and the role of gene banks and tissue cultures.
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Next valuable tools for medicinal plant conservation are regulations and legislative. Minarchanko
(2011) give one of good example used in Ukraine. There are two types of use of plant resources from
the  natural  environment.  The  first  is  general  use  of  wild  plants  for  personal  consumption  (i.e.
nonprofit) without the need for collection permits or payment of fees and the second is special
commercial use (extraction, gathering, etc.). For both collection of species listed in the Red Book of
Ukraine and species under regional protection is prohibited. The commercial use requires special
permits and (or) other documents, and is subject to limitations on amounts, and usually involves a fee.
The purchase of unlicensed vegetable raw material is illegal. The administrative authority approves the
list of useful plants for exploitation as well as the permitted quantity of harvest, and issues a list of
species for which use is prohibited. Both lists are revised annually. The accounting of the medicinal
plant natural resource base should be updated at least once every five years to allow for updated
estimates of annual allowable harvest amounts taking into account the dynamics of the resource under
exploitation. The new approach is creation of the State plants Cadastre with the use of geo-information
technologies.

The third valuable tools is International Standard for Sustainable Wild Collection of Medicinal and
Aromatic Plants (ISSC-MAP) which aims to: provide guidance in the form of a set of principles and
criteria that could be applied to the sustainable management of wild MAP (species and their
ecosystems); bridge the gap between existing broad conservation guidelines and management plans
developed  for  specific  local  conditions;  also  serve  as  a  basic  tool  for  audit  and  certification  in  wild
collection and has the holistic approach. Mission is to ensure the long term survival of medicinal and
aromatic plant populations in their habitats, while respecting the traditions cultures and livelihoods of
all stakeholders. The guidance for sustainable wild collection of MAPs is conducted at a Scale and
Rate and in a Manner that: does not undermine the long-term availability, viability, and quality of
MAP species and populations and does not exceed the target species ability to regenerate over the long
term. Beneficiaries of those widely accepted, credible standard are: pharmaceutical industry as unique
“communication tool”; resource managers as guidelines for MAP protection, harvest, and monitoring;
collectors as insurance against resource and market failures; consumers as reliability of claims about
ecological and social sustainability; species and habitats as maintain biodiversity

One of the main means of reducing the pressure on wild-crafted species and simultaneously
conservation natural MAP population is cultivation. In addition, domestication and selection of
varieties provide well-suited genotypes with the desired phytochemical profiles, an optimum
management in the field, as well as a sustainable source of raw material. Because of traceability and
certified quality traders and the medicinal plant industry seem to prefer cultivated than wild crafted
material. Cultivation is routinely promoted as the preferred (and sometimes the only) solution to the
problem of dwindling supplies and over-collection of wild medicinal plant populations (Schippmann
et al. 2006). Much less emphasis is being put on development and promotion of sustainable wild
collection practices . It seems likely that the role of cultivation in meeting pharmaceutical demand will
continue to expand in future, including through the selection of cultivars producing higher
concentrations of the target compounds (Mulliken and Schippmann, 2007). Although in terms of
volumes, over 50 % the raw medicinal plant material source from cultivation it covers only 50 – 100
species for the trade of botanicals (Lange, 1998). Summarized advantages of cultivation of MAP are:
provides reliable and certain botanical identification; guarantees a steady source of raw material, easier
to agree on volumes and prices with the grower (e.g. wholesalers and pharmaceutical companies, etc.);
Selection and development of genotypes with commercially desirable traits; opportunities for the
economic development of the medicinal plant species as a crop; controlled post-harvest handling and
therefore easier and assured quality controls; regulations and consumer preferences are easier to
follow and last advantage is easier certification. Cultivation accepted as a means of ex situ
conservation for endangered species, but its task is disputed and regarded as controversial, because by
meeting the market demands, the cultivated plant can diminish or even remove the economic value of
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the wild crafted plant and could ultimately lead to the loss of interest, the loss of natural habitats.
Cultivation has some more disadvantages like: not all species can be easily cultivated; some species
can take several years for to reach maturity and harvest; need for the regular input of chemicals that
can reduce the appeal to the consumers; cultivation undertaken by people other than the current
collectors could undermine the livelihoods of the latter; etc...

To bring a species into cultivation it should be to solve many questions, like: collect propagating
material of the most suitable genetic material and improve the stock genetically; find the economically
the best form of propagation; find the optimal environmental conditions (soil, climate, altitude,
shading) and cultural practices (stand densities, fertilization, watering regime); find ways to protect the
plants from pests and diseases and proper control weeds; choose the best time of harvest; consider the
possibility of mechanization and develop the best system for post-harvest processing and storage
(WHO, 1986)

For these reasons, common agreement has to be reached how MAPs, which provide the basis of most
health-care systems worldwide, could be collected and / or cultivated sustainably in order to be able to
continue providing natural healing, power to humankind. National and international attempts have
already been made to elaborate environment friendly, sustainable livelihood developing strategies
based on MAPs.

4. GUIDELINES AND STANDARD FOR SUBSTAINEBLE MEDICILAL PLANT USE
In 1998 World Health Organization (WHO), IUCN – The International Conservation Union and the
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) organized first international consultation meeting on the
conservation of medicinal plants in Chiang Mai, Thailand. This  Chiang Mai Declaration with working
titles ‘Saving lives by saving plants’, point out next four alarmed tasks: recognition that medicinal
plants are essential in primary health care, both in self-medication and in national health services;
expressing concern over the loss of medicinal plant diversity and the loss of natural resources caused
especially by the expansion of unregulated national and international trade and marketing; the need for
international cooperation and coordination to establish programs for conservation of MAPs to ensure
that adequate quantities are available for future generations and the fourth is the need for coordinated
conservation action based on both in situ and ex situ strategies conservation concepts. In Europe
precedents of Chiang Mai Declaration were 1983 in Angers, France, when presented first initiatives
for the elaboration of GAP. Further elaboration was on Conference on Medicinal Plants -Novi Sad,
Serbia (1988) and on International Society for Horticultural Sciences (ISHS) -Budapest, Hungary
(1989)  as  well  as  on  World  Congress  on  Medicinal  and  Aromatic  Plants  for  Human  Welfare
(WOCMAP) -Maastricht, Holland (1992). The first papers on same topic were: Máthé: ”Biological
aspect of GAP -Guidelines. Cultivation”, Newsletter of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants Budakalász
(1990) and Pank, Franz, Herbst: “Richtlinien für den intergrierter Anbau von Arznei-und
Gewürzplanzen”, Drogenreport (1991).

The first approved document titled: Guidelines on the Conservation of Medicinal Plants
(WHO/IUCN/WWF),  originally  published  in  1993.  First  draft  of  EUROPAM  (European  Herb
Growers Association) GAP (Good Agricultural Practices) was published in 1998 and GWP (Good
Wild crafting Practices) in 2000. The first EMEA (European Medicines Agency) “Points to Consider
on Good Agricultural and Collection Practices (GACP) for Starting Materials of herbal origin” like a
final document was published in 2002. WHO’s ‘Guidelines on Good Agricultural and Collection
Practices (GACP) for Medicinal Plants’, which focus on pharmaceutical product quality, safety and
best practices, was published in 2003. Many countries published locally adapted version for their own
use and this three internationals organizations published revised and up to date version of same
documents.
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Those Guidelines has served as the starting point to initiate the development of standard and
applicable performance criteria for the sustainable wild crafting and cultivation production of
medicinal plants. The Guidelines may also influence company policies and company guidelines and
standards, the development of codes of conduct, and management plans for sustainable resource
management. According to basic European Directives in the pharmaceutical area, medicinal products
require premarketing approval before gaining access to the market. Similar criteria stand also for the
plant raw materials and it needs documentation of quality, safety, efficacy and respective expert
reports, as well as testing on potential contaminations (e.g. microbiological purity, heavy metals,
pesticides, etc.). Producing MAPs according to these standards is a guarantee for a certain, reliable
quality with minimal contamination that can reduce the buyer’s costs of quality control and additional
verifications. It means that next an important issue has become certification like the recognition
(verification) that a product complies with a set of predefined criteria and rules. Essential step in the
certification is audits which present systematic and independent examinations of a system to determine
whether the plant substance safety, quality and related management activities are undertaken in
accordance with the documentation, to determine compliance with the requirements and verify that
these arrangements are implemented effectively. The first level is internal audit or self-inspection
supplier on supplier, next level is external audit, buyer on supplier and the last step is external
independent third party audit. This independent third party audit should be: in compliance with a
predefinited and accepted standard; conducted by person not associated with supplier or customer;
auditor should have experience with the commodity and processing being audited and audit should
have to possibility to issue an independent certification.

Unlike all previous mentioned guidelines FairWild Standard Version 2.0 (fair trade and wild
collection) was designed from the beginning as an exclusive certification standard; it did not focus on
medicinal plants but included all wild collected plants, lichens and fungi. Fair trade means that
economic principles only work in the long run if we measure them with rigorous sustainability criteria;
otherwise, they tend to reflect the desire for instant profit, to which there is, inevitably, a downside and
a repayment to be made. The foundation offers a comprehensive portfolio of services. These range
from certification according to FairWild (through accredited third party certification organizations) to
providing training to companies and wild collection operators on how to best implement the standard
and transform their sourcing practices into sustainable enterprises. Practice shows that it is not feasible
to apply the same methods and level of rigor to all species for which a sustainable FairWild collection
system is being established - the parameters that have to be taken into consideration are too different.
Habitat specificity of species, plant parts harvested, regeneration patterns, population dynamics and
abundance, harvest practices, and many other factors have an influence on the rigor that needs to be
applied to resource assessment and sustainable yield calculations. For this reason, a risk categorization
system has been developed. Based on the risk category requirements for resource assessment,
monitoring and management can be adapted. Use of the FairWild Standard helps support efforts to
ensure plants are managed, harvested and traded in a way that maintains populations in the wild and
benefits rural producers (Kathe, 2011). Already several projects are certified according to FairWild,
mostly in East and Southeast Europe.

In response to increased consumer concern about food quality and on the initiative of major European
retailers belonging to the group EUREP (Euro-Retailer Produce Working Group) in 1997 was founded
EUREPG.A.P. The aim of this initiative is to develop voluntary standards and accepted procedures for
international certification to European Good Agricultural Practice according to HACCP. Nowadays, it
spread  names  to  GLOBALG.A.P.  because  it  sets  out  standards  for  the  certification  of  agricultural
products  around the globe.  In some cases,  GLOBALG.A.P certification is  a  pre-requisite  to  join the
supply chain. Certain high value markets do not accept any produce that is not GLOBALG.A.P
certified or at least in the process of certification. Unfortunately, according to FAQ on site
http://www2.globalgap.org/FAQ/index_html, still there are no certified medicinal plants in
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EUREPG.A.P. The most similar scope of the Fruit and Vegetables standard does NOT cover herbs or
plants exclusively used for medicinal purposes. It is also does not cover herbs exclusively used for its
aromatic attributes.
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Abstract

The influence of coal fields on the environment has been considered. For a preliminary estimate of the
initial state of the Elguinsky coalfield territory the GIS "Panorama" has been used. The digitized area
of the coal field prior to the development was drafted. The accumulation of a database will provide
information on the study area to examine the dynamics of the ecological situation in the Neryungri
district of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia). The results of this work are the first step in developing the
concept of negative effects of large coal mines on the environment.

Key words: Coalfield, Elguinsky coalfield, impact on the environment, Neryungrinsky opencast
colliery.

Yakutia  has  14.3  billion  tons  of  coal  reserves  (by  category  (A  +  B  +  C1  +  C2),  which  represents
48.3% of  all  stocks  on  the  Far  East  Federal  District.  More  than  a  half  of  coal  reserve  is  black  coal
(54.5% of total reserves). Much of the coal reserves of (77.5%) are coking, 99.4% of which belong to
the most valuable brands of coals [1]. In accordance with the Energy Strategy of the Sakha Republic
(Yakutia) for the period till 2030 the coal industry should become stable functioning and profitable
industry due to development of new fields, including the Elguinsky field.
The development of the Elguinsky coal field provides regions of the Russian Far East with coal. It also
conducts export of coal to countries of the Asia-Pacific region.

In connection with the involvement of new areas of coal deposits the estimate of ecological status of
the fields planned to be developed and their impact on the environment becomes relevant.
The Elguinsky coal field is a part of the South Yakut coal basin located in the Tokkinsky coal-bearing
area. It is unique in its reserves and quality characteristics of coals (Fig. 1,2).

The estimated capacity of the coal mine is 30 million tons per year. It is planned to achieve this to
2015-2020. The field is located on the watershed area of the rivers Undytkan, Elga, Ukikitkan, and
their tributaries related to the river basins Algama and Mulam. The field area is 246 square km with
explored reserves of coal about 2.7 billion tons [2]. According to the degree of metamorphism the
coals belong to the III (oily) phase. Coals of medium-and high-ash (15-24%), low-sulfur (0.2%), low-
phosphorus (0.01%), well-caking (Y = 28-37 mm), with a high calorific value (28 MJ / kg).
The field is developed by opencast methods. In this method of coalfield development the impact on
the biosphere is significant. Virtually all of its elements are affected: water and air, soil, landscape,
flora and fauna. Among the adverse effects it is observed the transformation of landscapes,
degradation of the atmosphere, pollution of soil, the development of erosion processes, changes in the
hydrological and hydrogeological regime of rivers area. This impact can be both immediate (direct)
and indirect, which is a consequence of the first one. The dimensions of the zone of indirect impact is
much larger than the direct impact zone of localization and, as a rule, in the area of distribution of
indirect impact there is not only part of the biosphere undergoing immediate impact, but also other
elements. In the process of mining the areas violated by mine workings, rock dumps and wastes
recycling appear and rapidly widen. They represent the barren surface, the negative influence of which
extends to the surrounding area.
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Figure 1. The location of the developed area of the Elguinsky coalfield

Figure 2. The terrain of the Elguinsky coal mine prior to the development of the field
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The researches devoted to the initial state of the environment getting into the zone of influence of the
Elguinsky coal field are very relevant for the study of its impact on the environment.
Climatic conditions. The climatic conditions of the Elguinsky coal field territory are sharply
continental with long, harsh winters, short warm summers and short-term transitional seasons: spring
and autumn. The absolute minimum of air temperature in winter reaches -51°C. The absolute
maximum temperature in summer is  + 34°C.  Wind speed is  relatively low; the average annual  wind
speed is 2.5 meters per second. In winter the winds of the northern and western compass points
prevail, in summer the eastern and north-east winds blow more often. The average annual precipitation
is 500-600 mm [3]. This feature makes the area more vulnerable to air pollution because it impedes
dispersion and dilution of pollutants in the atmosphere to safe levels.

Relief. The main part of the territory of the industrial development of the Elguinsky coal field is
midlands with altitude 840-1340 m with flat surfaces and stepped slopes. On all scarps there are slide-
rocks (Fig. 1). As a result of electric prospecting the territory of the Elguinsky coal field has a complex
structure with well-developed faults presented by zones of increased fracturing which power range
from several meters to 380 m and more [4].

Water Resources. The development of coal fields affects adversely the hydro chemical regime of
surface and ground waters. Because of drainage of rain and melt water through the waste banks and
dumps the surface and ground waters are contaminated with toxic elements of coal and its enclosing
rocks.

Pollution of rivers, streams and other water bodies may lead to the most adverse environmental effects
due to the fact that the harmful elements of the surface water can seep into groundwater and aquifer.
Ingenuously on the Elguinsky deposit territory there are the following rivers [5]:

The Ukikit River – a left tributary of the Mulam River, the distance from the mouth is 56 km, the
length of the watercourse is 70 km. It has more than 30 tributaries which are less than 10 km.

The  Elga  Stream -  a  right  tributary  of  the  Mulam River,  the  distance  from the  mouth  is  91  km,  the
length of the watercourse is 36 km.

The Undytkan – a left tributary of the Undytyn River, the distance from the mouth is 20 km, the length
of the watercourse is 50 km. It has 71 tributaries which are less than 10 km (watershed of the Algoma
River).

The Ukikitkan River – a left tributary of the Mulam River, the distance from the mouth is 96 km, the
length of the watercourse is 41 km. It has 8 tributaries which are less than 10 km.

Lake Bolshoye Toko originates from the Mulam River. The total catchment area is 919 sq km; the
surface  area  is  82.6,  the  Utuk  River  runs  into  it  in  the  south,  the  Mulam River  flows  from it  in  the
north.

The Elguinsky deposit is located in the immediate vicinity of the wildlife preserve with Republican
importance "Lake Bolshoye Toko" which refers to the specially protected national heritage. Four
species of birds and animals that live in this territory are listed in the Red Book (an annotated list of
rare and endangered animals, plants and fungi) of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) as very rare species
[2]. Despite the reverse water system used for the enrichment of coal, much of the waste water
contaminated by reagents and substances contained in the coal can enter the water bodies and the
lower elevation areas contaminating soil and natural waters.

Atmosphere. The atmosphere is polluted by dust and gas-organized and unorganized emissions and
discharges of different sources, including mines, dumps, processing plants and factories. The using of
motor transports on the opencast mine and the transportation of coal are also accompanied by large
amounts of pollutants, blowing away the coal and its dispersion along the roads. Therefore, to reduce
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the negative environmental impact of coal mining at the Elguinsky deposit it is necessary to reduce as
much as possible the emissions of harmful substances into the atmosphere.

Vegetation. The vegetation in the area of coal fields is represented mainly by rare larch trees and shrub
cedar elfin wood that forms impenetrable thickets.

The study area exceeds all known protected areas in the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) by richness of flora
with rare species of plants (17%). This territory is extremely valuable, little disturbed standard of
virgin nature combining ecotypes which are typical in continental East Siberia and oceanic Far East
containing the maximum number of rare endemic plant species. In the taiga zone there are rare forest
types such as Ayan fir groves, stone-birch forests, which perform essential environment-forming and
environment-stabilizing functions. These types of plants such as violets of Kuznetsov (endemic of the
Amur Region and Khabarovsk Territory), Isoëtes asiatica, Salix cardiophylla, Subularia aquatica,
small-leaved Paraquilegia and other plants are known in Yakutia only on this area.

Animals. In the immediate vicinity of the projected enterprise there are several rare species such as
Siberian spruce grouse, white crane, white-tailed eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla), golden eagle (Aquila
chrysaetos), osprey (Pandion haliaetus), bighorn of Aalen (Ovis nivicola), marmot of Doppelmayer,
and others. So, the Bolshoye Toko wildlife preserve is unique by its rich fauna. The situation with a
bighorn of Aalen has extremely worsened because of the projected railway Zeya - Elga on the territory
of  Tokinsky  Chain  and  the  upper  reaches  of  the  Algama  River.  These  areas  are  the  most  typical
habitats of this species.

The upper reaches of the Mulam and the Algoma are the spawning areas for valuable species of fish:
grayling, Brachymystax lenok, taimen. Contamination of these reservoirs will lead to a sharp
deterioration of living conditions for these species and in general for the inhabitants of aquatic
ecosystems, benthos and planktonic organisms.

Socio-economic problems. Planners have proposed a number of technological devices that reduce
man-made and anthropogenic impacts on ecosystems. Due to the fact that available and operating
industrial and social infrastructure of the South Yakut TPC will be used, the settlement on the Elga is
expected to have only a thousand of people. Measures are provided for dust suppression - irrigation of
explosive blocks, the greater use of emulsion explosives than on the Neryungri coal mine, the use of
conveyors, etc.
The study of the environment from the point of view of its impact on human health should take an
important place. It is necessary to know that the processes and phenomena occurring in the
environment during the development of mineral deposits are quite diverse. In its limiting values the
rate of these processes and phenomena can be catastrophically high or barely different from zero.
Accordingly, abrupt changes or more subtle changes may occur in human health. However, they can
lead to chronic diseases.

Effect of coal deposits on the components of the environment

The development of the Elguinsky deposit will become a harmful source for the environment.
Construction and operation of coal deposits will lead to a change in the local landscape, disruption of
hydrological and hydrogeological conditions, deterioration of the atmosphere and soil in the vicinity of
the existing coal-mining enterprise due to atmospheric emissions of a large quantity of coal and rock
dust and industrial gases. Dust pollution will be the biggest threat to the environment.

An analogue for assessing the impact of the Elguinsky strip mine may be the Neryungri strip mine
(NSM), which operates in South Yakutia over 20 years. The Neryungri strip mine covers an area of
approximately 4.4 hectares; about 60% of the area is covered with waste rock dumps, which are
formed on the outer edge of the open pit in two tiers in height of about 70 and 30 m [9]. Overburden
waste of the opencast colliery "Neryungrinsky" was 23.757.250 tons in 2009. Waste rock after coal
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preparation of the coal-preparation plant "Neryungrinskaya" was 272.075 tons and ash-and-slag from
coal combustion - 192.19 tons [6]. The actual production of coal in the opencast colliery
"Neryungrinsky" for 2010 was 8635.336 tons, the amount of stripping - 44 829 m3, of which on the
internal dumps there are 44 456 m of coal [7].

Blasting operations are conducted regularly in the open pit. Each year, it is used to 30 tons of
explosives; it is blasted to 42 m3 of rock mass. At the coal-preparation plant it is processed on average
per year up to 5 million tons of coking and 1.7 million tons of power-generating coal. The main source
of the plant emissions is a drying-kindling shop (boiler chimney height is 62 m) [8]. Dust forming
during blasting, loading and unloading, dusting of coal storage, coal-faces and dumps of overburden
represent the main sources of pollutant emissions into the atmosphere in the opencast colliery
"Neryungrinsky».

In general, the excess of health standards for major pollutants in Neryungri extends to a distance of six
kilometers from the polluters [9].

The Elguinsky coal field with reserves of more than 2 billion tons and with the volume of production
in the future 30 million tons a year (15 million tons of coking coal, 15 million tons of power-
generating coal) [10] will give coal three times larger than the Neryungrskoye coal field. The increase
in production will lead to a significant increase in dust and gas emissions, an increase of the amount of
liquid effluents and soil disturbance. During the industrial development of the coal field the amount of
dust emissions will be significantly increased up to 600-800 t /sq.km per year [11]. Operation of the
Elguinsky strip mine, in comparison with the NSM, is highly labor intensive because of the additional
work on the fragmentation of up to 70 million tons of overburden and 20 million tons of coal, repeated
preparation and grinding of industrial products, and the low yield of marketable products.

Thus, the development of coal deposits are adversely affected almost all the components of the
ecosystem: landscape, atmosphere, surface water and groundwater, soils, vegetation and wildlife.

Due to the industrial development of the Elguinsky coal field and the construction of the railway from
the Amur region to the coal field, a large area of forest will be cut down and the natural habitats of rare
herbaceous plants will be also reduced.

At the same time the effect of mining on the environment does not limit itself to the boundaries of the
claim. Powder-gas cloud formed by the blasting and transportation of the rock mass can be spread
over long distances. The components of the mixture that fall out and accumulate in the soil-vegetable
covering for a long time are changing its chemical composition. Products of destruction and
disintegration of rocks also get the surface of water bodies. The smallest particles of sediment from
mining companies that had accumulated over the winter period get into the river system with spring
melt water. This affects adversely on the change in the geochemical composition of water and bottom
sediments.

A high vulnerability of aquatic ecosystems of mountain rivers to all forms of human impact is widely
known. The current state of rivers in Neryungri district can be an example for it. The rivers Chulman,
Neryungri, Iengra and others have become almost empty in the range of influence of the
Neryungrinsky opencast colliery, geological and mining cooperatives. Dumping from drainage wells
of  fields  of  the  NOC,  waste  discharge  from  treatment  facilities  are  pour  out  into  these  rivers.  The
content of iron in the Berkakit River exceeds MPC by 0.06 mg/l, according to COD by 15 mg/l. On
the Neryungri River COD exceeds MPC by 14.93 mg/l. Oil pollution of the Olongro River has
increased by 0.008 mg/l, suspended solids content is 3.6 mg/l; the content of nitrogen-ammonium is
1.01 mg/l, chloride - 7.3 mg/l, iron - 0.15 mg/l and COD-14.66 mg/l. On the Iengra River suspended
solids have increased up to 12.3 mg/l and COD from 15.83 to 41.71 mg/l [12].
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Open-cast mining of coal is accompanied by the formation of a significant amount of pit waters. The
basis of these waters is underground water drained by mine workings. The territory of the Elguinsky
coalfield, represented by zones of increased fracturing, can serve as an additional source of forming
mine waters by filtering into the mine workings of precipitation and surface waters from adjacent
water bodies.

Experience of the Neryungrinsky opencast colliery shows that the pollution by harmful substances
occurs throughout the process of production, transportation, storage and preparation of coal.
Explosions on the loosening of waste rock and coal-bed are accompanied by the formation of powder-
gas cloud with dimension up to 15-20 million m3 and with a concentration of dust 0,135-0,217 kg/m3.
At the same time, powder-gas cloud rises to a height up to 1500-1700 m and within 4-6 hours it
dissipates up to 500 tons of dust.

In the total share of atmospheric emissions by "Neryungrinsky" opencast colliery the suspended solids,
nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide. The composition of emissions also includes such environmentally
hazardous components like lead and its compounds, manganese and its compounds, hexavalent
chromium, sulfur dioxide, iron oxide and other chemical agents [14].

In the microelement composition of coal of the Neryungrinsky coalfields among 33 investigated
elements there is a relatively high content of titanium – on the average about 1.5 g / kg, manganese -
about 0.3 g / kg, phosphorus -135 mg / kg, Zinc - 58 mg / kg , lead - about 20 mg / kg. The same
elements are predominant in the solid phase samples of snow cover [13].

The local technogenic pollution of the opencast colliery in south-east direction in the area of the joint
impact of opencast mine and coal preparation plant stands out sharply.  Here there is a maximum
accumulation of air pollution products in snow cover. Dust load reaches 150 t/km2.  A  part  of  the
residential area (old town), the industrial district of the town, dacha plots are in the contaminated area
[9].The probability of contamination by coal dust with density of 10 tons per square kilometer is big
not only on one third of valleys of rivers Undytkan and Ukakit, Elga Valley, but also the north-western
part of Lake Bolshoye Toko [9].

 When developing coal on strip-pit 40-50% of dust is formed due to blasting, 20-25% of dust is
allocated when loading the broken rock mass and 25-40% - during the transportation along roads of an
opencast mine. From 5-15% (during transportation) to 70-75% (mass explosion) is driven out of the
open pit. The total area of the impact of an open pit on the environment increases many times [14].

A complex scheme of mining the deposit, including a variety of engineering processes, a long period
of operation stipulate the organization of integrated environmental monitoring of the Elginsky project
area. Its main purpose is to study the spatial and temporal conformities of the environment dynamics
for large scale development. In these circumstances, to assess the ecological condition in the future,
the natural state of a developed plot, i.e. "zero cycle" in the field development, takes on special
significance.
As a cartographic basis for assessing the initial state of the Elguinsky coalfield territory topographic
maps have been used. The program "Panorama" has been used to analyze the area. The entire process
of creating a digital map using GIS technology consisted of several stages. At first, maps of the given
scale were scanned. Then, a project was created in GIS «Panorama." The maps were digitized, the
quality of data layers was checked, and the coordinate system of layers was conformed. As a result of
the work we got an electronic map of the Elguinsky coalfield on the basis of theme layers as
hydrography and topography. Using the program "Panorama" the electronic map was composed. As
the database widens, this map will provide pictorial information about the concerned area to study the
dynamics of the ecological situation.

The existing work is the initial step in developing fundamentals of the strategy for optimizing the
environmental changes under the influence of the coalmines.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to identify from experimental researches  the results regarding the
smoke emissions of a four stroke, four cylinder, direct injection medium power diesel engine at partial
loads operating on diesel fuel (DF), rapeseed methyl ester (RME), degummed and filtered (5 m) pure
rapeseed oil (RO100) and its blends with diesel fuel: 20 % pure rapeseed oil-80 % diesel fuel (RO20),
50 % pure rapeseed oil-50 % diesel fuel (RO50), 75 % pure rapeseed oil-25 % diesel fuel (RO75)
compared to diesel fuel.The main properties of tested fuels has been determined. The tractor diesel
engine subjected to experiment has four cylinders, 51.5 kW and 4760 cc. The engine was loaded at
wide open accelerator position, and run at different speeds between 1200 and 1950 rpm and different
engine loads: 90%, 85%, 80%, 75%, 70% and 65%. The high values of smoke emissions for tested
fuels can be found for diesel fuel on the engine load of 75% at 1400 rpm (2.61 m-1). The most
important increase of smoke emissions for pure rapeseed oil is on the engine load 70% at 1300 rpm
(1.86 m-1). For the blend RO20 the maximum value of smoke emissions is on the engine load 75% at
1400 rpm (2.42 m-1). RME has the maximum value for smoke emissions on the engine load 90% at
1700 rpm (1.94 m-1).

Key words: rapeseed oil, diesel engine, fuel blends, cetane number, viscosity, smoke emissions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Biodiesels are fuels that are made from renewable oils that can be usually used in diesel engines
without major modification. These fuels have properties similar to fossil diesel oils and have reduced
emissions from a cleaner burn due to their higher oxygen content.

In order to insure the protection against future petroleum shocks, the countries that are members of the
European Union, and also the Energy Department of the United States of America have elaborated a
series of strategies based on the orientation of the petroleum’s imports towards “the regions of the
calmer world” and also on the development of alternative energies. Within the programs launched in
numerous countries, the substitution fuels are based on oxygenated organic compounds, such as:
alcohols, ethers, organic esters and their derivates.

The growing concerns on the long-term availability of diesel and its environmental disadvantage have
necessitated the search for a renewable alternative to diesel fuel. Biofuel can provide a feasible
solution to these problems; known liquid biofuels are fuels derived from alcohol and vegetable oils
(Bhupendra et al. 2010).

The strong development of the SVO (straight vegetable oils) sector worldwide calls for these new
dynamics to be channeled from the outset, by drawing up precise and compulsory specifications
adapted to the supply chain from plantation to end user, with transparency and traceability: a quality
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norm or standard (Sibidé et al. 2010). A standard from Europe of German origin, exists today for SVO
fuel use: DIN 51605. These recommendations mostly apply to rapeseed oil (Remmele and Thuneke
2007).

Some of the physical-chemical properties of the fuels, influence the processes that take place in diesel
engines, such as the density, viscosity, superficial tension, the temperature of self combustion, while
others influence the engine’s wear (alkalinity, mineral and organic acidity, the content of sulphur,
water, color,etc.).

Viscosity influences the engine’s feeding and the fuel’s spraying in the combustion chamber. The
increase of viscosity disfavors the spraying and combustion of the fuel in the engine. A too viscous
fuel will worsen the formation of the fuel mixture, because the drops, being big and penetrating, will
reach the opposite wall of the injector. The contact surface is colder, which will determine a break in
the chain of the combustion reactions. Because of this, white smoke will appear, having a sharp smell
(due to the products of an incomplete combustion: aldehydes and acids). On the other hand, for the
fuels with small viscosity, that favors a fine spraying, the mass of drops being smaller, the jet’s
penetration in the dense air is not sufficient. Black smoke is formed, typical for the lack of oxygen (the
combustion is realized with excess of fuel) (Burnete et al.  2008).

 Transesterification of the vegetable oils is used to decrease the viscosity of the vegetable oil;
however, other properties of the oil remain same and this new fuel was called as biodiesel (Leon et al.
2004). This biodiesel contains no petroleum, even though it can be used in pure form in the
compression ignition engine with little or no engine modification, or it can be used in blend with
petroleum diesel at any level (Pugazhvadivu et al. 2009).

The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of biofuels based on rapeseed oil on the diesel
engine smoke emissions compared with diesel fuel.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

In this study, the D-2402 type compression ignition engine type was fuelled with 6 different fuels
blends: 100 % diesel fuel (DF); 100% rapeseed metyl ester  (RME); 80% diesel fuel - 20% crude
rapeseed oil (RO20); 50% diesel fuel - 50% crude rapeseed oil (RO50); 25% diesel fuel 75% crude
rapeseed oil (RO75); 100% crude rapeseed oil (RO100).

The main properties of the blends have been determined and are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The main properties of the tested fuels

Property parameters DF RME RO20 RO50 RO75 RO100 Test methods
Density, g/cm3 0.834 0.883 0.855 0.880 0.897 0.915 SR EN ISO

3675
Kinematic viscosity (40 oC),

mm2/s
2.346 4.466 4.424 9.654 17.859 34.358 ASTM D445

Oxidation stability, h >58 6.84 >58 9.5 7.79 5.92 ISO 6886
Acid value, mg KOH/g 0.04 0.292 0.625 1.358 1.904 2.008 DIN 51558

Peroxide number,
mmol•O2/kg

0 3.13 2.13 5.20 6.33 13.59 ISO 3960

Coke content, max wt% 0.009 0.022 0.078 0.183 0.259 0.4 ASTM D524-76
Water content, mg/kg 37 77 138 297 405 535 ISO 12937

Cetane number 57.6 50.3 56 53.8 49.3 48.1 ASTM D613
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The experimental stand (Fig.1) equipped with a tractor diesel engine D-2402 type, hydraulic brake,
exhaust analyzer, sensors that measure the instantaneous values of the some parameters and data
acquisition system, allows measurement of engine speed, braking force, fuel consumption, testing
duration coolant engine temperature, oil temperature and ambient parameters.

The main features of the engine subjected to experiment are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The main technical characteristics of the engine used in experimental tests

The experimental stand (Fig.1) equipped with a tractor diesel engine D-2402 type, hydraulic brake,
exhaust analyzer, sensors that measure the instantaneous values of the some parameters and data
acquisition system, allows measurement of engine speed, braking force, fuel consumption, testing
duration coolant engine temperature, oil temperature and ambient parameters.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Smoke formation occurs primarily in the fuel-rich zone of the cylinder, at high temperature and
pressure. If the applied fuel is partially oxygenated, locally over-rich regions can be reduced and
primary smoke formation can be limited (Puhan et al. 2005).

Genesis of smoke emission is correlated in some areas with incomplete burning in combustion
chamber due to the very short fuel-air mixture formation.

Figure 2 represents the variation of smoke emissions of fuel based on rapeseed oil compared to diesel
at different partial loads 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90% and engine speeds between 1200 rpm and
1950 rpm.

Engine type D-2402

Number of cylinders 4

Bore, mm 110

Stroke, mm 130

Engine capacity, cm3 4760

Compression ratio 17:1

Injection pressure, daN/cm2 175±5

Injection timing advance, ca 24°

Effective power, kW 51.5

Nominal speed, rpm 1800

BSFC – Brake Specific Fuels 244
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Fig. 1. Experimental stand and sensor positioning scheme

1 - exhaust gas temperature sensor; 2-  exhaust gas dynamic pressure sensor 3- exhaust static pressure
sensor ; 4 – exhaust pipe; 5- engine radiator; 6- switch distributor; 7- in-line pump injection; 8- biofuel

heating element; 9- pump supply; 10- oil pressure sensor; 11- oil temperature sensor; 12- hydraulic
brake shaft; 13 – engine torque sensor; 14 - shock absorbers 15- rotation sensor; 16 -  electronic
computing unit; 17- electronic block (multiplexer module); 18- water temperature sensor; 19-

injectors; 20- ambient temperature sensor;

The engine was loaded at wide open accelerator throttle, and run at different speeds between 1200 and
1950 rpm and different engine loads: 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85% and 90%.
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Fig.2. Smoke emissions as a function of load at various engine speed for all tested fuels.

Figure 2 shows that at constant engine loads, as speeds increase, the smoke emissions for all fuels has
a  tendency  to  decrease,  due  to  the  thermal  engine  regime  when  fuel  combustion  of  fuels  tend  to  be
more complete .

The reduction in smoke level at higher load may be due to better combustion at higher load and more
biodiesel is required.

Higher smoke emissions for all experienced fuels is observed in the case of the load between 65% and
90% at speeds n = 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600 and 1700 rpm. This is explained because of the low
thermal engine regime

Maximum value of smoke emissions is for diesel fuel (DF) when smoke level is 2,51 m-1 at  75%
engine load and the speed of 1400 rpm .
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RO20 has value of smoke emission very close to those of diesel fuel due to high percentage of diesel
fuel in blend.

Table 3 summarizes the evolution of smoke emissions of fuels based on rapeseed oil compared to
diesel fuel depending on the engine load.

Table 3. The evolution of smoke emissions of biofuels based on fuels rapeseed oil compared to
diesel fuel

Load, (%) Tested fuels Smoke emissions evolution

90

RO100 - 12,46 %

RME - 1,13 %

RO75 - 6,23 %

RO50 - 39,94 %

RO20 - 5,38 %

85

RO100 - 26,74 %

RME - 23,10 %

RO75 - 18,54 %

RO50 - 24,92 %

RO20 - 21,88 %

80

RO100 + 10,74 %

RME - 37,78 %

RO75 - 10,09 %

RO50 - 7,81 %

RO20 - 13,68 %

75

RO100 - 44,66 %

RME - 67,55 %

RO75 - 28 %

RO50 - 56,88 %

RO20 - 35,11 %

70

RO100 + 91 %

RME + 36,98 %

RO75 + 89 %

RO50 + 72 %
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RO20 + 23,28 %

65

RO100 + 99,76%

RME + 98,78 %

RO75 + 97,97 %

RO50 + 99,87 %

RO20 + 23,95 %

At the engine loads of 90%, 85%, 80% and 75%, the value of smoke emissions of fuels based on
rapeseed oil are lower in most case than smoke level of diesel fuels.

For RO100, smoke emissions level has lower values with 12.46%, 26.74% and 44.66% for 90%, 85%
respectively 75% engine loads. A slight increase (10.74%) is observed at engine load of 80%.

In the case of RME decreasing of smoke emissions compared to smoke level of diesel fuel is between
1.13%, 23.10%, 37.78% and 44.66% at 90%, 85%, 80% respectively 75 % engine loads.

For blends RO20, RO50 and RO75, smoke emission values recorded maximum reduction of 56.88%
for RO50 at 75% engine load and minimum 5.38% for RO20 at 90% engine load.

Because of high viscosity and low volatility of vegetable oils, the brake thermal efficiency of
vegetable oils is inferior to those of diesel at low loads. This leads to problems of high smoke
emissions (Devan and Mahalakshmi, 2009).

The fuels based on rapeseed oil has greater smoke emissions level than value of smoke in case of
diesel fuel for 60% and 65% engine loads. This may be due to heavier molecular structure, double
bonds in vegetable oil chemical structure and higher viscosity of rapeseed oil and their blends. These
factors are responsible for higher smoke emissions resulting in incomplete and sluggish combustion at
this engine loads.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this study, the following specific conclusions were draw:

- the physiochemical properties of fuels based on rapeseed oil are comparable to those
of diesel fuel;

- it  was  found  that  smoke  emissions  are  much  better  values  for  blend  RO50  than  for
diesel fuel emission values, reaching up to 56.88 % more lower at 75%  engine load;

- at  the  same  regime  load,  RME  emits  smoke  emissions  up  to  67.55  %  lower  than
diesel;

- smoke level using biofuels at a lower engine load, has a increase tendency than at
higher engine load due to the lower thermal engine regime and higher viscosity of rapeseed
oil and their blends.

The experimental test showed that biofuel based on rapeseed oil is viable in terms of environmental
pollution for its use as fuel.

The results of these researches reveal the fact that vegetable oils have a significant influence on the
decrease of the smoke emissions when using them on diesel medium power engines.
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Still, it is suggested that future researches should focus on the endurance tests of the use of vegetable
fuels as diesel fuels in order to identify some additives for reducing the usage and the coating resulted
after their use on diesel engines.
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Abstract

The term “medicinal and aromatic plants” is used for a very high number of species widely used in
pharmacology, cosmetics, liquor and food industries. These species are undivided part of the flora of
the Mediterranean Ecosystems. Aromatic plants are reported to present a variety of dormancy types
and thus they require different treatments in order to relieve their dormancy. It is, however, very
important to know the germination requirements of each species, which result to a successful
propagation, as there is a gradual increasing demand in the market worldwide. The aim of the present
paper was to investigate the type of dormancy and the necessary pretreatments for germination of five
aromatic species (Origanum microphyllum Origanum vulgare, Hypericum olumpicum, Hypericum
perforatum, Achillea millefolium). Seeds of the species were collected from the mountain Falakro
(Drama, Greece) late September 2011. For the germination test, seeds were subjected to cold moist
stratification for two months at 0±1oC. Germination of seeds took place in germinator chambers under
two distinct regimes a) at constant +25oC for 8 hours in light and 16 hours on darkness and b) under
alternate conditions +25/+15oC for 8 hours in light/16 hours on darkness respectively. Percentages as
well as speed of germination were not significantly different between treatments or temperature
regimes in most of the studied species. Only O. microphyllum stratified seeds presented higher
germination percentages and speed than the control ones but only under constant germination
temperature.

Key words: seed germination, Origanum microphyllum, Origanum vulgare, Hypericum olumpicum,
Hypericum perforatum, Achillea millefolium

1. INTRODUCTION
The term “medicinal and aromatic plants” is meant to indicate a very high number of species widely
used in pharmacology, cosmetics, liquor and food industries due to their active substances. The
interest for medicinal plants dates back to the early history of mankind and is related to the basic need
to find in nature, through curative herbs, the attainment of a physical well being. Aromatic plants are
undivided part of the flora of the Mediterranean Ecosystems. Many studies have stressed their
importance as a traditional source of medicines, aromas, and raw matter for local populations
(Carrubba and Scalenghe 2012). The usage of these species has its origin deep in the history with the
first references to originate from the ancient years. Great contribution in our today knowledge on
aromatic plants is attributed in Theophrastus (4th BC). In his book “Inquiry into plants” he made the
first attempt to describe, taxonomist, and classify the aromatic plants. In the same book there are
firstly referred the researches into seed germination of the aromatic plants. Although seed germination
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has its origin on Theophrastus studies however few steps have been made in the last decades and they
have mainly focused in the species with great economical value such as Origanum sp.

Aromatic plants are reported to present a variety of dormancy types (e.g Van Tooren and Pons 1988,
Kambizi et al., 2006, Sharma et al., 2006, Van Assche and Vandelook 2006, Oawole and Agboola
2008) and thus they require different treatments in order to relieved their dormancy. However there are
also species whose seeds are reported as non dormant (e.g. Thanos and Dousi 1995). It is, however,
very important to know the germination requirements of each species, which result to a successful
propagation, as there is a gradual increasing demand in the market worldwide. The aim of the present
paper was to investigate the type of dormancy and the necessary pretreatments for germination of five
aromatic species (Origanum microphyllum Origanum vulgare, Hypericum olumpicum, Hypericum
perforatum, Achillea millefolium).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Studied species

Origanum vulgare L.

Aromatic, woody-based perennial, which grows to 20-90 cm in height. Its leaves are ovate (egg-
shaped, with the wider end at the base), 10-40 mm long and 5-25 mm wide, and borne opposite each
other on the stem. The edges of the leaves are smooth or very shallowly toothed, and the leaf tips vary
from acute (pointed) to obtuse (rounded). The inflorescence is many-flowered, with flowers grouped
into short dense lateral or terminal spikes. The corolla (ring of united petals) is white to purplish, 4-8
mm long, and has two lips. The calyx (ring of united sepals) is five-toothed. Each flower has four
stamens (male parts). Each fruit has four small nutlets (single-seeded units).

Origanum microphyllum (Benth.) Vogel

Small perennial shrub with branched shoots of 20-50 mm in length. Petiolated leaves 4-8mm ,egg-
shaped to elongated or obtused, rounded or anticordate in base, fairly pubescent. Inflorescence in the
edge of the shoot, panicle in type. Bracts 3-4 mm widely rounded. Calyx 2-2.5 mm, sideway cut, intact
in the edge, densely pubescent in stomio. Annulus 5mm in length, scarlet in colour.

Achillea millefolium L.

Perennial herb that produces one to several stems (8 to 16 inches tall) from a fibrous underground
horizontal rootstock (rhizome). It is known to be both native and introduced. Leaves are evenly
distributed along the stem, with the leaves near the middle and bottom of the stem being the largest.
The leaves have varying degrees of hairiness (pubescence). Leaf blades are lance-shaped in outline,
but are finely divided. Overall leaf dimensions range from ¼ to 1¼ inch wide by 1¼ to 6 inches long.
The flower heads (inflorescence) have a flattened dome shape (with approximately 10-20 ray flowers.
The flowers are whitish to yellowish-white. The plant commonly persists from May through June.

Hypericum perforatum L.

Hypericum perforatum is a yellow-flowering, stoloniferous or sarmentose, perennial herb indigenous
to Europe, which has been introduced to many temperate areas of the world and grows wild in many
meadows.  Its  stems  are  erect,  branched  in  the  upper  section,  and  can  grow  to  1  m  high.  It  has
opposing, stalkless, narrow, oblong leaves that are 12 mm long or slightly larger. The leaves are
yellow-green in color, with transparent dots throughout the tissue and occasionally with a few black
dots on the lower surface. Leaves exhibit obvious translucent dots when held up to the light, giving
them a  ‘perforated’  appearance,  hence  the  plant's  Latin  name.  Their  flowers  measures  up  to  2.5  cm
across, have five petals, and are colored bright yellow with conspicuous black dots. The flowers
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appear in broad cymes at the ends of the upper branches, between late spring and early to mid summer.
The sepals are pointed, with glandular dots in the tissue. There are many stamens, which are united at
the base into three bundles. When flower buds (not the flowers themselves) or seed pods are crushed, a
reddish/purple liquid is produced.

Hypericum olumpicum L.

Glabrous perennial herb or dwarf shrub; stems erect to decumbent or rarely prostrate, 2-lined. Leaves
sessile, 5-38x1.5-12 mm, very variable in shape, with a distinct midrib and faint lateral veins, glaucus-
green, dotted with pellucid glands and usually with intramaginal black glands, fascicles or smaller
leaves (dwarf shoots) usually absent. Inflorescence subcorymbose, rather lax, with 1-5 flowers. Bracts
like the leaves but smaller. Sepals 9-16x4-7 mm, entire, broadly imbricate, acute to acuminate, without
or with 1-5 (rarely numerous) black dots. Petals oblanceolate to oblong-oblanceolate, 15-30 mm, often
with a reddish tinge beneath, without or with a few black dots. Capsule smooth, ovoid to globose,
5-10x4-8 mm (Strid 1986).

The species studied in the current paper originated from the slopes of the mountain Falakro (Drama,
Greece). Seeds of the species were collected after the end of their annual growth and prior to seed
dispersal (late September 2011).  Seeds of each of the species were collected from different
individuals of the same area in order to have more representative results. The collected seeds were
transferred at the Rangeland Ecology Laboratory of the Department of Forestry and Natural
Environment Management of Kavala where germination experiments were conducted.

2.2 Germination test

For the germination test, seeds were subjected to cold moist stratification in river sand for two months
at 0±1oC. Control seeds were also used that were not subjected to any treatment. Germination of seeds
took place in germinator chambers under two distinct regimes a) at constant +25oC for 8 hours in light
and 16 hours on darkness and b) under alternate conditions +25/+15oC for 8 hours in light/16 hours on
darkness respectively. Criterion for germination was the emergence of radicle above 2mm.

The speed of germination was also calculated according to the following formula as proposed by
Czabator (1962):

GV = PV x MDG where PV is the quotient of the maximum germination percentage observed towards
the number of days to reach that value while MDG is the quotient of the total germination percentage
towards the total number of days the experiment lasted.

2.3 Statistical analysis

Germination results were tested for normality and homogeneity with Shapiro Wilks and Levene tests
respectively. The existence of difference in mean values was examined by using the independent t-test.
GLM Univariate Anova Analysis (UNIANOVA) was performed in order to examine the effect of each
studied factor (temperature regime and stratification) as well as their interaction on seed germination.
All tests were performed at a 0.05 level of significance.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Germination percentages were not significantly different between treatments or temperature regimes
in most of the studied species (Table 1) with the only exception of O. microphyllum. Similarly
germination speed did not differ at all species and treatments (Table 2).
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Table 1. Germination percentages of seeds under the distinct temperature regimes.

Species Treatment
Germination percentage(%)*

+25oC +25/+15oC

Hypericum perforatum
Stratification 15.56a,A 20.00a,A

Control 8.89a,A 6.67a,A

Hypericum olympicum
Stratification 31.89a,A 48.33b,A

Control 27.78a,A 42.56b,A

Origanum

vulgare

Stratification 24.44a,A 35.56a,A

Control 38.89a,A 31.11a,A

Origanum

microphylum

Stratification 65.56a,A 33.33b,A

Control 35.56a,B 34.90a,A

Achillea

millefolium

Stratification 33.33a,A 22.22a,A

Control 44.44a,A 48.89a,A
*Values followed by the same letters do not present significant differences at a 0.05 level of significance. (Small letters refer to values within rows while capital

letters refer to values in columns separately for each temperature regime and species).

Table 2. Germination speed of seeds under the distinct temperature regimes

Species Treatment
Germination speed

+25oC +25/+15oC

Hypericum perforatum
Stratification 0.22a,A 0.36a,A

Control 0.04a,A 0.02a,A

Hypericum olympicum
Stratification 0.88a,A 2.82a,A

Control 2.56a,A 3.08a,A

Origanum

vulgare

Stratification 2.11a,A 4.83a,A

Control 2.64a,A 3.52a,A

Origanum

microphylum

Stratification 4.53a,A 3.62a,A

Control 0.67a,B 2.56a,A

Achillea

millefolium

Stratification 3.17a,A 0.40a,A

Control 3.62a,A 2.14a,A
*Values followed by the same letters do not present significant differences at a 0.05 level of significance. (Small letters refer to values within rows while capital

letters refer to values in columns separately for each temperature regime and species).

O. microphyllum stratified seeds presented both higher germination percentages and speed than the
control ones but only under constant germination temperature. It is probably thus that O. microphyllum
seeds present a physiological type of dormancy. A significant interaction was also found between
stratification and temperature regime in germination percentage of O. microphyllum seeds (Table 3).
As far as it concerns to the speed of germination although a significant effect of stratification was
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found however no significant interaction was found between stratification and germination
temperature (Table 4)

Table 3. Univariate Anova Analysis (UNIANOVA) of seed germination percentages.

Species Source of variation F-ratio p-value

Origanum vulgare

Stratification treatment 0.146 .712

Temperature regime 0.016 .902

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.523 .490

Origanum
microphyllum

Stratification treatment 8.066* .034

Temperature regime 8.747* .018

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 6.541* .022

Hypericum olympicum

Stratification treatment 3.516 .098

Temperature regime 35.071* .000

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.100 .760

Hypericum perforatum

Stratification treatment 1.474 .259

Temperature regime 1.206 .304

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.030 .866

Achillea millefolium

Stratification treatment 2.240 .173

Temperature regime 0.070 .798

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.380 .555

*Significant at 0.05 significance level.

Table 4. Univariate Anova Analysis (UNIANOVA) of seed germination speed.

Species Source of variation F-ratio p-value

Origanum vulgare

Stratification treatment 0.017 .900

Temperature regime 0.841 .386

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.367 .561

Origanum
microphyllum

Stratification treatment 6.951* .030

Temperature regime 0.107 .752

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 2.211 .175

Hypericum olympicum Stratification treatment 1.109 .323
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Temperature regime 0.612 .457

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.927 .364

Hypericum perforatum

Stratification treatment 4.027 .080

Temperature regime 0.432 .529

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.275 .614

Achillea millefolium

Stratification treatment 0.749 .412

Temperature regime 1.316 .284

Stratification treatment x
Stratification temperature 0.021 .888

*Significant at 0.05 significance level.

The increased germination percentage under constant temperature +25oC as compared to the alternate
+25/+15oC probably means that germination of O. microphyllum seeds, after the natural stratification
over winter, present higher germination when mean daily temperature is close to +25oC. It is possible
thus that the higher the duration of time of the temperature close to +25oC, during the day, the greater
the seed germination. It might also be possible that O. microprophyllum seeds emerge mainly in late of
spring when mean temperatures are relatively higher than at the onset. However the later need further
investigation.

On the other hand, no significant effect of stratification or temperature regime was observed on seed
germination of O. vulgare.  As far as the two Origanum species is concerned, despite the fact that in
Falakro mountain occupy the same areas, it seems that have distinct seed physiology.

Different trend as effect of the temperature regime for germination was observed for H. olympicum
seeds. Although stratification did not increase the germination percentage, however both control and
stratified seeds exhibited higher germination under alternate rather than constant temperature (Table
1). Furthermore UNIANOVA analysis proved that temperature regime had significant effect on seed
germination of the species. Thus, seeds of H. olympicum do not seem to present dormancy and remain
viable-nondormant in the ground during winter and emerge on the onset of spring when temperature
begin to raise. On the other hand in H. perforatum no significant effect of temperature or stratification
was observed on seed germination. However the low germination results observed in this study are not
sufficient to come to a conclusion about its seed physiology and further investigation is needed. For
example, it might be possible that a greater stratification period is needed in order to maximaze
germination.

In A. millefolium as in H. perforatum and O. vulgare neither stratification nor the temperature regime
affected seed germination.

Finally germination speed was found to be significantly different only in O. microphyllum seeds under
constant rather than alternate conditions. The same treatment was also attributed higher germination
percentage after stratification. Thus in the specific species when seeds put to germinate under constant
temperature the application of stratification not only increases their percentage of germination but also
enhances their uniformity of germination by increasing their germination speed.
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ECO-GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF UPLAND BOGS

OF TOMSK REGION (WEST SIBERIA, RUSSIA)
Mezhibor A. M., Arbuzov S. I., Arkhipov V. S.

Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia, 634050, Tomsk, 30, Lenin Avenue

Abstract

The authors studied upland peat bogs of Tomsk region (West Siberia, Russia) to determine the
concentrations of trace elements in peat. The calculations of concentration coefficient in relation to
the sedimentary rocks showed that Au, Br, Sr, Ba, Fe, and Cr tend to accumulate in upland peat bogs
of Tomsk region. Together with the study of vertical distribution of trace elements in the studied peat
bogs we outlined factors influencing their accumulation in peat. Lithological and mineral composition
of surrounding territories plays role in the accumulation of Cr, Sc, Br, Au, and lanthanides, climatic
conditions and necessity for living plants cause Ca variations. Cr, Sc, lanthanides and U are also
actively accumulated in the peat near industrial cities in the south of Tomsk region.

Key words: upland peat, trace elements, West Siberia

1. INTRODUCTION

Peat bogs in Tomsk region are typical bogs of cool regions, dominated by the growth of bog mosses,
Sphagnum fuscum. The peat bogs in Tomsk region constituent approximately 60% of the whole
number of wetlands of this region (Inisheva et al. 1995).

With the retardation of decomposition of the dead moss, a Sphagnum peat develops under the living
plants. This is particularly the case in areas where there is a mean annual temperature of below 10° C
(50° F), which also retards decay (Verhoeven 2006).

Peat bogs are fed predominately by atmospheric precipitations. The peat underlying a Sphagnum bog
is composed largely of partly decomposed moss. There may be some inclusion of windblown particles,
pollen, and dust.

Geochemical composition of peat is of interest for various directions of human activity. Peat is widely
used in cosmetology, agriculture, and as a fuel. Thus, the estimation of trace elements concentrations
in peat profiles is a primary task for its further use. The data on peat geochemistry are also important
for ecological studies when moss and peat are used as environmental indicators (Glooschenko &
Capobianco 1978, Headley 1996, Shotyk et al. 2001, Martinez-Cortizas et al. 1997, West et al. 1997).

Trace elements in Siberian peat bogs have been studied earlier by Arkhipov et al. (1988), Bernatonis et
al. (1990), Boyarkina et al. (1993), and Inisheva L.I. (1994). The present research accomplishes earlier
studies on trace elements in peat of West Siberia, particularly in Tomsk region, and represents a wide
range of chemical elements and peculiarities of their vertical variability.

2. METHODS

16 peat bogs of Tomsk region have been studied. The location of these bogs is represented at the Fig.
1. For this study we used own analytical data and published data on peat geochemical composition of
V.M. Gavshin et al. (2003) (1 bog).
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Figure 1. General scheme of the location of studied peat bogs

Peat samples were taken from the central parts of bogs where surface flow is minimal. The upper 30
cm of peat bogs were sampled by the method of trial pit. Below this interval samples were collected
using geological peat drill (with a volume of 50 cm3) to the bottom of a peat deposit. Intervals of the
sampling were ranged from 2 cm (in the upper part of the peat bogs) to 25 cm.

The samples were dried at room temperature and then were reduced to powder. For analytical research
the dry fine-particle samples were formed in tablets with a diameter of 8 mm and weight of 100 mg.
Dry peat powder was also ashed to determine the ash yield.

For analytical investigations of peat the method of instrumental neutron-activation analysis (INAA) is
more perspective as it does not need for special sample preparation and has a low detection limit
(Arkhipov et al. 1988). Laboratory measurements of trace elements were carried out at the Nuclear-
Geochemical Laboratory (NGL) of the Department of Geoecology and Geochemistry of Tomsk
Polytechnic University (TPU) (analysts A.F. Sudyko and V.M. Levitskiy) using the research nuclear
reactor IRT-T at the Scientific Research Institute of Nuclear Physics of TPU.

To show a contrast of element concentrations the concentration coefficient was calculated:

bCCCC /  (1),

where C is an element concentration and Cb is its mean content in sedimentary rocks according to
Grigoriev N.A. (2003).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Concentration coefficient (CC) in relation to the mean content in sedimentary rocks describes the
accumulation of trace elements in peat bogs of Tomsk region (Fig. 2). Based on the data of the Table 1
this coefficient, calculated according the formula (1), allowed to outline some specific for Tomsk
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region elements. Thus, as a whole the peat bogs of Tomsk region selectively accumulate Au, Br, Sr,
Ba, Fe, Cr (Fig. 2). The data on Au accumulation in studied peat are confirmed by our previous studies
on Au accumulation in coal and peat of Western Siberia (Arbuzov et al. 2006).

Table 1. Mean contents of some trace elements in peat bogs of Tomsk region (West Siberia, Russia),
mg kg-1 (Mezhibor et al. 2009)

Elements Concentration in dry matter, mg kg-1

(1441 samples) Elements Concentration in dry matter, mg kg-

1 (1441 samples)

Na (%) 0.037±0.006 La 1.6±0.4
Ca (%) 0.57±0.05 Ce 3.8±0.8

Sc 0.56±0.06 Sm 0.40±0.08

Cr 11.6±3.3 Eu 0.08±0.02
Fe (%) 0.43±0.12 Tb 0.040±0.005

Co 1.5±0.2 Yb 0.12±0.01
Br 17.7±3.7 Lu 0.019±0.001
Rb 1.7±0.2 Hf 0.17±0.02
Sr 42±19 Ta 0.015±0.003
Ag 0.028±0.009 Au 0.019±0.011
Sb 0.11±0.02 Th 0.45±0.08
Cs 0.14±0.02 U 0.31±0.08
Ba 37.7±6.6 Ad (%) 3.2±0.3

Comments: Ad is the ash yield of the peat.

Figure 2. Concentration coefficient of trace elements in the ash of peat bogs of Tomsk region in
relation to the mean content in sedimentary rocks by Grigoriev N.A. (2003)
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The vertical distribution and accumulation of trace elements in peat bogs depends on many factors.
The most important of them are climatic and redox conditions, and the intensity of atmospheric
fallouts.

When comparing the vertical distribution of trace elements in the studied bogs we outlined three types
of the vertical distribution: A – type of regular distribution with weak anomalies; B – type of weakly
differentiated distribution with anomalies in the top part; C – type of pronounced distribution with
contrast anomalies in the top part. According to the outlined types of vertical distribution we have
chosen 3 bogs for more detailed description. A bog, corresponding to the type A is located in a
background area (bog number 12). A bog of the type B is located in the area of oil deposits exploration
(bog number 13). A bog of the type C is located in the influence zone of Tomsk-Seversk industrial
agglomeration (bog number 1). Choosing some trace elements we described these tree bogs in detail
below.

Like other macro and micro nutrients, Ca in raw peat reaches the highest concentrations in the top
layers of a core (Zaccone et al. 2007). Ca is rather mobile and its accumulation in the top parts of bogs
is connected with its migration to the plant roots (Urban 1990). In the studied bogs we also noted its
accumulation at the bottom parts of bogs (Fig. 3).

Cr vertical variability in the peat sections is rather complicated. Background contents are low (Fig.
4A), when in the territories with anthropogenic influence we note its increase in the top parts of the
bogs (Fig. 4B, C).

Sc distribution in background territories is relatively regular (Fig. 5A), but its concentrations in the top
part of peat bogs increase notably under the anthropogenic activity (Fig. 5 B, C).

Au variability in the peat sections is irregular and explained generally by natural factors. Au does not
have preferable property to accumulate  in  the top,  central  of  bottom pars  of  bogs and is  specific  for
every definite bog (Fig. 6).

Figure 3. Ca variability in 3 peat sections (types A, B, and C are described in the text)
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Figure 4. Cr variability in 3 peat sections (types A, B, and C are described in the text)

Figure 5. Sc variability in 3 peat sections from (types A, B, and C are described in the text)
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Figure 6. Au variability in 3 peat sections from areas of different degree of antropogenic influence
(types A, B, and C are described in the text).

Br is considered as an element, accumulated in peat because of its strong relation with humic acids of
peat (Zaccone et al. 2008). In the peat of Tomsk region it is mostly accumulated in the bottom part of
bogs. This can be explained by the presence of sea sediments in geological structure of West Siberian
Plate (Roslyakov &. Sviridova 1998).

In the bog, located in the area of oil fields localization, Br concentration is higher and irregular (Fig.
7B).

REE patterns of peat are not biologically fractionated and allow potentially the identification of an
atmospheric signal (Aubert et al. 2006). The shapes of all lanthanides concentration profiles in the peat
sections are similar, with the profiles of La and Yb concentrations shown for example (Fig 8).

From the picture we can surely note the high concentrations of lanthanides in the top part of the bog of
the type C (Fig. 8C).

U distribution in the peat sections is relatively regular with the exception of the bog located in the
influence zone of the nuclear facility in Seversk (in the vicinity of Tomsk city). This bog is notable for
the accumulation of U in its top part (Fig 9C).
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Figure 7. Br variability in 3 peat sections (types A, B, and C are described in the text)
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Figure 8. La and Yb variability in 3 peat sections (types A, B, and C are described in the text)

Figure 9. U variability in 3 peat sections (types A, B, and C are described in the text)
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4. CONCLUSION

Because of the important role of peat in human activity, particularly in Tomsk region where peat has a
wide application, the estimation of trace elements concentrations in it have defined the choose a
problem to study.

Peat bogs of Tomsk region selectively accumulate such elements as Au, Br, Sr, Ba, Fe, and Cr. First of
all their accumulation in peat is defined by the composition of dust and sand particles from
surrounding territories. In this case the variability of Cr, Sc, Au, and Br depends on the lithological
and mineral composition of nearest areas. High contents of Cr, Sc, REE and U in the peat of the south-
eastern part  of  Tomsk region are caused by the influence of  human activity in  the cities  Tomsk and
Seversk. The data on the study of vertical variations of trace elements confirm these deductions.

The study of vertical distribution of trace elements requires to be more detailed because it depends on
various factors. But this study allowed us to outline similar distribution character for bogs located in
background territories without direct influence of human activity, in the areas of oil fields locations,
and in the areas of intensive human activity.
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Abstract

According to many Russian and foreign scientists groundwaters of the urbanized territories undergo
essential changes in the quantitative and qualitative relations. Solikamsk is not an exception.
Solikamsk city is the oldest city of Ural and the large industrial center of Perm region which is located
in the central part of a unique Verkhnekamskoe deposit of potassium-magnesium salts which produces
sylvinite and carnallite ore in 1934.

The article gives a brief description of the physical and economic and geographical situation of the
city and a detailed characteristic of the hydrogeological conditions and ground water protection.
Despite intensive technogenic impact the part of numerous manufacturing enterprises of the city of the
chemical composition of groundwater is formed not only under the influence of anthropogenic factors.
This conclusion is based on the current hydrochemical data (last 10 years) as a result industrial
environmental control salt panning enterprises long-term monitoring of large intakes, episodic
observations wells and characteristics of spring discharge.

Groundwaters outside the zones of influence of industrial plants in some areas related to the tectonic
zones of local elevations, where there is a hydraulic connection between the hydrogeological units
distributed brackish and salty waters of the chloride with high rigidity, have a natural look - fresh,
hydrocarbon composition with a medium hard.

Key words: groundwater, chemical composition, brine, salinization

1. INTRODUCTION

The Solikamsk City is one of the oldest cities in the Urals, which was founded in 1781 due to a rich
salt mines on the bank of Usolka river of Vologda merchant Kalinnikov, who organized the extraction
of salt  [1,  2].  Initially,  in  the annals  of  1506 the city was called Usolye at  the Kama,  later  -  Usolye
Kama  and  from  the  XVII  century-  the  Salt  Kama.  Salt  was  the  leading  sector  of  the  economy  for
several centuries. At the end of the XVII century the Salt Kama was reached the zenith of commercial
and industrial development, playing a leading role in the life of the Urals, as transit trade, customs,
military, administrative and religious center. Due to the increased open-cutted production of self-
deposited salt in the Volga region and the emergence of a new Siberian road to the end of the XVIII
century, the City loses the value of the shopping center and the main center of Russian salt production
and converted to the district town.

Currently the Solikamsk City is a major industrial center of Perm Region, which is 165.5 km2 and the
population is 95 million people (as of 1.01.2010).

Industrial agglomerations of the Solikamsk City is quite advantageous economic and geographical
position, It is situated almost in the center of Perm region, and is a member of one of the most
economically developed of local clusters of Perm Region – Berezniki-Solikamsk. The chemical, pulp
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and paper, nonferrous metallurgy, the companies of logging and wood processing, printing industries
and building materials industry are dominated in the industrial of the city [9].

The city is located in the central part of the Verkhnekamskoye field of potassium and magnesium
salts. There are two largest potash mine group - Solikamsk potash mining complex -1 and Solikamsk
potash mining complex-2, directly from its eastern border - Solikamsk potash mining complex -3 are
operated at the borders of the Solikamsk City.  Administration in 2011 was the part of the "Uralkali",
which is the largest producer of potash fertilizer of Russia. Potash Companies include in it is
membership as mines, mining sylvite, carnallite ore and salt rock, and processing factories for their
processing.

The process of the enrichment of potassium raw materials is connected with the formation of large
masses of waste, which is mainly halite waste, clay slimes and excess salt brines, which are the
specific  feature -  a  significant  part  of  their  contents  are  freely-  and water  soluble minerals.  Waste is
laid  partly  into  the  mined-out  pit  area,  most  of  them  are  placed  in  salt  dumps,  slurry  pits  [4].   A
significant impact on mineral resources in the processing of potash ores is connected with the
chemical exposure of waste production, which causes the development of the processes of salinization
of soil, surface water and groundwater due to its high solubility. The main impact on the components
of the hydrosphere have a brine-sludge from dumped objects. Most of them are sinking to the salt-marl
layer and removed from the zone of active water exchange.

2. THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA

The city is located on the left bank of the river Kama (Kama Reservoir) in the mouth of its tributary –
Usolka river (Picture 1).

The climatic conditions of the study area are determined by its location in the eastern European plain
in the foothills of the Ural Mountains. The climate is continental with moderately severe, long, snowy
winters and moderately warm, short summers. During the year the average falls is 670 mm of
precipitation The annual precipitation exceeds potential evaporation, so there is an excess moisture.

Verkhnekamskoye field of potassium and magnesium salts is structurally confined to the central part
of the Solikamsk depression of the Preduralsky foredeep basin. Geological section of the Solikamsk
potash mining complex is represented by Vendian complex, Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian
systems and Quaternary deposits. Actually, mine is represented by halogen salts of Lower Permian
formations (P1sl1) of the Solikamsk depression.

According to the scheme of the hydrogeological zoning of the territory of Russia studied area belongs
to the northern part Preduralsky Artesian Basin of the East-European system of artesian basins and to
the North-Preduralsky Basin of the block-formation water (III-7a) [3, 8].

Under the terms of the relationship with the surface and water-bearing units in the vertical section of
the sedimentary cover are two geodynamic floors, which are separated by a regional Iren
aquitard  (P1k ir). The upper floor includes all hydrogeodynamic Upper Iren units. In the bottom there
are  all  the  more  ancient  hydro  units,  which  are  almost  lost  contact  with  the  surface  and  can  be
characterized by stagnant hydrodynamic regime.

The object of research is the hydrogeodynamic upper floor within there are the following main
hydrogeological units - aquifers of Quaternary deposits (pgQ, aQ, fQel),  locally low yield aquifer
sheshminsky terrigenous complex (P1šš), water-bearing terrigenous-carbonate upper solikamsk
subsuite (P1sl2), low yield lower solikamsk salt-marl subsuite (P1sl1) [3, 8, 10].
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Areas of detailed exploration: 1 – Solikamsky (Solikamsk-1), 2 – Solikamsky (Solikamsk-2),

       3 –Novo- Solikamsky (Solikamsk-3)

Picture 1. Map of the study area

(Kudryashov, 2001)
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The numbering of the index for the Permian sediments are carried by the stratigraphic code of Russia
in 2006, according to which tier of the Ufinmian can be assigned to the department of Priuralsky
Permian (Lower Permian).

The practical importance is great in the study area aquifer upper solikamsk terrigenous-carbonate
subsuite because it is the only source of water for such cities as Solikamsk Berezniki, as well as
industrial enterprises.

Aquiferous rocks are widespread and are highly fractured limestones, marls with interbedded
sandstones and mudstones. At the top of subsuite, there are fractured groundwaters, often non-
pressure, lower local erosion cuttings there are fissure-stratal sub-pressured water above erosional
downcutting. The power of the aquifer thickness varies widely and depends on the geological and
structural  features  of  a  particular  site.  In  general,  power  fluctuations  for  the  area  are  defined  by  the
values of 30-80 m. The depth of the groundwater level increases from the valley to the watershed and
is 5-75 m.

Fracturing and permeability of rocks are determined by structural and geomorphological factors and
have a high contrast. The greatest abundance of water different sections is in the river valleys within
the intersection of the positive local structures, where fracturing of water-bearing rocks is enhanced by
the imposition of neotectonic fractures and exogenous origin. At such sites, flow rates of production
wells reach 50-100 l/sec, and the specific production rates are 30-40 l/sec. The value of the coefficient
of transmissibility of limestone in the watershed does not exceed a few tens of meters, often
comprising of a unit m2 per day. In the valleys of the rivers, especially at the intersection of dome
structures, the magnitude of the coefficient of transmissibility reaches first thousand m2 per day [3, 8,
10].

Groundwaters of the upper solikamskaya subsuite harbor numerous springs and ensure minimum
summer and winter runoff. Flow rates of springs vary from 0.1 to 270 l/sec, the prevailing values are
0,5-7,9 l/sec. The most high-output wells and springs are found in the valley of Usolka river
(Haryushinsky dome) [3, 8, 10].

Recharge of the upper solikamsk terrigenous-carbonate subsuite is due to infiltration of precipitation,
flowing from the overlying aquifer sheshminsky sediment, and groundwater discharge occurs due to
lateral outflow drainage with numerous springs, and by the ascending filtration through alluvial
deposits in the river system and downstream filtering the underlying water-bearing subsuite.

Hydrochemical conditions of the distribution area of the subsuite characterized as a natural increase in
groundwater salinity with depth, and the presence of fresh groundwater from mineralized chloride
with solids of 5.3 gr/dm3. Mineralized waters appear in the discharge zones of deep brines, which are
confined generally to the valleys of the rivers, cutting local positive structures. They are the result of
mixing of  fresh groundwater  and brines.  In addition,  the saline water  are  found in the bottom of  the
upper solikamsk subsuite within the troughs due to lateral flow from the underlying aquifer units
where they are formed by leaching of rock salt and gypsum from water-bearing rocks [3, 8, 10].

According to the degree of protection of groundwater in the city of Solikamsk and its surroundings are
distinguished mainly unsecured and conventionally protected categories [3, 7, 8].

A quaternary alluvial aquifer is in the most adverse conditions, is relating to "vulnerable" category,
because of the nearly bedding subsoil waters (up to 5 m), the low total power of low permeable
sediments in the context of the aeration zone (0.5 to 3.5 m), active hydraulic connection with surface
waters, a low position in the landscape and the location of industrial enterprises in the area of its
distribution. They are flood plains of Kama, Usolka and Popovka rivers.

Areas of the spreading the upper solikamskaya pressure aquifer terrigenous-carbonate subsuite which
are overlapped mature low permeable clay deposits, conditionally protected. The power of the aeration
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zone for these areas is more than 8-10 m, in the geological section contains layers of low permeability
(clay, loam) rock capacity not less than 3 m.

3. THE CURRENT STATUS OF GROUNDWATER OF AREA

It is based on the current hydrochemical data obtained from ecological studies of the authors and
source material; it was found that the formation of the chemical composition of groundwater in
Solikamsk is influenced by both natural and man-made factors.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUNDWATER INLETS
On the territory of Solikamsk and adjacent to the city areas of Solikamsky district It can be allocated
about 10 large intakes and many wells, which are located in populated areas (Figure 1, Table 1). All
intakes and water wells exploited aquifer upper solikamskaya terrigenous-carbonate subsuite [5].

Table 1. List of studied withdrawals

Withdrawals Deposits

 «Kaliets»
Solikamsk fresh water reservoirs

Solikamsk potash mining complex -1

2-BIS Solikamsk potash mining complex -1 Chernorechenskoye fresh water reservoir

 «Lesnoye»

Solikamsk potash mining complex -2 Popovskoye fresh water reservoir

Garden community «Magniy»

Former poultry “Solikamskaya”

Wells in settlements

 1 Solikamsk potash mining complex -3
Selyanskoye fresh water reservoir

 2 Solikamsk potash mining complex -3

«Usolka» Usol’skoye fresh water reservoir

Intakes of Solikamsk mine groups have approved the sanitary protection zones, well-equipped, the
main observable indicators are water-quantity, flow rate of individual wells, the water table, the
physical properties and chemical composition of the groundwater.

Groundwater monitoring is carried out regularly and in full on microbiological, organoleptic and
generic indicators. According to the evaluation of observations of the composition of ground water,
quality of water extracted the analyzed range of indicators meets drinking water standards (Sanitary
Rules and Regulations of Russian Federation 2.1.4.1074-01), it is stable and does not undergo
significant changes, both in the long-term, as well as infra-mode. The trend of water quality
deterioration was observed. An exception is the intake  1 Solikamsk potash mining complex-3,
which was raised spontaneously in the period 1988-1989 without exploration, groundwater reserves
are not  counted here in line for  water  quality  on the basic  parameters  marked unit  of  excess of  total
hardness of water.
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According to the analysis of the exploitation of individual groundwater withdrawals provides without
approved sanitary protection zones, water intake structures (water towers, water lines, wells) are in
poor condition, quality of drinking water is either not held or is not regular. Occasional monitoring
groundwater of the quality detect elevated, but not exceeding MPC salinity, concentration of chlorides
and total hardness. In this case contamination was only in nitrogen compounds (NO3

-, NO2
-). Perhaps

this is due to violation of water abstraction and pollution of surrounding areas from the surface.

Despite the intensive human impacts from the ground - on the part of many manufacturing companies,
the chemical composition and salinity of groundwater aquifer upper solikamskaya subsuite the last
two or three decades have not changed much. This provides a good natural protection of the aquifer
units, the organization of sanitary protection of water intakes and water-compliance with the permitted
values.

5. HYDROLOGICAL REGIME OF THE STUDY

As noted above, within the boundaries of Solikamsk and its district, there are three major potash
mining administration that control the quality of groundwater zone of active water exchange within the
existing mine fields during the program-monitoring exercise. Observative wells have been
incorporated with the main direction of groundwater flow and the size of the zone of influence of
industrial facilities (slime storage, salt dumps, industrial sites, brine accumulators), their depth ranges
from 5 to 115 m.

A retrospective analysis of routine observations showed that the groundwater of Quaternary sediments
in the zone of industrial projects includes mainly chlorides and sulfates; the minimum salinity is of 3.1
g/dm3, the maximum- 54-192 g/dm3. Against the background of high salinity is experiencing higher
than MPC for chloride, sulfate, sodium ions, magnesium, total iron in some samples was recorded
very low pH values (up to 3.6-4.0). Groundwaters of sheshminsky terrigenous complex with the
bicarbonate and chloride composition, in some samplesthere have been indicated the predominance of
sulfates. Mineralization is less than 1.5 mg/dm3. Only chloride content does not match the normalized
limits. Groundwater terrigenous-carbonate strata of chloride was salty with salinity 10.8 to 11 g/dm3.
In the range of 70-80 m we had the highest salinity, mineralization was at stable high level of 40-82
g/dm3. The concentration of chloride, sodium and magnesium ions is 5-10 times higher MPC.
Groundwater salt-marl strata at a depth of 50-60 m during the entire study period of chloride, salinity
is very high, but there is a trend of decline from 100-130 to 50-70 g/dm3. The concentration of sulfate
and magnesium ions is at times, and chloride and potassium ions is ten times higher than the MPC.

In areas outside the influence of Industrial facilities in the Quaternary sediments are common fresh
water bicarbonate with no signs of contamination. For sheshminsky aquifer sulphates may be elevated,
which is associated with layers in complex. Groundwater of upper solikamskaya clastic-carbonate
subsuite fresh bicarbonate composition, in areas with mixed pickles salinityand stiffnessmay increase
(3-5 g/dm3). In the salt-marl water are column mainly chloride with mineralization, which increases
with depth from 2-2.5 to 50-300 g/dm3.

Aquifer units occurring at shallow depths - up to 50 m from the surface are the most susceptible to
meteorological factors. Such units are confined to alluvial, sheshminsky sediments and upper intervals
of Solikamsk clastic-carbonate subsuite.

Operating monitoring of the level of ground water in wells (piezometers) have shown that in general,
the seasonal dependence saves - the lowest position of the water table is typical for the winter low-
water period, the highest - for spring and summer.
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6. SPRING DISCHARGE

Spring discharge of groundwaters in the city and its surroundings are in the valleys of Usolka,
Popovka, Suhodoyka and Selyanka rivers. Upstream and downstream of the springs are discharged
from upper solikamskaya terrigenous-carbonate subsuite. The discharge of springs ranges from 1-2 to
15-18 dm3/sec, temperature of water - from 1-2 to 11-12ºC.

On the chemical composition of water springs can be combined into two groups (Figure 1) - salty,
savory sources of chloride and bicarbonate fresh.

Group 1 Group 2

Figure 1. The relationships of the major ions in the chemical composition

of spring water in the study area.

The first group includes springs, which unloaded in the valley of the Usolka river - in the western and
eastern parts of the city. On the western outskirts we had elevated chlorides and other elements in the
waters of the springs due to aquifer hydraulic connection of upper solikamskaya clastic-carbonate
subsuite with  low solikamskaya low productivity salt-marl subsuite, which has a hydraulic connection
between places in local areas related to tectonic zones of local elevations. Here salinity of groundwater
is 2-7.5 g/dm3, waters are tight and very hard, mainly Cl- , Na+,SO4

2- and Cl-, Na+ , Ca2+ (after [4]). On
the eastern outskirts we have the man-made hydrochemical regime of springs - they are discharged
into the coastal zone of man-made lake, which is located in the immediate vicinity of the slurry pits.
Mineralization varies widely (2-4 to 18 g/dm3); the water is very hard; the prevailing hydrochemical
facies are (from [4]) Cl-, Ca2+, Na+ and Cl-, Ca2+, HCO3

-.

For the second group of springs discharge occurs in the valleys of Usolka, Suhodoyka, Mokroguska
rivers   hydrocarbon-natural composition and small mineralization (0.4-0.9 g/dm3)  is  typical.  The
dominant facies are  natural HCO3

-, Ca2+, SO4
2- and HCO3

-, Ca2+, Cl-. Waters are of medium hardness
(up to 5 mg-eqv/dm3) macronutrient composition is normal. The possible factor of the increased
content of nitrogen compounds is the unauthorized storage of household waste, as in the areas of
groundwater discharge and upstream.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Mining and chemical profile of industrial specialization of Solikamsk in Perm region, where the
unique Verkhnekamskoye field of potassium-magnesium salts is situated, there is  the only raw
materials potash industry in Russia, leading to high levels of anthropogenic impact on all components
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of the environment, including groundwater. However, despite the intensive human impacts on the part
of many industrial enterprises, the chemical composition of groundwater is formed not only under the
influence of anthropogenic factors. Groundwaters outside the zones of influence of industrial plants
have a natural look - fresh, hydrocarbon composition with a  medium hardness. At sites in the area of
industrial  sites,  slime  storage,  salt  dumps,  brine  accumulators,  they  are  subject  to  the  intensive
pollution (salinity) due to high concentrations of sodium and potassium.

Hydrochemical regime of the groundwaters within the producing fields of fresh groundwaters is fully
met drinking standards and reasonably stable over time. It provides not only a good natural protection
of upper solikamskaya aquifer subsuite, which is the main reservoir of fresh groundwater study area,
but also the organization of sanitary protection of water intakes, water-compliance with the permitted
values.
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THE OPPORTUNITIES TO APPLY ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS FOR STUDENTS

DURING HIGHER EDUCATION STUDIES
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Abstract

The article discusses importance and significance of innovative teaching technologies within didactic
system of higher education and possibilities for employment of active training methods in lectures. It
introduces to modern concept of innovative teaching technologies, analyzes theoretical level of
exploration in employment of innovative teaching technologies within didactic system of higher
education and explores variety of activating training methods in lectures from the viewpoint of
pedagogues.

Key words: innovative teaching technologies, training method, activating method, upbringing
technologies.

INTRODUCTION

 „We stuff heads of young people with data of previous discoveries and results instead of teaching
how to trace them. We treat intelligence as a storage, which is to be heaped up, not realizing that it is
an instrument to be employed“(J.W. Gardner).

Demand for development of new technologies and knowledge in modern life brings changes in
society, in its approach to human upbringing and didactics. Do acquired knowledge and developed
abilities of people meet the demands of society, of learners themselves and continuously changing
world of activity? In a general sense it is a discussion about the quality of teaching. No matter how
complicated the concept of quality in a scientific sense would be, on a practical level it tells much
about satisfaction of supposed and expected needs among participants in the process of teaching and
learning. The highest quality of learning or studies is achieved, when demands of learners,
pedagogues, social groups and employers are satisfied (Laužackas, 2008). Efficient training methods
and forms are very important for achievement of qualitative results. Starting with J. A. Comenius, an
originator of didactics, a science of teaching, topical remains to be the question about what the subject
and  aim  of  teaching  is  and  what  means  are  to  be  employed  for  its  achievement.  The  great  Czech
pedagogue treated method as the major key to learner’s intelligence and heart: "Teaching method has
to know and understand the difficulty of the method, to assist in quick and thorough learning,
protecting learner from intimidation and deterrence from further learning, stimulating and encouraging
his willingness to learn" (Comenius,1927, p.158).

Eternal didactic problem („how to teach?“) nowadays takes a new shade. Rapid changes and modern
technologies of upbringing result in changes within academic didactic provisions and approach,
namely, in academic teaching and learning methods. Analysis of human memory and mental abilities
shows that passive learning is not most productive and does not satisfy human demands for
information and acquisition of skills. Modernization of technologies replaces passive methods with
active ones, which results in more rapid and efficient achievement of desired results. Teaching itself
becomes more interesting and attractive. There are numerous works of national and foreign authors
about active teaching/learning methods: D. C. Berliner, N.L. Gage (1994), M. N. Grendstand (1996),
Podlasyj (1996), R. Arends (1998), Petty (2006), J. Geniušas (1932), St.Šalkauskis (1933),V. Rajeckas
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(1997), M. Teresevi ien  and G. Gedvilien  (1999), L. Jovaiša (2001),  P.Jucevi ien  (2003),
A.B kšta (2005) and V. Lukoš nien  (2005), A. Glosien  (2006), M. J iuvien  (2008) et al.

Research problem: strategic aim of education in Lithuania is an innovative and self-dependent,
thinking critically and creating individual. One of major pedagogical problems is inconsistence
between what lecturers expect from students and what students actually learn. As far back as 1929 in
his  essay „University and its  functions“  A.  N.  Whitenhead wrote that  higher  education has to teach
students how to creatively comprehend knowledge. It means that students have to contemplate
critically and independently (Universitetin  didaktika. Švietimo studijos. 2005). Therefore, innovative
active methods are basic pedagogical instruments in preparation of students for different vocational
activity.

Subject of the article is innovative teaching technologies within didactic system of higher education.

Aim of the article is to reveal significance and importance of innovative teaching technologies in
training of students for vocational activity.

Objectives:

1. analysis of concept of innovative teaching technologies;

2. analysis of active teaching methods and possibilities for their employment in higher school.

Research methods: analysis of scientific literature, questionnaire, statistic methods.

1. The concept of teaching technologies

Modern society started developing in Lithuania during interwar period (1918-1940). Outstanding
educators Stasys Šalkauskis (1927), Juozas Geniušas (1927), Antanas Maceina (1936) and others were
encouraging to replace passive teaching methods with active ones by employing modern technologies,
integrating teaching subjects, etc. When discussing the concept of method as a rational way, focused
on aim of studies, S.Šalkauskis (1991) emphasizes compatibility of method with student’s make-up
and peculiarities of studied subject. He points to two types of method: tethic ( „proposing“) and
heuristic ( „discovering“). He emphasizes heuristic method, showing active role of student in the
process of studies, highlighting development of his self-dependence, encouraging him to strive for
perfection and innovations.

While analysing organization of the training process, J.Geniušas pays particular attention to
implementation of such principles, as naturalness, imagination and activeness. The essence of
principles and their employment is defined on the basis of child’s psychology and theoretical
conceptions of new pedagogical trends, on the basis of own experience and data of foreign
experimental researches (Geniušas, p. 312–322). According to him, a child  „should not only hear and
see what a teacher is telling and showing him, but also to independently remake it: orally, in written,
in drawings, modelling and, finally, express it in play“(Geniušas, p. 692). Therefore, empiric
experience with its visual aids and their important role are particularly significant in conscious and
firm pickup.

After restoration of independence (11 03 1990) national educators started gaining experience from
western researchers D.C.Berliner, N.L.Gage 1994, M.N.Grendstand 1996, R.Arends 1998,  G.Petty
2006 and others. They differently define teaching methods, but the essence remains the same, for
example, “it is a model of teacher’s recursive actions, it can be employed in teaching different
subjects, it is typical to more than one teacher and important for learning“ (Gage, Berliner, 1994,
p.,307. G. Petty (2006). They propose to employ methods not only on the basis of chosen aims, but
also to pay attention to demands, expectations and ergonomic environment of learners. Variety of
methods stimulates pedagogical activity, pleases pedagogues, encourages them to experiment with
groups of students and to reject inefficient methods.
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Soviet pedagogy (Lithuania was ruled by Soviets in 1940-1941 and 1945-1990) aimed at conveyance
of information, which had to provide learners with maximal amount of knowledge. This tendency is
still rather strong even after 22 years of independence.

Modern paradigm is typical to all EU countries. It aims at independent acquisition of knowledge,
development of practical abilities, when method in the process of upbringing is a way of interaction
between educators and learners. It is continuously improved during their pedagogical meetings, their
communication and cooperation (Dum in , Bajori nas, 2006).

A. Glosien  (2006) characterizes changes in Education studies in the following way: “Aim of higher
schools nowadays is to provide students with specific knowledge and to tech them how to learn,
prepare them for lifelong learning, to shape their desire to search, discover, evaluate critically and
employ information for solution of problems, decision making, for continuous update of their
knowledge, for vocational and personal development. Higher schools have to develop the culture of
learning, which would stimulate students and graduates to strive for learning and to be able to do that
in continuously changing informational environment“ (Glosien , 2006, p. 190).

According to M. J iuvien  (2008), upbringing of enterprising and creative individuals would be the
biggest challenge for higher school. However, the question emerges – whether or not lecturers are able
to do that? Prof. P. Jucevi ien  (2003) and others maintain that the role of educator in modern society
is that of a assistant, taking care of learner and the process of his knowledge improvement. While
communicating with learners and observing them, the educator concludes about abilities and needs of
each learner and on the basis of these observations develops a democratic learning environment, which
would enable learners to construct meanings, understanding and knowledge.

The term “teaching/training technologies“ is nowadays very frequently employed in the science of
upbringing. Scientific literature provides with different versions of its explanation, for example, the art
of teaching, development of skills and abilities, employing innovative training methods, meaningful
implementation of teaching aims and results in the process of upbringing ( , . ., 1970).
The term involves forms, methods, lecturing methods in education institutions, organizational and
methodological means in the process of upbringing.

Some researchers ( , . ., 1996) classify the methods of upbringing in accordance with
technologies: productive technology - (explanation, instruction, work with books, practical classes,
testing, lecture, demonstration, illustration, audio/video, etc.); cooperation technology (major methods
- interview, discussion, cognitive play, control, programming, practical training, problem-orientated
training; auxiliary methods - illustration, work with books; saving technology (major  methods  –
narration, discussions, disputes, subject based plays, video/audio methods, observation; auxiliary
methods – situational method, unconventional methods, demonstration).

Evidently, the term is realized differently – some researchers perceive it in narrow sense, whereas
others comprehend it in wider sense and even offer their own classification. We should accept
researchers’ observations as a versatile explanation of above term, when all of them reason in a similar
way.

 N.Kuitien  (2005) maintains that particularly important are creative methods of training and their
employment in lectures. On the basis of these methods critical thinking and ability of students to solve
problems in nonstandard situations is developed. In that sense significant are exploratory methods,
involving into research activity and exploration of reality.

When classifying all training methods, Finnish researchers distribute them into five categories:
conveyance of information, activity based training, assignment based training, literature based
training, virtual training, however, giving preference to active methods of teaching (A. Karjalainenas,
K. Aihos and S. Jutima, 2002).
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Professor L. Jovaiša (2007) distributes methods into informational, applied for conveyance of
information (demonstration, analysis of different sources, etc.), practical–operational for
development/self-development of abilities in specific activity (practical classes, practice, laboratory,
etc.), creative, stimulating student’s self-dependence, critical and creative thinking (problem solution
orientated studies, case analysis, etc.).

Modern society needs creating personalities, employing their intelligence as an instrument. It is not
easy to define and specify creativity. According to B. Edwards, it could be a personal property,
assisting in discovery of something new (Humanistini  vertybi  tvirtinimas aukštajame moksle. p.
270).

Professor L. Jovaiša, the classic of Education studies (2007, p. 127-128), defines creativity as a
complex of personal properties, which enables to achieve original, socially significant and
qualitatively new results of activity, whereas a creative type of lesson is designed for productive and
creative activity of schoolchildren. Similar though more mature should be classes with students in
higher school. Dictionary of Psychology (1993, p.151) defines creativity as a human ability to offer
new ideas, to think self-dependently, in non-stereotyped way, to orient quickly in problematic
situations, to easily find atypical solutions. Methods of active training could help to implement these
objectives, as they are methods of pedagogical activity, providing with opportunity for better
realization of teaching content and improving ability of critical thinking, employment of knowledge
both in ordinary and new conditions. Methods of upbringing are as important factors of pedagogical
activity as aims and content of upbringing.

When choosing and offering students different teaching methods, lecturers have to consider criteria of
active methods (methods have to create conditions for relax and motion, they also have to involve
many participants and offer them conditions for communication, they have to activate available
knowledge and positive qualities of participants, making them useful for entire group (B kšta A. et al.,
2005).

Practical peculiarities in study related activities and good ergonomic conditions are important for
employment of active methods. After evaluation of their availability on the basis of these criteria
lecturers are likely to choose and offer most efficient study methods, encouraging, stimulating and
activating all learners.

Activating teaching/learning methods encourage students to take interest into discovery, analysis and
synthesis of knowledge, to search for new facts and find creative methods for solution of problems, to
identify their interrelation. Employment of these methods leads to tolerance and nurturance of social
openness and reciprocal understanding, respect, development of cooperation, development of ability to
listen to each other, implantation of general human values (humanism, tolerance, responsibility,
conscience, self-confidence, creation, free and good will). Methods of active learning enable to realize
the essence of undefined situations and undertake new activities. Active learning secures its integrity
and self-expression (Aktyvaus mokymosi metodai, 1998, p. 8).

Lithuanian pedagogues N.Bižys, A.B kšta (2005), M.J iuvien  (2008) and others describe many
inventive and complementary training methods, stimulating cooperation, inter-assistance,
outspokenness, critical thinking, activity of schoolchildren, etc. A wide range of modern training
methods is oriented towards learners and stimulation of their teaching/learning activity. “These are
most efficient learning methods, stimulating activeness, i. e. discussions of training material, its own
practical testing and teaching of others. Methods must create environment, which would stimulate
learning and enable to rest on largest possible sensations in one’s own activity. Learner achieves best
results when he is an active member in the process of learning” (Šiau iuk nien , 2006, p. 107).
Scientific literature describes different active training methods, employed in the process of higher
education studies: demonstration, work in group, electronic teaching, search of literature, discussion,
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project method, verbal introduction, scientific paper, reviews, essay, learning blogs and diaries,
drafting of bibliographic list, didactic testing, graphic and visual methods, maps of ideas and notions,
map of ideas, introduction of banners/posters, portfolio method, case analysis, etc.
2. Lecturers‘ approach to active methods of teaching and possibilities for their employment in
the process of higher education studies and preparing students for vocational activity.
Organization and results of the research
The method of questioning was employed in the research. It is the most reliable method for analysis of
pedagogues’ approach, as it is anonymous and stimulating willingness of respondents for cooperation.
Lecturers in academic study programmes were chosen for above research. 30 lecturers, working in
Pedagogical faculty of KU, were questioned by this method. The sample was not big and it did not
represent the entire population. Received data can easily appear to be atypical from the viewpoint of
the whole population. However, conclusions that were made in the process of the research will be
significant, as they will be a reflection of actual situation, related to research problem, which is very
important for each higher education institution, striving for improvement of study quality.
Analysis of research results is made and received data processed on the basis of Excel programme.
Analysis of data was made on the basis of higher education study practice, its concept and lecturers’
approach to possibilities for employment of active teaching methods in lectures.
Employment of questionnaire aimed at attempt to find out whether lecturers in higher education study
programmes are strong enough in their knowledge of modern training, modern teaching technologies
and activating methods of training. Data of the research (pic. 1) show that most of them (73,30 %) are
sure they know well enough about these methods. Some of them (13,30%) know them perfectly and
are able to employ different methods in the process of upbringing. Another 13,30 % of lecturers
maintain that they employ active training methods, however, they lack knowledge about how to
employ  them  in  lectures,  practical  classes,  laboratory  and  seminars.  Lecturers  presume  they  lack
literature about modern methods of upbringing and possibilities for their practical employment, when
giving lectures in different subjects of study programmes, including academic and college studies.

Picture 1. Evaluation of lecturers‘ knowledge about modern training and active teaching methods

Evaluate your knowledge about modern teaching and employed active methods of training

13,30%

73,30%

13,30%
0%

Know perfectly
Know good enough
Lack knowledge
Know very few methods
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Picture 2. Most frequently employed training methods for stimulation of students‘ activity

Respondents pointed to most meaningful methods, stimulating activeness of students in lectures (pic.
2). 80 % of pedagogues are sure that practical – operational methods are most efficient, since they help
to develop abilities for performance in a certain sphere and to form necessary skills. 73,33 % of
respondents think that creative methods, stimulating self-dependence, critical and creative thinking,
help to activate students in lectures, particularly, when studies are oriented towards solution of
problems. 66,67 % of respondents maintain that visual methods are most efficient in stimulation of
students’ activeness in lectures. Researchers maintain that we recall 30 % of what we had previously
seen and 50 % of what we had seen and heard. Therefore, visual methods are very popular in teaching
of students from different programmes. Verbal methods, stimulating students’ activeness in lectures,
are meaningful for 53,33 % of respondents. They are employed to impart information, for example, for
analysis of different sources, etc.

Choice and employment of methods for activation of students depends on chosen aims, demands of
learners, ergonomic environment, available instruments and emotional climate.
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resources for improvement of their qualification. 40 % of pedagogues think that they receive necessary
knowledge, watching specialized TV programmes. 33,33 % of them noted that trips to different
countries help them to develop and gain experience. A rather small part (26,67 %) of respondents
noted that internships also contribute to deepening of knowledge. They are treated as the best method
for perfection in vocational activity, however, higher education institutions presently do not provide
with opportunities for internships, particularly in foreign countries. In summary, knowledge for
training lecturers are mainly received from literary sources, internet and qualification events.

Picture 3. Sources of knowledge for subject teaching

Aim of present-day higher school is to provide students with specific knowledge and to teach them
how to learn, to prepare them for lifelong learning, to develop their aspirations and abilities for search,
discovery, critical evaluation and employment of information for solution of problems, decision
taking, for continuous update of knowledge, for vocational and personal development. Lecturers must
assist their students in their attempts to take a fancy to teaching/learning, to experience inner ties with
training subjects. The research aimed at finding out what methods enable students to become more
active and conscious, to dive more actively into the process of teaching, to develop own approach and
to defend it. Respondents pointed (pic. 4) to variety of active training methods, which they most often
employ in their lectures (demonstration, practical assignments, method of short questions-answers,
reflection, discussion, brainstorm, creative activity, method of cooperation, analysis and comparison of
schemes and tables, etc.
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 Picture 4. Active training methods in lectures

Analysis of the research results shows that 70% of lecturers employ the methods of reflection and
brainstorm, stimulating students for self-dependent activity, logic thinking and creative approach to
problems. A large number of lecturers employ the method of creative activity, methods of reflection
and project activity. The method of project activity is sometimes employed by 57 % of lecturers,
almost half of them (46%) sometimes apply the method of project activity, the method of questioning
is often employed by 40% of respondents. The research showed (pic.5) that play method (23%), test
planning method (25%) and monitoring (27%) are almost equally employed in the process of studies.
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Data of questionnaire show that pedagogues employ different training technologies and technical
devices (textbooks, own methodological materials, encyclopaedias, dictionaries, internet,
computerized training programmes, models, instruments, multimedia, video and audio equipment,
etc.), assisting students in mastering and deepening of knowledge. Scale of modern training and
technical devices is very wide and oriented towards stimulation of learner’s activity and his interests.
85,71% of respondents say (pic. 6) that they traditionally use their own training means and textbooks,
85,71% of pedagogues vary their lecturing with illustrations and photos (pic. 6). It was noticed that a
large number of higher school lecturers employ modern technologies of training and upbringing (data
bases, computerized training programmes, etc.). 71,43% of them employ data bases and catalogues
with modern scientific information and results of topical international scientific researches. It means
that close cooperation with libraries in this sphere enables to make use of modern scientific literature
and get acquainted with global scientific projects, scientific events, innovations and technologies.
Respondents made no hint about employment of such modern technical devices as interactive board,
shooting camera, cameras, computers, scanners, digital technologies, etc.

Picture 6.  Training and technical devices, most frequently employed by lecturers in their lectures
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Therefore, it is possible to maintain that a wide range of active teaching methods are dominant in
modern paradigm of upbringing, however, very often activating methods intermingle with classic
methods of training and upbringing. In practical activity they used to be, still are and will be
employed. Different is only complexity of modification in their employment at continuously changing
process of pedagogical activity and its improvement. Optimal way in development of study quality in
higher school would be employment of time and experience approved methods. Tune of different
methods will enrich and spice up the process of training and meet the aim in most optimal way.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Strategic objective of education in Lithuania is an innovative and self-dependent, thinking

critically and creating individual. Active methods of training help to strive for this objective.
Researchers were writing about these methods already in the beginning of 20th century. They
differently characterize active teaching methods, but the essence of the notion itself is treated
in  a  similar  way  –  they  all  recognize  their  efficiency  in  the  process  of  teaching.  Training
methods in the process of studies have to be chosen with respect to information, which is to be
solidified and what skills are developed. Selection of activating training methods and their
employment depends not only on chosen objectives. It is very important also to pay attention
to learners’ demands, expectations, ergonomic environment, available devices and emotional
climate. Only then activating methods will help to solidify knowledge efficiently.

2. Creative individual is able to adapt himself in different vocational activity and continuously
changing world. Activating training/learning methods encourage to take interest in knowledge,
to discover, analyze and synthesize it, to search for new facts, to discover creative methods for
solution of problems. Analysis of pedagogues’ approach to active training methods shows that
most appropriate and optimal activating methods in academic lectures and other classes are:
demonstration, reflection, brainstorm, discussion, project method, creative activity,
questionnaire drafting, method of short questions-answers, employment of schemes and
tables, individual activity, report, individual reading, planning of portfolio.
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